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This specification is approved for use by the Defense Mapping
Agency, and is available for use by all Departnmntm, and lwenciea of the
Dapartalent of Defense.

1. SCOPE

1.1 SGQ12!2. This specification defines requirements for the
Defense Mapping Agency’s (WA) Combat Charts.

1.2 PurR ose. The purpose of this specification is to assure
uniformity of treatment among mapping and charting elements, primarily
DMA and its contractors, engaged in a coordinated production and
maintenance program for this product. Feature requirements are stated
in terms of DMA’s Feature/Attribute Coding Standard (FACS), to maintain
consistency between various D14Aproduction methods. The use of FACS in
this specification is not intended to imply any external digital data
coding standard. FACS is the internal coding standard used by DMA’s
Digital Production System (DPS), which is the primary intended, but not
exclusive, method for production of this product at this time. The
Digital Geographic Information Exchange Standard (DIGEST) Feature
Attribute Coding Catalog (FACC), not FACS, is the approved coding
standard for the exchange of digital geographic data, as well as the
standard for DMA’s Vector Product Format product line. FACC may be
included in, or replace FACS in a future edition of this specification.

1.3 Semz,i,W .

1.3.1 Securitv Classif icat~. The security classification of the
products generated by the use of these specifications will be the lowest

Beneficial conmenta (reconmiendations, addLtions, deletions) and any
pertinent data which may be of uae in improving this documen t should be
addressed to: Director, Defense Happing Agency, A!lZZ?: PR, ST A-13, 8613
Laa Highway, Fairfax, VA 22031-2137 by using the self-addreosed
Standardization Document Improvement Proposal (DD Form 1426) appearing
at the end of this!document or w latter.

AMSC B?/A MBA MCGT

A< Approved for public release; distribution
unlimited.
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category practicable. $ihe:ait is necessary to assign a security
classification to the product, it shall be in accordance with ‘o
established national security procedures.

2. APPLICABLE lXICUMENTS

2.1 Governm ent documents.

2.1.1 sDecQLQ&&&&.“,“ c; . The following
specifications, standards, and handbooks form a part of this document to
the extent specified herein. Unless otherwise specified, the issues of
these documents are those listed in the current Department of Defense
Index of Specifications and Standards (DODISS) and the supplement
thereto, cited in the solicitation (see 6.2) .

SPECIFICATIONS

MIL-H-89201A(DMA) -- Harbor, Approach, and Coastal Charts
MIL-T-89301A(DMA) -- 1:50,000 Scale Topographic Maps

MILITARY STANDARDS

MIL-sTD-129 .. Marking for Shipment and Storage
MIL-STD-2402(DMA) -- MC&G Symbology for Graphic Products
MIL-sTD-2403(DMA) -- MC&G Product Generation Rules
MIL-STD-2408(DMA) -- Mapping, Charting & Geodesy Glossary of

Feature and Attribute Definitions
MIL-STD-2409 -- MC&G Accuracy
MIL-STD-241O(DMA) -- MC&G Reproduction and Printing
MIL-ST’D-2414 -- Defense Mapping Agency Bar Coding

(Unless otherwise indicated, copies of federal and military a
specifications, standards, and handbooks are available from the
Standardization Documents Order Desk, Bldg. 4D, 700 Robbins Avenue,
Philadelphia, PA 19111-5094.)

2.1.2 Other Govern ment documents. drawinas, and ~ubl ications.
The following other Government documents, drawings and publications form
a part of this document to the extent specified herein. Unless
otherwise specified, the issues are those cited in the solicitation.

DMA Standard Supporting Mark 90, Section 500 - Geographic Names
STANDCONTABLE 02 Standard Conversion Table No. 2
STANDCONTABLE 03 Standard Conversion Table No. 3
STANDCONTABLE 04 Standard Conversion Table No. 4

(Copies of the above publications are available from the Defense
Mapping Agency, ATTN: TIJ, ST A-10, Fairfax, VA 220031-2137).

DMA TM 8358.1 Datums, Ellipsoids, Grids and Grid
Reference Systems

(Copies of the above publications are available for DoD users from
the Defense Mapping Agency Combat Support Center, 6001 MacArthur
Boulevard, Bethesda, MD 2C)816-5001.

Chart No. 1 Nautical Chart Symbols and
Abbreviations

PUBS 110-116 (LLPUB) - List of Lights
NM Notice to Mariners (NM)
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PUB117 Radio Navigation Aids
SDPUB Sailing Directions

(Copies of the above publications are available for DoD users from
the Defe&e Mapping Agen-q Combat Support
Boulevard, Bethesda, MD 20816-5001. Other
publications from the National Ocean Service,
agents).

,

2.2 ~
. .

.

IHO Special Pub. 46 - Correction of Echo

Center, 6001 MacArthur
users may obtain these
and its authorized sales

Soundings

(Copies of the above publication are available on disc or paper
format, upon request, from the International Hydrographic Organization -
Monaco)

NP139 - Echo Sounding Correction Tables (3rd or latest edition)

(Copies of the above publication are available from the British
Admiralty, Taunton, U.K.)

2.3 ~ ecedence. In the event of a conflict between the
text of this document and the references cited herein (except for
related associated detail specifications, specification sheets, or NS
standards) the text of this document takes precedence. Nothing in this
document, however, supersedes applicable laws and regulations unless a
specific exemption has been obtained.

3. REQUIREMENTS

3.1 wt Article . When specified (see 6.2), a sample shall be
subjected to first article inspection (see 6.3) in accordance with 4.3.

3.2 ~.

3.2.1 Horizontal accuracy . Absolute horizontal accuracy for
-Combat Charts is l.Omm (50 meters) CE at the 90% confidence level.

3.2.2 Yertical accuracv .

3.2.2.1 . Absolute vertical accuracy (land) is one
contour interval LE at the 90% confidence level.

3.2.2.2 WdrouxarW& . Absolute vertical accuracy for depths
shown on Combat Charts is 0.3 meters (from O to 30 meters), and 1% of
depth (greater than 30 meters), linear error (LE), at a 90% confidence
level. See 6-5 for definition of LE.

3.2.3 c da at accuracv . DPfA strives to compile Combat
Charts with the most accurate information available, but DNA charts are
compiled from a variety of sources, with varying accuracies. Often the
metric accuracy (expressed as circular and linear error at a certain
level of confidence) of the hydrographic and bathymetric data is
unknown , or the information is not available to DMA. In this case, a
subjective determination of accuracy is made, based on the survey dates,
scale, and originating agency of the source.

O.,,
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3.2,.4nis~laced featl~ . Feature symbols which are displaced, as
identified in Table I of this specification (reference: displacement o
rules found in MIL-STD-2403) are excluded from the accuracy requirement
stated above.

I 3.3 patw.

3.3.1 Hor izontal dat~. For new production, and as map/chart
sheets are revised or updated for periodic maintenance, the WGS 84 or
NAD 83 datum and where appropriate a revised Military Grid system shall
be depicted as the primary grid. The old (local) datum will be depicted
as a secondary grid with tick marks along the border of the sheet. A
grid conversion note shall also be placed in the margin area.
Additionally, both the old and new 100,000 meter square two-letter
identifiers shall be depicted on the map/chart, if applicable.
Appropriate margin notes shall be added to explain the dual lettering.

3.3.2 Vertical dat~~. In areas where tides are significant
(generally greater than 0.3 meter range), Combat Charts have three
vertical datums. The contours and heights of topographic features are
referenced to Mean Sea Level. The coastal shoreline (2AO1O) is
referenced to Mean High Water. Hydrographic features are referenced to
a vertical datum based on a low water tide level, called the sounding
datum or hydrographic datum. The specific low water datum used depends
on the type of tide in the area or the number and magnitude of high and
low tides in one tidal cycle. In areas where tidal range is not
significant, i.e., less than about 0.3 meters, Mean Sea Level (MSL) may
be used as the vertical datum for hydrography, shoreline and elevations.
The datums of shoreline, topography, and hydrography are identified in
the chart margin (see 3.11.31).

1’
3.4.1 Overlaw area. Adjacent Combat Charts shall have an area of

overlap between them to make it easier to transfer positions from one
chart to the next.

3.4.2 Chart detail. When adjoining charts are compiled at the
%wme time, chart detail in the overlap area must be identical, except in
cases where the newest Ccmbat Charts are based on later date sources.
In these cases, the new Ccxnbat Charts shall show the later information.
If the differences in the overlap area are critical for safe navigation,
the previously published Combat Charts shall be updated by Classified
Notices to Mariners.

I
3.4.3 New or new edz“$&Xl. When new or new edition Combat Charts

are produced and the adjacent charts are not updated, chart detail in
the overlap area shall be identical to the previously published charts,
except as noted in 3.4.2.

3.5 &SXi&E. Combat Charts produced as part of a series shall be
outlined in a location diagram in the margin.

3.6.1 ~s. Combat Charts and Combat Training Charts
are constructed at a stanc~ard scale of 1:50,000.
(length, width, area,

The linear dimensions
etc.) expressed in TABLE I of this specification

are! based on a map distance to ground distance ratio of 1:50,000.
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Therefore, this specification is intended for
Charts at this standard scale only.

3.6.2 Xervious non-stad scal~ In
Charts have been produced at a scale of 1:2~.000.

production of Combat

the past, some Combat
The linear dimensions

expressed in TAB- 1 of.this specification will not support..production
of charts at scales other than 1:50,000, without modification. Based on
the categorization established in STANAG 1022, Combat Charts, Amphibious
charts , and Combat Landing Charts, these larger scale charts would be
considered Amphibious Assault Charts, rather t-banCombat Charts.

3.6.3 . The standard 1:50,000 scale of the Combat
Chart is adhered to even in areas where the corresponding topographic
map coverage is at 1:100,000 scale. The level of topographic detail and
density shown on Combat Charts shall commensurate with 1:50,000 scale.

3:7 “ Q&t desi~.

a. Combat Charts provide chart coverage for approximately
fifteen nautical miles landward and fifteen nautical miles seaward
(total thirty nautical miles); however, the proportion of land and
water may vary for special user requirements. The charts shall be
oriented east-west or north-south. The long edge of a Combat Chart runs
generally perpendicular to the coastline to provide sufficient coverage
inland and out to sea.

b. Combat Charts are rectangular in shape, except where a small
island falls just outside the limits of a chart, and is not shown on
another chart in the series, an extension is added to the chart to
include the island, rather than make a new chart just for the island.

o
c. An area of overlap is provided for ease of transition from

one chart to the next. The width of this overlap area is variable but
shall not be less than 1 minute or greater than 2 minutes.

3.8 size and . The standard trim size for charts
oriented east-west or north-south is 105.4 as by 147.3 cm (41-1/2 inches “
by 58 inches). The standard neatline size for east-west chart is 78.7
-cm by 137.2 cm(31 inches by 54 inches). .The standard neatline size for
north-south charts is 81.3 cm by 134.6 cm (32 inches by 53 inches). See
APPENDICES B and C (Style Sheets).

3.9 ~o-iect~. Combat Charts are constructed on the ‘&ansverse
Mercator projection.

3.9.1 Graticule lines and subdivisions.

a. Parallels and meridians are shown in black (Standard “
Printing Color (SPC)-58600) at 4 minute intervals, except as noted in
3.9.4.

b. Full minute ticks are shown along the neatline.

c. Minute ticks are shown along a selected central meridian and
a selected central parallel. The central meridian and parallel which is
subdivided is selected on the basis of clarity of presentation with
preference given to open water area wherever
consideration in the portrayal of subdivisions
the location of rows of grid labels. See
examples of minute tick subdivisions.

possible. Another major
along projection lines is
APPENDICES B and C for

o
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d. Five second ticks subdividing one minute are shown at two
selected locations on each neatline, central meridian and central
parallel. Locations are selected on the basis of clarity of presentation

o

with preference given to open water areas.

I 3.,9.2~ule l&kM!iliM.

I
a. Geographic coordinates showing degrees, minutes, and seconds

are shown on all four neatline corners. The appropriate suffix N, S, E,
or W is shown with full coordinate values (degrees, minutes, and
seconds) at the lower left and upper right corners.

I b. Parallels, meridians and minute tick labels are shown along
the neatline. The subdivided central parallel andmeridian labels show
the degree and minute values at the neatline.

I
c. Every minute tick on the subdivided central parallel and

meridian shows a minute label except at the 4 minute graticule which
shows a label with the whole degree and minute value.

I d. Five second subdivision tick labels are shown at the 15’,
30”, and 45” ticks.

I 3.9.3 ~
,.

ara~tlo~ . Refer to APPENDICES B and
c, Style Sheets for additional information about labeling and
subdivision.

I ~~
3.9.4 ~ to <~ule Wterva145... Although meridians and

parallels are usually shown at 4 minute intervals, this interval becomes
too dense (approximately 3 inches) at 60 degrees latitude and greater.
Whenever the graticule interval measures less than 7.6 cm (3 inches),
the interval is increased. For Combat Charts at 60 degrees latitude and
greater, the interval for meridians is 10 minutes and the interval for a
parallels is 5 minutes.

I 3.9.5 Grat icule and arzd accuracv.

I a. The intersections of parallels and meridians shall be within
O.lmm of computed positions.

I
b. The overall clistance between the first full grid lines

adjacent to opposite neatlines shall not vary by more than 0.3mm from
their computed measurements. The distances between adjacent grid lines
will not vary by more than O.lmm from the computed grid interval.

I 3.10 Referen ec svst~.

I
3.10.1 MjJJ&&m aX.i&l& The Military Grid System is shown in

accordance with the Defense Mapping Agency Technical Manual 8358.1
‘“Datums, Ellipsoids, Grids, and Grid Reference Systems.” A maximum of
three grids are portrayed on Combat Charts.

3.10.2 Maior arid. The major (or primary) grid is normally one
of two universal grids, either the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM),
or the Universal Polar Stereographic (UPS). The primary grid is shown
in purple (SPC-96532). Normally, only one major grid is shown on the
chart, unless the area covered by the chart overlaps the junction
between the two universal grids as set forth in DMA TM 8358.1.
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o 3.10.3 &lditional arl~ . Up to two additional grids may be
,’, portrayed. They are shown in order of precedence first in blue (SPC-

48253), and then if needed, in red-brown (SPC-61121). No more than
three grids are shown on a Combat Chart. Additional grids are portrayed
in the following order of precedence:

a. . If any area covered by the chart is
within 40 kilometers of a grid zone junction, or ellipsoid junction, or
as set forth in DMA TM 8358.1, the overlapping grid is also shown.

b. Local ari~ . In accordance with agreements between MA and
other producers, or other necessity as set forth in DMA TM 8358.1, a
local grid (such as a pre-WGS grid) may be shown (see 3.3.1). Examples
of these local grids include the French Lambert North African Grids,
Madagascar Grid, and Ceylon Belt.

3.10.4 ~ .

a. The 1000 meter northing grid lines are labeled to the right
of each 10,000 meter casting grid line and the 1000 meter casting grid
lines are labeled alxwe each 10,000 meter northing grid line.

b. The dimensions, size and style, and placement of marginal
data relating to grids and grid formats are contained in the style
sheets. For an example of a Combat Chart with major and overlapping
grids, see APPENDIX B. For an example of a Combat Chart with only a
major (primary) grid, see APPENDIX C.

3.11 ~.

O..:,
3.11.1 GmQr.al. Refer to APPENDIX B - East-West Style Sheet

and APPENDIX C - North-South Style Sheet for graphic illustrations of
the design, the composition, and location of margin data. Notes and
diagrams that will vary from chart to chart are indicated by
accompanying notation on the style sheets. Variations on those examples
are explained in this section. All combat chart margin notes shown in
section 3.11 of this specification are portrayed in a convenient font
type and size. The correct fonts (type size and style), color,
justification, format, and placement for all margin notes and diagrams
are provided in APPENDICES B and C.

3.11.2 Sour- Uwxiaxn .

3.11.2.1 ~. The source diagram is a miniature representation
of the chart, that graphically illustrates the location of the various
sources shown in the source data list (see 3.11.10). Source diagrams
are shown on all charts.

3.11.2.2 ~. The diagram shows the shoreline, the
outlines of individual topographic map sheets in the area of combat

‘ chart, corresponding sheet numbers, outlines of hydrographic sources,
corresponding letter designators keyed to the source data list, and an
outline of areas covered by differing contour intemls if more than one
interval is used. The source diagram is shown in black (SPC- 58600)
except for the map sheet outlines and numbers in green (SPC-52813), the
topographic contour intezwal information in red-brown (SPC-61121), and
water tint in blue (SPC-48253, 31% screen, 45° angle). The diagram is
located in the lower chart margin on east-west oriented charts and in
the right margin on north-south oriented charts.

o
7
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3.11.2.3 To~oara~ hic ma~ sheet disclaimed. The following note
is shown near, or preferably within the land area of the source diagram, o
if topographic maps do not exist over all or part of the area covered by
the combat chart: ‘For index purposes only - not necessarily an
indication of published maps.m Type is 6 point Swiss 742 upper and
lower ~ase, green .(SPC-52813).

3.11.2.4 Contour interval note. If more than one contour
interval is shown on the combat chart, due to source materials utilizing
different contour intervals, the areas covered by different contour
intervals are shown in the Source Diagram. If adjoining topographic
sheets utilize different ‘intervals, a dashed red-brown line, Iineweight
0.2mm, dash length 2.Omm, dash space 0.5mm, is shown displaced 0.2mm
away from the green sheet boundary line, and 7 point light condensed
red,-prown type is used to label the contour intervals for the different
areas, for example, ‘Contour interval 10 meters’ and ‘Contour interval
20 meters.. If political boundaries, water bodies, or other natural
features make it obvious where the boundary between contour intervals
is, the dashed line may be omitted, and labels alone used to indicate
the different contour intervals.

3.11.3 BUQYW#&nQk=S- The buoyage note tells the user that
the International Association of Lighthouse Authorities (IALA) Maritime
Buayage System-is either in effect or will be in effect in the area
covered by Che chart. One of four buoyage notes is shown in the margin
of the chart, depending on the status of IALA conversion in the area.
‘The type for the headings - “BUOYAGE= and “CHANGES IN BUOYAGE” is 9
point Swiss 742, upper case black (SPC 58600). The type for the text of
the note is 7 point Swiss 742 upper and lower case black (SPC 58600).
The buoyage note is positioned in the chart margin where space is
available.

a. When the IALA
area covered by the chart,

FIGURB 1.

b. When the IW
area covered by the chart,

FIGURE 2.

Buoyage System, Region A, is in effect in the o
the note in FIGURE 1 is shown.

BUOYAGE

IALA8uoys$p8ystem,Re@llA
isindkdinheweacovemd
by&ischsltseeGtlMNo.1.

.

Buoyage System, Region B, is in effect in the
the note in FIGURE 2 is shown.

BIJOYAGE

IAM8qqe8ystsm,Rs@mB,
isineffectintheameowsred
‘bytischart.S6eChsltblo.l.

A buovaae note-Reaion B .

c. When’ the aids to navigation in the area covered by the
Chalrt are in the process cf being converted to the IALA Maritime Buoyage
system, Region A, the note in FIGURE 3 is shown.
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CHANGES IN BUOYAGE ‘

cdahtluoy%ii&#ds,mdhesconsthitlhtheaJmof8is
chaltwatwsffsdRdbyfhecomsionk31AlAyafibls
8LIDYWJ-. RswmbtForfuflhersx#a@oma
snruIdNotJcek)h&rhs131(6)erldalaftNo.1.

3. ~ion to Reaion 1+.

d. When the aids to navigation in the area covered by the
chart are in the process of being converted to the IALA Maritime Buoyage
System, Region B, the note in FIGURE 4 is shown.

FIGURE

CHANGES IN BUOYAGE

altabuoy%~mdbeaccnswilhhewsmaofthis
chaltwiltIe13fkfsdbylhecalvefsionblAlAMafitins
8wysgsqfstsrn.FqponRF-wf6$&yam-
amud Na&ek)Mmlwsl(6)sndCtKllt. .

4. Bu~vaae note-c~on to ~ .

3.11.4 B= scales. Bar scales are shown on each chart. They
are shown in black (SPC-58600) and include statute miles, nautical miles
and meters. Expanded Bar scales indicating 40,000 yards are shown in the
chart margins, parallel to the neatlines on opposite sides of the chart
and adjacent to the water area.

3.11.5 ~. Catalog numbers are no longer shown
on Combat Charts. Classified charts may be found in the classified
chart catalog, and unclassified charts may be found in the unclassified
chart catalog.

3.11.6 .

a. Cautions are notes to the mariner warning of specific
dangers that exist in specific geographic positions within the chart, or
danaerous conditions that armlv to the entire area covered bv the chart. “
The; are used for situatio~~ ~hat are too complex or too &usual to be
portrayed by standard symbology.

b. Cautions referrinq to a specific ueoqraphic position require

o

a legend in the general locat-ion of ~he dang=r ~o direc~ the marin=r to
the text of the caution in the margin. If a single caution appears on
the chart the legend shall read “SEE CAUTION.” If multiple cautions are
shown on the chart, they are numbered and the legends read “CAUTION NO
1, CAUTION NO 2, CAUTION NO 3,” and so on. Note that the “SEE” is not
shown for multiple cautions, and that there is no period after the
abbreviation ‘NO”

c. The text of each caution is shown in the margin of the
chart. Single cautions are not numbered and the caution title reads
“CAUTION.” If multiple cautions are shown, each caution is numbered
and the caution title reads “CAUTIONS.” The caution text in the margin
is surrounded by a 0.3 mm lineweight box.

d. The caution box is positioned in the chart margin where
space is available. me for the caution legends is 12 point Swiss 742
upper case. Type for the caution title
Type for the text of the caution notes
lower case. All caution information is

is 9 point Swiss 742 upper case.
is 7-point Swiss 742 upper
shown in green (SPC-52813).

and

9
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e. General notes are used to present information specific to
the chart, not concerned with dangers to navigation. They are treated
the same as cautions,

o
with the exception that they are shown in black

instead of green, and the legends ‘SEE CAUTION, CAUTION NO 1, CAUTIONS,
etc.” are replaced by the .Legends “SEE NOTE, NOTE NO 1, NOTES, etc.’

3.11.7 Q@.rt nq-,. Chart numbers are shown on each chart;
outside the upper left, lower left,
(sPc-58600).

and lower right neatline in black
Chart numbers are in 30 point Swiss 742.

3.11.8

801426
FIGURE 5. ~.

. Classification
explanations are shown on all classified charts in black (SPC-58600) in

8 point Swiss 742, upper case. They are located in the lower right
chart margin, 3mm below and centered under the declassification note.
For charts whose classification is based exclusively on the location and
existence of the chart, the standard note is shown (see style sheets,
APP~ICES B and C). If {classified information is shown on the chart,
the note is tailored to indicate the classified content. See FIGURE 6.

WMNINGNUrl=- =WWWWASWICAnON ISBASEDON
TOPOGRAPHY (SECRETJ HYDROGRAPHY (CONFIDENTIAL),
AND THE FACTOF EXWENCEANDAVAILABILITY OF,THIS
SHEET. TO ENAGLELJNCLASSIFIEOREQUKWIONINC$ ~lS
SHEETMW3T13EOROERE0 BYSTOCKNllMBER.

FIGURE

3.11.9

6. _>le classification ex~lanation note.

Cla.ssification notea.

a. Classification notes are shown on
Chamt in black (Si?C-58600) (see FIGURE 7).
either SECRET or CONFIDENTIAL.

each classified Combat
Classification will be

b. Classified combat charts carry the classification in the
following four places in the chart margin in 30 point Swiss 742, upper
caslle.

sou[th)

note.

(1) Between the seal and the chart title block (north-
or above the chart title block (east-west) .

(2) In the upper left margin, next to the chart number.

(3) In the lower right chart margin, next to the subtitle.

(4) In the left lower chart margin, next to the user’s

CONFIDENTIAL SECRET
FIGURE 7. .

10
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Combat Charts and Combat Training Charts have a
shall show the note (see Figure 8) in place of
in positions 3.11.9.b.2 and 3, described above.

No notes are shown in positions 3.11.9.b.l and 4.

LIMITED DISTRIBUTION

d.
upper case.

e.

FIGURE 8. Uited distrilxltion note.

Type for the limited distribution is 18

The following note (see FIGURE 9) shall be

point Swiss 742,

shown under the
LIMITED DISTRIBUTION note in the lower right margin (position 3.11.9.b.3
described above). Type for this note is 8 point Swiss 742, Upper and
lower case.

Distributionauthorizedto DoD, and to nonDoD
GovernmentAgencies,.lAWIOU.S.C. Swt. 130&
2788. ReleaseauthonzedtoU.S.DoD contractors
IAW 48 C.F.R.Sect 252.245-7000.Referother

of?
re ueststoHeadquarters,DM~ AlTN: Release

icer,StopA-1O. Destroyas ‘ForoffiiialUse
OntyY Removalofthiscavaatisprohibited.

FIGURE 9. distribution auidan Ce note.

0“ 3.11.10 Source data I&&. Source Data is shown in black (SPC-
58600) on all charts. The source data list is shown to the right of the
source diagram on east-west oriented charts and below the source diagram
on north-south oriented charts. Source data is shown in 6 point Swiss
742 upper and lower case type. Five point type size and/or condensed
type may be used for large source data lists, if space is limited.

3.11.10.1 m. The source data list provides information on the
origins, scales and dates of the hydrographic sources, and the origin
and currency of topographic sources, so the user can generally detezmine
their quality. The primary purpose of the hydrographic source data
listing, used in conjunction with the source diagram, is to guide
navigators and those involved in planning “navigational operations” on
the degree of confidence they should have in the adequacy and accuracy
of charted depths and positions. As a secondary function, the source
listing serves as a readily accessible, but not necessarily
comprehensive, record of the sources that were used to compile the
chart.

3.11.10.2 ~. The source data list consists of four parts;
the topographic source listing, the hydrographic source listing, the
note “With additions from other sources,’ and miscellaneous notes. See
FIGURE 10 for an example of a source data list.

3.11.10.2.1 . The topographic source
listing identifies the DMA or foreign topographic map series used as
the basis for the Combat Chart, along with the edition date (printed
date) and scale of the maps. Individual sheet numbers are normally shown
in the source diagram (see 3.11.2), rather than in the source listing.

o The currency date-of the topographic maps, i.e. the “MAP INFORMATION,,
OF (date), or the currency date of the Combat Chart, if it has been

11
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photo-revised past the cur:rency date of the maps, ’should be shown. See
MIL-T-89301 (latest edition), section 3.11.21. 0

3.11.10.2.2 Hvdroarimhic source Iistinq. The hydrographic source
lis<tingprovides data about the hydrographic sources shown in the source
dia!gram.. Each source is identified by a letter which. is keyed to a
spelcific area in the source diagram. If only one source was used, the
letter identifier is not shown on either the source data or the source
diagram. In all cases, an attempt will be made to cite the original
survey data of U.S. and foreign sources being used in each area. Only
if the original survey sources are unknown will the charts which contain
information from original :surveysbe cited.

For hydrographic survey sources (direct or from
foreign char~~), the country of origin, date and scale shall be listed.
Surveys of similar origin, type, date and scale may be grouped together
to avoid too long a list o:rtoo complex a diagram, for example, French
Surveys, 1978-1983, 1:20,000-1:30,000. Dates are grouped as follows:
prior to 1940 (no sonar), 1940s (sonar but no electronic positioning),
and 1950s and later (both sonar and electronic positioning) . Lead line
and echo-sounder surveys s:houldnot be grouped together.

b. For chart sources, the producing country, chart
number, edition number (if applicable) , edition ‘date, correction date
(if different than the edition date), and scale shall be listed. Charts
are cited only if no information about the surveys used to compile them
is known. If the survey(s) used to make a source chart are known,
either with geographic limits, or only as general information, the
foreign chart is not cited as the source, and the survey information
shall be shown (see paragraph a above) .

c. If known, the type of survey, such as “sketch survey”
or “reconnaissance survey” shall be shown. These terms imply that o
there is a significant risk of undetected dangers, even if the survey is
of a recent date. “Random track data” (i.e., IHO passage soundings)
implies soundings acquired on an uncoordinated basis over a period of
years. “Unsurveyed” indicates no data of any kind; it should be
written in the appropriate area on the diagram, but not shown in the
source listing. Qualifying terms such as “leadline” or ‘no sonar” may
be added after the type of survey where the date does not give
sufficient indication of the survey methods. Where a charted survey is
supplemented by occasional soundings from older or later sources, only
the main survey should normally be listed.

d. If unconventional or remotely collected bathymetry was
used, it shall be identified in the source listing. An example is shown
in FIGURE 10.

In listing sources, the only country name that shall
be abbreviat~d is the U.S. All other country names shall be spelled
out . ‘British Admiralty” shall be spelled out when citing chart
sou~rces, and “British” shall be used when citing surveys, originating
frclmthe Hydrographic Department, Ministry of Defence of the United
Kinlgdom. Surveys made by non-government agencies, such as oil companies,
shall be ‘called ‘Commercial Surveys.m

3.11.10.2.3 L@QL~ - At the bottom of the source
listing is the note ‘With additions from other sources” This part of
the note allows minor sources to be used for enhancement, without
lisltingthem in the source data.

3.11.10.2.4 Miscellaneous notes. Notes are sometimes shown below
the source list to provide the user with additional information about
sources. o
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sourwsflmtktemmeq

Mumpocml (uNOsAT),19s8
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DMA 1:50, 000 scale map sheets, printed in 1984, photo-
revised in 1993.
Uncorrected soundings, scales, and dates (all after 1950)
grouped together.
Uncorrected soundings, date prior to 1950 shown as separate
source.
‘British” survey, that is also a special type of survey.
Commercial surveys, grouped into similar scales and ranges.
Finnish surveys identified in the source diagram of a
Finnish source chart.
Finnish survey information taken from Finnish chart(s),
where only a range of dates of surveys was provided, i.e.,
as given in the chart title block.
‘British Admiralty” chart, with edition and correction
dates. but no edition number, and with no source data
provided.
Chart with edition number and date, and no source data
provided. Depth units are meters and half meters.
Examples of unconventional sumeys.
Random track data, which is listed after all other
hydrographic sources_.

FIGURE 10. ~e of a sourCe data ~.

a. If soundings from a source cannot be corrected for
sound velocity the source shall be identified in the source diagram. A
note shall be added at the bottom of the list of hydrographic sources.
It shall read: ‘* Uncorrected soundings= An asterisk shall be added to
both the source reference line, as shown by sources A and B in FIGURE
10, and to the corresponding source identifier in the source diagram.
If all soundings on a chart are either corrected for sound velocity or
uncorrected, the “Uncorrected soundings” note is not required in the
source diagram and the presence or absence of the corrected sounding
note in the vertical datum note (see 3.11.31) shall be used to indicate
if the soundings are corrected for sound velocity.

b. Miscellaneous notes are also used to identify sources
with different units of soundings than what is shown on the majority of
the chart, as shown by source H in FIGURE 10.
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3.11.11 .Datum conversion note.

a. Datum conversion notes are shown on Combat Charts that are
o

not--constructed on the World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS-84) datum. The
datum note indicates the necessary correction required to place the
chart-on .WGS-84. The datum note is based on one of the .,.following
conditions.

(1) If a shi:ftcan be derived from the chart datum to WGS,
the following note shall be shown:

COO=NAIECONYERSION -ELRCWEANDATUM TOWGS

GFtlfkSubtmctSSmG Suhtract2SSmN
~-: 3UWad3.58LOnWSUMmOt 3.O’taL

FIGURE 11. _le of a datum note for shlFt to WG$ .

Note that the grid and geographic coordinates and the directions
shown above are examples and will vary from chart to chart.

(2) If the c:hart cannot be shifted to WGS because of a
lack of geodetic data or if the chart is internally inconsistent, the
following note shall be shown:

WORLOGEOOSTIC SYSTEMDATUMADJUSTMENT

OuBtottwunawilabilityOtgeodetkqtllk dlaltcannotba
~ontilvti~k SyntemlSS4(WGS-S4)D@nn.

FIGURE 12. p~~~ft+=d tO WCS..

(3) When the chart is constructed on the World Geodetic
System 1984 (WGS-84), no datum note is required.

b. These notes are shown in black (SPC-58600) in the upper
right chart margin on north-south oriented charts, with the right end
aligned with the right chart .border , and in the top margin on east-west ...
oriented charts. Type is 9 point Swiss 742 upper case for the title and
7 point Swiss 742 upper and lower case for the text.

3.11.12 Declassl.flcat$on
. .

notes.. Declassification notes are
shcwn on all classified charts in black (SPC-58600) 8 point Swiss 742,
upper case type. They provide the authority for classification and
downgrading instructions l~orthe charts. They are located in the lower
margin, 3mm below and cen’:ered on the classification note in the right
lower margin.

I CIASSIFIEL)BY DMAM C5231.1
DECIASSIFYON: OADR I

FIGURE 13. Declassification note.

3.11.13 De~th ccmversion scale. A standard depth conversion
scale showing the relationship between feet, meters and decimeters, and
fathoms and feet is shown on each chart in black (SPC-58600). It is
located in the lower chart margin on all charts.
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3.11.14 ~ . A disclaimer note, if applicable, is
shown in the chart margin to indicate that boundaries are not
necessarily authoritative. This note appears in black (SPC-58600). The
type-is 8 point Swiss 742, upper and lower case. The disclaimer note is
not shown on charts of U.S. domestic areas.

Boundaryrepresentationisnotnecessarilyauthoritatiie.

FIGURE 14. .
.

3..11.15 RMASQ&l. The DMA seal is shown on each chart. The
standard 19mm Defense Mapping Agency seal is shown in black (SPC-58600)
above the title block on north-south charts and in the top margin on
east-west charts.

3.11.16

04-3&
FIGURE 15. RMA seal.

3.11.16.1 ~ Stock . The National Stock Number
(NSN), and the edition number, in both bar code and human readable form,
is shown on each chart, to uniquely identify the chart in the DoD
Logistics Standard Systems (DLSS). The first four digits of the NSN
indicate the Federal Supply Classification (FSC), which is 7642 for
hydrographic products. The next two digits indicate the National
Codification Bureau that assigned the item identification number to the
item of supply. The remaining seven digits are a nonsignificant,
serially assigned item identification number. The letters “NSN” are
shown in front of the human readable national stock number to ‘.
distinguish it from the DMA stock number (see below).

3.11.16.2 ~. The DMA stock number, in human
readable form only, is shown in addition to the NSN and edition number,
for internal DMA use. Stock numbers and bar codes are shown in
accordance with MIL-STD-2414. The bar codes and stock numbers are shown
in the lower right margin of the chart, 5 mm below the chart number.
The first five letters of the DMA stock number are COMBT, followed by
the six digit chart number.

IIMIIUIEIBIIIIMIIIIIIUIU
NSN 7642001234567

IlllullllllSalto.(x)l
rMsrocxNo.coMBT8(’Jl475

FIGURE 16. ~.

3.11.17 . The edition number and date

o are shown in black
,!i latest unclassified

charts. All first

(SPC-58600). The edition date is the date of the
Notice to Mariners checked for changes on source
and subsequent chart editions will show edition

15
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ntiber and date followed by the correction note. This note is placed
below the lower left corner on all charts, in 8 point Swiss 742, upper o
and lower case type. Classified Combat Charts will be referenced to the
Classified Notice to Mariners.

3rdEd.,May 7,1994,CorrectthroughNM 19/94

FIGURE 17. EQi2~ note fox
@assified Notices to Mariners.

lstEd.,Feb.26,1994,CorrectthroughCNM2Y94

FIGURE 18. =~ note fQL
Q.as-ed Notices to ~ .

3.11.18 -t edi~. The first edition date identifies
the earliest date that the chart was published and gives an
approximation of the date of original compilation. The first edition
date is shown on each chart in black (SPC-58600) in 7 point Swiss 742
type. The First Edition Date is shown below and centered on the
Horizontal Datum Note.

lalEd.Sept.1085

FIGURE 19, .

3.11.19 Glos,sarv. The glossary is shown in black (SPC-58600)
and located in the right chart margin on north-south oriented charts, o
and in the top chart margin on east-west oriented charts. When the
native language is other than English, all generic terms appearing on
the chart are translated. in the glossary. Since one glossary may be
utilized for a group or series of charts, all items appearing in the
glossary may not apply tc> any one chart. The heading is shown in 9
point Swiss 742, upper and lower case type and the translations are in 7
point Swiss 742, upper and lower case type.

c?d.cesARY

Ayer................................................................strmm
Satu(Eat.)...................rock,stone,bankraef,ehoal
Darat........................................................mti.land
Kepuhwn.......................................................isbm
Pulau[pu.)...............................................idet.ieland
Tanjurtg~g.).........................................mpe.paint

FIGURE 20. Examwle alossarv.

3.11.20 Grid reference bo~.

a. The grid reference box is shown on each chart. It contains
instructions and an example for composing a standard grid reference. The
grid reference bax also contains diagrams identifying the applicable
grid zone designations and grid square identifications. See DMA
Technical Manual 8358.1, “Datums, Ellipsoids, Grids, and Grid Reference
Systems.”

b. The grid reference box and instructions are shown in purple
(sE’c-96532). The sample point is shown as it appears inside the
neatline. When only the primary grid is shown, the grid zone o
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designation and 100,000 meter square identification letters are also
shown in purple. When there is a grid zone junction on or near the
chart, and primary and overlapping grids must be shown, the grid zone
designation is shown in black (sPc-58600), and the 100,000 meter square
identification letters are shown in the grid color. APPENDIX B (East-
West .Style Sheet) shows an example of a grid reference box. when two
grids are-shown. APPENDIX C (North-South Style Sheet)’”shows an example
of a grid reference box when only the primary grid is shown.

c. The grid declination from true north for each grid appearing
on the chart is shown by a note under the grid box, for the approximate
mid-latitude of the east and west chart edges. A declination diagram is
also shown in the margin of the chart (see MIL-T-89301A, Section
3.11.16). This diagram shows the departure from grid north of true
north (with star), and magnetic north (with half-arrowhead).
Positioning of the declination diagram on the Combat Chart is under the
publication note for east-west charts (see APPENDIX B), and under the
declination note for north-south charts (see APPENDIX C).

3.11.21 ~ o.

a. A’heights note, indicating the unit of measure for heights,
is shown on each chart. The first line of the note ‘HEIGHTS IN METERS’;
is shown in black (sPc-58600) in 14 point Swiss 742, upper case type.
Notes indicating the contour interval and reference to supplementary
contours, if required, are shown in red-brown (SPC-61121) under the
first line. Contour information is in 8 point Swiss 742, upper and lower
case, and supplementary contour information is in 7 point Swiss 742,
upper and lower case type.

HEIGHTS IN MEIERS
bbur ktsrvd20metsm

(s@@xmrtarymrtours~wnhdsshedihmat10 merhlenfal)

FIGURE 21. .

b. The information contained in the heights note is repeated in
the vertical datum note and these notes must be in agreement regarding
contour intemalr and supplementary contour internal if applicable.

c. If more than one contour interval is shown on the chart,
the interval covering the greater part of the land area, or the more
topographically significant part, is indicated in the margin, and the
second contour interval is identified only in the source diagram (see
3.11.2.4).

3.11.22 .

a. Horizontal datum notes are shown on each chart and contain
the following information:

(1) -e of projection - Transverse Mercator

(2) Horizontal datum - see below

(3) Grid interval - 1000 meters

o
(4) Grid zone and ellipsoid - see below

(5) Scale - 1:50,000
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b. The horizontal. datums, grid zones, and ellipsoids used on
Combat Charts are those specified in the latest edition of DMA Technical o
Manual 8358.1, wDatums, Ellipsoids, Grids and Grid Reference Systems.”

c. Type is Swiss 742, upper case. The type of projection is in
10 point, therest of .the.horizontal datum note .is 8.point. The type of
projection, datum, and scale are shown in black (SPC-58600) . UTM
primary grid information is shown in purple (SPC-96532), and any UTM
overlapping grid information, if required, is shown in blue (SPC-48253).
Occasionally a third grid is required; either a local grid or a
secondary grid. If the third grid is required, it and all related notes
are shown in Red-Brown (SPC-61121).

TRANSVERSE MERCATOR PROJECTION
WOFWDGEODETIC SYSTEM-19S4DATUM

PURPLEUNESAND TtCKSINDICATETHE 1000MI3ER

W4R%FISALTRANSVERSE MERCATORGRID,ZONE 59N,hJTERNATiONAL ELLiPSOID

8UJELINESANDTIOKS INDICATETHE1OOOMETER
UNIVERSALTRANSVERSE MERCATORGRID, ZONE60N, INTERNATIONALELLIPSOID

SCALE: 1:50.GOO

FIGURE 22. le ho~al datum note .

3.11.23 Locat ion diaar~ .

a. A location diagram is shown on each chart. The diagram
portrays the location of the chart in relation to other charts in the
series by a heavy outline of the chart. Degree graticule lines are
shcwn and labeled. Shoreline and major names (countryi city or town and
water area identification) are shown. The diagram is black (SPC-58600), o
except for water area names, which are blue (SPC-48253), and water
areas, which are tinted blue (SPC-48253, 31% screen, 45° angle) .
Location diagrams are not shown for isolated Combat Charts.

b. The diagram is located below the title block in the right
chart margin onnorth-sout:h oriented charts and in the top chart margin .
on east-west oriented charts. Land names are shown in Swiss 742 type;
country names are in 10 point, upper case, city or town names are 8
point, upper and lower case; chart numbers are 8 point Swiss 742 type,
and water area names are 1.0point Swiss 742 italic type.

3.11.24 &lain tit~.

a. The main title is shown on each chart. It includes the
following information:

(1) Type of chart - either COMBAT
CHART

(2) Major water name - geographic

(3) Country name - name of nation

(4 Chart title - geographic name

CHART or COMBAT TRAINING

name of ocean or sea

of specific locality

18
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o COMBAT TRAINING CHART
CARIBBEAN SEA

PUERTO RICO

ISLA DE VIEQUES
FIGURE 23. .

3.11.25 . The DMA publishing
note identifies the Defense Mapping Agency as the publishing authority,
and identifies the product as copyrighted material. The note is shown
on each chart in black (SPC-58600) and is centered between the right and
left neatlines in the lower chart margin. me is 8 point, Swiss 742,
upper & lower case for the first line, 8 point, Swiss 742, upper case
for the second and third lines, and 6 point, Swiss 742, upper case for
the fourth line. The copyright sign is Posicut #227.

OCOPYFWHT~d@X@km)BYIHEW’1’EDSIAT&SGO~
r@ccFmGH7~~TnlE17u.sc.

FIGURX 24.

not~

o

3.11.26 $ountia The
soundings appears in purple (SPC”-96532)
bottom margins on all charts. The type
case.

unit of measurement used for
and is located in the top and
is 30 point Swiss 742, upper

SOUNDINGS IN METERS
FIGURX 25.

3.11.27 Subtitle.

a. The Subtitle is shown on each chart. It identifies the
following informat ion:

(1)
TRAINING CHART

(2)
This name must be

(3)

(4)

Type of chart - either COMBAT CHART or COMBAT

Chart title - geographic name of specific locality.
the same as the one in the main title.

Unit of measure for soundings - Meters

Scale - 1:50,000

b. The subtitle is shown in black (SPC-58600). The tvDe of

point miss 742 Light
the lower right chart

chart is in 10 point Swiss 742 Light Condensed, upper” case typ~: the
chart title is in 14 point Swiss 742 Light Condensed, upper and lower
case type, and unit of soundings and scale is in 8

0

Condensed, upper case type. It
corner.

is located below
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COMBAT TRAINING CHART COMBAT CHART

Isla de Vkques Zoster
--SWNDINGS IN METERS --SW.E.1:50,UM SOLJNDINGSINMHERS - SCM .1:50,0W

FIGUF03 26. Exanmle subtitle.

3.11.28 1 Q5EUU3 .

a. A symbol legend is shown on each chart. The symbol legend
defines and illustrates the features most frequently represented in a
series of charts.. It is the same legend that is used on the equivalent
scale topographic maps of the same area (see MIL-T-89301, latest
edition) , with additional hydrographic features added. These features
are “a light (2C050) which replaces the topographic symbol for
lighthouse, a submerged rock (2D130 VRC=O04), a rock awash (2D130
VRC=O02), foreshore (2A020), a sunken wreck (2D180 VRC=O04), an exposed
wreck (2D180 VRC=OO1), a hydrographic danger (2DOIO0 SFC=O02 without a
label), a reef (2D120 VRC=O02), a depth curve (2EO1O CRV=O1O), and a
sounding (2E020 sND=O06 HDP=3).

b. The legend shall be bilingual when the equivalent scale
topographic maps are shown with a second language. The English
descriptive type shall be vertical and the foreign language type shall
be italic.

c. The legend is located below the glossary on north-south
oriented charts and in the top margin on east-west oriented charts. The
legend title is shown in 10 point Swiss 742, upper case type. The names
of the symbols are in 5 point Swiss 742, upper case type (for major a
items), or upper and lower case type (for sub-items) . Color for this
type is black (sPc-58600).

d. The symbols and symbol labels in the legend are shown the
same as they appear inside the chart neatlines and are specified in MIL-
STD-2402.

e. The red light readability of the chart shall be shown by a
note centered under the legend: ‘THIS CHART IS RED-LIGHT READABLE”.
~]e is 8 point Swiss 742, upper case. The color of this note is Red-
Brcwn (sPc-61121). See APPENDICES B and C.

3.11.29 Tide box,.

a. A tide box is shown when sufficient data is available. Tidal
information includes the name of the tidal stations located on the
chart, or the most representative tidal station ,within 9 kilometers (5
nautical miles) of the chart limits, and the height of tides in relation
to the datum of soundings. The height of tides is indicated by
gradients of higher and lower Spring and Neap tides or mean ranges as
annro~riate. Extreme Low Water mav also be shown if sufficient
i~?o-tion is available.
27--29are examples.

(1) Diurnal
single low water each day.
mean heights of high and
positions in the tide box
Higher Low Water are left.
tide shall be included.

Place names-and tidal heights shown in TABLES

tides are tides with a single high and a
Tide boxes shall show the tide levels of the

low water, as well as Mean Sea Level. The
for the Mean Lower Hiah Water and the Mean
blank. A statement ifidicating the type of
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0,,’

0

I 1Hel!#llaeove&mfnotsuu@lg9 I
t-0-— —-- ----- —-. .-———

,
fnetam matim Inate18 matem ‘naafs

1.3 - 0.7 0.1 -

@l- 1.1 . 0.s 0.0 -
+

FIGURE 27. of a tide box for ~ titi .

(2) Semi-diurnal tides are tides with two high waters and
two low waters each day, and the difference between the two high waters
and the differences between the two low waters is small. The tide box
shall show the mean heights of the high and low water at both springs
and neaps, and Mean Sea Level.

llDALINFORMAllON
r I I I Hem*e*w’n 0f901mdinus 1

FIGURE 28. .

(3) Mixed tides are tides with two high waters and two low
waters each day with a large difference between the heights of the highs
and/or a large difference between the heights of the lows- Tide boxes
shall show the mean heights of the two daily high and low waters, and
Mean Sea Level.

I HetgMilxwedatumcdscaml@s

Plato Maan Hl@lwa!e

w Lower I.eva! Low’ Iu@ler
,

IIEuarsK@ttfs matels Imtefs maws

To&yoWarI Id 0,8 0.5 0.1 0.4

Yakosuka 1.1 0.5 0.3 0.0 0.1

FIGURE 29. le of a tide box for mixed tides.

b. If full information is not available, partly complete data,
for example, a height for springs only, may be given. Other spaces are
left blank.
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c. FIGURE 28 shows an example of a tide box with geographic
positions. The geographic coordinates of tide stations (to the nearest o
minute) are given when one or more of the following conditions exist:

(1) The tide station listed in the box falls outside the
limits of. the. chart. Tide stations that are less .than nine kilometers
(five miles) outside the limits of the chart may be used if no
appreciable difference in tide height will result.

(2) The tide station cannot be readily located on the
chart .

d. Tidal information is shown in black (SPC-58600) and located
in the lower left chart margin on east-west oriented chart and in the
right chart margin on north-south oriented charts. All type is 7 point
Swiss 742 caps and lowercase, with the exception of the title, which is
7 point Swiss 742 caps.

e. When no tidal information is available for a chart, the
following note is shown in the space specified above for tidal
information:

TIDALWOFMA?lON

ThambnotldalifufmnaualW#lihbkfOrthOueacaverodbythiadwl.

FIGURE 30. Note for no t~ .

3.11.30 User’s note . The DMA user’s note provides
instructions for users to :provide comments and suggestions for improving
the chart. The note appears in black (SPC-58600) and is located in the
bottom left margin below the edition number and date on all charts. The a
type is 8 point Swiss 742, upper and lower case.

WSRSSHOULORSFSRcoRREcmffls,AcolnDNs,
ANDCOMMENTS FOR IMPROVINGTHISPROCUCT
TO. OIRECTOR,DEFENSEMAPPINGAGENCY,
~- ?R6613LEENIGHWAY,FAIRFAKVA3am-

FIGURE 31. us~t-s9 note .

3.11.31 Vertic al~ .

a. Vertical datum notes are shown on each chart and contain the
following information:

(1) Unit of soundings - meters

(2) Unit of soundings to greater precision - identifies
the depth to which soundings are shown in meters and decimeters.

(3) Soundincr datum - identifies the vertical datum to
whi,ch depth information ‘1s referenced. When the vertical datum for
depths is a low water datum the note is “reduced to the approximate
level of (datum name).” When the vertical datum for depths is Mean Sea
Level. the note is “reduced to approximate Mean Sea Level.”

(4) Sounding correction note - indicates that the
soundings on the chart have been corrected for sound velocity. The
absence of this note indicates that not all or none of the soundings
have been corrected for scunding velocity

o
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(5) Datum of shoreline - identifies the vertical datum to
which the coastal shoreline is referenced, either a high water datum, or
Mean Sea Level in areas with no significant tidal range (see 3.3.2).

(6) Unit of measure for heights - meters

(7) Contour interval - identifies the contour intenral

(8) Supplementary contour note - indicates that the
supplementary contours are shown as dashed lines and provides the
supplementary contour interval. This note is shown only when
supplementary contours are shown on the chart.

b. Type is Swiss 742. Unit of soundings is in 10 point, upper
case, soundings differing from the main unit soundings are in 8 point,
upper end lower case, sounding datum is in 8 point, upper and lower
case, height units and height datum axe in 10 point, upper case, contour
intervals are in 8 point, upper and lower case, and supplementary
contours are in 7 point, upper and lower case. The vertical datum note
is shown in black (SPC-58600), except the contour and supplementary
contour intervals which are shown in red-brown (SPC-61121).

SOUNDINGS IN METERS
~b&LJ21;mmstms8nd&cinuXs$

kweldkk?mbw a@rSp@
SOurdWscmt%=%%%e6mcOIlFadforScimdvakdY

DmnofdKm61teisMliertH@twsktr

HEIGHTSINMETERS ABOVEMEANSEA LEVEL
Cotttxmrntetva120rnetsrs

(SaqwbmemalycorioufsStmunlndaswdthes6tlornaerhtfilval)

SOUNDINGS IN METERS

+!i!5$isii!%ii?i!?!?i!i!?i

HEIGHTSINMETERS ABOVEMEANSEA LEVEL
Contwrrnterva120mew

FIGURE 32. m-l es of vertical daumnt otes.

3.11.32 ~ Ot . One of the following warning notes, as
appropriate, is shown in the chart margin in purple (SPC-96532). The
type for the title is 9 point Swiss 742, upper case, and the type for
the text is 7 point Swiss 742, upper and lower case:

a. For charts of foreign waters, see FIGURE 33.

WAFWING
Thepnidelsnla?herwi#notf@ysaNtyonaJrysb@e
akltomvlgaim paftkwraflyonrtomblg* see

%s?J$&&.Js-- &l&YR%lNo%~

FIGURE 33. Warnina Note for charts of foxe~an waters.

b. For charts of U.S. waters, see FIGURE 34.
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WARNiNG
Ttrepnidentinwherwl#notresolefyon any

%&4
singleaidtonavigation,particu ma~aJlr#
W. seeUs.Co%sfGuardLlgtd . .
masl Pibffordetails.

1’ FIGURli 34. ~~,ts of u ~. waters .

I 3.12 !2d&urs.

I
a. Combat Charts provide a combination of hydrographic chart

and topographic map for use in amphibious operations. Therefore, the
cultural information shown on Combat Charts is the same as shown on the
1:50,000 scale topographic maps, as specified in MIL-T-89301 (latest
edition), with the exception of certain marine aids to navigation.

I b. Combat Training Charts shall show the same information that
is shown on 1:50,000 Combat Charts.

I
c. Certain marine aids to navigation are shown on Combat Charts

differently than on topographic line maps. Refer to Category 2C code
features in Table I of this specification for specific feature
requirements.

I (1) Operational lighthouses are shown as marine
navigational lights (2C050) rather than as buildings (1L015).

I (2) Other marine lights and beacons are shown on Combat
Charts even though they are not shown at all on topographic maps. ●

I 3.13 E@xKK@W.

I
a. The hydrography is compiled from the latest and most

reliable hydrographic survey data available. Due to the sparsity of
hydrographic surveys and the normal inaccessibility of foreign survey
smooth sheets, the most frequently utilized source materials are ...
published nautical charts.

I
b. The unit of measure for all hydrographic data is meters.

Depths under 21 meters are shown in meters and decimeters if source data
is available.

c. Soundings shown on Combat Charts shall be corrected for
sound velocity where possible. Soundings shallower than 200 meters
shall be corrected whenever bar checks, sound velocity, or
temperature/salinity data are available (svc=O04). Soundings 200 meters
or deeper shall be corrected using Echo-Sounding Correction Tables, NP
139 (latest edition) issued by the British Admiralty Hydrographic
Department (SVC=O03). If directly observed sound velocity data are
available, they should be used if considered to be more reliable than
the average correction values for the zones in NP 139.

I
d. Charts showing only corrected soundings (SVC=O03 or 004)

shall show a note with the other vertical datum notes as specified in
3.11.31.a. (4). This note shall be omitted from charts that show
soundings that have not been corrected for sound velocity, charts that
shc>w a mixture of corrected and uncorrected soundings, or charts that
show soundinas that could not be determined corrected/uncorrected.

I e. If it is not possible to correct the soundings from sources
used on a Combat Chart, and therefore a mixture of corrected and

o
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uncorrected soundings are Shewn, those sources with uncorrected
soundings shall be identified in the compilation data list as described
in 3.11.10.

f. Consult IHO Special Publication 46, Correction of Echo
Soundings (latest edition) or the producing agency to determine if
soundings on foreign source charts require sound velocity corrections.
Soundings on most foreign charts have already been corrected for sound
velocity. If it cannot be determined whether or not a source is
corrected, soundings shall be portrayed as shown .on the source.

g. Sources in fathoms and feet that have been corrected for
sound velocity shall be converted to meters using Standard Conversion
Table No. 4. Sources in fathoms and feet that have not been corrected
for sound velocity and have an assumed speed of sound in salt water of
1500 meters per second (820 fathoms per second) shall be converted to
meters using Conversion Table No. 4 before sound velocity corrections
are applied. Sources in fathoms and feet that have not been corrected
for sound velocity and have an assumed speed of sound in salt water of
1463 meters per second (800 fathoms per second) shall be converted to
meters using Standard Conversion Table No. 3 before sound velocity
corrections are applied. See Publication NP 139.

h. Hydrography on Combat Charts is portrayed primarily by
soundings, and supplemented by depth curves. The soundings and depth
curves must present a representation of the bottom that will allow a
mariner to interpolate the depth of water at places where soundings and
depth curves are not shown, with some degree of accuracy. Therefore,
the selection of soundings to be shown on the chart is critical to the
usability of the chart. Rules for sounding selection are presented in
3.24 of this specification, but rules cannot cover every conceivable
situation. The judgment of an experienced nautical cartographer must be
the final authority on the correct selection of soundings.

i. Soundings can be classified as either critical soundings,
support soundings, or fill soundings. Critical soundings are those
soundings which identify the shoals and soundings which provide
essential information required for navigation in non-dangerous areas.
Support soundings provide additional information about the shape of the
bottom around critical soundings and shoals, or are used to provide
identifiers to depth curves and to show changes in bottom slope away
from shoals or deeps. Fill soundings are used to fill in flat areas and
to fill in deep areas that are not adequately defined by support
soundings.

1. ~hasis must be placed on selecting a density of soundings
for natural channels, shoals or other hazardous areas that are
sufficiently close together so that these areas are properly highlighted
(by dense sounding pattern) for quick recognition by the mariner.
Additional supportive soundings and fill soundings are selected at a
lesser density to complete the bottom description.

k. To support ship to shore movement, the hydrographic detail
inside the 10 meter depth curve must be as detailed as possible.
Sounding density in this area is greatest, and all dangers and bottom
characteristics must be shown. Depth curves at 1, 2, 3, 5, and 7 meters
should be shown if sounding data is sufficient to support them.

1. The depth curve interval may be modified to better fit the
configuration of the bottom. Depth curve interval may be increased in
areas with a steeply sloping bottom, and decreased in areas of gently
sloping bottom. Depth curve interval is also dependent on the source
material. Depth curves can be interpolated at the desired interval from
hydrographic suznzeys but when published nautical charts are used as the
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primary source depth curve interval will be dependent-on what is shown
on source charts. o

m. In certain areas, difficulties for navigators may arise in
determining the direction of a lateral buoyage system, i.e., IALA.
Examples of this situation might be in a one-way traffic lane where the
direction-of buoyage is opposed to the traffic direction the “straight
through” buoyage of a strait overrides the “approach from seaward”
convention. or where two opposing directions meet, or where the lateral
system extends a long way offshore and, at its outer end, has a local
direction opposed to the general direction (as occurs in the northern
part of the outer ‘l?hamesEstuary). The mariner’s problem is not that of
interpreting charted buoyage, but of knowing which side to pass when
confronted with a ‘new danger” (described by IALA as one that has been
marked by buoys, but nob yet charted).

For potentially confusing situations, the following symbol shall be
included on the chart to indicate the direction of lateral buoyage. It
shall be placed in the water, in the general area of the confusing
situation, and point in the direction of buoyage for the area. The note
is genera~ly sh~wn in conjunction
may be shown in congested areas.

o
<>0

with the s-l, but the symbol alone

GENERAL
DIRECTION
OFBLJOYAGE
QNTHIS CHART

FIGURE 35. Direction of buovaae svmb01,

‘3.14 Hm oas rawhv /Phvsioura~hv.

a. ‘The hypsography and physiography are generally portrayed on
Conlbat Charts the same as on equivalent sca~e topographic maps, MIL-T-
89301 (latest edition).

b. Tints are used to emphasize land and water areas of the
chart. A yellow tint (SPC-57377, 31%, 15” angle screen) is printed over
land areas of the chart, and land areas of all applicable diagrams in
the chart margin. Land. tint is also printed in offshore features
(outside the shoreline) that are above the high water plane of reference
(Vl!tc=ool), such as breakwaters, piers, cribs,
facilities.

or offshore loading
Land tint is not printed over glaciers or snowfields, which

have a white background.

c. Water tint (SPC 48253, 31%, 45o angle screen) is used to
emphasize water areas that are less than 10 meters deep. Water tint is
shown from the shoreline to the 10 meter depth curve, and overprints the
fo:~e~hore (2A020), features that cover and uncover with the rise and

~~$ ;~4~he tide (vRc=008),
and features that are entirely under water

= .

3.15 Vegetation. Vegetation is portrayed on Combat Charts the
same as on equivalent scale topographic maps, MIL-T-89301 (latest
edition) .
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o 3.16

a.
shall be in

b.

o

Dan= cation.

Boundaries and identification of administrative divisions
accordance with current U.S. Department of State policy.

Portrayal of international and first order administrative
land boundaries o-n Combat Charts are portrayed the same as on the
equivalent scale topographic maps, MIL-T-89301 (latest edition). The
Boundaries Graphic in the margin of topographic maps is not shown on .
Combat Charts. Political boundaries shall not be shown in the water.

c. Hydrographic demarcations are generally limited to those
features that affect safety to surface navigation. Boundaries for other
regulated areas, such as fishing prohibited areas or traffic separation
schemes, are not shown because they would not be in force or of interest
to forces conducting amphibious operations in wartime.

d. Hydrographic demarcations on Combat Charts are symbolized in
black or green. Purple symbols are not used because they would visually
conflict with the purple UT’f4grid lines.

3.17 . Aeronautical information is portrayed on

Combat Charts the same as on equivalent scale topographic maps, MIL-T-
89301 (latest edition).

3.18 Wun s and labe~e .

a. Refer to MIL-STD-2402, MIL-STD-2403 and the DMA Standard
Supporting Mark 90, Section 500 - Geographic Names, for proper naming
and labeling of applicable features.

b. The following is a list of features which may not appear in
Table I, but maY be named on the final ~roduct. Definitions for the
following featur>s may be found in the IX& Standard Supporting Mark 90,
Section 500 - Geographic Names.

o

Banks
Basin
Bay
Beach
Bench
Bend
Bluff
Bottom
Break
Butte
Canyon
Cape
Channe 1
City
Cliff
Corner
Cove
Crossing
Desert
Dispersed Village
Dome
Everglade
Falls
Flat
Flats
Forest

Outer Banks
Great Basin
Chesapeake Bay
Virginia Beach

Grand Canyon
Cape of Good Hope
English Channel
New York City

~son’s Corner

Sahara Desert

Florida Everglades
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Gap
Gorge
Gulch
Gulf
Gut
Hamlet
Harbor
Head
Highland
Hill
Hole
Hollow
Inlet
Island Chain
Junction
Jungle
Knob
Knoll
Lagoon
Lake
Lands
Lookout
Mesa
Mountain
Marina
Mountain Range
Narrows
Neck
Ocean
Park
Pass
Passage
Patch
Peak
Plain
Plateau
Point
Pool
Port
Range
Ravine
Region
Ridge
River
Roadstead
Rock
Sands
Scattered Village

Sea
Sea Mount
Shelf
Shoals
Sink
Sound
Spit
Spring
Spur
Strait
Summit
Town
Valley

MIL-c-89202A

F~~w~ e

Gulf of Mexico

Boston Harbor

Hamilton Inlet
Hawaiian Islands

Rocky Mountains

Atlantic Ocean
Yellowstone National Park

Pikes Peak
Great Plains
Colorado Plateau

Coastal Range

Comrnunidads of South America,
Streusudlung of Europe
Caribbean Sea

Puget Sound

Bering Strait

Death Valley
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Nam!2-

Village Greenwich Village
wood

c. The names on Combat Charts shall be the same names shown on
the equivalent scale topographic maps, MIL-T-89301 (latest edition). If
possible, names and labels for land features shall not be placed in the
water where they might obscure hydrographic detail. Geographic names on
offshore features should be the same as shown on hydrographic charts
covering the same area. Named features that are described in the
Sailing Directions publications should also be named.

3.19 Radar. This section is not applicable to this
specification.

3.20 aence ~ . This section is not applicable
to this specification.

3.21 Wal ar~ . This section is not applicable to this
specification.

3.22 ~. Symbology for Combat Charts shall be in
accordance with MIL-STD-2402.

3.23 lleDro~ctioa . Reproduction of Combat Charts is by
lithography. The final product conforms to the best lithographic
quality standards with respect to clarity, conformance to specified
colors and screens, and accuracy of registration.

3.23.1 ~. Combat charts are printed on high wet strength
E50 chart paper. The standard trim size is 105.4 cm (41 1/2 inches) by
147.3 cm (58 inches) for all Combat Charts (north-south and east-west).

3.23.2 Colors and . Printing colors and screens shall
conform to information and items illustrated in MIL-STD-241O.

3.23.3 Red--t readab~. The colors used on Combat Charts
are designed to be readable in both white and red light. The fact that
the chart is red light readable is identified in the margin (see
3.11.28). For a better understanding of the impact of various lighting
on the readability of Combat Charts, the following visual efficiency
figures are provided:

SPc mmbe~ Color Nane Visual ~cv (%)
Daylight Redlight Bluelight

46351
48253
52813
57377
58252
58600
61121
95151
96532

Aero-blue 85
Hydro-blue 62
Green 60
Yellow 12
Brown 64
Black 91
Red-brown 82
Magenta * 81
Hydro-purple 74

86 57
17

;: 72
3 84
50 85
90
68 ::
57 65
62 49

* Used for single color overprint (SCO) updates.
Source: Standard Printing Color Catalog for Mapping, Charting,

Geodetic Data, and Related Products, January 1987.
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3.24 Maune tic var ia~.

o
3.24.1 ~~. Magnetic variation data is shown

on Combat Charts by means lofblack (sPC-58600) compass roses oriented to
true north and a legend in the center of each compass rose indicating

.,. -the-magnetic.vaviation- (to the nearest minute) at..the position of the
compass rose, and annual change (to the nearest second) . Refer to the
Style Sheets, APPENDICES B and C, for graphic examples of compass roses.

a. In rounding off to nearest minutes and seconds, 29 minutes
and! 29 seconds are rounded down, and 30 minutes and 30 seconds are
rounded up.

b. Magnetic variation data is shown for the five year epoch in
which the edition date falls. For example, a chart published in 1993
shows magnetic data for the epoch year 1990. Magnetic variation data
shall not be updated for intermediate years.

3.24.2 ~Dositi.suis. The positions of compass roses are
chosen to meet the following criteria:

a. Placed in the water areas of the chart in such a way that
they do not obscure dangers, shoal soundings, or aids to navigation.

b. Placed in the vicinity of the meridians which are central to
the areas where the compass roses will most likely be used. This
minimizes the error introduced by the convergence of meridians on the
Transverse Mercator projection.

c. Clear of chart folds.

d. Provide coverage over the chart so that no water area,
excluding inland hydrography, is farther than 45 cm from a compass rose. o

3.24.3 .

a. A compass rose consists of 360 ticks radiating out from the
center of the compass rose. On a full size rose, the ticks begin at a
radial distance of 63 mm from the center of the compass rose. Reduced
size roses, with radial distances of 56, 49, or 42 mm, may be shown if
space is not available to show the full size rose. Tick lengths are as
follows: 10° ticks are 3.0 mm long, ‘5°ticks are 2.0 mm long, and 1°
ticks are 1.0 mm long. All lineweights are 0.15 mm.

b. Ten degree ticks (O, 10, 20, 30, 40,...350) are labeled with
7 point type, with the numbers oriented so they are reading from the
bottom of the chart (90 and 270 are vertical and reading from the inside
of the compass rose) . No degree signs are shown. Space between the end
of the 10° ticks and the base of the type is 1.0 mm.

c. In addition to these ticks, extended ticks are shown at 0°,
90°, 180° and 270°. These ticks are 5.0 mm long and begin 1.0 mm outside
of the numbers O, 90, 180 and 270.

d. A five pointed star is shown abave the tick over the number
o. The star is 7,.5 mm in diameter and is shown by a perimeter line
(0,15 mm lineweight). Each point of the star is then divided by another
line down the centerline of the point (0.15 mm lineweight). The right
half of each point (proceeding clockwise around the star) is shaded by
lines, parallel to the center line and spaced at 0.2 mm interval (lines
are 0.10 nun lineweight). The star is positioned so one of the points is
pointirig true north and the end of the tick above the number ‘O”’ is
touching the perimeter of the star opposite the top point.

o
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~,0 e. The cross at the center of the compass rose is 0.15 mm
i“ lineweight. Ticks are oriented 90 degrees to each other and are

positioned at cardinal directions (north-south, east-west) . The overall
tick length is 2.0 mm.

3.25 .

3.25.1 Genera . This section contains feature, feature
attributes category, feature attribute category value, inclusion
condition and specific rules corresponding to Combat Chart production.

3.25.2 .Peature/Attribute cateaow, inclusion conditions and
. The following is an explanation of the

header format for Table I:

Fcodo (1) Poatur* (2)
Feature type (3)

ACode (4) Attribute (5) ~les (7)

(6)

., (1) F(Feature)Code - Five digit alpha numeric, Feature
Attribute Coding Standard (FACS) Code assigned to each feature (e.g.
1NO1O - R/R Tracks). The first two digits identify the category and
subcategory to which each feature belongs (e.g., 1 - Culture Category, N
= Transportation R/R subcategory).

(2) Feature - Name of feature as specified in the FACS. A
feature is a physical (e.g., Bridge) or conceptual (e.g., Route -
Nautical) entity of the real world which has one or more set of

~ coordinates to be included on a product.

(3) Feature me - designation of

Area - More than two sets of
closed area; areas may span more than one map
requirement.

a feature type.

coordinates defining a “
sheet or geographic area

Line - No or more coordinate sets defining a series of
line segments.

Point - One set of coordinates.

If there is more than one Feature me for the feature, then the
ACode and Inclusion conditions are stated separately for each type.

(4) A(Attribute)Code - Three digit alpha or alpha numeric
character (acronym) FACS code assigned to each attribute category which
identifies the attribute category (e.g., EXS - Existence Category) .
Attribute categories are defined by mutually exclusive sets of attribute
values which are feature dependent. Attribute values relative to
product are normally contained in MIL-STD-2402 under column headed
“sValue”, a few exceptions are contained in the inclusion conditions.

(5) Attribute - Name of attribute category required by the
feature as specified in the FACS. Attribute categories are
characteristics in menu form relative to a specified feature or
features.

O
(6) Inclusion conditions - Conditions under which the

feature/attribute(s) are required by the product (e.g., R/R Yard, 1N080
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I FACS Code, is included on a particular product only if Length >= 450m).
Conditions should be s~ate~ in Boolean logic.

(7) Rule - 5 digit alpha-numeric code indicating rules
{listed in MIL-STD-2403) tihich specify requirements for feature to
satisfy --finalproduct..formatlrequirements. APPENDIX A of this _
specification provides the rule numbers and rule text for each feature
and feature type shown on the Combat Chart.

I 4. QUALITY ASS_NCE PROVISIONS

4.1 tv for
.
lnswectlon . Unless otherwise specified

in the contract or purchase order, the contractor is responsible for the
performance of all inspection .requirements (examinations and tests) as
specified herein. Except as otherwise specified in the contract or
purchase order, the contractor may use his own or any other facilities
suitable for the performance of the inspection requirements specified
herein, unless disapproved by the Government. The Government reserves
the right to perform any of the inspections set forth in this
specification where such inspections are deemed necessary to ensure
supplies and services conform to prescribed requirements.

4.1.1 .ResPonsibil itv for comD1iance. All items shall meet all
requirements of sections 3 and 5. The inspection set forth in this
specification shall become a part of the contractor’s overall inspection
system’ or quality program. The absence of any inspection requirements
in the specification shall not relieve the contractor of the
responsibility of ensuring that all products or supplies submitted to
the Government for acceptance comply with all requirements of the
contract. Sampling inspection., as part of manufacturing operations, is
an acceptable practice to ascertain conformance to requirements,
however, this does not authorize submission of known defective material,
either indicated or actual, nor does it commit the Government to accept
defective material.

m

I 4.2 ~lass~f~cat~
. . .

on of ins~ect ion. The inspection requirements
specified herein are classified as follows:

I Visual examination (see 4.4)
:: Review of construction records (see 4.5)

4.3 First artitle i.ns~ection. When a first article inspection is
required (see 3.1 and 6.2), it shall be examined for defects as
specified in 4.4, and the construction record reviewed for compliance
with 4.5.

4.4 wal WSaW&a$h . The map/chart shall be examined for
defects and errors as specified by the contract or Government. Required
corrections shall be made to manuscripts, drafting positives, and
reproducible material befcjre the map/chart is sent to the next
production stage. Defects detected during the inspection of theprinted
“catch copy’ shall be evaluated by DMA for criticality, and suitable
corrective- action.

4.5 ~eview of construction records. Records about the
construction of the map/chart shall be maintained. The records shall
document sources, decisions regarding reconciliation of conflicting
data, etc. Chart records/construction histories shall be reviewed
concurrently with visual examinations (see 4.4) to ensure that proper
cartographic procedures have been followed.

4.6 Governmen t furnished material. The contractor shall not
duplicate, copy, or otherwise reproduce the MC&G property for purposes
other than those necessary for the performance of the contract.
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O,. 4.7 Gove e~1 us. At the completion of
performance of the contract, the contractor, as directed @ the
-contracting officer, shall either destroy or return to the Government
all Government-furnished MC&G property not consumed in the performance
of the contract.

5. PACKAGING.

5.1 ~. Combat Charts may be issued as flat stock, i.e.,
unfolded, or folded and packaged in accordance with the provisions in
this section. Unless a specific requirement exists for initial
automatic distribution of flat stock to support certain agencies and
users, all Combat Charts shall be folded and packaged as described
below. Flat stock will not be available after automatic distribution.

5.2.1 ~. Combat Charts are folded into sixteenths
(16 panels).

5.2.2 Method of fol~. The first fold shall be horizontal,
with the top edge of the chart (when the printed side is up) folded down
to the bottom neatline. This fold obscures all chart detail except for
that in the lower margin. This includes the chart number, subtitle,
stock number/bar code, and classification notes. The chart is then
repeatedly folded, to create a 16 panel fold. When folded, the
classification note and stock number/bar code located in the lower right
corner of the chart shall remain visible. On classified charts, the
classification note in the lower left margin shall remain visible on the

o

back side of the folded chart, in accordance with DoD security marking
policy.

5.3 Packa~.

5.3.1 Level of xxotex . Packaging shall be Level C (see 6.2)
unless othezwise specified. This packaging provides minimum protection,
and is needed to protect material under known favorable conditions. The
following criteria .determine the requirements for this degree of
protection.

a. Use or consumption of the item at the first destination.

b. Shock, vibration, and static loading during the limited
transportation cycle.

c. Favorable warehouse environment for a maximum of 18 months.

d. Effects of environmental exposure during shipment and
intransit delays.

e. Stacking and supporting superimposed loads during shipment
and temporary storage.

5.3.2 . Folded Combat Charts are shrink-wrapped in
packages of twenty five copies of the same chart. When packaged, the
bar code of the top chart shall be visible through the wrapping.

5.4 ~. In addition to any special markings required by the
contract or order, markings shall be in accordance with the requirements
of MIL-STD-129 for military levels of protection.

O
,;
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nature. that

6.1

MIL-c-89202A

NOTES

section contains information of a general
may be helpful, but is not mandatory).

~. Combat Charts are 1:50,000

or explanatory

scale charts used
to support-amphibious -operations, to include joint-arr/ground-tactical
operations, land combat operations, naval gunfire support, and special
operations planning.

6.2 ~COllisition requirement. Acquisition documents must specify
the following:

a. Title, number and date of this specification.

b. Issue of the DODISS to be cited in the solicitation, and if
required, the specific issue of individual documents referenced (see
2.1.1 and 2.2).

c. When a first article is required (see 3.1, 4.3, and 6.3).

d. Levels of packaging (see 5.3).

6.3 First article. When a first article is required, it shall be
inspected and approved under appropriate provisions of FAR 52.209. The
contracting officer shall specify the appropriate type of first article
and the number of units to be furnished in the solicitation/contract.
The contracting officer shall also include specific instructions in
acquisition documents regarding arrangement for selection, inspection,
anclapproval of the first article.

6.4 ers~ . These specifications supersede Military
Specifications for Combat Charts, MIL-C-89202, 20 August 1990.

6.5 ~.

6.5.1 Circular error-. - An accuracy figure representing the
stated percentage of probability that any point expressed as a function
of two linear components (e.g., horizontal position) will .be.within the ----
given figure.

6.5.2 hear exror (m. - A one dimensional error (such as an
error in elevation) defined by the normal distribution function.

6.6 stan~ati<~eements .

Certain provisions c>fthis specification may be subject to
international standardization agreement. When amendment, revision, or
cancellation of Chis specification is proposed that will modify the
international agreement ccmcerned, the preparing activity will take
appropriate action through international standardization channels,
including departmental standardization offices, to change the agreement
or make other appropriate acconunodations.

6.6.1 NATO Standardization Aareements (S’I’ANAGsI .

STANAG 1022, Combat Charts, Amphibious Assault Charts, and
Combat/Landing Charts.

STANAG 2211, Geodetic Datums, Spheroids, Grids, and Grid
References.
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,0 STANAG 3673, Identification of Source Data on Nautical and Special
Naval Charts

6.6.2 “~ ee e ts SGS.

, -This.section. is not-applicable to this specification. .. .

6.6.3 U Stand~at~ coo
. .

~1 &.ttee reeme nts
-fASCcs ) .

This section is not applicable to this specification.

6.6.4 ~ .

This section is not applicable to this specification.

6.6.5 ~ve Or- .

This section is not applicable to this specification.

6.6.6 mer-~ .

This section is not applicable to this specification.

6.6.7 Other Documen tat~.

o
This

6.7

6.8

section 1s not applicable to this specification.

Subl.ect term (kev word ) .

Amphibious
Bathymetry
Beach
Charting
Defense Mapping Agency
Hydrography
Landing
Marine
Maritime
MC&G (Mapping, Charting
Nautical
Navigation
USMC

DMA)

and Geodesy)

~anaes from D~ evious issue. Marginal notations are not
used in this revision to identify changes with respect to the previous
issue due to the extensiveness of the changes.

o
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PRODUCT: COMBATCHARTS
CATEGORY: Culture (1)
.WBCATE60R!C: Extraction(1A)
-A l’+c~~~* * * * *C~ * *C~MBA1’*cay *C()~AT*co~ *

1AO1O MIME

~

IARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUT:3
Exs

G-0007 L-4007
EXISTENCE CATEGORY G-OO1O L-4008

WC LANDMARK CATEGORY G-0012
MIN

L-401O
MINING CATEGORY G-0013 R-2244

NAM NAME CATEGORY L-0061 R-2494
PRO PRODUCT CATEGORY L-3801

EXS(EXISTENCE CATEGORY) O(UNKNONN) or 28(OPERATIONAL)
and ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square

OR LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)
and EXS(EX:lSTENCE CATEGORY) 6(ABANDONE!D)
and ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
POINT

J?GPuki
ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE D-1653
E.xs EXISTENCE CATEGORY G-0005
:LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY L-0061
MIN MINING CATEGORY L-3801
NAN NAME CATEGORY
PRO

L-4007
PRODUCT CATEGORY L-401O

R-2248

EXS(EXISTENCE CATEGORY) O(UNKNOWN) or 6(ABANDONED) or 28(OPERATIONAL)
and ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) c 15,625 m square
and LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)

1.A030 QUARRY
AREA

M Rdsi
ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE
EXS

G-0007
EXISTENCE CATEGORY G-OO1O

MC LANDMARK CATEGORY G-0012
PRO PRODUCT CATEGORY G-0013

L-0061
L-3801
L-401O
P.-2494

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
and EXS(EXISTENCE CATEGORY) O(UNKNOWN) or 28(OPERATIONAL)

OR LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)
and EXS(EXISTENCE CATEGORY) 6(ABANDONED)
and ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square

---------------------- ------ ---+--------------------------------------------------------------------
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l!ABXJ3I i~

PRODUCT: COMBATCHARTS
CATEGORY: Culture{1)
subcategory: Extraction(1A)
-------------—-—- ---------------------—--------_--_----------------------------------------------

=030 Qulumr (coat.)
Pen?’x

PC u
ARA AREA COVERAGEATTRIBOTE D-1653
=s EXISTENCE CATEGORY G-0005
MC LAMWAM CATEGORY L-0061
PRO PRODUCT CATEGORY L-3801

L-401O
L-401O
R-2248

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) < 15,625 m square
and EXS(EXISTENCE CATEGORY) O(UNKNOUN) or 6(ABANDONED) or 28(OPERATIONAL)
and LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l (LANDMARK)

*,T* * *,* ●~ . * T*, * * * T

lA040 RIG /SOPERSTRUC’PORE
POXNT

PC

COE CERTAINTY OF EXISTENCE
EGT

L-0061
EEIGRT AMVE SURFACE LEVEL

LMc
L-3801

LANDMARK CATEGORY L-3972
Loc LOCATION /ORIGIN CATEGORY
PRO

L-5040
PRODUCT CATEGORY R-0046

ZVL Z VALUE R-3674
?-0304

~

LOC(LOCATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) 2(OFF-SHORE)

OR LOC(LOCATIOWORIGIN CATEGORY) 9(OTHER)
and HGT(HEIGBT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL) >= 46 m

OR LOC(LOCATIOWORIGIN CATEGORY) 9(OTHER)
and HGT(HEIG!lT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL) < 46 m
and LNC(LANDFOiRK CATEGORY) I(LANDMARK)

~A* T*,* ● * T*,* * T*c~AT *,T* •~ ~

3A050 WELL
POIN?

EXISTENCE CATEGORY

DC QUIPS. ~

D-1653 L-4813
HYc IWDROGIWPHIC CATEGORY L-0061 0-3155
LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY L-3801 R-2244
NAM NAME CATEGORY %4008 R-2248
PRO PRODUCT CATEGORY L-4009 T-0300
Scc SPRING IWELL CHARACTERISTIC CATEGORY
NFT

L-4706

WELL FEATURE TYPE
----------— ----— -------------------- -------—--- ------------------------ ------------ -—------ -----

0
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I PRODUCT: COMBAT CHARTS
CATEGORY : Culture (1)

I .-SUBCATEGORY: Extraction (1A)
------------------------------------- --------------------------- ------------------ --------------------

IA050 WEXiLI(COIlt.)
POINT

PROIPRODUCT CATEGORY) O(tJNKNOWN) or 12 (NATURAL GAS) or 18(OIL)
and EXS(EXIS’TENCE CATEGORY) 28(OPERATIONAL)
OR PRO(PRODUCT CATEGORY) O(UNKNOWN) or 12(NATURAL GAS) or 18(OIL)
and EXS(EXISTENCE CATEGORY) 6(ABANDONED)
and LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)
OR PRO(PRODUCT CATEGORY) 27(WATER)
and HYC(HYDROGRAPHIC CATEGORY) O{UNKNOWN) or
or 6(NoN-PERENNIAL/INTERMITTENT/Fluctuating)
or 8(PERENNIAL/PERMANENT)
and EXS(EXISTENCE CATEGORY) 28(OPERATIONAL)
OR PRO(PRODUCT CATEGORY) 27(WATER)
and EXS(EXISTENCE CATEGORY) 6(ABANDONED)
and HYC(HYDROGRAPHIC CATEGORY) 3(DRY)
and LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK.)

lBOOO DISPOSAL SITE /WASTE PILE

PG ~ti
ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-0006
LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY G-OO1O
PRO PRODUCT CATEGORY G-0012

L-00 61
L-3801
R-2494

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
and LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)

IBO1O WRWKIIW YARD /SCRAP YARD
AREA

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-OO1O
LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY G-0012

L-38’01
R-2494
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
and LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)
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TABXS1 . am

O;’ PROOOCI’: COLMBAT CRARTS
cAr’BGORY: Culture (1)
.~RY: Processing Industry (lC)

lCOOO PROCZSSHG P- /~ PLANY
AREA

~

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-0010
NAM NAME CATEGORY G-0012
PRO PRODUCT CATEGORY L-0061
W1D WIDTH L-3801

L-4008
L-401O
L-4027
L-4813
R-2494

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 n square
and WID >= 40 m

-.--— ----—----— ------ ----— --------------------- ------ —---- --------------------------- ----------

0

Pon?T
PC ~uks

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE C-0022
NAM NAME CATEGORY D-1653
PRO PRODUCT CATSGORY L-0061

L-3801
L-4008
L-401O
L-4813
R-2248

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) c 15,625 m square

1C020 cArALYTxc CRAcKSR
PO12?2

NO ATTRIBUTE REQUIRED C-0005
D-1653
L-3505
L-3801

All required

●

IC030 SB9!TLZMG RASXN /SLUDGE PO17D

~

LMc LANDMARR CATEGORY
‘WTD

G-0006
WIDTE G-0012

L-3505
L-3801
R-2494

----—---- —----— ----------—-- ------ ---_-- -—--- -—--- -—------- ------------------ -------- —------

0
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TABLE I
,i.

cons a~

PRODUCT: COMBAT CHARTS
CATEGORY : Culture (1) o

,..SWSCATEGORY: Processing Industry (lC)
------- ---------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------

1C030 SETTL2MG EU4SIN /SLUDGE POND (Cont.)
AREA

WID(WIDTH,) >= 125 m
and LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)

● ☛~’T *co~BAT*coMR&T *cc,M~AT*coMBAT *COMB~T * *co~T *co~AT *co~ *

1DO1O POWER PIIAMT FACILITY

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE
MC LANDMARK CATEGORY
NAM NAME CATEGORY
PPC POWER PLANT CATEGORY
WID WIDTH

RG-3Mks
G-OO1O
G-0012
L-0050
L-3801
L-4008
L-4011
L-4813

WID(WIDTH) >= 40 m

1D020 SOLAR PAtlS&
FOIMT

LEN LENGTfi /DIAMETER C-0022
D-1653 a
L-3505
L-3801
R-2248

Cond~
,..

LEN(LENGTH/DIAMET,ER) >= 65 m

~T co~T* * * * * *COMRAT *COMA T*coMBAT *co~T COMBAT C-T* *

1D030 SUBSTATION /TRAMSFORMSR YARD

WID WIDTH G-0006
G-OO1O
G-0012
L-3505
L-3506
L-3801

Cond~
.!+

WID(WIDTH) >= 40 m

----------------------- ---------------- ,---------------------------- ------ ----------------------------
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I TABLEI s. and
I

‘ ~ PRODUCT: COMBAT CEARTS

o

CATEGORY : Culture (1)
“,.s~ : Power Generation (ID)
------------- .--—--- ------------------------- ------- ------------------------ -----------------------

lD030 SUE?2ATXtX? /TRAITSPOBXKR YARD (Cont.)
Pom!r

MC LANDMARK CATEGORY C-0022
WID WIDTH D-1653

L-3801
R-2248

WID(WIDTE) < 40 m
and LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)

KPO1O CE23ClEY /SMOXSTACE
Poxm

~
~~ CERTAINTY OF EXISTEE?CE D-16;3S
HGT HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL L-3801
LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY L-5040
ZVL Z VALUE R-004 6

R-2248

HGT(SEIGET ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL) >= 46 m
OR LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LAWDMARK)
and HGT(REIGBT AEOVE SURFACE LEVEL) < 46 m

3.F020 COSVEYOR
LsRE

DG R-
LEN LENGTE /DIAMETER G-0012
Lf4c LANDMARK CATEGORY L-3801

R-2331

LZN(LENGTWDIA14ETER) >= 315 m
OR LMC(LANDMARX CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)

●

IF030 COoLmG ‘m6iER
Pon?l!

COE CERTAINTY OF EXISTENCZ D-1653
EGT HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL
LMc

L-3801
LANDMARK CATEGORY L-5040

ZVL Z VALtE R-004 6
R-2248

---------- —---- ------— ------ --------- ------ ------- ------ ----- ------ ------ ---------------—---- _

O,,
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TABLE I &d$u%&&tibute CateaOrv.
.

in~lon c~onsn and

~~

PRODUCT: COMBAT CHARTS
=TEGORY : Culture (1) o

.,s0BcATE60R!i: Associated Industrial Structures (IF)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

H?030 COOU’EJG !lKXtER(Cont.)
I?OIH’T

HGT(ltiEIGHTABOVE SURFACE LEVEL) >= 46 m
OR LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)
and HGT(HE:[GHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL) < 46 m

1F040 CRANE
POIRT

(COE cERTAINTy oF ExISTENcE

.HGT HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL L-3801
LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY
.ZVL

L-5040
Z VALUE R-0046

R-2248

Condl~
,..

HGT(HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL) >= 46 m
OR LMC(LilNDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)
and HGT(HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL) < 46 m

*

1F070 FLARE PIPE
Pona!l’

utes PG RUkS
COE CERTAINTY OF EXISTENCE> D-1653 o
HGT HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL L-3801
LOC LOCATION /ORIGIN CATEGORY
ZVL

L-5040
Z VALUE R-0046

R-2248
R-2251

LOC(LOCATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) 2(OFF-SEORE)
OR LOC(LOCATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) 3(ON GROUND SURFACE)
and HGT(HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL) >=,46 m

1X045 FIRING RAWGE

PG Ru a%~

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE L-3505
WID WIDTH L-3506

L-3801
-,----------,------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TABLXI

PRoDucT : COMBAT CEARTS
~RY : Culture (1)
~RY : Institutional /Governmental (lH)

.---—- -._—------ -_—- _______________ ----------- --------- _____________________ ------- --—----—

2S045 FIRIiiG RANGB (Cent.)

ARA (AREiACOVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >=
and WID >= 40 m

15,625 m square

● TX * ● -* * * ● *~ ● T* T* ●

lEo50 POPS

~

NAM NAME CATEGORY G-OO1O
WID WIDTH G-0012

L-0050
L-3801
L-4008
L-4813

WID(WIDTE) >= 40 m

----—----—--——- ---—----—----—--------------------------------.-------------------------------
Porn

PG W
MC LANDMARKCATEGORY C-0022
NAM NAME CATEGORY D-1653
WID WIDTE G-0008

L-3801
L-4008
L-4813

~

WID(WIDTE) < 40 m
and IJ4C(LJCNDMARK CATEGORY) 1(LANDNARK)

* -* ‘& * ●~A * * ● .* T+c~T *C-

11020 ~BILE H- PARX

P~

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-OO1O
WC LANDMAiVK CATEGORY G-0012

L-0050
L-3801
R-2494
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

---_ — _________ ______ ----- -_---- _________ ________ ---------- ------- ------ ------ ------- ---------_-

0,,
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PRODUCT: COMBAT CHARTS
CATE60RY : Culture (1) o
swBcATEGORY : Residential (11)

.,-------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------

11020 MORIILE HCME PARK (Cont.)

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
and LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)

1J030 FEED LOT /STOCKYARD /EOLDIMG PEN

PG Rules
ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-0012
MC LANDMARK CATEGORY
TXT

L-0050
TEXT ATTRIBUTE L-3505

L-3506
L-3801
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,62!5m square
and LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)

----------., --------- --------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------
PoIm

AM AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE
LMc LANDNARK CATEGORY

PG RUkS
L-3505
L-3801

TXT TEXT ATTRIBUTE

Condl~
. . .

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) < 15,625 m square
and LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARKI

1J050 WINDMILL /WINES40TOR -
Pom

COE CERTAINTY OF EXISTENCE D-1653
HGT HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL L-3801
‘LMC LANDMARK CATEGORY L-5040
ZVL Z VALUE R-0046

R-2248

HGT(HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL) >= 46 m
OR HGT(HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL) ,:46 m
and LMC(LANDMARK CAZEGORY) l(LANDMARK)

~T * * * *COMBA T*C( * * * * * * *~ *
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o

0

TABLE I U&i

PRODUC7 : COMBAT CHARTS
~: Culture (1)
~: Recreational (lK)
● ● T* ●~T ● * ● * * ●

2X020 AmsnmMT PAW( AXTRACTXOR
Poxm

~
APs AMUSEMENT PARK STRUCTURE
COE

D-1653
CERTAINTY OF EXISTENCE

EGT
L-3801

HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL L-5040
WC LANDMARK CATEGORY R-0046
ZVL Z VALUE R-2248

~

HGT(HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL) >= 46 m
OR LMC(LAIIDMARX CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)
and 9GT(HEIGHT ABOVE SDRFACE LEVEL) C 46 m

● ☛ ● ●~AT ● (. ● ●~T C.fj~JIAT ● ●~ T* *

IK030 MwwK8Nz PARK

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-OO1O
LMc LAIVDMARK CATEGORY
NAM

G-0012
NAME CATEGORY L-0050

L-3801
L-4008
L-4813
R-2494
R-3730
R-3732
3-3733

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
OR L24C(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)

●

1.K040 MELEZIC FIELD
AREA

y&&Qla&
ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE
L?4c

G-0006
LANDNARK CATEGORY G-0012

NAM NAME CATEGORY L-0050
L-3801
L-4008
L-4813
R-2494

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 8,125 m square
OR LNC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)

●

O.,
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PRODUCT: COMBAT CHARTS
CATEGORY : Culture (1)
sOBcATEGORx :

0
Recreational (lK)

*

IX060 CAMFGROUMD /CAMPSITE

,
m AREA, COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-0012
:LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY L-0050

NAM NAME CATEGORY L-38’01
L-4008
L-4813
R-2242
R-24 94
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
OR LMC(LANI)MARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)

‘1X070 DRIVE-lN TEEATER

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE
LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY

G-OO1O
G-0012
L-3801
R-2494
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 1.5,625m square
OR LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)

1K090 ‘FJURGROWMDS
AREA

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-OO1O
LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY G-0012
NAM NAME CATEGORY L-0050

L-3801
L-4008
L-4813
R-2494
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

---------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- A------
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TAELEI s. and

o

!“ PRoDucz : COMBAT CEARTS
CxEGORT: culture (1)

.-~Bx: Recreational (lK)
- --.—.— --——- —----- --------------- ---—— -------- ---------- ----------------------- -------------

lKo90 mummoms (Cent.)

~

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
OR LMC (LANDMARK CATEGORY) 1 (LANDMARK)

~● * ● *,* ● * T* S,* T*

moo GOIF COURSE

DG Wk
ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE
LMc

G-0010
LANDMARK CATEGORY G-0012

NAM NAME CATEGORY L-0050
L-3801
L-4008
L-48i3
R-2494
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

ARA (AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
OR MC {LANDMARK CATEGORY) 1 (LANDMARK)

o lXl15 O~R ZEFXTER /AmPErHn==R
AREA

Pc RtI~

m AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-0012
LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY
SAM

L-3801
NAME CATEGORY L-4008

L-4813
R-2494
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >. 1S,625 m square
OR LMC(LANUMARK CATEGORY) l (LANDMARK)

1.2a20 PARK

~

AM AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE
WC

L-0050
LANDMARK CATEGORY

NAM
L-3505

NAME CATEGORY
L7SE

L-3506
USE STATUS L-3801

L-4008
R-2494
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

---- —-— -—--- -——- ------------ ---_-- --------- ------ ----- ---—- ------ ------------------ ----------
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TABLE I

PRODUCT : COMBAT CHARTS
CAzPzoW: Culture (1)
.~RY : Recreational (lK)
------—---- ------ ________ ------ ------- -— --------------- --------- ------------ ----- ________________

lxlso SZAMUM (cent.)

R-2240
R-2494
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
and EGT(BEIG&T ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL) < 46 m
OR LMC(LANDNARK CATEGORY) I (LANDMARK)
and EGT(BEIGET ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL) C 46 m

----—-- -------------------- ---_-- ------ .--------------------------- ----------------------- ---------

Porn

COE CZRTAINTY OF EXISTENCE L-3801
EGT EEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL
ZVL Z VALUE

L-5040
R-0046

HGT (EEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL) >= 46 m

*c~~A1’ ● T*L* ● ● *~A v+ * T•r~MR ● T*~ .

2X170 SWIMMING POOL
AREA

~

m ARZA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-0012
LEN LZNGTE /DIAMETER
LMc

i.-38ol
LANDC4ARK CATEGORY 0-1101

WID WIDTH R-9037

~ i .

LMC (LANDMARK CATZGORY) 1 (LANDMARK)

*cfl$JR~.T* ● * T* + * -* *~ (-n~~T* * * * T

2.K280 ZOO

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE
WC LANDMARK CATEGORY G-0012
NAN NAME CATEGORY L-0050

L-3801
L-4008
L-4813
R-2494
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

----—----— -—-—-- ----—- --------------- ---—-- -------- ------------------- _______________ ---------
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PROIWCT: CONBATCHARTS
CA!CWSORY: culture (1) o

,. ..-SUBCATEGORY: Recreational (lK)
---------------------- ------------- --------_-- --------------------------------------------------- ----

Ucmo zoo [coat.)

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
OR LMC(LANDNARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)

1LO15 BUILDXMG

Attributes
AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE

BFC BUILDING FUNCTION CATEGORY
EXS EXISTENCE CATEGORY
HGT HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE IEVEL
IiWT HOUSE OF WORSHIP ‘TYPE
LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY
NAN NAME CATEGORY
TUC TRANSPORTATION USE CATEGORY
WID WIDTH

D-1652
D-16.54
G-0012
L-3801
L-3959
L-3960
L-4098
L-4018
L-4028
0-0020

PG Ruks
0-3008
0-6200
R-0046
R-2265
R-2293
R-2337
R-2340
R-2341
R-24 95

Cond~,,.on

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 625 m square
and WID(WIDTH) >= 25 m

------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----
LINZ

PG RU3.FLS e
BFC BUILDING FUNCTION CATEGORY D-1652 0-3008
EXS EXISTENCE CATEGORY D-1654 0-6200
HGT HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL G-0012 R-0046
HWT HOUSE OF WORSHIP TYPZ L-3801 R-22 65
LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER L-3959 R-2293
LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY L-3960
NAM

R-2337
NAME CATEGORY L-4008 R-2340

‘rUc TRANSPORTATION USE CATEGORY L-4018
WID

R-2341
WIDTH L-4028 R-2495

0-0020

LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) >= 25 m
and WID(WXDTH) < 25 m

------------------------ ------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------
l?onFJ!

ACC ACCURACY CATEGORY
AOO
ARA
BFC
COE
EXS
HGT
HWT
LEN
LMc
NAM

ANGLE OF ORIENTATION
AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE
BUILDING FUNCTION CATEGORY
CERTAINTY OF EXISTENCE
EXISTENCE CATEGORY
HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL
HOUSE OF WORSHIP TYPE
LENGTH /DIAMETER
LANDNARK CATEGORY
NAME CATEGORY

PG Rules
C-0022
D-1652
D-1654
G-0008
L-3801
L-3959
L-3960
L-4008

~
L-4018
L-4028
L-4813
L-5040
0-3008
0-6200
R-0046

R-22 65
R-2337
R-2340
R-2341
R-2495
R-3740
R-9041
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MIL-C-89202A

TABLBx %. and

O,,
PRO?)UCX: COMBAT CHARTS
~RY : Culture (1)

- -~RY: Miscellaneous Features (lL)
—. -—---- —---- —-------- ------------ ------ -----_-— --------- -—------ ------------ ___________ ----—

lLOIS BUILDXEC (Coat.)
Pon?x

~ ~
TUC TRANSPORTATION USE CATEGORY
ZVL Z VALOE

ARA (AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) < 625 m square
and LEN (LENGTE/DHU4ETER) < 25 m

●

IL020 ~T-OP ARXA
ARxA

~
ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE
BAc BUILT-UP AREA CLASSIFICATION G-OO1O R-2333
Exs EXISTENCE CATEGORY G-0012 R-2334

L-0020 R-2345
L-1650 R-3730
R-2178 R-3732
R-2179 R-3733

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
and BAC(BUILT-UP AREA CATEGORY) l(SPARSE TO NODERATE) or 2(DENSE)

o 1L025 cAIRN
POI13Z

~ ~
LMc LANDMARX CATEGORY -None

LNC(LANOMARK CATEGORY) I(LANDMARK)

3.ss030CE34BTERY

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-OO1O
LNc LANDMARK CATEGORY G-0012
NAM NAME CATEGORY L-0050
RZL RELIGIOUS DENOMINATION L-3801
WID WIDTll L-4008

L-4813
R-2333
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

----------— _________ _____________ ----- ----- ------------ ------------------------- -----_--_-_------
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o
KIL-c-89202A

ZABIJ31 s. and

PRODUCT : COMBAT CEARTS
cAzzGoRx : Culture (1)
.SOBCMZGOIW : Miscellaneous Features (IL)
------------------- ---—- ------------------------- --------- ------------------ ------ ----—------ ---—

1L08S GEoPHYsIm P-ECTIHG GRID (Cent. )

LEN (LEl?GTE/DIAMETER) >= 625 m

● + ● * ● *,* ● * * ● *~ ●

lLIOO
POINT

RUT

MC LANDMARH
~

CATEGORY C-0022
L-3505
L-3801
R-2343

LMC (LANDMARH CATEGORY) 1 (LANDMARK)

lLUO MomwUVl
Pon31!

~

COE CERTAINTY OF EXISTENCE
EGT

L-3505
HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL

LMc
L-3801

LANDMARH CATEGORY

o

NAM
L-4008

NAME CATEGORY
SEC

L-5040
STRUCTURE SEAPE CATEGORY

ZVL Z VALUE
R-004 6
R-2248

HGT(EEIGET ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL) >= 46 m
OR LMC(LANDMARN CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)
and EGT(EEIGHT ABOVE SUFU”ACE LE~LL) < 46 m

lL13s EA!TIVE sETzLExmY
AREA

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE
~
R-2333

NAS NATIVE SETTLEMENT TYPE

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
and NAS(NATIVE SETTLEMENT TYPE) 2(CONTINUOOS HABITATION)

lL140 ~ E~R

~

LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER G-OO1O
LNc LANDMARK CATEGORY G-0012

L-3505
L1-3801

--------------------------- ------- ------------- ---------------- ------ ------ ------------------- ------

0
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MIL-c-89202A

TABLE I ~dkwy =t~~~n COndltlO”’-
,.

and

PRODUCT: COMBAT CHARTS
CATE60RY : Culture (1) o

..-.srmcmuxwr: Miscellaneous Features (IL)
----------------------------- ------------------- --------------------------------------------- ----.--

IL140 NW~ ACCELERATOR (Cont.)

LEN(LENGTH/DIANETER) >= 40 m

1L160 I?XP’ELXME/PXPE
LIME

ACC ACCURACY CATEGORY
DEP DEPTH BELOW SURFACE LEVEL
EXS EXISTENCE CATEGORY
HSB HEIGHT ABOVE SEA BOTTCIM
LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
LNC LANDMARK CATEGORY
LOc LOCATION /ORIGIN CATEGORY
Owo OVER WATER OBSTRUCTION
PLT PIPELINE TYPE
PRO PRODUCT CATEGORY

G-0012
L-0061
L-3633
L-3801
L-~olo
L-4012
L-4013

L-4014
L-4260
L-4261
L-4743
L-4862
O-3427
R-2180

~
R-2208
R-2231
R-2249
R-2349
R-2818
R-2937
R-3920

LOC(LOCATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) l(BELOW GROUND SURFACE) or 3(ON GROUND SURFACE) or 4 (SUSPENDED OR
ELEVATED ABOVE GROUND OR WATER)
and PRO(PR,ODUCT CATEGORY) O(UNKNOWN) cm 6(CHEMICAL) or 12(NATURAL GAS) or 13(GASOLINE) or 18(OIL) or
27 (WATER)
and LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) >= 1,250 m
and LMC(LALNDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)
OR LOC(L~CATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) 4(SUSPENDED OR ELEVATED ABOVE GROUND OR WATER) a

and OWO(OVER WATER OBSTRUCTION) l(FEATURE CROSSES NAVIGABLE WATER) or 2(FEATURE CROSSES OVER
NON-NAVIGABLE WATER)
OR LOC(LOCATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) 11(ON SEA BOTTOM) or 12(SUSPENDED OR ELEVATED ABOVE SEA BOTTOM)
and PLT(PI’PELINE TYPE) l(TRANSPORT) or 3(INTAKE)
OR LOC(LO(lATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) or 11.(ONSEA BOTTOM) or 12(SUSPENDED OR ELEVATED ABovE SEA BoTToM)
and PLT(PIPELINE TYPE) 2(OUTFALL)
and PRO(PRODUCT CATEGORY) O(UNKNOWN) c)r6(CHE141CAL) 19(OTHER) or 27(WATER) Or 35(SEWAGE)
OR LOC(LOCATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) 1O(BELOW SEA BOTTOM)
and EXS(EXISTENCE CATEGORY) 28(OPERATIONAL)

* * * * *~~T * *CO, * * *~ co~T*coMBA’T *coU

1L170 PLAZA /CITY SQUARE

butea
NAM NAME CATEGORY

PG Rukxi
G-0006

WID WIDTH G-0012
L-0050
L-4008
R-3903

----------------- ---------------------- ------------------------------------------------------ ---------
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KIL-C-89202A

o

0
,,

PRODUCT : COMBAT CHARTS
~: Culture (1)

..~RY: Miscellaneous Features (lL)
----— ------ ------ ----- ---—- ---------- -------------- -_---- ------- -— ----—--- ---------- --—------

lL170 PIAZA /cm SQUARE (cont.)
IuEA

WID(WIDTE) >= 25 m

lL180 Pul@x5TG SrAzmM
ARxA

MC LANDMARK CATEGORY
PRO PRODUCT CATEGORY
WID WIDTB

~
G-0012
L-0061
L-3801
R-2333

.WID(WIDTE) >= 125 m
and LNC {LANDMARK CATEGORY) 1 (LANDMARK)

----— ------------- ---—- ---—- ---—- ---—- ------ ------------ ------ ------------ --------— -----------
POXNT

MC LANDMARK CATEGORY D-1654
PRO PRODUCT CATEGORY G-0008
WID WIDTH L-0061

L-3801

WID(WIDTE) c 125 m
and NC (LANDMARK CATEGORY) 1(LANDNARK)

1L200 RUIHS

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE
HDI HYDROGRAPf31C DEPTH /EEIGHT INFORMATION
HDP EYDROGRAPHIC DEPTH
HGT HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL
LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
MC LANDUARN CATEGORY
m LUCATION /ORIGIN CATEGORY
NAM NAME CATEGORY
VDc VERTICAL DATUM CATEGORY
VDR VERTICAL DATUM RECORD
VRc VERTICAL REFERENCE CATEGORY

LUC (LOCATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) 2 (OFF-SHO=)
and I&l?(LENGTH/DIAMETER >==200 m)
OR LOC(LOCATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) 3(ON GROOND SURFACE)
and MC= COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >- 15,625 m square

~
G-ooo6e
G-0012
L-0050
L-3505
L-3506
L-3801
L-4008
L-4702
L-4705
L-4722

~
L-4729
L-4813
R-2221
R-2222
R-2333
R-2800
R-2806
R-3672
R-3708

------------------- --- —---- ------ ------ ------- ---_-- ------------ ------------- ------ ------ --------—
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MIL-C-S9202A

ZASLS x E@au&ZWdbute Cate%?xx.
,!

in~ cond~ons. and
~~

PRODUCT : COMBAT CHARTS
CATEGORY : Culture (1) ●

...SWBCATE60RY. Miscellaneous Features (IL)
----------.,------------- ------ ------ -------------------------------------------- ---------------------

1L200 Rums .(coat,)
POIMZ

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE
I?GW PG Ruki
C-0022 L-4891

HDI HYDROGRAPHIC DEPTH /HEIGHT INFORMATION D-1654 R-2221
HDP HYI)ROGRAPHIC DEPTH D-1909 R-2222
HGT HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVSL L-3505 R-2806
LEN LENGTH /DIA14ETER L-3801 R-3672
WC LANDNARK CATEGORY L-4702 R-3708
LOC LOCATION /ORIGIN CATEGORY L-4722 R-3709
VDc VERTICAL DATUM CATEGOFiY L-4729
VDR VERTICAL DATUM RECORD
VRc VERTICAL REFERENCE CATEGORY

LOC(LOCATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) 2(OFF-SHORE)
and LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) < 200 m
OR LOC(LC)CATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) 3(ON GROUND SURFACE)
and ARA(AItEA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) < 15,625 m square
and LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)

*

lL20a SEAHTY TOWN

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBU:E G-OO1O
WID WIDTH G-0012

L-0050
R-2178
R-2179
R-2333
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

15,625 m square

56

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >=
and WID >=:40 m

* ‘*~~T coMBAT c~T* * * * * * * * •Co~RRT *cowBAT *coMR~

1L21O SNOW SEED /ROCK SSED
LIME

utes. PG Ruk&
LEN LENGTE /OIAMETER G-0012
SIT SHED IDENTIFIER TYPE
TDC

L-3801
TRANSPORTATION USE CATEGORY R-2254

X-81’08

Cond~
. . .

ion

LEN(LENGTIi/DIAMSTER) >= 75 m

-------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------
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MIL-C-89202A

O.,

0

PRODUCT : COMBAT CHARTS
~m : Culture (1)
.SDBcA~: Miscellaneous Features (IL)
.—— ----—. ---— ------------------------ --------------- ------- ._--—-- --------------------- ------

23210 mc4? m /RocK S= (cont.)
Pom

LEN LENGTH /DIANETER
SIT

C-0023
SEED IDENTIFIER TYPE

Toc
G-0008

TRANSPORTATION USE CATEGORY L-3801
R-2254
x-8108

LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) < 75 m

2.X228 = D~

AR.A ARSA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-oolo
NIW

L-3506
NAME CATEGORY G-0012 L-4008

STL SEASONAL TENT LOCATION L-0050 R-3730
WID WIDTH L-1OO1 R-3732

L-1OO2 R-3733
L-3505

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
ana WID >= 40 m

---------------- —------ -------- ---------------- -------- ----------------------- ---------------------
Pam

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE L-lool
LMc LANDMARX CATEGORY L-1OO2
NAM NAME CATEGORY L-3505
STL SEASONAL TENT LOCATION L-4o00

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) < 15,625 m square
ana iJ4C{LANDMARW CATEGORY) l(LANDMARN

* ● ● MT* * ●~ ● * * ● T* ● M*

1L240 ~ (Xw- ccsMoEIcA!rxoN)
Po121Y

~
COE CERTAINTY OF EXISTENCE
EGT

L-3505
EEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL

UC
L-3801

LANDMARK CATEGORY
TTc

L-5040
TOWER TYPE CATEGORY 0-3008

ZVL Z VALUE R-0046
R-2240

-------- —-—-- -—--- ------- —___________ ---—- ------- ----------------- ----------- ------- —---- --
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I UIL-C-89202A

PRODUCT : COMBAT CHARTS
CATEGORY : Culture (1) o

~~.SVBCATEG0R% : Miscellaneous Features (lL)
---------- ---------- ------ ----- ---_-- ------------------------------------------------------------- ---

I n9240 l!owm [MIM- c!oMMJmcATIolJ) (Coxlt .)
Pon?rr

I TTC(TOWER, TYPE CATEGORY) O(UNKNOWN) c,r2(OBSERVATION/LOOKOUT) or 3(OTHER)

I * * * * * *~~AT*C-T *coMR&T *C *-T c-*coMBA T*c~ * *

I
NJ?50 UNDERGROUND DWELLING
POINT

l?G RIIs1

LMc LANDNARK CATEGORY il-3505

LMC(LANDMALRK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)

~T* * * *CO~~T CO13BbT* * *co~AT *C

1L260 WlilJ
LINE

LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER G-0012
LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY L-0051
PFH PREDOMINANT FEATURE HEIGHT L-3801

R-2250
R-2353

PFH(PREDOMINANT FEATURE HEIGHT) >= 2,0 m a
and LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) >= 125 m
and LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK!

~RnT c~T‘* * * * *coMRAT *C~

I.MO1O DEPOT (SlORAGE)

LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY G-0006
LOC LOCATION /ORIGIN CATEGORY G-0012
WID WIDTH L-0050

L-3801
L-4016
R-2494

WIDIWIDTH) >= 125 m
OR LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK:I

~T * * * *co~&jRIT*[ *CO * * * *~T coMBAT coMRAT co~AT c-T*cow*,*

IM020 GRAIN BIN

butez PG Ruks
LEN LENGTH /DIAMZTER C-0022

G-0007
G-0012
L-3801

---------- ----------------------------- ,--------------------------------------------------------------
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MXL-C-892 02A

TABLE I

PRODucx : CONEAT CHARTS
CAzxORY: Culture (1)

-~: Storage (IM)
—---- .---— ------ ---_-- ------------------------- ------------------ ------------ ---------------------

M020 GRAX?3 BIB (Cent.)

LEN (LENGTH/DIAMETER) >= 40 m

----— ------ --_--- _----- ----— ------ --------------------------- ---------------------------- -------—

Pom
~

LEN LENGTH /DUOfETER C-0022
D-1654
G-0005
L-3505
L-3801

LEN (LENGTB/DIAMETER) < 40 m

●~A c~* *,* * ● * *MT* T* ● •~ W

3M030 GRA121 ~R
ARxA

EGT HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL
LEli

G-0007
LENGTH /DIAMETER G-0012

L-3801
0-0020

LEN (LENGTH/DIAMETER) >= 40 m

--—— ------------------------ ------------ ----_- ------------- -- —-_ --_--- ------ --------- ------------

POINT

COE CERTAINTY OF EXISTENCE L-3505
iiGT HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL L-3801
LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
LMc

L-5040
LANDNARH CATKORY R-004 6

ZVL Z VALUE

LEN (LENGTIi/DIAMETER) < 40 m
and LMC (LANDMARK CATEGORY) 1 (LANDMARH)

3.M050 SIM
Porlin

COE CERTAXNTY OF EXISTENCE L-3505
HGT HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL L-3801
MC LANDNA.RK CATEGORY
ZVL

L-5040
Z VALUE R-004 6

---------- ------—-—- —-----_---- -------- ------ ----- ----------- ------ ------ ------------- --------—
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I MIL-C-89202A

TABLE I EwWwL&uribute =t-orv.
,,

incl~lons. and

~fwtion r-

PRODUCT: COMBAT CHARTS
CATEGORY : Culture (1) o
SUBCATEGORY : Storage (lM)
-------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------

I 3?M050 Smo (cont.)
POINT

I HGT(:KEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL) >= 46 m
OR LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)
and HGT(HE.IGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL) < 46 m

~~R &I’* * * * * * * *c~M~jl,l’*c~ * * * *

1.@&060STORAGE SW’SKER /STORAGE XOUND
AREA

LENGTH /DIAMETER G-0006
:PRO PRODUCT CATEGORY G-0012

L-0050
L-0061
L-3505
L-3506
L-3801

Cond~
.,.

LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) >= 40 m

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------
Poml!

LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
PRO PRODUCT CATEGORY

G-0004
L-0061
L-3801

LEN(LENGTH/DIANETER) < 40 m

IM070 TAHK

HGT HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL G-0012
LEN LENGTH /DIANETER L-0061
LOC LOCATION /ORIGIN CATEGORY L-3801
PRO PRODUCT CATEGORY L-4034

0-0020
T-0301

LEN(LEt?GTH/DIAMETER) >= 40 m

----------------------- ---------------.,----------------------------------------------------------,-- -
Pom

CERTAINTY OF EXISTENCE L-0061
HGT HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL
LEN

L-3505
LENGTH /DIAMETER L-3801

LOC LOCATION /ORIGIN CATEGORY
PRO

L-4034
PRODUCT CATEGORY

ZVL Z VALUE
L-5040
R-0046
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MIL-C-89202A

! TABLKI

10 PRODUCT : COMBAT CKARTS
~RY : Culture (1)

-.-..~: Storage (lM)
------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------

3.M070 T= (Cat.)
mnrr

~
T-0301

LEN (LENGTE/DIAMETER) < 40 m
and LOC(LOCATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) 3 (ON GROUND SURFACE)

~T + ● T* * ● T* * T* Te *,T* *

3.M080 RA?ER ~
Penn

COE CERTAINTY OF EXISTENCE
HGT

L-3505
EEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL L-3801

Lr4c LANDMARK CATEGORY
ZVL z VALUE

L-5040
R-0046
R-2240

All required

3.IPO1O RAmRQAD TRACK

o
LX%E

Acc ACCURACY CATEGORY
Exs EXISTENCE CATEGORY
GAw GAUGE WIDTH
@c LOCATION /ORIGIN CATEGORY
LTN. LANE/TRACK NUMBER
NAM NAME CATEGORY
RGc WiILROAD GAUGE CATEGORY
RPs RAILROAD POWER SOURCE
RRc RAILROAD /ROAD CATEGORIES
RTA RAILROAD TRACK ARRANGEMENT
VRc VERTICAL REFERENCE CATEGORY

C-0017
D-1650
G-0012
L-3801
L-3956
L-3957
L-3961
L-3962
L-3963

WW
L-4008D
L-4016
L-4260
L-4261
L-4284
R-2229
R-2324
R-2327
R-2328

R-2329
R-2601
R-3672
R-3706
R-3708
R-3801
S-O1O3
S-7030

All required

3.HOSO RR sImHG /sR SPUR
LIME

~

Exs EXISTENCE CATEGORY C-0017
RGc RAILROAD GAUGE CATEGORY
RPs

D-1651
RAILROAD POWER SOURCE G-0012

RSA RAIL SIDING /SPUR ATTR18DTE L-3801
L-4284
R-2239
R-2326

-_---------------------------------_--------------_------_------------_-----------_:::::!--------

O,,.,
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MIL-C-89202A

l?RODWCT: COMBAT CHARTS
CATEGORY : Culture (1) o
SUBCMEGORX: Transportation R/R (lN)
-..-— ----- -------------------------------- --------------------------- -------------------------------

11?050 RR ISIDXIJG/RR SPWR (cont.)
LINE

All requined

nTo75 RR mRmABLE
Posl?T

NO ATTRIBUTE REQUIRED G-0008

Cond~
,..

lon

All required

* * *~ cOMRAT*C=T *c@.fRAT*CCMRAT*co~T * *cOMBAT *co~~~~ *coM~A ‘f*C

1?3080 RR YARD
AREA

Exs EXISTENCE CATEGORY G-0006
G-OO1O
G-0012
L-3562
L-3633
L-3801
0-0002
R-2238
X-811O

All required

lki090 l’RM4HAY /IMCLINE RAILWAY
LXNE

LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER G-0012
LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY

LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) >= 375 m
OR LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARKI

1PO1O CART ‘rRAcK
LX2TE

PG Ruk.s
LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
TUC

D-1652
TRANSPORTATION USE CATEGORY G-0012

WTC ROUTE WEATHERABILITY CATEGORY 0-0004
0-3156
R-2341
T-0022

---------- ..-------------+------------- -------------------------------------------------------- -------
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MIL-C-89202A

TABLXI

PI@DUcz : COMBAT CHARTS
~: Culture (1)
-~: Transportation /Roads (1P)
-.--—----- ----—— --------------------------- ---------------- —----— ------------------------ -----

3.PO1O CART ~ {CO*.)

WTC (ROUTE WEATHERABILITY CATEGORY) 2 (FAIR/DRY WEATHER) or 3 (WXNTER ONLY)

* * * + *,* * + * *~ *rfi~ *

1.P020 ~
LrHE

Exs
La LocATIoN /ORIGIN CATEGORY
LTN LANE/TRACK NUMBER
RST ROAD/RUNWAY SURFACE TYPE
Tuc TRANSPORTATION USE CATEGORY
WTc ROUTE WEATHERABILIT’Y CATEGORY

~ {

RST(ROAD/RUNWAY SURFACE TYPE) l(EARD/PAVED)
and TUC (TRANSPORTATION USE CATEGORY) 4(ROAD) or 7(TfiROUGE ROUTES)

DG Rul@s,
G-0012
R-2233

and EXS(EXISTENCE CATEGORY) 5(UNDER CONSTRUCTION) or 26(OPERATIONAL)
and WTC(ROUTE WEATHERA81LITY CATEGORY) I(ALL WEATEER)

32030 ROAD
LmE

~ w& R~ ~

Acc ACCURACY CATEGORY C-0009 L-3953
Exs

R-2233
EXISTENCE CATEGORY C-0017 L-3955 2-2300

LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER D-1510 L-4008 R-2301
UJc LocATIoN /OmGIN CATEGORy D-1652 L-4016 R-2305
LTN LANE/TRACK NUMBER D-7027 L-4260 S-O1O2
MED MEDIAN CATEGORY G-0012 L-4261 S-lolo
Fli4D NEDIAN WIDTH
NAM

L-3801 0-0004
NANE CATEGORY

T-0020
L-39Si 0-0026

RST
T-0021

ROAD/RONWAY SURFACE TYPE L-3952
TUC

R-0060
TRANSPORTATION USE CATEGORY

WTc ROUTE WEATHERABILITY CATEGORY

LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY

~
C-0009

WTc ROUTE WEATHERABILITY CATEGORY D-1652
G-0012
L-4033
0-0004
T-0022

---—- ---------------------- -----_-------- --------------------- -------- --------------------------- --
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MIL-C-89202A

TABLE I &wuf&t2ubu~e -teaorv-
,,

inc~on c~ns. and

PRODUCT ; COMBAT CHARTS
CA!PE60RY : Culture (1) o
SUBCATEGORY : Transportation /Roads (1P)
---------=- --------------------------------- ---------------------- -----------------------------------

IP050 TRAIL (Cont.)
Lxm

All required

lQOIO AERIAL CABLEWAY LINE /SXX LIFT LINE
LXNE

PG RUkS
LENGTH /DIAMETER G-00i2

LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY L-3801
Owo OVER WATER OBSTRUCTION L-4260
USE USE STATUS L-4261

LEN(LENGHT/DIAMETER) >= 375 m
OR LMC(LANDNARK CATEGORY) I{LANDMARK)
OR OWO(OVER WATER OBSTRUCTION) l(FEATURE CROSSES NAVIGABLE WATER) or 2(FEATURE CROSSES
NON-NAVIGABLE WATER)

*

1Q040 mum /0vmw4ss /VIADUCT
LIME

&tribute%
BO1’ BRIDGE OPENING TYPE
BVC BRIDGE/VIADUCT CATEGOIiY
EXS EXISTENCE CATEGORY
LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY
NAM NAME CA’I’EGORY
Owo OVER WATER OBSTRUCTION
TUC TRANSPORTATION USE CA1!EGORY

PG Rules
C-0008
G-0012
L-3505
L-.4OL)8

0-0023
R-,2236
R-2316
R-9035
S-O1O4

‘ruc(TRANsPoRTATION USE CATEGORY) l(BOTH ROAD AND RAILROAD) or 3(ROAD) or 4 (RAILROAD) or 19(AQUEDUCT)
or 20(CANAL)
and LEN(LNNGTH/DIAMETER) >= 75 m
OR TUC(THANSPORTATION USE CATEGORY) 1.7(PEDESTRIAN)
and LEN(LIINGTH/131AMETER)> 75 m
and LNC[LAWDNARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)
OR TUC(TRANSPORTATION USE CATEGORY) :.7(PEDESTRIAN)
and LEN(LfiNGTH/DIAMETER) > 75 m
and OWO(OVER WATER OBSTRUCTION) lfFEAVURE CROSSES NAVIGABLE WATER) or 2 (FEATURE CROSSES
NON-NAVIGABLE WATER)

---------- ----------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- -----
Porn

bute~ ~

BVC BRIDGE/VIADUCT CATEGORY
COE

c-0006
CERTAINTY OF EXISTENCE

EXS
C-0007

EXISTENCE CATEGORY
LEN

L-3505
LENGTH /DIAMETER L-4008

‘L14c LANDMARK CATEGORY L-5040
NAM NAME CATEGORY S-O1O4
OHB OVERALL HEIGHT OF BRIUGE
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ZAELZI v. ~

~

o

,,.
PRODUCT : CONBAT CHARTS
CAREGORY : Culture (1)

. ....-.~RY. Associated Transportation (lQ)
.-.--—--- -------------------------- ------------------------ ----------------------- ----------------

1Q040 ~ /~ASS /VIADUCT(Coat.)
POIHT

D~

TUC TRANSPORTATION USE CATEGORY
ZVL z VALUE

LEN(LENGTE/DIAMETER) < 75 m
and TUC(TRANSPORTATION USE CAT&GORY) l(BOTH ROAD AND RAILROAD) or 3(RAILROAD)
or 4(ROAD) or 19(AQUEDUCT) or 20(CANAL)
OR TUC(TRANSPORTATION USE CATEGORY) 17(PEDESTRIAN)
and LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)
and LEN(LENGTH/DIA&fETER} < 75 m

lQOSO BRIDaz suPmTxmTURE
Pom

~ Pc

COE CERTAINTY OF EXISTENCE L-3505
OSB OVERALL HEIGET OF BRIDGE
ZVL Z VALUE

L-5040

OSB(OVERALL EEIGliT OF BRIDGE) >. 46 m

o
● ☛ ● ☛ ● ● ● ● ☛ ☛ ☛ ● ☛ ●❞

1Q060 CO?iTML ~
Pom

~~ CERTAINTY OF EXISTENCE L-3801
EGT HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL L-5040
ZVL z VALUE 0-3008

R-004 6
R-2495

All required

*

1QOS5 CULVERT
POI’HT

Pc Ru~1

k?GP W3DTE KITE GREATER PRECISION C-0007
R-0080
R-2231

WGP(WIDTi? WXTH GREATER PRECISION) >= 2.5 m

●

o
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!rAsLE z IWmzdAudbute Cateaorvr Lwlon condlt~~, and

QL@MLwl~

PRODUCT: COMBAT CHARTS
CATEGORY : Culture (1) o-..4NJBCATSGORX: Associated Transportation (IQ)
* * *~ * *

1Q070 FERRY CROSSEllG
LINE

Exs EXISTENCE CATEGORY
:FCL FERRY CROSSING LENGTH
FER FERRY TYPE
NAM NAME CATEGORY
TUC TRANSPORTATION USE CATEGORY

G-0012
L-4008
L-4032
L-4260
L-4261
L-4813
R-2232
R-2320

FCL(FERRY CROSSING LENGTH) >= 25 m
and EXS(EXISTENCE) 28(OPERATIONAL)
OR FCL(FERRY CROSSING LENGTH) >= 25 m
and FER(FERRY TYPE) l(FERRY WITH CABLES)

--------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------
POINT

EXS EXISTENCE CATEGORY L-4008
FCL FERRY CROSSING LENGTH L-4031
LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY L-4032
NAM NAME CATEGORY
TUC

L-4813
TRANSPORTATION USE CATEGORY R-2232

FCL(FERRY CROSSING LENGTH) < 25 m
and TUC(TRANSPORTATION USE CATEGORY) l(BOTH ROAD AND RAILROAD) or 3(RAILROAD)
or 4 (ROAD)
and EXS(EXISTENCE CATEGORY) 28(OPERAT’IONAL)
OR FCL(FERRY CROSSING LENGTH) < 25 m
and TUC (TRANSPORTATION USE CATSGORY) 17(PEDESTRIAN)
and EXS(EXISTENCE CATEGORY) 28(OPERATIONAiJ)
and LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARFO

1Q11O MOORI’liGkSLST
PorNT

COE CERTAINTY OF EXISTENCE L-3801
HGT HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL L-5040
ZVL Z VALUE R-0046

co~
.,.

n

All requir’ed

~ *CChMR~T C-T* * *c(]MBAT*C

19115 REST AREA /VE51CLE STOPPING ARIUi

L14c LANDMARK CATEGORY
PG R-
G-0012

WID WIDTH L-3505
L-3506
L-3801
R-2231

-------,-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

o
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o

0,,

PRODUCS : COMBATCEARTS
CMxaRY: Culture (1)
~w : Associated Transportation (IQ)

--------.-— ----— -------- ------ ------ ---.-- -—----—- ---------_-- --------------------- -------------

lQl15 REST AP.sA /vssIcIJ1 smrumc AREA (Cent.)

R-2494

WID(WIDTH) >= 125 m
and LUC (LANDNARR CATEGORY) 1 (LANDMARX )

● ☛ ● ✌☛ ● ● ● ✎ ☛ ● ☛❞ ☛ T*

1Q116 ROUX ~
mmr

NAM NAME CATEGORY
USE

L-3801
USE STATUS L-3996

R-2260
R-2264
R-2302
R-2307
R-2312

USE(USE STATUS) 4 (NATIONAL) or 5(STATE) or 23(INTERNATIONAL)

*

lQ131 ~
LIxs

LEN LENGTH /DIAKETER
NAM

G-0012
NAME CATEGORY L-4008

TRA TRAVERSAEILITY ATTRIBUTE
TUC

L-4260
TRANSPORTATION USE CATEGORY L-4261

L-4813 .
R-2318
R-2325
X-8108

LEN(LENG2H/DIAMETER) >= 75 m

-----— ---------— ------------------------ ------------ ------ ----_- --------------------- -----—------
PomT

LEN LEIIGTH /DIAMSTER G-0012
NAM NAME CATEGORY L-3505
TRA TRAVERSABILITY ATTRIBUTE
Tuc

L-4008
TRANSPORTATION USE CATEGORY R-2318

R-2325
----------------—-- ------ --—--- ----- ------------ ------- ------- --—-- ---.-- ----—---- —---------—

0.:
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MS= I bute cateaorv. lnc~~sion
,.

condl~

PRODUCT : COMBAT CIU4RTS
CATEGORY : Culture (1)
mBcATxGomr : Associated Transportation (10)

------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------ ------

1Q131 TUHNEXl (cont.]
POII?T

LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) < 75 m

*

1Q140 VESIICLE STORAGE /VEEICLJZ PARKING

.ii
AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-0012

LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY L-3505

MOT MODE OF TRANSPORT L-350 6
R-2494
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
and MOT(MODE OF TRANSPORT) 4(AUTOMOTIVE)
and LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)

*

1TO05 CABLE
LXN’E

EXS EXISTENCE CATEGORY
LOC LOCATION /ORIGIN CATEGORY
USE USE STATUS

R-2211 m
R-22 12
R-2818

LOCILOCATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) 6(BELOW WATER SURFACE)

l,TOIO DISE
POINT

COE CERTAINTY OF EXISTENCE L-3801

HGT HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL L-5040

LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY R-0046

ZVL Z VALUE

HGT(HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL) >= 4(;m
OR HGT(H,EIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL) <:46 m
and LMC(LANDNARK CATEGORY) I (LANDMARK)
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TABLEI

o
PRomcx : COXBAT CHARTS
~: Culture (1)
~RY : Communication /Transmission (IT)
*

1%030 POwtR -SNISSION LI14E
w

ACC ACCURACY CATEGORY
LEN LENGTH /DIANETER
L$fc LANDMARK CATEGORY
Owo OVER WATER OBSTRUCTION
TST TRANSMISSION LINE SUSPENSION TYPE

G-0012
L-3801
L-4012
L-4260
L-4261
R-0006
R-0030
R-2275
R-24 92

L.EN(LENGTH/DIANETER) >= 375 m
OR 0i40(OVER WATER OBSTRUCTION) l(FEATURE CROSSES NAVIGABLE WATER) or 2(FEATUR5 CROSSES
NON-NAVIGABLE WATER)

*

1!P040 PORBR TRAHslassxo2? PYxm4
Pon3T

~
COE CERTAINTY OF EXISTENCE
EGT HEIGRT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL
ZVL

L-5040
Z VALUE

o HGT(HEIGRT/DIAMETER) >= 46 m

1’20s0colwoxImIo?lsFACILITY

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-OO1O
NAM NAME CATEGORY
NST

G-0012
RADIO NAVIGATION /COMMUNICATION L-3801

L-4008
L-4813

M(zwsri COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >’=1S,62S m square

●

1Y!060
LINE

~Rolm LnlE /mLRGRAPE LINE

Exs EXISTENCE CATEGORY G-0012
LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
Lr4c

L-3801
LANDNARK CATEGORY L-4260

Owo OVER WATER OBSTRUCTION L-4261
R-0006
R-0030

-.--— ----— -------------------- ------------ -—--- ------ ----_- ----- ---------------------- ----------

0
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!rABLEI tibute cateucrv. lncklon co~ons.c+, and

PRODUCT : COMBAT CHARTS
CATEGORY : Culture (1) o
SUSCATEGORX : Communication /Transmission (IT)

.-.----.-+--------- --------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------

1X060 TELIEPEOHE I.JXE /TEIJiGRAPH UNE (Cent.)
LIME

.

LEN(LENGTH,/DIAMETER) >= 2,500 m
and LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)
OR OWO(OVER WATER OBSTRUCTION) l(FEATLJRE CROSSES NAVIGABLE WATER) or 2 (FEATURE CROSSES
NON-NAVIGABLE WATER)

* *~~ * * * * * * * * * * *

1T080 TOWER {COM4UMICATXOll)
i?oxNT

SG Rul.Qs
COE CERTAINTY OF EXISTENCE
HGT

G-OOOS
HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL L-3801

:LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY L-4813
WAM NAME CATEGORY
MST

L-5040
RADIO NAVIGATION /COMMUNICATION

XVL Z VALUE
R-0046

HGT(HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL) >= 46 m
OR LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)

IU025 AIRCRAFT LANDIMG PAD
POINT

AFT AIRCRAFT FACILITY TYPE -None
NAM NAME CATEGORY
USE USE STATUS

co~
,..

n

AFT(AIRCRAFT FACILITY TYPE) 2(IiEL1P0RT)
and USE(U5E STATUS) 1O(OTHER) or 43(HOSPITAL)

1UQ30 AIRCRAl?T FACILITY

p&JQ&.&

AIRCRAFT FACILITY TYPE G-OO1O
,COD CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION G-0012
:Exs EXISTENCE CATEGORY L-0050
NAM NAME CATEGORY L-3801
USE USE STATUS L-4008
ZVL Z VALUE L-4813

R-2333
R-2494
R-2495

----------- ,-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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YABLBI

PRODUcS : CONBAT CHARTS
~: Culture (1)
~Rx : Airports (lU)

----—----— -------- --—-. --------------------------- ----— .---— ------------------------- ----------

1U030 ~ FACXL2TY (Cent.)

~ .

AFT (AIRCRAFT FACILITY TYPE) 1 (AIRPORT) or 3 (SEAPLANE BASE)
and COD (CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION) 1 (LIMITS AND INFO KNOWN)
and EXS (EXISTENCE CATEGORY) 6 (ABANDONED) or 28 (OPERATIONAL)
and USE(OSE STATUS) O(UNKNOWN) or 8 (MILITARY) or 22 (JOINT MILITARY/CIVILIAN)
or 23(INTERNATIONAL) or 49(CIVILIAN)

-------------- ----—----- ---------------------- --------------------------- ------------------- -----—

P032H

AFT AIRCNT FACILITY TYPE
COD

G-0008
CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION

Exs
L-3801

EXISTENCE CATEGORY L-4008
NAM NANE CATEGORY L-5011
USE USE STATUS 0-0024

AFT(AIRCRAFT FACILITY TYPE) l(AIRPORT)
and USE(USE STATUS) O(DNKNOWN)
and COD(CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION) 2(LINITS AND INFO UNKNOWN)
OR AFT(AIRCRAFT FACILITY TYPE) 3(SEAPLANE BASE))
and LLSE(USE STATUS) O(UNXNOWN) or 8(MILITARY) or 22(JOINT !41LITARY/CIVILIAN)
or 23(INTERNATIONAL) or 49(CIVILIAN]
and EXS(EXISTENCE CATEGORY) 6(ABAWONED) or 28(OPERATIONAL)
and COD(CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION) 2(LIMITS AND INFO UNXNOWN)

*

1U040 AxRcRM? PACIL3TY B8AcoN
PO12?T

COL CHARACTER OF LIGHT L-4722
R-2849

~ i ,..

All required

●

1U060 APRON /EARDsTAm

DC RIIl@~

WID WIDTH C-0017
G-0006
G-0012

WID(WIDTE) >= 20 m

● ● *,* * ● * ●~
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I TABLE I
,,

categorv. in~lon cond~tlons. and

~ “~

PRODUCT : COMBAT CHARTS
CA-RX : Culture (1) o
SWSCATE60RY : Airports (lU)

I
1W130 OVERRUM /STOPWAY

I&tributes PG Ruks
NO ATTRIBUTE REQUIRED G-0012

All required

IW160 RUNWAX

EXS EXISTENCE CATEGORY
RST

C-0017
ROAD/RUNWAY SURFACE TYPE G-0012

ZVL Z VALUE L-3801
L-401?
L-4892

All required

~T* * * *co~ * )J.jE@T*(-~ATco*

10190 SEAJ?LANE LANDING OR TAKE-OFF AIIEA

PG IUksi
EXS EXISTENCE CATEGORY L-4747

a

EXS(EXISTENCE CATEGORY) 28(OPERATIONAL)

~~R hT* * * * *Q

1U200 TAXIBIAY

NO ATTRIBUTE REQUIRED C-0017
G-0012

All required

~~R h* * * * T*Q * *~AT * * *c~ * *

2AO1O COASTAL SEORELIME
LXME

PC u EI&Rd&%
ACC ACCURACY CATEGORY G-0012 R-2372
SLT SHORELINE TYPE CATEGORY
VDc

G-0013 R-2437
VERTICAL DATUM CATEGORY L-4132 R-2440

VDR VERTICAL DATUM RECORD R-1200 R-3735
R-2023 R-391O
R-2316

----------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------

o
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‘PA8LEI

PRQmCx : CO,MRAT CHARTS
~21Y: Hydrography (2)
suBCMxOKT : Coastal Hydro (2A)

—---- ______________ ------ -------- ------------- -------------- -------------------------------------

2AO1O COASTAL SEORBLXNE (Cent . )
Lnm

All xequired

* ● M* ●~T*m~~T. ● * ● *uT* ● T* .~

2A020 PORESHORE

a~l
LEN LENGTH /DIAklETER L-4705
LOc LOCATION /ORIGIN CATEGORY L-4706
HCP MATERIAL COMPOSITION PRIMARY L-4722
UCs MATERIAL COMPOSITION SECONDARY
WID

R-2316
WIDTH R-2825

R-2826
R-3708

LOC(LOCATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) 8(AT SHORELINE)
and WID(RIDTR) >= 25 m
LOC(LOCATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) 2(OFF-SEORE)
and LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) >. 150 m

---------------- ------------- ------ ---------- ------- ------------- ----- ------ ------------ -----------

PoIIP’E

0“
,,,.

LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER L-4706
La LOCATION /ORIGIR CATEGORY
KCP

L-4722
MATERIAL CONPOSITION PRIMARY R-2825

KS MATERIAL COMPOSITION SECONDARY R-2911
R-3708
R-3709

~znn r~ .

LQC(LUCATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) 2(OFF-SHORE)
and LEN(LENGTE/DIANSTER) c 150 m

2A040 oPmm- (ExcEPx 2MLAND)
.

~

WID WIDTH R-2316
R-2869
R-3708

All required

●c(jmfqAT+~ * ● M* &T* *~ ●

O,,
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TABLE I EwtwdAMdby =t=forv. l~on con~ns.%, ansi

=du Cf

PRODUCT : CO14BAT CHARTS
CA~RY : Hydrography (2) o
SUBCATEGORY : Ports and Harbors (2B)
*

2BO1O AMCHORAGE

ANc ANCHORAGE TYPE CATEGOFLY
COD CERTAINTY Ol?DELINEATION
LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
NAN NAME CATEGORY
TIM TIME ATTRIBUTE
WID WIDTH

X Rul.as
L-4705
L-4715
L-4722
L-4753
L-4813
L-4869
L-4882
R-2800
R-2811

COD(CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION) l(LIMITS AND INFO KNowN)
and LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) >= 400 m

----------------- --------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------
POINT

Y~ R-

ANc ANCHORAGE TYPE CATEGORY L-4869
COD CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION R-2811

LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
NAM NAME CATEGORY
TIM TIME ATTRIBUTE

COD(CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION) l(LIMITS AND INFO KNOWN)
and LEN(LENGTH/DIANETER) < 400 m
OR COD(CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION) 2(L:[MITS AND INFO UNKNOWN)

-AT *,C~ * “WC()~(

2B020 BERTH
POINT

BER BERTH IDENTIFIER
USE

L-4727
USE STATUS

~ .,.

USE(USE STATUS) 88(ROLL ON ROLL OFF BERTH)

~T * * * *c~~T *, *c~RAT c~T* * *

2B040 BF3AKWATER

LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER L-4725

VRc VERTICAL REFERENCE CATEGORY
WID

R-2741
WIDTH R-2742

R-2802
R-2803
R-3672
R-3708

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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MXL-C-89202A

TABLE I

PRODuCz : CONBAT CEARTS
~I& : Hydrography (2)
~: Ports and Harbors (2B)
----—-- --—------- ------------------ -------------------- -------- -------------------- ---------------

2B040 ~ (cont.)
-

WID(WIDTH) >- 20 m

.---—- ---—- ---—---- _____________ ------------ -— _- ------------ ---—- ---—- ----------------------

Ln4E

LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
VRc VERTICAL REFERENCE
WID WIDT13

WID(WIDTE) < 20 m

m U

L-4725
CATEGORY L-4743

R-2741
R-2742

Poxm

PC U
ADO ANGLE OF ORIENTATION L-4722
USE USE STATUS L-4737

L-4800
L-4894
R-2748

All required

● c(yfq * ● ● ● * * .~ *~()Fd3~ * *W*

2B090 D~
AREA

~ ~

LEN LENGTH IDIAMETER L-4709
MC LANDMARK CATEGORY L-4722
La LOCATION /ORIGIN CATEGORY L-4883
NAM NAME CATEGORY R-2804
WID WIDTE R-2904

R-3675

LOC(LOCATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) 7(NON-FLOATING)
and WID(WIDTH) > 20 m
OR LOC(LOCATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) 7(NON-FLOATING)
and LMC(LANDMAAK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)
OR IAX(LOCATIONIORIGIN CATEGORY) 5(FLOATING)

●

o
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TABLE I
,.

=~
x.kbute categorv. uslon condluons. and

PRODUCT: COMBATCHARTS
cATE@RY : Hydrography(2) o
SOBCA=RX : Ports and Harbors (2B)
~T *cwT c-* *coMnAT *~~AT c-T*)* * * * * *

2B1OO FISEERY /FISH STAXBS
LXI?E

NO ATTRIBUTE REQUIRED
K Rulwi
-None

All required

~T* *

2BIX0 FISH TRAP /FXSE WEIR

NO ATTRIBUTE REQUIRED L-4722
L-4800

All required

*co~~ * * * * * * * * * * T* * * T

2BI15 GRIDIRON

~

LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER -None

LEN(LENGTE1/DIAMETER) >= 200 m

2B140 JETTY ~
A$&lA

LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
VRc VERTICAL REFERENCE
WID iiIDTH

WID(WIDTH) >= 20 m

PG Ruk.s
R-2802

CATEGDRY R-2803
R-3708

---------------------------- ----------- :--------------------------------------------------------------
LIME

LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
P~ RU1.eS
-None

VRc VERTICAL REFERENCE CA’CEGORY
WID WIDTH

co~
,..

WID(WIDTH)I < 20 m

* ~ *coMBAT *cfJMR&T*C{ * * * * *~ * *
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o

0

PRODUCT : COMBAT CHARTS
~m : Hydrography (2)
~: Ports and Harbors (2B)
~* ● ● * ● * * * V* ● ● ● ●

2B150 LABQINC Pa
AREA

DC R~

COD CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION L-4802
Hoc HYDROGRAPHIC ORIGIN CATEGORY
LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER

EOC(EYDR0GN4PHIC ORIGIN CATEGORY) 5(NATUF@L)
and COD(CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION) l(LIXITS AND INFO KNOWN)
and LEN(LENGTH/DIANETER) >- 150 m

---------- —---- ------------ —----—-- ------ ------------------------ ---------- ----------------------
POIBT

~
COD CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION

~ 1
L-4802

HOC HYDROGRAPHIC ORIGIN CATEGORY R-3668
UN LENGTH /DIAI’4ETER

EOC(EYDROGRAPHIC ORIGIN CATEGORY) S(NATORAL)
and COD(CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION) l(LIMITS AND INFO KNOWN)
and LEN(LEllGTH/DIAMETER) < 150 m
OR @OC(HYDROGRAPEIC ORIGIN CATEGORY) 5(NATORAL)
and COD(CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION) 2(LIMITS AND INFO uNKNOWN)
OR EOC(EYDROGRAPIIIC ORIGIN CAl%GORY) 4(MAN-MADE)

2B1S5 MARITIME STAXI@?
Pom

~
SST SODND SIGNAL TYPE C-0030
STN MARITINE STATION TYPE L-4722

L-4837
L-4838
L-4839

STN(MARITIME STATION TYPE) 17(FOG SIGNAL)

2B170 OFFSBORE =ING FACILITY
AREA

Lm LENGTH /DIAMETER L-470.5
NAN NAXE CAT&GORY L-4709
WID WIDTH L-4722

R-9035
---------------- —---- ------—--- -—--- ------ -------------------- -------- -------------- —-----------
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o

0.,

PRODUCT : COXBAT CHARTS
~: Hydrography (2)
~: Ports and Harbors (2B)
*~ ● ● * ● * * * T* * * * *

2B220 F!AM?

VRc VERTICAL REFERENCE CATEGORY L-4803
WID WIDTH R-2802

R-2803
R-3708

WID(WIDTB) >= 20 m

----------—---—---------- ------— ----—- ---------------------- -------- ------------ ---------------
L2HE

VRc VERTICAL REFERENCE CATEGORY
WID WIDTH

L-4803

WID(WIDTEi) < 20 m

● ● ✌☛ ● ☛ ☛ ☛❞ ☛ ☛ TT *

2B225 RIPRAP

VRc VERTICAL REFERENCE CATEGORY
PG Wlsi
R-2743
R-2750
R-3700
R-3708

All required

2B230 EKAuALL
Ln?E

~

LEN LENGTH /DIANETER G-0012

LEN(LENGTE/DIAMETER) >- 100 m

2B240 SLIPUAY

LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
VRc

L-4803
VERTICAL REFERENCE CATEGORY R-2802

R-2803
R-3708

----—-- --—---- —------ --------------- -—----- --------------- -—------ ------------------------ ---—
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MIL-C-89202A

TABLS I ~ibute =twOrv-
. .

incluslon condluons. and

~=ion rti

PRODUCT: COMBAT CHARTS
CA1’RGORY: Hydrography (2) o
SWBCATE60RY: Ports and Harbors (2EI)
------------ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I 2B240 SLZPWAY (Cont.)
LINE

I
All required

*

2CO1O BUOY
POm

~

?3Fl BROADCAST FREQUENCY (1) D-1914 L-4842 R-2722
RF2 BROADCAST FRHQUENCY (2) D-7013 L-4843
CCF

R-2723
COLOR CODE OF FEATURE L-4709 L-4844 R-2724

CHA LIGHT CHARACTERISTIC CATEGORY L-4711 L-4845
COL

R-2725
CHARACTER OF LIGHT L-4737 L-4846 R-2726

EOL ELEVATION OF LIGHT L-4759 L-4849 R-2727
LVR LIGHT VISIBILITY RANGE L-4761 L-4850 R-2832
MLR MULTIPLE LIGHT RANGES L-4766 L-4853 R-2849
NAM NAME CATEGORY L-4767 L-4856 R-2884
??ER PERIOD OF LIGHT L-4768 L-4857
ml

R-2885
RADIO AID (1) L-4789

F&j2
L-4858 R-2886

RADIO AID (2) L-4790
FtEF

L-4868 R-2887
RADAR REFLECTOR ATTRIBUTE L-4831 L-4875 R-2992

~s.c STRUCTURE SHAPE CATEGORY L-4833 L-4876 R-2994
SsT SOUND SIGNAL TYPE L-4834 L-4899 R-2995
‘l14c TOPMARK CATEGORY L-4835 R-2295 R-2996

L-4836 R-2717 R-2997
L-4837 R-271$ R-3684
L-4838 R-2719 S-1403
L-4839 R-2720 ‘T-0845
L-4840 R-2721 T-0846
L-4841

All required

~T T* * *coMRA1’*c~ *

2C020 CLEARIWG LINE
LINE

BRG BEARING OF OBJECT D-7012
COL CHARACTER OF LIGHT L-4743
DRP DESCRIPTION OF REFERENCE POINT
LAF LINE ASSOCIATED FEATUR3S

L-4830
L-4881
L-701O
0-3420
R-2999

.

LAF(LINE ASSOCIATED FEATURES) l(ONE OBJECT (OTHER THAN A DIRECTIONAL LIGHT) or 2(DIRECTIONAL LIGHT)
or 3(TW0 OR MORE LIGHTS) or 4(TW0 OR MORE BEACONS) or 5[TW0 OR MORE OBJECTS (OTHER THAN TWo LIGHTS))

*~~ ‘*,* *co~~T ,*.* * *coMBAT *c~MRnT *c~T *CwT&~ *
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MTL-C-89202A

O,,

0

TABLE I ns. a

PRODUCT : CONBAT CHARTS
~21Y : Hydrography (2)
~: Navaids (2C)
*co~~ T* * ● * * ●~T*co~&T *C *~ * * *

2C030 ~C BIZACOM
POINT

BFl BROADCAST FREQUENCY (1)
BF2 BROADCAST FREQUENCY (2)
BR1 BEACON RANGE (1)
BR2 BEACON RANGE (2)
NAM NAME CATEGORY
RAl RADIO AID (1)
RA2 RADIO AID (2)

D-7013 L-4850
L-4709 L-4853
L-4737 L-4899
L-4783 0-3400
L-4835 T-0854
L-4836 T-0855

L-4844

~ i

AU required

+ ● ☛ ● ● T* ●~ ● * T* T* ● *

2C040 LEAD2’HG LIEU?
LINE

~

ERG BEARING OF OBJECT D-7012
COL CHARACTER OF LIGHT L-4743
DRP DESCRIPTION OF REFERENCE POINT
LN”

L-4855
LINE ASSOCIATED FEATURES L-4881

L-701O
0-3420
R-2728
R-2998
R-3681

~

All required

●

2C050 Lxm
Pon?x

~

BFl BROADCAST FREQUENCY (1)
BF2
CCF
COL
EOL
Exs
ELT
L51
L52
L53

z:
L56
L57
L58
L59
L60
L61
L62
L63
L64
L65
L66

BROADCAST FREQUENCY (2)
COLOR CODE OF FEATURE
CHARACTER OF LIGHT
ELEVATION OF LIGHT
EXISTENCE CATEGORY
HYDROGRAPHIC LIGHT TYPE
SECTOR LABEL (1)
SECTOR LABEL (2)
SECTOR LABEL (3)
SECTOR LABEL (4]
SECTOR LABEL (S)
SECTOR LABEL (6)
SECTOR LABEL (7)
SECTOR LABEL (8)
SECTOR LABEL (9)
SECTOR LABEL (10)
SECTOR LABEL (11)
SECTOR LABEL (12)
SECTOR LABEL (13)
SECTOR LABEL (14)
SECTOR LABEL (15)
SECTOR LABEL (16)

0-7013 L-4841 0-3400
L-4709
L-4711
L-4737
L-4759
L-4760
L-4761
L-4762
L-4783
L-4788
L-4790
L-4792
L-4793
L-4831
L-4833
L-4834
L-4835
L-4836
L-4837
L-4838
L-4039
L-4840

L-4842
L-4843
L-4844
L-4847
L-4848
L-4849
L-4850
L-4851
L-4852
L-4853
L-4856
L-4857
L-4858
L-4865
L-4867
L-4868
L-4875
L-4876
L-4888
L-4899

0-3415
R-2259
R-2295
R-2716
R-2729
R-2759
R-2832
R-2849
R-2884
R-2887
R-2889
R-2920
R-2992
R-3681
R-3682
R-3683
R-3685
S-1402
T-0826
T-0853

o
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MIL-C-89202A

TABLE I ~tibute CategOrv.
. .

in~ and
Ct ae~~>’

PRODUCT: COMBAT CHARTS
CATEGORY : Hydrography (2)
stw2ATEGoRY :

0
Navaids (2C)

---------------------- ----------------- ,-------------------------------------------------------------

2C050 LIGNT (Cont.)
POINT

PG U
1.67 SECTOR LABEL (17)
1.68 SECTOR LABEL (18)
L69 SECTOR LABEL (19)
1.70 SECTOR LABEL (20)
L71 SECTOR LABEL (21)
lL72 SECTOR LABEL (22)
L73 SECTOR LABEL (23)
I!174 SECTOR LABEL (24)
L75 SECTOR LABEL (25)
LVR LIGHT VISIBILITY RANGE
MLR MULTIPLE LIGHT RANGES
NAM NAME CATEGORY
PER PERIOD OF LIGHT
ml RADIO AID (1)
RA2 RADIO AID (2)
REF RADAR REFLECTOR ATTRIBUTE
S51 SECTOR ANGLE (1)
S52 SECTOR ANGLE (2)
S53 SECTOR ANGLE (3)
$54 SECTOR ANGLE (4)
555 SECTOR ANGLE (5)
S56 SECTOR ANGLE (6)
S51 SECTOR ANGLE (7)
S58 SECTOR ANGLE (8)
S59 SECTOR ANGLE (9)
S60 SECTOR ANGLE (10)
$61 SECTOR ANGLE (11)
S62 SECTOR ANGLE (12)
S63 SECTOR ANGLE (13)
S64 SECTOR ANGLE (14)
:s65 SECTOR ANGLE (15)
S66 SECTOR ANGLE (16)
S69 SECTOR ANGLE (17)
S68 SECTOR ANGLE (18)
S69 SECTOR ANGLE (19)
.s70 SECTOR ANGLE (20)
,s71 SECTOR ANGLE (21)
.S72 SECTOR ANGLE (22)
,s73 SECTOR ANGLE (23)
S74 SECTOR ANGLE (24)
S75 SECTOR ANGLE (25)
Ssc STRUCTURE SHAPE CATEGCRY
SST SOUND SIGNAL TYPE
TMC TOPMARK CATEGORY

on co~
,..

HLT(HYDROG.RAPHIC LIGHT TYPE) O{UNKNOWN) or l(SECTORED LIGHT) or 2 (OTHER) or 3(MOIRE EFFEcT LIGHT) or
6(L,IGHTED BEACON)

* ~T *C~~ *,* * *coM~R &* * T*c~ * *

2C055 MARKER
POINT

NO ATTRIBUTE REQUIRED D-7013
L-4722

------- -------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------
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X2L-C-89202A

o

0

PRODOCT : COMBAT CEARTS
cmEoRY : Hydrography (2)
~RY : Navaids (2C)

----.----- ------— ---------------------- -----—- ------------------------- ---------------------- -----

2COSS UARmm (cont.)
Ponm

All required

●

2C060 V?SOAL ~
Pom!r

BFl BROADCAST FREQUENCY (1)
&F2 BROADCAST FREQUENCY (2)
CCF COLOR CODE OF FEATURE
NAM NAME CATEGORY
RAl RADIO AID (1)
RA2 IU%DIOAID (2)
REF RADAR REFLECTOR ATTRIBU~e
Ssc STRUCTURE SHAPE CATEGORY
SST SOUND SIGNAL TYPE
TMc TOPMARX CATEGORY

~
C-0030
D-7013
L-4709
L-4737
L-4783
L-4790
L-4793
L-4831
L-4033

L-4834
L-4835
L-4836
L-4837
L-4838
L-4839
L-4840
L-4841
L-4843

Jx U
L-4844

L.-4849
L-4850

L-4853
L-4868
R-2295
R-2759
R-2992
S-1403

AM required

2DOO0 MZ~ Ol?DERRATER FEATURE
RREA

ACC ACCURACY CATEGORY
DAT DATE CATEGORY
DDA DESCRXPTIO14 OF DANGER
Exs EXISTENCE CATEGORY
HDI HYDROGRAPHIC DEPTH /HEIGHT INFORMATION
BDP fIYDROGRAPHIC DEPTH
LEN LENGTH /DIAM.ETER
SFC SEA FI@OR FEATURE CATEGORY
VDc VERTICAL DATUN CATEGORY
VDR VERTICAL DATUM RECORD
WID WIDTH

~
L-4700@
L-4702
L-4707
L-4708
L-4722
L-4729
L-4730
L-4807
L-4808

~
0-3411
R-2221
R-2222
R-2800
R-2806
R-2916
R-3704
R-3108

SFC(SEA FLOOR FEATDRE CATEGORY) l(UNKNOWN (OBSTRUCTION)) or 2(OTHER) or 3(FISH HAVEN)
and LEE(LENGT1l/DIAMETER) >= 200 m

-—---- --—---- -------- ----—-- --—---- ---------------- ----.--— -------- --—--- --------------------
Porn

~ ~ PC a~1
ACC ACCURACY CATEGORY D-1909
DAT DATE CATEGORY

L-4891
L-4700 0-3411

DDA DESCRIPTION OF DANGER L-4702
Exs

R-2221
EXISTENCE CATEGORY L-4707 3-2222

EDI HYDROGRAPHIC DEPTH /HEIG?IT INFOR14ATION L-4708 R-2806
HDP 8YDROGRAPHIC DEPTH L-4722 R-2916
LEN LENGTH /DIAKETER L-4729 R-3704
SFC SEA F-R FEATURE CATEGORY
VDc VERTICAL DATUM CATEGORY

L-4730 R-3708
L-4808 R-3709

VDR VERTICAL DATUM RECORD L-4872 S-1401

o
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MIL-C-89202A

YAM@ I
,!

ln~lon cond~

PRODUCT: COMBAT CHARTS
CATEGORY : Hydrography (2) o
soBcATE#RY : Dangers and Underwater Features (2D)

--------- ------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------

2D000 MISCELIJWEOUS UNDERRATERFEATURN (Cont.)
POINT

AwCiWhM 2’G Ruks
iiI,D WIDTH

SFC(SEA FLOOR FEATURE CATEGORY) l(UNKNOWN (OBSTRUCTION)) or 2(OTHER) or 3(FISH HAVEN)
and LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) < 200 m
OR SFC(SEA FLOOR ‘FEATURE CATEGORY) 4(WELL) or 5(SUBMERGED PRODUCTION PLATFORM)

2DO1O ~

LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER L-4705
Loc LOCATION /ORIGIN CATEGORY L-4722

R-2800
R-2911

LOC(LOCATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) 8(AT SHORELINE)
and LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) >= 250 m

--------------------- ---------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------ -----
norm

Acc ACCURACY CATEGORY L-4700
DAT DATE CATEGORY L-4706
:EXS EXISTENCE CATEGORY L-4707 ●
LEN LENGTH /DIAt4ETER L-4708
:LOc LOCATION /ORIGIN CATEGDRY L-4722

L-4730
L-4808
0-3411
S-1404

LOC(LOCATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) 2(OFF-SHORl)
OR LOC(LOCATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) 8(AT SHORELINE)
and LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) < 250 m

2D020 CRXB

ACCURACY CATEGORY L-4700 L-4809
DAT DATE CATEGORY L-4702 0-3411
EXS EXISTENCE CATEGORY
liDI

L-4707 R-2221
HYDROGRAPHIC DEPTH /HEIGHT INFORMATION L-4708 R-2222

HDP EIYDROGRAPHIC DEPTH L-4722 R-2802
LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER L-4729 R-2911
Voc VERTICAL DATUM CATEGORY L-4807 R-3672
VOR VERTICAL DATUM RECORD L-4808
VRc

R-3708
VERTICAL REFERENCE CATEGORY

WID WIDTii
------------ ------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

o
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H2L-C-89202A

TABLE I v.

o PRODUCT : COMBAT CHARTS
cA~ : Hydrography (2)
~: Dangers and Underwater Eeacures (2D)

------- ---—-- —— ----------- --.-------- —--- ---------------------------- ---------------------------

2D020 CRIB (Cent.)

LEN (LENGTE/DIAMETER) >= SO m

------------- -— --- -— --- --- —--- ------------------------ -------------------- ------------- ----------
Pam

Acc ACCURACY CATEGORY

~
L-4700

ADO
DAT
Exs
EDI
HOP
LEN
VDc
VDR
VRc
‘WID

ANGLE OF ORIENTATION L-4702 0-3411
DATE CATEGORY L-4707 R-2221
EXISTENCE CATEGORY L-4708 R-2222
EYDROGRAPEIC DEPTH /iiEIGRT INFORMATION L-4722 R-2911
EYDROGRAPHIC DEPTH L-4729 ?.-3672
LENGTH /DIAMETER L-4808 s-3708
VERTICAL DATUN CATEGORY
VERTICAL DATUN RECORD
VERTICAL REFERENCE CATEGORY
WIDTH

o

LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) c 50 m

*co~&T ● ~ * ● * * * * T* ,, ● * * *

2D030 DISCO~~ ~

Acc ACCURACY CATEGORY
DAT DATE CATEGORY

L-4700

EXS
L-4707

EXISTENCE CATEGORY
LEN .

L-4708
LENGTH /DIAHETER L-4722

L-4730
L-4808
0-3411
R-2287
R-2911
R-3708

LEN(LENGTE/DIAMETER) >= 200 m

----—- ------------------------ ------------------------ ---------------------- ------ ----— -----------
Pon?x

~
ACC ACCURACY CATEGORY L-4700 L-4809
DAT DATE CATEGORY L-4707 0-3411
.ExS ZXISTENCE CATEGORY
LZN

L-4708 R-2287
LENGTH /DIAMZTER L-4722 R-2911

L-4730 R-3708
L-4808

.---—----—- ---—-— -------—------- ---------------------------------- -----------------------------

0
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MIL-C-89202A

TABLE I kaudAUdbute Cat-orv.
,.

lncluslon condl-. and

~~

PRODUCT: CONBAT CHARTS
CATSGORY : Hydrography (2) o
SUBCATEGORY : Dangers and Underwater Features (2D)

---------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------

2D030 DISCOLORED WATER (Cont.)
POINT

LEN(LENGTHtDIAMETER) < 200 m

2LI040 EDDIES

~
AM AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE
WID WIDTH

D-1907
R-2913

WID(WIDTH) >= 250 m

-------- ------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------
POINT

WID WIDTH D-1907

iaausim co~
. . .

W13(WID’I’H)< 250 m

“2D050 B’OULGROWND

ACC ACCURACY CATEGORY
I)AT DATE CATEGORY
Exs EXISTENCE CATEGORY
liDI HYDROGRAPHIC DE2TH /HE:[GHT
HDP HYDROGRAPHIC DEPTH
LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
VDc VERTICAL DATUM CATEGORK
VDR VERTICAL DATUM RECORD

PG Ruks
L-4700
L-4702
L-4707

INFORMATION L-4708
L-4722
L-4729
L-4730

PG Ruks
L-4807
L-4808
0-3411
R-2221
R-2222
R-2800
R-2806

.

LEN(LENGTHj(DIAMETER) >= 200 m

-------------------------------- -------- ---------------- -------- --------------------------------------
S?onm

ii?&Ldbut es
ACC ACCURACY CATEGORY

PG R- PG Ruks
D-1909 L-4808

DAT DATE CATEGORY L-4700 L-4872
Exs EXISTENCE CATEGORY L-4702
HDI

L-4891
HYDROGRAPHIC DEPTH /HEIGHT INFORMATION L-4707 0-3411

liDP HYDROGRAPHIC DEPTH L-4708 R-2221
:LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER L-4722 R-2222
VDc VERTICAL DATUM CATEGORY L-4729 R-2806
VDR VERTICAL DATUM RECORD L-4730 R-3709
WID WIDTH

----------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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MIL-C-89202A

TABLE I ~dbute Cateaorv.
,,

lncluslon conduns. and

~~

PRODUCT : COMBAT CHARTS
CATEGORY : Hydrography (2) o
.SWBC!ATEGOKK: Dangers and Underwater Features (2D)
----------+..----+-------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------- .

2D090 PEZ4C2 /sTAKE (Cont.)
Pom

All required

~ *

2DIQ0 I?m.lnw

~

ACC ACCURACY CATEGORY
DAT DATE CATEGORY
Exs EXISTENCE CATEGORY
LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
VRC VER1’ICAL REFERENCE

LEN(LENGTH/DIAMEl’ER) >= 150 m

--------- ---------------------------

Ponm

ACCURACY CATEGORY
DAT DATE CATEGORY
EXS EXISTENCE CATEGORY
LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
VRC VERTICAL REFERENCE

L-4700 L-4808
L-470? 0-3411
L-4708 R-2800
L-4722 R-2914

CATEGORY L-4730 R-3708
L-4807

,----------------------------------------------------------------

L-4700
L-4707
L-4708
L-4722

CATEGORY L-4730
L-4808
L-4809
0-3411
R-2914

Con~,’”.on

LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) < 150 m

~T* * *COMBAT*c@.f~&T*cQ

2mlo mAmoRM
POINT

X Ruks.
CHA LIGHT CHARACTERISTIC CATEGORY L-4706
NAM NAME CATEGORY L-4722
NST RADIO NAVIGATION /COMMUNICATION L-4730
SST SOUND SIGNAL TYPE L-4839

All required

* *~1~’T * *c~~ * * * * *cOMBA T*c~~ * *COMBAT *COU
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MIL-C-S9202A

XABLEI

PRODUCT : COMBAT CHARTS
~Rr: Hydrography (2)
~RY : Dangers and Underwater Features (2D)
● * * * ● * * ● ● ● *~T*c~ ● ‘b

2D120 REZP

Acc ACCURACY CATEGORY D-1910
COD

L-4807 R-2221
CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION L-4700 L-4808 R-2222

DAT DATE CATEGORY L-4702 L-4809 R-2802
Exs EXISTENCE CATEGORY L-4701 L-4811 R-2806
HDE EYDROGRAPHIC DRYING EEZGHT L-4708 L-4813 R-2915
HDI HYDR~BIC DEPTH /KEIGHT INFORMATION L-4709 0-3411 R-3708
HDP RYDRUGRAPHIC DEPTH L-4722
NCP

R-221O R-9040
MATERIAL COMPOSITION PRIMARY

NAM
L-4730 R-2215

NAME CATEGORY
VDc VERTICAL DATUM CATEGORY
VDR VERTICAL I)ATOMRECORD
VRc VERTICAL REFERENCE CATEGORY

All required

* T* ● * * * * * ●~ * ● * * T

2D130 m
POINT

~
ACC ACCURACY CATEGORY D-1909 L-4763 R-2294
OAT DATE CATEGORY L-41OO L-4808 R-2806
23(s EXISTENCE CATEGORY L-4702 L-4872 R-2916
HDH HYDROGRAPHIC DRYING HEIGHT L-4707 0-3411 R-3707
HDI HYDROGRAPEIC DEPTH /HEIGHT INFORMATION L-4708 R-2210 R-3708
HDP 5YDROGRAPHIC DEPTH L-4709 R-2221 R-3709
NCP MATERIAL COMPOSITION PRIMARY L-4722 R-2222 T-0836
NAM NAME CATEGORY L-4730
SoE SEVERITY OF HAZARD
VDc VERTICAL DATDM CATEGORY
VOR VERTICAL DATUM RECORD
VRc VERTICAL REFERENCE CATEGORY

~ . .

All required

*

2D140 SII?G/STUXP

~ D~
Acc ACCORACY CATEGORY L-4700 L-4808
DAT DATE CATEGORY
EXS

L-4707 L-4809
EXISTENCE CATEGORY L-4708 0-3411

LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER L-4722
VRc

R-2800
VERTICAL REFERENCE CATEGORY L-4729 R-2914

L-4730 R-3708
L-4807

-------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------

O,,
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I MIL-C-S9202A

PRODUCT : COMMT’ CHARTS
cA!rFzORY: Hydrography (2)
sUscATEGoRl!: Dangers and Underwater Features (2D)

o

---------------------- -------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------

I 2D140 Sl?lW /S1’UMP (Cork.)

I .
I LEN(LENGTHIDIAMETER) >= 1.50m

----- ----------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------
Pom

ACC ACCURACY CATEGORY L-4700 L-4872
DAT DATE CATEGORY L-4702 L-4891
Kxs EXISTENCE CATEGORY L-4707 0-3411
ND1 HYDROGRAPHIC DEPTH /HEIGHT INFORMATION L-4708 R-2221
HDP HYDROGRAPHIC DEPTH L-4722 R-2222
LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER L-4730 R-2914
VDc VERTICAL DATUM, CATEGORY L-4808 R-3708
VDR VERTICAL DATUM RECORD L-4809 R-3709
VRc VERTICAL REFERENCE CATEGORY

LEN(LENGTH,fDIAMETER) C 150 m

21M80 WRECK

COD CERTAINTY OF’DELINEATION
EPA EXPOSED PORTION ATTRIBUTE
HDI HYDROGRAPHIC DEPTH /HEIGIiT INFORMATION
HDP HYDROGRAPHIC DEPTH
LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
SOH SEVERITY OF HAZARD
Voc VERTICAL DATUM CATEGORY
#R VERTICAL DATUM RECORD
VRc VERTICAL REFERENCE CATEGORY

PG
L-4702
L-4722
L-4729
L-4730
L-4808
L-4812
R-2221
R-2222

R-2802
R-2806
R-2911
R-2916
R-2925
R-3672
R-3708

COD(CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION) =l(LIMITS AND INFO KNOWN)
and LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) >= 200 m

------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Pom

PG - PG R- ~
;Acc ACCURACY CAZEGORY D-1900 L-4730 R-2806
Aoo ANGLE OF ORIENTATION D-1909 L-4808 R-2916
COD CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION L-4700 L-4809 R-3708
DAT DATE CATEGORY L-4702 L-4872 R-3709
EPA EXPOSED PORTION ATTRIBUTE L-4707 L-4891 S-1400
Exs EXISTENCE CATEGORY L-4708 0-3411 T-0801
HDI HYDROGRAPHIC DEPTH /HEIGHT INFORMATION L-4722 R-2221 T-O81O
liDP HYDROGRAPHIC DEPTH L-4729 R-2222
:LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
50H SEVERITY OF HAZARD
‘VDc VERTICAL DATUM CATEGORY
VDR VERTICAL DATUM RECORD
‘/Rc VERTICAL REFERENCE CATEGORY

-----------.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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mL-C-89202A

ZABIJZI s. axl.d

o

PRODUCT: COMEJ3T CHARTS
~RY : Hydrography (2)
smcMEGmY: Dangers and Underwater Features (2D)

---—- .--— --------------------- —------- -------------------------------------------------------

2D180 WRECX (Cent.)
Ponm

COD (CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION) 2 (LIMITS AND INFO ONXNOWN)
OR LEN (LENGTE/DZAMETER) < 200 m

*

2XO1O DEP’2E ~
LXH.E

D~ ~

Acc ACCURACY CATEGORY L-4733
CRv

R-2814
DEPTEI CURVE OR CONTOUR VALUE L-4734 R-2827

o

DNI UNITS CATEGORY

DeDth curve interval: 1. 2. 3. 5.

L-4776 R-2828
0-3408 R-2869
0-3421 R-2874
R-2201 R-2875
R-2812 R-2876
R-2813 R-2882

7, 10. 1S, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 200,
30~, 400, S00, 1000, 2000,” 3000,” 4000, 50008 6000, 7000, 8000, 9000, 10000, 11000, 12000 meters, or
as shown on hydrographic source charts.

● ● * ● ● * * * ● * T* * T*~ *

2B020 .SOOHD=
POINT

ACC ACCURACY CATEGORY
DAT DATE CATEGORY
Exs EXISTENCE CATEGORY
HDH HYDROGRAPHIC DRYING
EDP RYDROGRAPHIC DEPTH
SND SOUNDING CATEGORY
Svc SOUNDING VELOCITY

~
D-1903 R-2222 R-9021
D-1912 R-2224 R-9022
D-1913 R-2807 R-9023

HEIGHT L-4700 R-2864 R-9024
L-4702 R-2865 R-9025
L-4707 R-2908 R-9026
L-4708 R-9011 R-9027

VDc VERTICAL DATOM CATEGORY L-471O R-9012 R-9028
VDR VERTICAL DATUN RECORD L-4711 R-9013 R-9029

0-3403 R-9014 R-9030
0-3405 R-9015 R-9031
0-3406 R-9016 R-9032
0-3411 R-9017 R-9033
O-3438 R-9018 R-9036
R-2200 R-9019 T-0822
R-2207 R-9020

All required

●~ *,* * *.* * T* ● ● ● ● T*

O,.
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MIL-C-89202A

TABLE I te
.,

categ.orv. n~j

~~

PRODUCT: COMBAT CHARTS
cA!ruOAY : Hydrography (2)
SUBCATEGORY :

0
Bottom Features (2F)

~ * * * * * * * * ,* *~ * *cQMR~

2FO1O BOTTOM ~STICS

.

POIWT

(xl.! SECONDARY MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS L-4701
hlcc MATERIAL COMPOSITION C:iARACTERISTICS L-4706
McP MATERIAL CONPOSITION P:W4ARY
Mcs

L-4784
MATERIAL CONPOSITION S:3CONDARY R-2282

MCU MATERIAL CONPOSITION U:SDERLYING
TXT

R-2283
TEXT ATTRIBUTE R-2284

(3MC UNDERLYING NATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS R-2285
R-2883
R-2890
R-2892

Condltl~
.,.

on

All required

~T * * * * *cOyBAT*coMBAT *co~~ * *coM~AT*coNR&T *cowR&T *COM

2GO1O CUIURSW1’ARROW /FLOW ARROW
nom

CRN CURRENT RATE MINIMUM C-0014
ERX CURRENT RATE MAXIMUM L-4709
(CUR C,URRENT TYPE CATEGORY L-4794
DOF DIRECTION OF FLOW
Exs EXISTENCE CATEGORY
Hs1 CURRENT INFORMATION
HS2 CURRENT INFORMATION
NAM NAME CATEGORY

Con~
.,.

All required

R-2436

(1)
R-2467
R-2891

(2) T-0828

*~ * * * *

2G040 CWEREWT DIAGRAM
??OIN’T

C80 RATE OF CURRENT
SC81
,C82
C83
C84
C85
C86
C87
C88
C89
C9’O
C91
D80
D81
D82
D83
D84
D85
D86
D87
D88

RATE OF CURRENT (1)
RATE OF CURRENT (2)
RATE OF CURRENT (3)
RATE OF CURRENT (4)
RATE OF CURRENT (5)
RATE OF CURRENT (6)
RATE OF CURRENT (7)
RATE OF CURRENT (8)
RATE OF CURRENT (9)
RATE OF CURRENT (10)
RATE OF CURRENT (11)
DIRECTION OF CURRENT
DIRECTION OF CURRENT
DIRECTION OF CURRENT
DIRECTION OF CURRENT
DIRECTION OF CURRENT
DIRECTION OF CURRENT
DIRECTION OF CURRENT
DIRECTION OF CURRENT
DIRECTION OF CURRENT

W Nlsa
L-4806
R-2808

(1)
(2)
(3)
(9)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
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=L-C-89202A

?ABu X

PRoDUcZ : CONEAT CHARTS
~: Hydrography (2)
Su=afmam: ‘fideend Current Information (2G)
---------------------------- _________ -------------------- -------- ------ ------------ ------ ---—-- ----

2G040 ~ D~ (COnt.)
Pon?f

D89 DIRECTION OF CURRENT
D90 DIRECTION OF CURRENT
D91 DIRECTION OF CURRENT

All required

(9)
(lo)
(11)

*

=010 ~

~

Al?C AQUEDUCT TYPE CATEGORY L-0051
Exs E)(ISTENCE CATEGORY L-0062
Loc LOCATION /ORIGIN CATEGORY
NAM

L-3518
NAME CATEGORY L-3641

WID WIDTH R-2432

LOc (LOCATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) 1(BEIX3WGROUND SURFACE) or 3(ON GROUND SURFACE) or 4 (SUSPENDED OR
ELEVATED ABOVE GROUND OR WATER)
and ATC(AQUEDUCT TYPE CATEGORY) 2(OTEER) or 3(QANAT/KANAT/RAREZ TUNNEL)
and WID(WXDTH) >= 25 m

-—-—----—- ---—- ---—- ---—-- -----_------------ ----- ------ ------------ ----- ------ _____________

LINE
PG RU&

ATC AQUEDUCT TYPE CATEGORY D-1654
Exs EXISTENCE CATEGORY G-0012
LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER L-0051
Loc LOCATION /ORIGIN CATEGORY
030

L-3970
OVER WATER OBSTRUCTION R-2432

WID WIDTH R-2433

LOC(LUCATION/0R3GIN CATEGORY) l(BELOW GROUND SURFACE) or 3(ON GROUND SU.RFACE) or 4(SUSPENDED OR
ELEVATED ABOVE GROUND OR WATER)
and ATC(AQUEDUCT TYPE CATEGORY) 2 (OTHER) or 3(QANAT/KANAT/KAREZ TUNNEL)
and LEN (LENGTH/DIAMETER) >= 75 m
and WID(WIDTK) < 2S m
OR LOC(LUCATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) 4(SUSPENDED OR ELEVATED ABO~G GROUND OR WATER)
and WID(WIDTK) < 25 m
and OWO(OVER WATER OBSTRUCTION) l(FEATURE CROSSES NAVIGABLE WATER) or 2 (FEATURE CROSSES
NON-NAVIGABLE WATER)

-------- ----- ______ _______ ------------- ---------- ------------ --:------------------- ---------_---

PO133T

ATC AQUEDUCT TYPE CATEGORY

& R1ll$=S

D-1654
MC LOCATION /ORIGIN CATEGORY R-0034

R-0035
--------- -— __________ ______ --.---------- ------------ ------------- ----- ---------------------- -----

o
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I MIL-C-89202A

!Mm I
,.

cateaorv. lncluslon condltl~

‘PRODUCT: COMBAT CHARTS
CATEGORY : Hydrography (2) o
SU5CATE&ORY : Inland Water (2H)

------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------- ---

2EO1O AQUEDUCT (Cont.)
POINT

.

ATC(AQUEDUCT TYPE CATEGORY) l(QANAT/K?4NAT/KAREZ MAINTENANCE SHAFT)

2E020 CAXAL
AREA

Ilcc ACCURACY CATEGORY
EXS EXISTENCE CATEGORY
IiDP HYDROGRAPHIC DEPTH
HYC HYDROGRAPHIC CATEGORY
LEN LENGTH /DIANETER
NAM NAME CATEGORY
SLT SHORELINE TYPE CATEGORY
WID WIDTH

G-0003
G-OO1O
G-0012
G-0013
L-0051
L-0062
L-4008
L-4260

L-4261
L-4702
L-4813
L-4885
R-2316
R-3673
S-1500

HYC(HYDROGRAPHIC CATEGORY) 3(DRY) or 8(PERENNIAL/PERMANENT)
and WID(WIDTH) >= 25 m

-----------, --------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------
LIME

,uui.bMM
.EXS EXISTENCE CATEGORY
HDP HYDROGRAPHIC DEPTE
HYC HYDROGRAPHIC CATEGORY

PG U PG R-
G-0012 L-4702
G-0013 L-4813
L-0051 L-4885 a

LEN LENGTH /DIANETER L-4008 O-00C5
NAM NAME CATEGORY L-4260 R-2231
WID WIDTH L-4261

ffYC(HYDROG~,PHIC CATEGORY) 3(DRY) or 8(PERENNIAL/PERMANENT)
and WID(WIDTH) < 25 m

2E030 DITCH

HYC HYDROGRAPHIC CATEGORY D-1653
LEN

L-4260
LENGTH /DIAMETER G-0003 L-~261

WID WIDTH G-OO1O R-2231
G-0012 R-2316
G-0013 R-3673

---------------------------------------------------- ---------- ‘-0062---::lz:!::lz:!--------
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MIL-C-89202A

TABLE I
~ Y rl

o

PmDacT : COMHAT CHARTS
~: Hydrography (2)
~RY : Inland Water (29)

------- ------------ --.—- ------------ ----------- ------------ ---—- ------ ------------------- ---------

2B030 DIKE (Coat.)
AREA

LEN (LENGTH/DIANETER) >= 320 m
and WID (WIDTH) >= 25 m

----------- -----— --------------------- ------------------ ------ —---- --------------------------- ----
Lnm

~ ~ 1
EYc HYDROGRAPHIC CATEGORY D-1653
LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER G-0012
WID WIDTH G-0013

L-4260
L-4261
0-0005
R-2231
R-2267

~

LEN (LENGTH/DIAMETER) >= 320 m
and WID (WIDTH) c 25 m

*.* ● ☛ ☛ ☛ ● T* *~ ● ● T*c~AT*c~ _

2E040 FILTRMI= /AXRATION BEDS

o

~
,, LANDMARX CATEGORY G-0012

WID WIDTH L-3505
L-3506

WIDIWIDTH) >= 75 m
OR LMC(IAND.MARK CATEGORY) l(LANDWAAK)

~● ☛ ☛ ☛ ☛ ☛ ☛ ☛ ✍☛ ● ●

2H050 FISE EMKEERX
AREA

~

124c LANDMARX CATEGORY G-0006
WID WIDTH G-0012

L-3505
L-3506
R-2231
R-9037

WID(WIDTEi) >= 75 m
OR LMC(LANDKAM CATEGORY) l (LANDMARK)

●

O,!,
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MIL-C-89202A

PRODUCT : COMBATCHARTS
cATImoRY : Hydrography (2) o
SUBCATEGORY : Inland Water (2H)
~T * * * *c- *cQ~~ *co~T cO~T* *coMBAT*coMBAT *c~ * *co~ *

2H060 FLUME
LX14E

LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER G-0012
LMC LANDNARK CATEGORY L-4260
LOc LOCATION /ORIGIN CATEGORY L-4261

R-2231

LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) >= 75 m
OR LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARKI

* iEM’ ~o~ co~AT c~* * * * * * * * T

2E070 FORD
LIME

,.

LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER G-0012
L-4260
L-4261
R-2232
R-2321
R-3902

LEN(LENG’TH/DIANETER) >= 25 m

-------------------------- ------ ------- --------------------------------------------------------------
Pom

a
LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER G-0008

R-2232
R-2321
R-3902

LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) < 25 m

2E075 INZdWD SEORELIME
LINE

i~
Acc ACCURACY CATEGORY G-0012 R-2425
AHc ASSOCIATED HYDROGRAPHIC CATEGORY G-0013 R-2426
sLT SHORELINE TYPE CATEGORY L-4132 R-2739

R-2023 R-3735
R-2316 R-391O
R-2372

----------- ----------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------- &-----
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MXL-C-B9202A

TABLE I in~ con~

PRODVCX : COKEAT CHARTS
~RY : Eydroqraphy (2)
~BY : Inland Water (2H)
----— ----------— -------------------- --.--- ----------------- ----- --—-- ---------------------------

2E075 IRIA8D SmRrLmE (Cent.)
Lnm

~ 4 .

All required

*

2E080 ZJilU3/pOMD
AREA

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE

~ 1

G-OO1O L-4722
RYC RYDROGRAPEIC CATEGORY G-0012 L-4821
LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY G-0013
EM

R-2270
NAME CATEGORY L-0050 R-2316

RID WIDTH
Wsc

L-3983 R-2425
WATER SALINITY CATEGORY i4-4o05 R-3673

ZVL Z VALOE L-4008

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
OR LNC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)

*

2E090 - 80BJECX X0 XWWDA!fION

x _

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE
Hoc

G-OO1O
HYDR~H1c oRIGIN cATEGoRy G-0012

R-3730
R-3132
R-3733

~ .

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >5

and WID >= 40 m
15,625 m square

‘k~T ● * ● *

2EI1O Pmm
LIHx

PC u
LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
MC

G-0012
LANDMARK CATEGORY L-4260

LOc LOCATION /ORIGIN CATEGORY L-4261
R-3930

LEN(LENGTli/DIAMETER) >= 75 m
OR ~lc(~~~ cATE@Ry) l(~FJD~RK)

*

o
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MIL-c-89202A

2!ABIJ31

PRODUCT: COMBATCHARTS
~: Hydrography (2)
~: Inland Water (2E)

.-— — _____________________ -—--- ----- ------------ -------- ------ ----------—---------- -------

2s240 RXVxR /sTRxAM (cent.)
=

EYC (HYDROGRAPBIC CATEGORY) 3 (DRY) or 6 (NON-PERENNIAL/ INTERMITTENT/FLUCTUATING)
or 8 (PEIVSNNIAL/PERMANENT)
and WID {WIDTH) >= 25 m .

----—-- ----—- --------------------------- ------------------------- ---------------------------------

m
~

Exs EXISTENCE CATEGORY G-0012
HYC HYDROGFWPHIC CATEGORY G-0013
LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
NAM

L-0051
NAME CATEGORY L-400B

TID TIDAL /NON-TIDAL CATEGORY
RID

L-4260
WIDTH L-4261

R-0031
R-2299

HYC(HYDROGRAPHIC CATEGORY) 3(DRY) or 6(NON-PERENNIAL/INTERMITTENT/FLUCTUATING)
or 8 (PERENNIAL/PERMANENT)
and WID(WIDTE) < 25 m

~T*ro● ● ● ,+ ● ● T+ * * ● ● T* *~

2.E245 RIVKR OR SxR8M VAEISHIHG Poxsr
POINT

Lx)~ DIRECTION OF FLOW
HFc

G-0008
EYDROGRAPHIC FORM CATEGORY R-2232

R-3901

All required

*

2R350 SALT EVAPO~

~
m AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-OO1O
WC LANDMARK CATEGORY G-0012

G-0013
L-3505
L-3506
R-3730
R-3732
R-3133

o

.------ ---—- _____ ------ ---_-- --------- ______------- ------------- ------------- ------ ------ ---_--_--
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MIL-C-89202A

TABLE I

PRODUCT: COMBAT CHARTS
CATEXWRY : Hydrography (2) o
SURCATEGORX : Inland Water (2H)

------------!----------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- -

2E150 sALT EVAPORATOR {Cont.)
AREA

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
OR LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)

2E160 SABEEA

R Rul.%s
iwui AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTIt G-OO1O
WID WIDTH G-0012

G-0013
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

Con~ ,.O

on

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,62!5m square
and WID >= 40 m

2H170 SPRltNG
PoImT.

~
DOF DIRECTION OF FLOW G-0008
HYC HYDROGRAPEIIC CATEGORY L-3505 ●
SCc SPRING IWELL cHARAcTERISTIC CATEGORY L-4009

R-2231
R-3900

Cond~
,..

on

HYC(HYDROGRAPHIC CATEGORY) 3(DRY)
or 6(NONPERENNIAL/INTERMITTENT/FLUC’I’UATING)
or 8(PERENNIAL/PERMANENT)

2B180 wATmlmLL
mm

butes
LEN LENGTI? /DIAMETER
NAM NAME CATEGORY

i= W
G-0012
G-o(j13

L-3505
L-4008
L-4813
R-2232
X-8101

--------------+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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MXL-C-89202A

mmxax

PRODUCT : COMBAT CNARTS
~: Hydrography (2)
.~xx: Inland Water (211)
—--— ----— --__— ------ ------------ ---------—- ------------ ---—- ---------- ------------------------

2E180 BA!rBRPA24L(Cent.)

~ .

LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) >= 25 m

--.-— —--—-- --—----------- ------------------------- ------ ---—- --------------------- -----— ----—

mm

LEN LENGTH /DH@lETER C-0004
NAN NAME CATEGORY G-0008

L-3505
L-4008
L-4813
R-2232
X-8101

LEN (LENGTFi/DIAt4ETER)< 25 m

● ● ● ● * ●~ * * * * T* + T

21010 CIS?ERM
Pomx

~

NO ATTRIBUTE REQUIRED C-0022
G-0008
L-3505

All required

*

21020 DAM
AREA

~
E)(S EXISTENCE CATEGORY
YIP

C-0017
MATERIAL COMPOSITION PRIMARY G-0012

NAM NAME CATEGORY
Toc

L-3505
TRANSPORTATION OSE CATEGORY L-4008

FiID WIDTH L-4813
R-0004
V-1013
X-8101

WID(WIDTH) >= 25 m

---- —-—-—-— -—---- -- — ---------- ------- _______ -------- ------- ------- -------------------------
LnzE

~
Em EXISTENCE CATEGORY
LEN

C-0017
LENGTH /DIAMETER

NCP
G-0012

MATERIAL COMPOSITION PRIMARY L-3505
NAM NAPE CATEGORY
TuC

L-4008
TRANSPORTATION USE CATEGORY L-4813

WID WIDTH R-0004

O,,,’
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MIL-C-89202A

RROOUCT : COMBAT CHARTS
CATEGORY : Hydrography (2) o
SWECATECORY : Miscellaneous Inland Water (21)
----------------- ---------------------- --------------------------------- -----------------------------

21020 DAM (cont.)
ECNE

R-2232
V-10’13
X-8101

LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) >= 25 m
and WID(WIDTH) c 25 m

------------- --------------------- ------ ..--------------, -------------------------------- --------------
Fon’m

PG Ruki
12xs EXISTENCE CATEGORY C-0003
LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
MCP

C-0017
MATERIAL COMPOSITION P:?IMARY C-00.23

NAM NAME CATEGORY L-3505
L-4008
L-4813
R-2232
V-1013
X-8101

LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) < 25 m

14AN NAME CATEGORY
rfiID WIDTH

G-0007
G-0012
L-4008
L-4813
R-2232
R-2371
R-9037
X-8103

WID(WIDTH] >= 25 m

-------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------
Y?omT

LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY L-3505
WID WIDTH R-2232

R-2371
X-8103

---------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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U2L-C-89202A

ZABUI ~ qfo~

~

c~

PRoDucl!: COMBAT CBARTS
CAxzmw : Hydrography {2)
.~RY : Miscellaneous Inland Water (21)

.----— ------ -—--- ------------------------ ------------- --—-- --—-- ------------------------- —------

21030 ~ (Cent.)
Pona

WID(WIDTH) < 25 m
and L&fC(LANDNARK CATEGORY) 1 (LANDNARK)

*

21040 szaxa GMZ
LmE

LEN LENGTH /DIANETER G-0012
L-3505
R-2232
R-2371

LEN (LENGTH/DIAMETER) >= 25 m

----—--- -— ----—----— ------------------------ ----------------------------- ----—--------- —------

POIN2

LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER L-3505
LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY R-2232

R-2371

~ ..-

LEN (LENGTH/DIAMETER) C 25 m
and I.MC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) 1 (LANDMARH)

*

210s0 wAzER ~ ~

~

WID WIDTH G-0007
G-0012
R-2232

WID (WIDTH) >= 40 m

----— ------ ----—-------- -- —-- ------- -—--- -------------------------- ------------- --- —-------- ---
PO12?T

~
WID WIDTR G-0005

11-3505
R-2232

----—_ --_—- -—--- ---—-- --_--- -— ____________ ------------ ------------ ____________ ----------------

0
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I MIL-C-89202A

PRODUCT: COMBAT CHARTS
CATBORY : Hydrography (2) o
SWBCM%GORY : Miscellaneous Inland Water (21)

-----------.,-------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------

21050 WAIT” INTAKE !l!CWER(Cont.)
POINT

WID(WIDTH) < 40 m

* iBilTcQMnhT cOM~AT c~ coFRAT c~* * * * * * * *

2J020 GLACIAL M3RAXWE
AREA

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-00’06
WID WIDTH G-OO1O

G-0012
G-0013
R-2316

Condltl~
.,

on ,.

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 102,4I1o m square
and WID(WIOTH) >= 320 m

* ~ * * T* * * * * *

2J030 GLACIER
F

~

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTZ G-OO1O
G-0012
G-0013
R-2316 ●
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733
R-9037

All required

* ~T * * *c~~~~~ *C-T*c-T *co~AT *coMBRT ‘kc-

2J040 ICE CLD’F
LIMR

LENGTH /DIAMETER G-0012
G-0013
R-2128
R-2399

LEN(LENGTH/DH414ETER) >= 200 m

~T *,* *cQMR~ * * * * * *~ *c~~~ *
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M2L-C-89202A

O!, PRODUCT : CONBAT CHARTS
~: Hydrography (2)
s~n : Snow /Ice (2J)

2J060 lCB PXAK, ~
Pom

~

HGT HEIGHT ABOVE SORPACE LEVEL G-0008
Lt4c LANDNARK CATEGORY
NCP MATERIAL COWPOSITION PRINARY

HGT(HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL) >= 40 m
and LMC(LANUMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)

2J06s Ia ssxzr

~
ARA AREA COVERAGEATTRIBUTE G-OO1O
WID WIDTE G-0012

G-0013
L-3506
R-2256
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733
R-9037

c)
ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,62S m square
ana WID >= 40 m

●

2J100 sNU? ~ /ICS FIELD
ARJm

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-OO1O
SIC

R-2316
SNOW /ICE CATEGORY G-0012 R-3730

WID RIDTE G-0013 R-3732
L-0050 R-3733
L-3505 R-9037
L-3506

ARA{AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >- 15,625 ~ -ware
and WID >= 40 m

●

2Jllo TmmRA
AREA

~

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-OO1O
LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
WID

G-0012
WIDTH G-0013

L-0050
R-2316
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

----— ----— ----—- ------------------------ ------- -_---- ------ -_---------- ------- --------- ----------

0
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MIL-c-89202A

TABLE I &aur4W2fWwe =temrv. inwon
,,

cond~

~’~

PRODUCT : COMBAT CHARTS
CATIB20RY: Hydrography (2) o
.soEcATEcORlr: Snow /Ice (2J)
----------------- -------------------- --,------------------------ -------------------------------------

2JU0 TOMDRA (Cont.)

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
and HID >= 40 m

~T cof.fR&Tc-T* * * *COW *cQMRAT co~T* *co~T *co~T * *co

3AO1O CONTOUR mIAHD)
LINE

HQC HYPSOGRAPHY PORTRAYAL CATEGORY L-3966
MCP MATERIAL COMPOSITION PRIMARY
ZVL

L-3967
Z VALUE L-3985

L-3986
L-3987
L-3989
L-3998
0-0025

Con~
,!.

on

HQC(HYPSOGRAPHY PORTRAYAL CATEGORY) l(INDEX) or 2(INTERMEDIATE)
or 3(SUPPLEMENTARY (1/2)) or 4(FORM LINES) or 5(DEPRESSION INDEX)

0-0030
0-0031
R-2043
R-2045
R-2094
R-2115
R-2261
R-2269

R-2376
R-2377
R-2378
R-2379
R-2382
R-2389
R-2394
R-2396

or 6(DEPRESSION INTERMEDIATE) or 8(MOUND INDEX) or 9(140UND INTERMEDIATE)
or ,14(sUPPLEMENTARY (1/4)) or 16(DEPRESSION SUPPLEMENTARY (1/2))
or 17(DEPRESSION SUPPLEMENTARY (1/4))

~ * * * *coMRaT *c(j~T * T*
o

3A030 SPOT ELEVXTIOH
POINT

Iittribw
ACC ACCURACY CATEGORY
ELA ELEVATION ACCURACY
MCP MATERIAL COMPOSITION
ZVL Z VALUE

PG WI&s
L-0072
L-0073

PRIMARy L-0074
L-3802
L-3984
R-0053
R-2063
R-2225
R-2383
R-2385

All required

4AOOS ASPEALT LAKE

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-OO1O
k?ID WIDTH G-0012

G-0013
L-3505
L-3506
R-3730
R-3732

------------------- --------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------
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zAB2Jzx
~r

PRODUCS’: CO.MEAT CBARTS
~RY : Physiography (4)
~RY : Exposed Surface Material (4A)

.---— .---—- ..-—- ------------------ ---—- ------------ ------------ --_--- --------—------ ---—- ---—

4AO05 ASl?EALX ~ (-t. )

R-3733

ARA (AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
and WID >= 40 m

~~~ ● ● * ● * * * *~ ● * ● *

4AO1O GRUUND SRRPACE

Am AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-OO1O
MCP MATERIAL COMPOSITION PRIMARY G-0012

G-0013
L-0050
R-2316
R-2392
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 360,000 m square
and MCP (MATERIAL COMPOSITION PRIMARY) 6(BOULDERS) or 30 (GAS/OIL BLISTER) or 40 (WARST)
or 43{LAVA) or 44 (LOESS) or 117 (ROCXY)
OR ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 100.805 m square
and MCP (MATERIAL COMPOSITION PRIMARY) 35(GRAVEL) or 69(sAND) or 118 (SAND AND GRAVEL)
or 119 (SAWD AWD MUD) or 120 (SAWD AND BOULDERS)

*~ ● ● * ● ● ● * T*M* * ● ●

4A020 SAM Pm

~
Am AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-OO1O
WID WIDTH G-0012

G-0013
L-0050
L-3505
L-3506
R-2316
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
and WID >= 40 m

o
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TABLE I RWusJ&U.ibUte Cateaorv.
!.

lnc~slon conditions. and

~tion rl~l”=

PRODUCT : COMBAT CHARTS
CATEGORY : Physiography (4) o
suBcATEGORx : Landforms (4B)
~ * * * * *c~~T co~T*

4BO1O BLUFF /CIJ3’F, ESC!ARP~
LIME

PG RUkS
GLI GREATER THAN/LESS THAN CONTOUR INTERVAL
LEN

G-0012
LENGTH /DIAMETER G-0013

PFH PREDOMINANT FEATURE HE:GHT R-2387
R-2388

PFH(PREDOMINANT FEATURE HEIGHT) >= 3 r~
and LEN(LENGTH/DIANETER) >= 250 m

~~ * * *,* * ● ☛ T* *cON *~ * *
,,

4B030 CAVE DWEIJJMG
POINT

AOO ANGLE OF ORIENTATION G-0008
NAM NAME CATEGORY L-3505

L-3801
L-4709
L-4813
R-2391

.

All required

~~T*,* * * * * *c(j~~p,~*C * * *~T *C-*

4B060 CREVICE /~E o

i~
:LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER G-0002
MCP NATERIAL COMPOSITION P:IIMARY G-OO1O
SKID WIDTH G-0012

G-0013
L-3505
R-3676

.

LF,N(LENGTIE/DIAMETER)>= 450 m
and WID(WI1OTH) >= 50 m

-------- -------- ----, --------------------------------------- :-----------------------------------------
LIME

:LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER G-0012
MCP MATERIAL COMPOSITION PRIMARY G-0013
WID WIDTH L-3630

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TaBxaI v. s. an$

PRODWT : COMBAT CHARTS
~m : Physiography (4)

.~n: Landforms (4B)
----— ---—--- ------ ------------------ -— --------- -----------_ ------------------ —------- ----------

4B060 ~CE /CRxvASE (coat.)
Lx13E

LEN (LENGTI?/DIAMETER) >==420 m
and WID (WIDTH) >= 25 m and c 50 m

*

4B071 COY =
LINB

~

GLI GREATER THAN/LESS THAN CONTOUR INTERVAL
LEN

G-0012
LENGTH /OIA14ETER G-0013

PFD PREDOMINANT FEATURE DEPTH R-2115
R-2231
R-2269
R-2499

LEN(LENGTH/DIAKETER) >= 125 m
and PFD(PREDOMINANT FEATURE DEPTR) >=3m

4B090 EmANmmm
ARxA

~
EFI EMBANKMENT /FSLL IDENTIFIER
GLX GREATER THAN/LESS TKAN CONTOUR INTERVAL
LEN LENGTB /DIAMETER
PFH PREDOMINANT FEATUR2 HEIGEIT
Tuc TRANSPORTATION USE CATEGORY
V-AC VERTICAL REFERENCE CATEGORY
WID WIDTH

G-0006
G-0012
L-3505
L-3506
R-2115
R-2269
R-2802
R-3672
R-3708

PL?I(SMBANXNENT/FILL IDENTIFIER) 2(LEVEE/DIHE)
and WID(WIDTH) >= 50 m
and LEN(LENGTE.DIAMETER) >= 125 m
and ?FH(PREDO141NANT FEATURE HEIGET) >= 3 m
and GLI(GRIATER TBAN/LESS THAN CONTOUR INTERVAL) l(EQOAL TO OR GREATER THAN CONTOUR INr.RvAL) Or
2(LESS THAN CONTOUR INTERVAL)
OR EFI(EMHANKlfENT/FILL IDENTIFIER) 3(CAUSEWAY)
and VRC(VERTICAL REFERENCE CATEGORY) l(ABOVE SURFACE/DOES NOT COVER (AT HIGH WATER)) or 8(COV.RS AND
UNCOVERS)
and WID(WIDTH) > 50 m
and GLI(GREATER THAN/LESS THAN CONTOUR INTERVAL) 3(NOT APPLICABLE)

----— ----— ----—--- -_---- ------------------------ ------------- ---------------------------------- —
LmB

EFs ~NT /FILL IDENTIFIER G-0012
GLI GREATER THAN/LESS THAN CONTOUR INTERVAL L-3630
LEN LENGTH /DIAKETER R-2115
PFH PREDOMINANT FEATURE HEiGIIT R-2231
TuC TRANSPORTATION USE CATEWRY R-2269

O,:.,
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PRODUCT: COMBAT CHARTS
CATEGORY : Physiography (4) o
SWBCATE60W : Landforms (4B)
------------------------------ --------- -------------------------------- ------------------------------

4B090 mmiNmEm (cont.)
LINE

~
VRc VERTICALREFERENCECATEGORY R-2802
WID WIDTH R-36T2

R-3708

EFI(EMBANKMENT/FILL IDENTIFIER) l(FILLI
and PFH(PILMDOMINANT FEATURE HEIGHT) >= 3 m
and LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) >= 125 m
and GLI(GR&ATER THAN/LESS THAN CONTOUR INTERVAL) l(EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN CONTOUR INTERVAL) or
2(LESS THAN CONTOUR INTERVAL)
OR EFI(EMBANKMENT/FILL IDENTIFIER) 2(LWEE/DIKE)
and PFH(PREDOMINANT FEATURE HEIGHT) >= 3 m
and LEN(LEWGTH/DIAMETER) >= 125 m
and WID(WIDTH) < 50 m
and GLI(GREATER THAN/LESS THAN CONTOUR INTERVAL) l(EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN CONTOUR INTERVAL) or
2(LESS THAN CONTOUR INTERVAL)
OR EFI(EMBANKNENT/FILL IDENTIFIER) 3(2AUSEWAY)
and VRC(VERTICAL REFERENCE CATEGORY) l(ABOVE SURFACE/DOES NOT COvER (AT HIGH wATER)) or 8(covERS AND
UNCOVERS)
and WID(WSDTH) < 50 m
and GL1(GREATER THAN/LESS THAN CONTOUR INTERVAL) 3(NOT APPLICAB?JE)

4BIO0 ESKER
LXNE

:LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
:LNc LANDMARK CATEGORY

PG Ruks
G-0012 o
G-0013
L-3505

LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) >= 75 m
and LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)

* AT*cow coMBAT* *coMR~ co~T* *co~T co~T*

4E11O FAULT
LZNE

PG Ru.k.s
LENGTH /DIAMETER G-0012

RAM NANE CATEGORY G-0013
L-0051
L-4002
L-4008
L-4260

LEN(LENGTK/DIAMETER) >= 125 m
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~ PRODU=: COMBAT CHARTS
K-J

o

Ca?EmRx: Physiography (4)
-~: Landforms (4B)
*

4B13s -BrFIMAL ~
mm

~

DOF DIRECTION OF FLOW
GET

L-3505

GEOTKER14AL FEATURE TYPE R-3900

LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY T-0303

All required

*

4B235 IS3JiHD

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE
NAM NAME CATEGORY G-0012

WID WIDTH G-0013
L-0050
L-3505
L-3506
L-4709
L-4746
R-1902
R-1903

All required

*

4B150 MommAn? PASS
Poxm

AMiblwi
ANGLE OF ORIENTATION

NAM

G-0008

NAME CATEGORY L-3505

ZVL Z VALUE L-4008
L-4813

All required

4BL60 - roR34AT10?l
m

~

SGT SEIGET ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL G-0006

MC LANDMARX CATEGORY G-OO1O

RKF ROCK FORMATION TYPE G-0012
G-0013

--------------------- ------ -—--- ------ -—------ ---—- ---------- ---—----- --------------------------
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‘mBLE I bute
. .

cateuorv. ln~n conduons. and

QMWWAU22

PRODUCT : COMBAT CHARTS
CATEGORY : Physioqraphy (4)
SUBCATEGORY : Landforms (4B)
---------------------_--- --------------- ,-------------------------------- -----------------------------

4B160 ROCK ~RWLTXO14 (Cont.)

RKF(ROCK FORMATION TYPE) l(COLUMNAR)
and HGT(HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL) >:=40 m
OR RKF(ROCK FORMATION TYPE) l(COLUMNAR)
and LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)

----------------- --+------------- ------- ----------------------------------------------- ---------------
POINT

Ute’s PG Rules
llGT HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LWEL -None
LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY
RI(F ROCK FORMATION TYPE

.

RKF(ROCK FORMATION TYPE) 3(PINN.hCLE)
and HGT(HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL) >= 40 m
OR RKF(ROCK FORMATION TYPE) 3(PINNACLE)
and LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)

*

4B170 SA19DDUNES /SAMD EXLLS

ARIA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-OO1O
ISDO SAND DUNE ORIENTATION G-0012
!Ssc STRUCTURE SHAPE CATEGORY G-0013 ●

L-3969
R-2255
R-2316
R-2395
R-3732
R-3733

ARA(AREA !COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 90,000 m square

~ * * * * *C *~ * T* * * * *

4S180 VOUCANO
AREA

DC

ACCURACY CATEGORY
DAT

L-0050
DATE CATEGORY L-3505

F.xs EXISTENCE CATEGORY L-3506
HGT HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE LEVEL
me

L-4700
LOCATION /ORIGIN CATEGORY

NAM
L-4707

NAME CATEGORY L-4708
VGT VOLCANO GEOLOGIC TYPE L-4709

L-4722
0-3411

--------,--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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O:,

0.,

TABLE I

PRODUCT : COMBAT CHARTS
~: Physiography (4)
~: Landforms (4B)

----------—- ---—- ---—. ------------------------ ------- ------------ --------------- ------------ .--—

4B180 VOMANO (Coat.)

LOC(LOCATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) 6(BELOW WATER SURFACE)
OR LOC(LOCATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) 3(ON GROUND SURFACE)
and VGT(VOLCANIC GEOLOGIC TYPE) l(VOLCANO)
and EGT(HEIGET ABOVE SORFACE LEVEL) >= the COntOUr interval

----— ------------------------- ------ ---—------- ------------------------ ------------- ------------—
Pam

KGT HEIGHT AEOVE SURFACE LEVEL
w ~ATION /ORIGIN CATEGORY
iIGT VOLCANO GEOLOGIC TYPE

LOC”(LOCATION/ORIGIN CATEGORY) 3(ON GROUND SORFACE)
and VGT(VOLCANIC GEOLOGIC TYPE) 2(CINDER CONE)

● * ● * ● T+ * ● *~UAT*~~T ● *C ●~ ●

Saolo cRoPLABDKuLmVATED)
AREA

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-OO1O L-3801
FTc FARMING TYPE CATEGORY
VEG

G-0012 R-2316
VEGETATION CHARACTERISTICS G-0013 R-3730

L-0050 R-3732
L-3505 R-3733
L-3506 S-ollo

FTC(FARMING TYPE CATEGORY) 4(TERRACED)
and ARR(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >- 360,000 m square
OR FTC(FARMING TYPE CATEGORY) 3(OTEER)
and ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m sqvaze

SA020 REDGmml
IJHE

LEN LSNGTE /DIAMETER
LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY
PFR PREDOMINANT FEATURE
WID WIDTH

LE14(LSNGTB/DIAKETER) >= 500 m
and WID(WIDTH) >= 62 m
and ?FB(PREDOMINENT FEATURE flEIGHT)

G-0012

HEIGHT

>=3m

•co~&T * + * ● * * * ● * * *~ *

o
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TABLE I ~fiute cateaorv.
. .

on co~

~tion r~

PRODUCT : COMBAT CHARTS
CATEGORY : Vegetation (5) o
SURCATECOIC?: Cropland (5A)
~AT *’* * * *q&~~ *coMnnT *C *~T*cO- *c~T * *cOMBA T*co~R~

5A030 NURSERY

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-OO1O
LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY G-0012
NID WIDTH

co~
.,.

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) ?=

G-0013
L-3505
L-3506
L-3801
R-2316
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

15,623 m square
and, WID(WIDTH) >= 62 m

OR LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l (LANDMARK)

~T COMRAT Q*- * * * * ~T * * ● * * *coM~&T

5A040 ORCHARD /PUNTAT.ION

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE
LMC LANDMARK CATEGORY

PG RuL.es
G-OO1O L-3701
G-0012 L-401O

PRO PRODUCT CATEGORY G-0013 R-2316
WID WIDTH L-3505 R-3730

L-3506 R-3732
L-3700 R-3733

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,62!5m square
and WID(WIDTH) >= 62 m
OR LNC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARKi

5AOS0 VZNRYARD/EOPS

butez M R-U-s
ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-OO1O
I14c LANDMARK CATEGORY G-0012
WID WIDTH G-0013

R-2316
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

ARA[AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,62!5m square
and WID(WIDTH) >= 62 m
OR LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARKI
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I
O,,”

XABLEx =mA

PRmucT : COMBAT CHARTS
CAzxCOW: Vegetation (.5)

.~: Rangeland (5B)
*

5BO1O GRASSLABD

~

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-OO1O
WID WIDTH G-0012

G-0013
R-2316
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

ARA (AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >- 15,625 m square
and WID >= 40 m

~AT * ● ● ● ● * * * * *~ *

5B020 ScRoB /BRusE

PG M
Am AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE
PIIT

G-OO1O
PREDOMINANT HEIGHT G-0012

G-0013
R-2316
R-3-130
R-3732
R-3733

o ARA(AREAS COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
and PHT (PREDOMINANT HEIGHT) c 3 m

●

5CO1O ~ CaHE

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-OO1O
P71D WIDTH G-0012

G-0013
R-2316
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
ana WID >= 40 m

5C025 nRmREAK

~

kA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTEARA L-3506
WID WIDTH

----— ---—-_ --—-- --—-- --—---- ------------ ------------------ ------------------------- ---------—

0
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TABLE I raw&&zxib~te =t-wux
,,

inckon conduons. znd

~~

PRODUCT: COMBAT CHARTS
CATEGORY : Vegetation (5) o
.SWBCATEGORX : Woodland (5C)
------------------------- ----------------- -----------------------------------------------------------

5C!015 FIIUZSREAK (Cont.)

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,62:1m square
and WID(WIDTH) >= 25 m

--------------------------- --------------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------
LINE

LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
WID WIDTH

G-0012
L-4260
R-3694

LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) >= 1,250 m
and WID(WIDTH) < 25 m

* AT*coj

5C020 OASIS

l?G M
ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-OO1O
NAM NAME CATEGORY G-0012
WID WIDTH L-0050

L-3505
L-3506
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
and WID >= 40 m

------ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
POINT

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-0005
L-3505

.

ARA(AREA cOVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) < 15,625 m square

5C030 TREES

J
A.RA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE
lCOD CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION
DMT DENSITY t4EASURE (% TREE /CANOPY COVER)
:EXS EXISTENCE CATEGORY
,LMc LANDMARK CATEGORY
NAN NAME CATEGORY
:PHT PREDOMINANT HEIGHT
TRE TREE CATEGORY

G-OO1O
G-0012
G-0013
L-0050
L-3505
L-3506
L-3801
L-4008

R-2438
R-2440
R-3677
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733
R-3802
R-3940
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o

0

0

PRODUCT: CONBAT CHARTS
~: Vegetation (5)

-sUBamEom : Woodland (SC)
.---—. ------------------ ------ ------ ------------------------ ------------ ------ —---- --------- ------

5C030 ~ (cost. )

~
VEG VEGETATION CHARACTERISTICS R-2316
WID WIDTH

DNT (DENSITY MEASURE (% TREE/CANOPY COVER) >- 25% and < 51%
and PBT(PREDOMINANT EEIGHT) >= 3 m
and ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
OR DMT(DENSITY WEASORE (% TREE/CANOPY COVER) >= 51%
and PHT(PREDCXUNANT 8SIGHT) >= 3 m
and ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
OR VEG(VEGETATION CBARACTERISTICS) 16(NIPA PAIJO or 19(MANGROVE)
and ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 1S,625 m square
OR LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARX)
and S)CS(EXISTENCE CATEGORY) 42(NOT ISOLATED)

-.--— ---—- ------------------------- ------------ ------------------------ --------------------------
POINT

D& QIIIP.S
Em EXISTENCE CATEGORY -None
WC LANDMARK CATEGORY

LMC(LAWDMARX CATEGORY) l(LANDKARK)
and EXS(EXLSTENCE CATEGORY) 31(ISOLATED)

5DO1O BOG
AREA

~
ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE
VEG

G-OO1O
VEGETATION CHARACTERISTICS G-0012

WID WIDTH G-0013
L-0050
L-3505
L-3506
R-2316
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
and WID >= 40 m

SD020 ~
AREA

~

AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-OO1O
WID WIDTH G-0012

R-2316
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

--------—--------------- ------------------------ ------------------ -------- --------- -------- ------ --
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MIL-C-89202A

TABLE I
. .

incluslon conditions. and

PRODUCT : COMBAT CHARTS
CATEGORY : Vegetation (5) o

-SUBCATEGORY : Wetlands (SD)
------------ --------------------------- ---------------------------- -------------------------------- --

5D02Q EUIMOCK (cont.)

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
and WID >= 40 m

*~T coMB&T c-T* * * *co~

5DQ30

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE
WT.D WIDTH

PG Rules
G-OO1O
G-0012
G-0013
R-2316
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >=
and WID >= 40 m

15,625 m square

5D040 MARSH

PG Ruks
ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE G-OO1O o

G-0012WID WIDTH
G-00i3
R-2316
R-3730
R-3732
R-3733

.

COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >=ARA(AREA
and WID >= 40 m

15,625 m square

*

6AOO0 ADKEI?ISTRATIM? BOUNDARY
LINE

PG Rules. EG RulQs
ACCURACY CATEGORY C-oool L-4879 R-2363

:BST BOUNDARY STATUS TYPE D-1655 R-2277 R-2365
‘NM3 NAME 3 G-0011 R-2358 R-2366
NM4 NAME 4 L-3630 R-2359 R-2469
USE USE STATUS’ L-4037 R-2360 R-2496

L-4707 R-2361 R-2497
L-4746 R-2362 R-24 98

---------- -------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------
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I!ABLEx

o
PRODUCT : COMBAT CEARTS
~RY: Demarcation (6)

- ~RY: Boundaries /Limks /Zones (Topographic) (6A)
----— ----— -—-—- ------ ---—--- ------------ ------------ ------—--- -—--- ------------ ------------—

6AOO0 ADm8xsTRA!nvt BommARx (Cent.)

I

I
[ USE(i3SE STATOS) 23(INTERNATIONAL) or 26(PRIMARY/lST ORDER) or 30(2t?DORDER) or

special instruction only
31(3RD OROER) by

Oz 32(INSULAR) or 89(RESERVE AREA) or 90(TRIBAL RESERVATION) or 91(PRORIBITED AREA)
or 92(ANIMAL SANCTUARY) or 93(FORREST PRESERVE)

6A020 APms2xa IJm
LINE

Acc ACCURACY CATEGORY C-oool R-2361
NM3 NAKE 3 D-1655 R-2362
??44 NAME 4 G-0011 R-2363

L-3630 R-2365
L-4037 R-2469
R-2359 R-2496
R-2360 R-2498

All required

* *M* * ● TT *~fiT * ● ● +,T.~ *

6A030 cmsx-rxmz mm
LmB

Kc ACCURACY CATEGORY C-oool
D-1655
G-0011
L-3630
L-4037
R-2359
R-2360

~
R-2361
R-2362
R-2363
R-2365
R-2469
R-2496
R-2498

All required

●

6AOS0 mTmutAnaAL BmRmnm BoomARY
LIE3

~

NM3 NAME 3
NM4 NAME 4

L-3803
R-2756

m TEXT ATTRIBUTE
-—----- -—-- ------------------ ------------ ----_- ------------ ------------------ --------------------

0,,
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MIL-C-89202A

PRODUCT : COMBAT CHARTS
CATSGORY : Demarcation (6) o
SUBCATEGORY : Boundaries /Limits /2,0nes (Topographic) (6A)
----------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

6A050 mTERuATIomxl MARrlmm somDARY (cont.)
LXNE

All required

* *,*~~ * * *coM~ *, *coMRal’*C * *~ *

6A060 DEFACTO BOUND. /OTE&R LIME OF SF2ARAT10N
IJNE

hcc ACCURACY CATEGORY
NM3 NAME 3
NI’44 NAME 4
TXT TEXT ATTRIBUTE
USE USE STATUS

C-oool
D-1655
G-0011
L-3630
L-4037
L-4707
R-2276
R-2277
R-2358

~
R-2359
R-2360
R-2361
R-2362
R-2363
R-2365
R-2469
R-2496
R-2498

UsE{USE, STATUS) 23(INTERNATIONAL) or 26(PRIMARY/lST”ORDER)
or 30(2ND ORDER)
or 31,(3RDORDER) by special instruction only

* jRqT*co~T co~~* *coMR&T *C

6A070 DEMILITARIZED ZONE
o

!?G U

ACC ACCURACY CATEGORY D-1655 R-2361
G-0011 R-2362
L-0050 R-2363
L-3630 R-2365
L-4037 R-2366
R-2358 R-2496
R-2359 R-2498
R-2360

CondJaa.&.
,..

on

All required

6A11O INTERMATIOEAL DATE LINE
LIRE

i~
NO ATTRIBUTE REQUIRED

PG Rulw
C-oool
G-0011
L-4817
R-2496

----------- .----------------------------,-------------------------------------------------------------
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mBLEx

PRoDucz : COMBAT CHARTS
CMxcORY: Demarcation (6)
~n : Boundaries /Limits /Zones (Topographic) (6A)

.---—— ---- .--_— ------ --------------- ------------------------ ------------ -------------------------

6Al10 ~IOMAL M!YR L.ItlE(Cont.)
w

All required

~● * ● ● ● ● VT* * * * * T*

6A170 z- or ~AS1021
AREA

~

ACC ACCORACY CATEGORY D-1655 R-2361
NM3 NANE 3 G-0011 R-2362

L-0050 R-2363
L-3630 R-2365
L-4037 R-2366
R-2358 R-2496
R-2359 R-2498
R-2360

All required

6C035 DIBEC?XON OF BUOYACB IHDICATOR
Poll?r

~
DOF DIRZCTION OF FLOW L-3804

R-2757

All required

● ●❞ ● ☛ ● ☛ ☛ ● ✌☛ ●

6C040 D~ mAl!lmL /DREDG3SD AREA

~

AT14 AIDS TO NAVIGATION
DAN

L-4702
DESCRIPTION OF AIDS TO NAVIGATION

DAT DATE CATEGORY
L-4747
L-4748

HOP HYDROGRAPEIC DEPTH
M&S

R-2205
MAINTENANCE STATUS R-2222

VDc VERTICAL DATON CATEGORY R-2278
VDR VERTICAL DATUM RECORD
k?ID

R-2800
WIDTH R-2840

R-2986
v-1067

----— ----—- ------ —___ ------ ---—- -------------------- -------------------------- _____ ------ ---—

o
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I MIL-C-89202A

PRODUCT : COMBAT CHARTS
CIV~RY : Demarcation (6) o
sUBcATECORY : Boundaries lLimits /Zones (Hydrographic) (6c)
--------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------

6C040 DR3mcm CEAWN’EL /DREDGED AREA (cont.)
AREA

WID(WIDTH) >= 50 m

------------- -------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------

LINE

ATN AIDS TO NAVIGATION L-4702

OAN DESCRIPTION OF AIDS TO NAVIGATION L-4743

RAT DATE CATEGORY L-4748

liDP HYDROGRAPHIC DEPTH R-220’9

LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER R-2222

MAs MAINTENANCE STATUS R-2278

VDc VERTICAL DATUM CATEGORf R-2840

VDR VERTICAL DATUM RECORD v-1067
WID WIDTH

WID(WIDTH) < 50 m

~T * *CO

6C090 MAAITIME LRUI!I

~utes PG Rule&
Aoo ANGLE OF ORIENTATION L-4715
COD CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION L-4722

Hoc HYDROGRAPHIC ORIGIN CATEGORY L-4750 o

:LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER L-4751
MLT MARITIME LIMIT TYPE L-4753
c)Ps OPERATIONAL STATUS R-2290
PRO PRODUCT CATEGORY 3-2800
TXT TEXT ATTRIBUTE R-2985
WID WIDTH R-3703

MLT(MARITIME LIMIT TYPE) l(OTHER) or 2(FAIRWAY) or 3(TURNING AREA) or 4(SPOIL AREA) or 5(UNSURVEYED
AREA) or ll(SUBMARINE EXERCISE AREA) or 12(MINE LAYING PRACTICE AREA) or 13(FIRING DANGER AREA) or
14(PRECAUTIONARY AREA) or 15(DUMPING GROUND FOR HAZARDOUS MATERIAL) or 16(DREDGING AREA) or
20(DEGAUSSING RANGE) or 21(FISH TRAP AREA) or 22(MARINE FARM) or 23(cARG0 TRANSSHIPMENT AREA) or
24(LOG POND)

~ * * *co~~T * * *

6CI1O MXHE DANCER AREA
AREA

~
AOO ANGLE OF ORIENTATION L-4715

COD CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION L-4722
EXS EXISTENCE CATEGORY L-4753

LEN LENGTH /DIA~TER L-4756
MAs MAINTENANCE STATUS 0-3413

WID WIDTH R-2800
R-2809

--------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------

o
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TABLEx ~u? 0 cat-w . in~ns.1 and

PRODUcz : COMBAT CHARTS
CAzxWRY: Demarcation (6)
SUBCMEOIU : Boundaries /Limits lZones (Hydrographic) (6C)
----—--- —______ --.---_____________ -_---- ---------- ----_- -------- -— -----------------------------

6C11O m DA8uzRARxA (coat.)

~

LEN(LENGTH/DIAKETER) >= 200 m
and COD(CERTASNTY OF DELINEATION) l(LIMITS AND INFO KNOWN)
and EXS(EXISTENCE CATEGORY) l (DEFINITE)
OR COD(CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION) 2(LIMITS AND INFO UNKNOWN)
OR EXS(EXISTENCE CATEGORY) 3(REPORTED)

----— ----—------— -------------- ------------------- ----—-- ---------------------- -----------------

Porn
Bc Rub

COD CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION L-4722
Exs EXISTSNCE CATEGORY 0-3413
LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER R-2809
MAs MAINTENANCE STATUS

MAS(MAINTENANCE STATUS) l(MAINTAINED)
and LE??(LENGTE1/DIAMETER)< 200 m
and COD(CSRTAINTY OF DELINEATION) I(LIMITS AND INFO KNOWN)

●

6c120 PRQExBXm ARxA

DC U

ADO ANGLE OF ORIENTATION
LEN

L-4715
LENGTH /DIAMETER L-4722

WID WIDTH L-4753
R-2800

LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) >= 200 m

----—---- —---- -—--- —---- ------ ------ -----_ ------------- ------ ------ ------- ------ ------ -—------
mmm

Pc _

LEN LENGT9 /DIAMETER L-4722

LtiH4(LENGTH/DIAMETER)< 200 m

* * ● ● ☛ ● ☛ ● ● ☛ ☛ ☛~T Yc~AT •~

6C3.SO U.sTR2cnm ARM

~ ~

ADO ANGLE OF ORIENTATION L-4715 R-2218
DTC DANGER IOBSTRUCTION CATEGORY L-4722 R-2800
LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
PRO

L-4753 R-2847
PRODUCT CATEGORY L-4758 R-2937

RAA RESTRICTED AREA ATTRIBUTE L-4826 R-3678
USE USE STATUS L-4862 R-9034
WID WIDTH

----— _____________ ---_-- ------ -------- -------- ------------ ------- -------- __________ -------------
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PRODUCT : COMBAT CHARTS
CATEGORY : Demarcation (6) o
sUSCATEGORY : Boundaries /Linits /:Zones (Hydrographic) (6c)

-------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- --------------------

6C150 REsmcm AREA (cont.)

.

DTC(DANGERI(OBSTRUCTION cATEGORy) 16(oT3ER) or 17tANCHORAGEPRoHIBITED) or 18(IM0 AREATo BE AvOIDED)
or 19(sAFK1% ZONE)
and LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) >= 250 m
OR DTC(DANGER/OBSTRUCTION CATEGORY) L2(CABLE AREA) OX 13(P1PEL1NE AREA) or 15(CABLES AND PIPELINES)

or 20(OUTFALL AREA) or 21(INTAKE AREA) or 22 (SEWER AREA)
and WID(WI1)TH) >= 250 m

-------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

D’I?C DANGER /OBSTRUCTION CATEGORY
LEN LENGTH /DIANETER

L-4743
L-4758

PRO PRODUCT CATEGORY L-4862
USE USE STATUS R-2219
G?ID WIDTH R-222’O

R-2937
R-9034

DTC(DANGER/OBSTRUCTION CATEGORY) 12(CABLE AREA) or 13(PIPELINE AREA) or 15(CABLES AND PIPELINES) or
20(OUTFALL AREA) Or 21(INTAKE AREA) OK 22(SEWER AREA)
and WID(WIDTH) < 250 m

------------- ---------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------
POINT

~ o
DTC DANGER /OBSTRUCTION CATEGORY L-4722
LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER R-3678
RAA RESTRICTED AREA ATTRI?2UTE
WID WIDTH

DTC(,DANGER/OBSTRUCTION CATEGORY) 16(OTHER) or 17(ANCHORAGE PROHIBITED) or 18(IM0 AREA TO BE AVOIDED)
or 19(SAFETY ZONE)
and LEN(LENGTH/DIAMETER) < 250 m

*

6C16S ROUTE
AREA

RTT ROUTE TYPE ATTRIBUTE L-4747
WID WIDTH L-4770

R-2758

RTT(ROUTE TYPE ATTRIBUTE) 8(MINESWEPT CHANNEL)

------------------------ ------ -----------------------------------------------------------------------
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TABUI i-ion
,.c~

PRODUCY : COMBAT CEARTS
~: Demarcation (6)
~: Boundaries /Limits /Zones (Hydrographic) (6C)
.---—--- -—------- ------------------------ ------------------- —---- ------------- -----— -----------

6C16S ROUZE (coat.)
LIHE

ATN AIDS TO NAVIGATION D-7012
BRR BSARING AND RECIPROCAL CATEGORY L-4702

BRs BEARING FROM SEAWARD IJ-4709
DAN DESCRIPTION OF AIDS TO NAVIGATION L-4769
WF DIRECTION OF FLOW L-4813
DRP DESCRIPTION OF REFERENCE POINT L-4880

Exs EXISTENCE CATEGORY R-2209
RDI RYDROGRAPHIC DEPTH /HEIGHT INFORMATION R-2222
HDP HYDROGRAPHIC DEPTH R-2820
NAM NAME CATEGORY R-2854
RTT ROUTE TYPE ATTRIBUTE
VDc ~&RTICAL DATUM CATEGORY
VDR VERTICAL DATUM RECORD

RTT(ROOTE TYPE ATTRIBUTE) 2(RECOXpfSNDED TRACK FOR OTHER THAN DEEP DRAFT) or 5(RECOMMSNDED ROUTE)

●

6C270 ~ PAxRRAY

*
%ID WIDTE

L-4772
R-2986

WID(WIDTE) >= 50 m

----—--- ------------ ----_- -—--- ------ ------- ------------ --_--- -----_ --------------------- ---------
L2XE

WID WIDTH L-4743

~ .

WID(WIDTE) < 50 m

●

6C277 -z AMA

PC R-
DAT DATE CATEGORY K.I-4702
SDP HYDROGRAPHIC DEPTH L-4771
VDc VZRTICA.L DATUN CATEGORY R-2222
VDR VERTICAL DATUM RECORD It-2822
WID WIDTH R-2984

V-1067
--—---- ---------— --—----_ —---- ------ -------- --------- --------------- ----------------------------

o
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MIL-C-89202A

TABLE I ~dbute -Leaorvr
,.

ion cowons. and

RzdKuwEuLbuQk=

Wlowm : CONBAT CHARTS
C!ATECORY: Demarcation (6) o
w’BcATwORx : Boundaries Ildmits I;;ones (Hydrographic) (6c)

---------,------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------

I 6C177 SWEPT AREA (cont.]

I —=-—Tco–
..

All required

* * * * * * * * * * * * * *

6C21O WORX IN PROCRESS AREA

AOO ANGLE OF ORIENTATION
ATN

L-4706
AIDS TO NAVIGATION L-4722

COD CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION L-4753
DAN DESCRIPTION OF AIDS TO NAVIGATION
I)AT

L-4774
DATE CATEGORY

&EN
R-2857

LENGTH IDIAMETER
WID WIDTH
WPc WORK IN PROGRESS CATEGORY

WID(WIDTH) >= 50 m
and WPC(WORK IN PROGRESS CATEGORY) 2(CONSTRUCTION OF STRUCTURES)
OR WPC(WORK IN PROGRESS CATEGORY) l(LAND RECLAMATION)
OR COD(CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION) 2(LIMITS AND INFO UNKNOWN)

----------- ----------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------

LIME
i~
COD CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION L-4706 e
DAT DATE CATEGORY L-4774
:LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER R-2857
lKID. WIDTH
sk?Pc WORK IN PROGRESS CATEGORY

.

COD(CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION) l(LIMITS AND INFO KNOWN)
and WID(WIDTH) < 50 m

and WPC(WORK IN PROGRESS CATEGORY) 2(CONSTRUCTION OF STRUCTURES)

~* cO]~~AT* * * * * * *C~ V*c~MRAT *c~ * T*

9B030 MmDARY MARKER
Pom

d
NAM NANE CATEGORY L-3505

co~
. . .

n

All requiifted

*
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TABLsx

PRDDUCX: COMBAT CHARTS
~RY : General (9)
s~ : Control Points (9B)
●

9B03S COi3XROL POXU’I
POXHT

CPA CONTROL POINT ATTRIBUTE L-0070
NAM NAME CATEGORY L-0071
ZVL Z VALUE L-4008

R-2374

CPA(CONTROL POINT ATTRIBUTE) l(BENCH t4ARK) or 2(HORIZONTAL) or 3(HORIZONTAL WITH BENCH ~~)
or 5(VERTICAL)

* ● * * * ● ●~a T W *~ * T*~~~aT * ~

9C040 ~XC DXS~ ARXA

PG

COD CERTAINTY OF DELINEATION L-4705
VAV VARIATION ANOMALY VALUE L-4122

L-4737

All required

*

9D022 ~~US COLTDRAL PEATURE

~

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE
MC

L-350.5
LANDMARK CATEGORY

NAM
L-3506

NAME CATEGORY
TxT TEXT ATTRIBUTE

ARA(ARSA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,62S m square

and IJ4C(LANDNARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)

----—------------- ------------------- —---- -----—---- ------------ -------------------------------

LIME

LEN LENGTH /DIAMETER
LMc

L-4260
LANDMARK CATEGORY

NAM NAME CATEGORY
TXT TEXT ATTRIBUTE
WID WIDTH

WID(WIDTH) < 25 m
and LEN(LZE2?GTH/DU@lETER)>- 25 m
and LMC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)

------ -------- ---------- ------- ---------- ------------ ------------------ -------------------- ---------

0
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TABLE I ~ibute Cateuorv.
xQdKu@u=LkuukL

PRODUC2 : COMBAT CHARTS
CATEGORY : General (9)
SUBCATECOW :

0
Miscellaneous (9D)

----.-------,-------- ----------- -------------------------------------------- --------------------------

9D012 MISCELLAMEOU s CULTURAL FEATORE (cont.)
POINT

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE
LMc

L-3505
LANDMARK CATEGORY

NM NAME CATEGORY
TXT TEXT ATTRIBUTE

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) < 15,625 m =w-
and LNC(LANDMARK CATEGORY) l(LANDMARK)

*co~ * * * * *

9DOX5 POINT OF CEANGE
POINT

PCI POINT OF CHANGE IDENTIFIER C-0016
L-3958
R-2173
R-2175
R-2176
R-2209
R-2357
R-2430
R-2498

PCI(POINT OF CHANGE INDICATOR) l(TRANsl?ORTATION/ROAD OR RAILROAD) or 2(HYDROGRAPHY/DRAINAGE) or
3(BOUNDARIES) or 7(DREDGED CHANNEL) or 8(RECOMMENDED TRACK FOR OTHER THAN DEEP DRAFT VESSELS)

~ * * T’i ● *

9L)Q20 VOID COLLECTION AREA
AREA

ARA AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUT13 G-0011
VCA VOID COLLECTION ATTRIB~JTE L-0050
VCT VOID COLLECTION TYPE L-3505

L-3506
L-3968

.

ARA(AREA COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE) >= 15,625 m square
and VCA(VOID COLLECTION ATTRIBUTE) 2(AREA TO ROUGH TO COLLECT) or 3(No AVAILABLE I~GERy)
or 6(NO AVAILABLE MAP SOURCE) or 7(NO SUITABLE IMAGERY)

90040 NAMEilLOCATIOH

Z&tx@utez
CS1 CATEGORY/SUBCATEGORY INDEX L-0050
NAN NANE CATEGORY L-0060
l?PL POPULATED PLACE CATEGORY L-3505

L-3506
L-3630
L-4827
L-4896

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TABLEX i~s.
.,

an$

PRODUCZ : COMBAT CEARTS
CATEORY: General (9)

-~m: Miscellaneous (9D)
----—- .--—- ------------ ------- ------------- ------------ ------—------- ----------------- ---------—

PD040 EIAMED ~oa (cont.)
=

All required

—- —--- ------------------ ---—- ------ --------------- ------------ ----- -=--- ----------------------

L121B
~ 1

Csx CATEGORY/SUBCATEGORY INDEX
NAM

L-0051
NAME CATEGORY

PPL
L-0060

POPULATED PLACE CATEGORY L-3630
L-4827
L-4896

All required

----— ------ —---- ------ ------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ----------------------
POXE2

Csx CATEGORY/SUBCATEGORY INDEX
NAM

L-0060
NAME CATEGORY L-3505

PPL POPULATED PLACE CATEGORY L-9821
L-4896

All required

●

9D04S ~ D~TX~

~

CSI CATEGORY/SUBCATEGORY INDEX L-0050
LAB LABEL OF THE FEATORE L-3505

------------------------ ---_-- ------ ----— ------ ------ ------------------- ------ ---------------------
LxH??4

~

CSI CATEGORY ISQBCATEGORY INDEX L-0051
LAB LABEL OF THE FEATORE L-4260

L-4261

All required

-— --- ----— ------------ -_---- ------------------------ ------------- ----------- ------------------ ----
Penn

~
CATEGORYISUBCATEGORY INDEX L-3505-

LAE LABEL OF TEE FEATDRE L-4899
---------------- ------------------------ ----_---_--- -----------— ----_- -_---- -----------------------

0
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,.
TABLEI bute cateaorv.Incm

,’ PRODUCT: COMBATCHARTS
CA3%GORY: General (9)
sUBcATEGOm:,,-, Miscellaneous(90)
.--------------------------------------------------------------

9D045 TEXT DXSCRIPTI@l(Cont.)
PoIm

All required

,,,
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APPENDIX A

CHART PRODUCT RULES

O

,,

10. sCOPE

10.1 Sco~e.
rules necessary for
contained herein is

This Amendix rmovides information about the product. .
the production-of Combat Charts. The information
intended for compliance.

20. APPLICABLE DOCUMEMTS

20.1 ~ e s.

20.1.1 Snecif ications, standar ds . and han dbooks . The following

specifications, standards, and handbooks form a part of this document to
the extent specified herein. Unless otherwise specified, the issues of
these documents are those listed in the current Department of Defense Index
of Specifications and Standards (DODISS) and the supplement thereto, cited
in the solicitation (see 6.2).

MILITARY STANDARDS

MIL-sTD-2402(DMA) - MC&G Symbology for Graphic Products
MIL-STD-2403(DMA) - MC&G Product Generation Rules
MIL-STD-2408 (DMA) - Glossary of Mapping, Charting & Geodesy

Feature and Attribute Definitions

20.2 ~. In the event of a conflict between the
text of this appendix and either Table I of this specification, or MIL-STD-
2403 cited above, the Table I and MIL-STD-2403 take precedence.

30. PRODUCT RULES

30.1 c~ticatm of rules . Rules are classified into the

following types:

a. Displacement
b. Labeling

Override
:: Representation
e. Suppression
f. Thinning

30.2 en~ oratit ioa This appendix lists in alphanumeric
order the mle numbers and rule text for each feature type (area, line
and point) of each FACS feature listed in Table I of this specification.

O,,,,.,
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MIL-C-89202A
APPENDIX A

COMBAT CHARTS PRODUCT RULES

FEATURE: MXNE...1AQ1O (AREA)

MINE ..

G-0007

G-OO1O

G-0012

G-0013

L-0061

L-3801

L-4007

L-4008

L-4010

R-2244

R-2494

.IAO1O (AREA)

When 2 or more similar area features having matching coded attribution are
separated by less than 0.5 mm at chart scale, the feature will be
agglomerated to form an area multiple feature outline.

Coincident similar area features having matching coded attribution will be
blended to form a +ingle feature.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Feature will be generalized to provide a more aesthetic contoured feature
(i.e., smoothed).

When PRO=OOO (Unknown), omit the PRO label.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for %eatures in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type
the shoreline.

shall not be positioned across

If MIN=OOO, omit MIN windc)w

If NAM = unknown, omit NAM window

If PRO=019 (Other), Identify the product if
PRO window and close up remaiaing type.

If EXS 006 (Abandoned), use only if LMC 001

‘Limiting lines of feature are omitted if it

MINE... 1AO1O (POINT)

D-1653

G-0005

L-0061

L-3801

L-4007

L-401O

R-2248

If one symbol coalesces with another symbol

possible. If not possible, omit

(Landmark).

coalesces with a road (1P030].

for the same type featux’e,
displace symbols to allow a minimum separation of 0.21mn.

A cluster of 3 or more coalescing similar point features having matching
coded attribution wLII be aggregated to form an area multiple feature
outline.

When PRO=OOIO (Unknown), omit the PRO label.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

If MIN.000, omit MIN window.

If PRO=019 (Other), Identify che product if possible. If not possible, omit
PRO window and close up remaining type.

If >= 3 equal symbols would coalsece at map scale, portray With a
representative pattern.

QUARRY ...1A030 (AREA)

G-0007 when 2 or more similar area features having matching coded attribution are
separated by less than O .5 mm at chart scale, the feature will be
agglomerated to form an area multiple feature outline.

G-OO1O Coincident similar area features having matching coded attribution will be
blended to form a single feature.

G-0012 Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale

G-0013 Feature will be generalizeci to provide a more aesthetic contoured ~eature
(i.e., smoothed).

9
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MIL-C-89202A
APPENDIX A

COMBAT CHARTS PRODUCT RULES

o
FEATURE: QUA.RRY. ..UO3O (AREA)

L-0061

L-3801

L-401O

R-2494

When PR0.00CI (Unknown), omit the PRO label.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in che water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic de~ail. Wpe for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall noi be positioned across
the shoreline.

lf pR&_O~9 (other), Ideniify che produce if possible. If nor possible, omit
PRO window and close up remaining type.

Limiting lines of feature are oiniccedif it coalesces with a road (lP030).

QUARRY ...2.A030 (POINT)

D-1653

G-0005

L-0061

&3801

o L-401O
,,’

L-401O

R-2248

If one symbol coalesces with another symbol for che same type feature,
displace symbols co allow a minimum separation of 0.2mm.

A cluster of 3 or more coalescing similar point features having matching
coded attribution will be aggregated to form an area multiple feature
outline.

When PRO=OOO (Un!<nown),omit che PRO label.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, ic shall be positioned so ic does noc obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Wpe for features in che water shall be
positioned in che water. If possible, type shall noc be positioned across
che shoreline.

If PRO.019 (Other), Identify the produce if possible. If not possible, omit
PRO window and close up remaining type.

If PRO=O19 (Other), Identify the product if possible. 12 not possible, omit
PRO window and close up remaining type.

If >= 3 equal symbols would coalsece at map scale, Dortrav with a
represent~tive pattern.

RIG /SUPEZ?STRUCTORE...A0404O (POINT)

L-0061

L-3801

L-3972

L-5040

R-0046

R-3674

T-0304

o WELL..
,,’

D-1653

tthenPRO.000 (Unknown), omit Ehe pRO label.

&pe for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint ?!ydrographic detail. Type for features in che water shali be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall noc be positioned across
the shoreline.

If Rigs coalesce and area is < 2.S mm x 2.5 mm,
“RIGS.“

show one Rig symbol and label
If area >= 2.5 mm x 2.5 num,show dashed outline and label ‘NUMEROUS

RIGS .“.

If COE (Ceztaincy of ExisCence)=OOl (Definite), do not show COE label on
symbol . If COE=O02, label ‘Doubtful= If COE=O03, label “Reported”

When obstructions coalesce at ma~ scale, use Posicuc #217 at obstruction
point and label with highest obs~ructioi information.

If a rig /superstructure (374040)overprints platform
/superstructure.

If Rig /Superstructure (IA040)‘s coalesce and area is
one Rig /Superscruccure symbol in ics true geographic
2.5 nunx 2.5 mm, show a dashed outline.

.ZA050 {POINT)

2DI1O), delete the

<2.5mmx2.5mm,
locacion. If area

If one symbol coalesces wi:h ano:her symbol for che same type feature,
displace symbols co allow a mini,mum separation of 0.2mm.

rig

show
is >
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FEATWRE: mm...lAO5O (pOIm)

L-0061 When PRO=OOO (Unknown), omit the PRO label

L-3801 Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
c~verprint ‘nydrographic detail. Type for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

L-4008 If NAM = unknow>, omit NAM window.

L-4009 If SCC=OOO, omit SCC window.

L-4706 If the attribute value is not known, or the attribute value for noxe or not
applicable, delete window and condense remaining windows.

L-4813 Descriptive terms, e.g., “Canal” shall be shown if the name is not known. If
the descriptive word appears in the name, for example, “’PANAMACANAL”, the
descriptive type shall not be shown, i.e., do not show “?anama Canal Canal”.

0-3155 When the project area or s:?eec falls within an area definek as having sparse
drainage; the inclusion co:lditiondefaults to all required.

R-2244 If EXS 006 (Abandoned), use only if LMC 001 (Landmark).

R-2248 If >= 3 equal symbols would coalsece at map scale, portray with a
representative pattern.

T-0300 If well symbols (IA050) coalesce, and there are less than f,o~rindividual
wells, show one symbol and label ‘Wells” . If there are four or more, and
the area is >= 2.5 mmx 2.3 mm, show a represeficzcive pattern and label
“’Numerouswells” (see 9D045 Text Description). The predominant PRO shall be
applied to the labeling.

DIXW?OSAIJ SITE /WASTE PILE. ..1BOOO (AREA)

G-0006 h~.en 2 or more similar area features having matching coded attrib_!tion are
separated by less than 0.5 mm at chart scale, the features will be
agglomerated.

G-OO1O Coincident similar area features having matching coded attribution will be
blended to form a single feature.

G-0012 Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

L-0061 When PRO=OOO (Unknown), omit the PRO label.

L-3801 Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if gossible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type f~r features in the watsr shall be
positioned i~ the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

R-2494 Limiting lines of feature are omitted if it coalesces with a road (1P03C)

WRECKING YARD /SCRAP YARD. ..1E;O1O (AREA)

G-OO1O Coincident similar area features having matching coded attribution will be
blended to form a single feature.

G-0012 Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

L-3801 Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
loverprinthydrographic detail, Type for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
‘theshoreline.

R-2494 Limiting lines of feature are omitcea if it coalesces wit?,a road (1P030)
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ii!-)
FEATURE : WRECKING YARD /SCRAP YARD. ..1BO1O (AREA)

R-3730

R-3732

R-3733

If a clearing exists inside of an arez feature, and she size of the clearing
is equal to or greater Khan the area (ARA) inclusion condicion for the
surrounding area feature, the clearing is shown as a open space inside the
surrounding feature. If the area of the clearing is less than the area
(ARA) inclusion condicion for the surrounding feature, the clearing is
deleted and absorbed into the surrounding area feature

If two area features with the same feature code do not connect at any point,
and have a space between them of less than 2.5 mm at maglcharc scale, delete
che open space chac is less than 2.5 mm wide between che features and
combine cheiiinto one area feature.

If a Dortion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
map/chart scale, delete that portion of the area feature that is not a:
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter co perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
reduce the ARA of the remaining portion of che area feature co below the
minimum M inclusion, do noc delete the narrow portion o: zhe feature that
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on che above criieria will
s?lic two larger areas connected by a narrow scrip into cwo separate areas,
either of which would be below minimum ARA inclusion, do noi delete the
narrow portion of che feature that is less than 2.5 nunwide.

PROCESSING PLANT /TREATW3XW PLANT. ..1COOO (AREA)

G-QUO

G-0012

0“
!’ L-0061

L-3801

L-4008

II-401O

L-4027

L-4813

R-2494

co~ncid~nt similar area features having matching coded accribucion will be
blended to form a single feature.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail campacible with scale.

When PRO=OOO (Unknown), omit the PRO label.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in che water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hyd.rographic detail. Type for features h che water shail be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall noc be positioned across
the shoreline.

If NAM . unknown, omit NAM window.

If PRO=O19 (Ocher), Identify the produce if possible. If no: possible, omit
PRO window and close up remaining type.

In an area of imuchdetail, labeling of descriptive type may be shortened -
omit PRO to leave generic (i.e., AU’KMOBILE FACTORY to FACTORY).

Descriptive terms, e.g., “.Canal”shall be shown if the name is not known. If
che descriptive word appears in the name, for example, “PA~M~ CANAL”, Che
iiescripcive type shall not be shown, i.e., do noc show “Panama Canal Canal”.

Limiting lines of feature are omitted if it coalesces with a road {IP030).

PROCESSING PLANT /TREATMEMT PLANT. ..1COOO (POINT)

C-0022

D-1653

L-0061

L-3801

O

,,,,,

L-4008

The feature (when HGT <= 46 m OY when HGT is not a valid atcribuce on the
feature) shall be oriented perpendicular (90 degrees) co a nearby road
(IP030), care track (lPOIO), mail (lPOSO), or railroad crack (lNOIO).

If one symbol coalesces with another symbol for the same zype feature,
displace symbols co allow a minimum separation of 0.2mm.

When PRO=OOO (Unknown), omit the PRO label.

me for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so ic does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in che water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall noc be positioned across
the shoreline.

If NAM = unknown, omit NAM wintiow.
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mwmRE : PROCESSING PLANT /TREATMENT PXIANT...ICOOO (POINT)

L-401o I’f?RO=019 (Other), Identify the product if possible. ~f not ~ossibler omit
FIROwindow and close up remaining type.

L-4813 Descriptive terms, e-9., “Canal” shall be shoiinif the name is not known. If
the descriptive word appears in the name, for example, “PANAJ’~QQJ~.L”/ the
descriptive type shall not be shown, i.e., do not show “panama canal c~nal”.

R-2248 If >= 3 equal symbols would coalsece at map scale, portray with a
represeccative pattern.

CATALYTIC CRACKER. ..lCO20 (POINT)

C-0005

D-1653

L-3505

L-3801

l~he feature (when HGT < 46 m or when HGT is not a valid attribute on the
feature) shall be oriented perpendicular (90 degrees) to a nearby road
11P030), interchange (IP020), cart track (1PO1O), trail (1?050), or railroad
track (1NO1O).

If one symbol coalesces with another symbol for the same type feature,
displace symbols to allow ii minimum separation of 0.2mm.

Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to south
neatline corners reading left to rig’nt:
1. Positional Fiierar’thy:

northeast (preferred !?osition).
~~ southeast (Ist alternate).
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierzrchy is based or.type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
ocher type or obscuring detail. }

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit labeling within that feature. When SCC = O
Drop Window.

~Pe for features on land shall be positioned on land ii possible. If type
must be wlaced in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

SETTLING BASIN /SLUDGE POND. ..lCO30 (AREA)

G-0006

G-0012

L-3505

When 2 or more similar area Zeatures having matching coded attribution are
separated by less thar.0.5 mm at chart scaie, the features will be
agglomerated.

Area and line features wili be generalized to detail compatible with ‘scale.

Label fescure as per hierarchy for COPO type placement parallel to south
neatli~e corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

northeast (preferred position) .
;: southeast (lst alternate).

northwest (2nd alterrate)
~: southwest (3rd alterr.ate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

2.
3.

(Hierarchy is based c,ntype positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail. )

Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when
space does not permit labeling within that feature. When SCC . 0
Drop Window.
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o
FEA7!mu?!: SETTLING BASIN /SLU’DGE POND. ..1CO3O (AREA)

L-3801

R-2494

G-OO1O

G-0012

L-0050

L-3801

o
L-4008

L-4011

L-4813

SOLAR

C-0022

D-1653

L-3505

o L-3801

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so ic does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Vpe for features in che water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall noc be positioned across
the shoreline.

Limiiing lines of feature are omitted if it coalesces with a road (1P030).

PLANT FACILITY. ..1DO1O (AREA)

Coincident similar area features having matching coded attribution will be
blended to form a single feature.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Qpe sizes per area sizes ac map/chari scale: Area features only.
06 point - S 77o mm sq. area and s 14 mm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm sq. area and S 28 mm width
09 poim - S 5,192 mm sq. area and S 44 mm width
10 point - S ?,796 mm Sq. area and S 62 mm widsh
12 point - S 16,632 mm sq. area and S 84 mm width
14 point - S 24,960 mm sq. area and S104 mm width
16 point - > 24,960 mm sq. azea
Where area measurements are inconsistent, che larger type size shall be used.
Where the full range of type sizes is noc available for a par~icular label,
the closest available iype size shall be used.

‘Ijtpefor features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If Cype
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so ic does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in che water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

-.

If NM = unknow, omit NAM window.

If ppc=ooo, omit ppC window.

Descriptive ~e~s, e.9.j “Canal= shall be shown if the
the descriptive word appears in the name, for example,
descriptive Cype shall noc be shown, i.e., do noc show

PANEL. ..lDo20 (POINT)

name is
“PANAMA
“Panama

not known. If
CANAL”, the
Canal Canal=.

The feature (when HGT <= 46 m or when HGT is not a valid actribuce OR the
feature) shall be oriented perpendicular (90 degrees) co a nearby road
(1P030), cart track (IPO1O), trail (1P050), or railroad track (lNOIO).

If one symbol coalesces with another symbol for the same type feature,
displace symbols to allow a minimum separation of 0.2mm.

Label feature as per hierarchy for copo type placement parallel co souck
neacline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

northeast (preferred position) .
;: southeast (Zst alcemace).
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
i. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as co avoid overprinting
ocher type or obscuring detail.)

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placemenc shall be used for areal features when

space does noc permit labeling within chac feature. When SCC . 0
Drop Window.

Vpe for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so ic does r!ocobscure or
overprint hydragraphic detail. Type for features in zhe wate: shall be
positioned in che water. If possible, type shall noc be positioned across
the shoreline.
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FEATURE : SOLAR PANEL ...1D020 [POINT)

RULES

R-2248 If >= 3 equal symbols would coalsece at map scale, portray with a
representative pattern.

SWBSTATXON /TRANSFORMER YARD. ..lDO30 (AREA)

G-0006

G-OO1O

G-0012

b-3505

L-3506

L-3801

When 2 or more similar ares features having matching coded attribution are
$.eparatedby less than O .5 m a~ chart scale, the featUreS will be
agglomerated.

Coincident similar area features having matching coded attribution will be
blended to form a single feature.

Area and line features will be generalized tc detail compatible v;ithscale.

Label feature as per hisrarchy for topo type placement paraliel co south
neatline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

northeast (preferred position) .
~. southeast {Ist alternate) .

northwest [2nd alternate)
~1 southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered [4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and ~eature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit labeling within that feature. w~,en Scc . 0
Drop Window.

]Ramesplacement shall be oriented to the longest axis of the feature reading
left to right anc placed within the area outline and centered. If longest
axis is perpendicular to the south neatline, the type shall be placed outside
(ofthe area outiine, preferred position is northeast of the feature (Rule
:L-3505),but may be placed at any position around the feature so as not ZO
(overprint any other feature type and readi~.g left to right .

‘Dine for features on iand shall be positioned on lar,dif possible. If type
mfi;tbe placed in the water, it shajl be positioned so it-does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in the water shall he
:positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

SWBSTAWION /TRANSFORMER YARD ....1DO3O (POINT)

C-0022

D-1653

L-3801

R-2248

The feature (when HGT <= 46 m or when HGT is noc a valid attribute on the
feature) shall be oriented.perpendicular (90 degrees) to a nearby road
(1P030), cart track (1PO1O), trail (1P050), or railroad track (INO1O).

If one symbol coalesces with ar~othersymbol for the same type teature,
displace symbols to allow a minimum separation of 0.2rm.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on lafidif possible. If type
:mustbe placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure CT
overprint hydrographic detail. &pe for features in the water shall be
positioned? in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
che shoreline.

If >= 3 equal symbols would coalsece at map scale, portray with a
representative pattern.

CIIXMNE’K /SMOKESTACK...lFOlO (I?OINT)

D-1653 If one sym’bolcoalesces with another symbol for the same type feature,
displace symbols to allow a minimum separation of 0.2mm.

L-3801 Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
rmst be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obsc.~re or
overprint hydrographic detail. ~pe for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned aczoss
the shoreline.
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-Ez?umRE : CHIMNEY /SHOIGWTACK. ..lFOlO (POINT)

L-5040 If COZ (Certainty of Existence)=OOl (Definite), do
symbol . If COE=O02, label ‘Doubtful” If COE=O03,
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not show COS label on
label “ReporCed”

R-0046 When obstructions coalesce ac map scale, use Posicuc !3217ac obstruction
point and label with highest obscruccion information.

R-2248 If >. 3 equal symbols would coalsece at map scale, portray with a
representative pattern.

CONVEYOR. ..1F020 (LINE)

G-0012

L-3801

R-2331

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Vpe for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. 1: type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in the water shall be
positioned in che water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

The Conveyor symbol shall only be shown outside of a %uilz-up Arreatint, and
begin and-end at another synt%lized feature.

COOLING TOWER.. .1F030 (POINT)

D-1653

L-3801

o L-5040

R-0046

R-2240

CRANE .

D-1653

L-3801

L-5040

R-0046

R-2248

D-1653

o

If one symbol coalesces with another symbol for the same zype feature,
displace symbols to allow a minimum separation of 0.2mm.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does noc obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. ~pe for features in c?!ewater shall be
.positionea in the water. If possible, type shall noc be positioned across
the shoreline.

If coz (Certainty of Exiscence)=OOl (Definite), do not show COE label on
Symbol . If COE=O02, label “Doubtful” If COE=O03, label “Reported”

When obstructions coalesce ac map scale, use Posicut s217 ac obstruction
point and label with highest obstruction info-rmation.

If >. 3 equal symbols would coalsece at map scale, portray with a
representative pattern.

..1F040 (POINT)

If one symbol coalesces with another symbol for the sane type feature,
displace symbols to allow a minimum separation of 0.2mm.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
muse be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so ic does noz obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Wpe fOr features in che water shall be
positioned in che water. If possible, type shall noc be positioned across
the shoreline.

If COE (Certainty of Exiscence)=OOl (Definite), do not show COE label on
symbol . If COE=O02, label ‘Doubifu~9 lf C0E=003, label .Re~or~e~@

When obscruccions coalesce ac map scale, use Posicu: ?#217at obsiruc~ion
point and label with highest obscruccion informa~ion.

If >= 3 equal symbols would coalsece at map scale, portray with a
representative pattern.

PIPE ...1F070 (P03Ml!)

If one symbol coalesces with another symbol for che same type feature,
displace symbols co allow a minimum separation of 0.2mm.
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-FEATURE z FLARE PIPE ...1F070 (POINT)

IJ-3801

L-5040

R-0046

R-2248

R-2251

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the wate::,it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
cxrerprinthydrographic detail. Type for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

If COE (Certainty of Existence)=OOl (Definite), do not show COE label On
symbol. If COE=O02, label “30ubtful” If COE=O03, label “Reported”

When obstructions coalesce at map scale, use Posicut #217 at obstruction
point and label with highe:stobstruction information.

If >= 3 equal symbols would coalsece at map scale, portray with a
~~presentative pattern.

‘bmit HGT window if LOC 002 (offshore).

FIRING RANGE. ..IHO45 (AREA)

L-3505

L-3506

L-3801

Labei feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to south
neatline corners readi>g left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:
a. northeast (preferred position).
b. southeast {lst alternate) .
c. northwest (2ncialternate)
d. southwest (3rclalternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f

2.
3.

bottom-centered (5th alternate)
(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail. )

Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
This method of tvpe placement shall be used for areal features when
space does not-perfiit labeling within that feature. When SCC = O
Drop Window.

Names placement shall be oriented to the longest axis of the feature reading
left to right and placed within the area outline and centered. If longest
axis is perpendicular to the south neatline, the type sha~l be placed outside
of the area outline, preferred positiofi is northeast of the feature (Ruie
;L-3505),but may be glaced at any position around the feature so as not to
overprint any other feature type and reading left to right.

Wpe for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If tyPe
must be nlaced in the water, it shall be ~ositioned so it does not ~bscure or.
overprint hydrographic detali. Type for %eatures in the water shall be
‘positioned in the water. If possible, type shall no: be positioned across
the shoreline.

FORT... HI050 (AREA)

G-OO1O Coincident similar area f~atures having matching coded attribution will be
blended to form a single feature.

G-0012 Area and line fe%cuzes will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

L-0050 Type sizes per area sizes at maplchart scal~: Area features only.
06 point - S 77o mm sq. area and < 14 mm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm SC. area and .S 28 mm width
09 point - S 5,192 mm SC. area and S 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm SL,.area and S 62 mm width
12 point - ~ 16,632 ~ sq. area and S 84 ~ width
14 point - S 24,960 mm sq. area and <104 mm width
16 point - > 24,960 mm sq. area
Where area measurements are inconsistent, the larger type size shall be used.
Where the full range of type sizes is not available for a particular label,
the closest availabie typfisize shall be used.

o
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.FEATmE: FORT.. .3J3O5O

IJ-3801

L-4008

L-4813

FORT ..

C-0022

D-1653

G-0008

L-3801

o L-4008

L-4813

Type for features
must be nlaced in

(AREA)

on land shall
the water, it

overprin~ hydrographic deta;l.

be positioned on land if possible. If type
shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
TYPe for features in the water shall be

posi~ioned ~n t~e ~ater. If poss~ble, type shall not be positioned across
che shoreline.

IfNAM= unknown, omit FM window.

Descriptive terms, e.g., ‘Canal” shall be shown if che name is noc known. 1?
the descriptive word appears in the name, for example, ‘PANAMA CANAL-, the
tiescriptive type shall noc be shown, i.e., do not show “Panama Canal Canal” .

.1H050 (POINT)

The feature (when HGT 4= 46 m or when HGT is not a valid attribute on the
feature) shall be oriented perpendicular (9o degrees) co a nearby road
(1P030), cart zrack (1PO1O), trail (lPOSO), or railroad track (lNOIO).

if one symbol coalesces with another symbol for the same type feature,
displace symbols to allow a minimum separation of 0.2mm.

Like point features which coalesce in cluscers of 3 or more will be chinne~
to form a representative pattern.

~pe for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
muse be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so ic does noc obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Wpe for feasures in the water shall be
positioned in che water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
che shoreline.

lf NM . unknown, omit NAM window.

Descriptive te~sf e.9-} ‘Canal” shall be shown if the name is not known. If
che descriptive word appears in che name, for example, “PANAMA CANALm, Che
descriptive type shall not be shoiin,i.e., do not show “PanainaCanal Canal” .

MOBILE HOME PARK... 11020 (AREA)

G-OO1O

G-0012

L-0050

L-3801

R-2494

R-3730

O.:!,

Coincident similar area features having matching coded atcr?bucion will be
blended to form a single feature.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Type sizes per area sizes ac map/chart scale: Area features only.
06 point - S 770 nunsq. area and ,S 19 mm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm sq. area and S 28 mm width
09 point - .S 5,192 mm S~. area and S 4.4mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and S 62 mm width
12 point - S 16,632 mm sq. area and S 84 mm width
14 point - S 24,960 mm sq. area and S104 mm width
16 point - > 24,960 nm sq. area
Where area measurements are inconsistent, che larger type size shall be used.
Where che full range of type sizes is not available for a particular label,
the closest available type size shall be used.

vpe for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If qqe
must be placed in the water, ic shall be positioned so it does no~ obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for fea:ures in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, zfle shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

Limiting lines of feature are omitted if it coalesces with a road (1?030).

If a clearing exists inside of an area feature, and che size of che clearing
is equal to or greater ehan the area (ARA) inclusion condition for the
surrounding area feature, the clearing is shown as a open space inside the
surrounding fea:ure. If che area of che clearing is less than the area
(ARA) inclusion condicion for the surrounding feature, zhe clearing is
deleted and absorbeti into ~he surrounding area feature
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FEATURE : MOBILE HOME PARK. ..lI020 (AREA)

R-3732

R-3733

If two srea features with the same feature code do not connect at any point,
and have a space between them of less than 2.5 mm at map/chart scale, delete
the open space that is less than 2.5 mm wide between the features and
combine them into one area feature.

If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
map/~~art scale, de~~te ~~~ttportion of che area feature that is not a~
least 2.5 mm wide, measureci fror,perimeter to ~erimeter.
If the deletion of a porticm of the area based on the above criteria will
reduce the ARA of the remaining portion of the area feature to below the
minimum ARA inclusion, do not delete the narrow portion of the feature that
is less than 2.5 nun‘wide.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the abovs crit$ria will
split two larger areas connected by a narrow stri~ into two separate areas,
either of which would be below minimum ARA incluslon, do not delete the
narrow portion of the feature that is less than 2.5 mm wide.

FEED LOT /STOCKYARD /HOLDING EEN. ..lJO30 (AREA)

G-0012

L-0050

L-3505

LJ-3506

L-3801

R-3730

Area and line features wilj.be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Type sizes per area sizes ac map/chart scale: Area features only.
C16point - < 770 m s<;.area and S 14 rrmwidth
07 point - S 2,296 rmnsq. area and S 28 mm width
09 point - S 5,192 numsq. area and S 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and S 62 mm width
12 point - S 16,632 mm sq. area and S 84 mm w:dth
14 point - S 24,960 mm sq. area and.S104 mm width
16 point - > 24,960 mm sq. area
Where area measurements are inconsistent, the larger type size shall be used.
Where the full range of ty]?esizes is not avsilable for a particular label,
the closest available type size shall be used.

o
Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to soath
neatline corners reading l>ft to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:
a. northeast (preferred :?osition).
b. southeast (lst alternate).
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based on type positior.ing so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 nun.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit labeling within that feature. Wher: Scc = o
Drop Window.

]{amesplacement shall be oriented to the longest axis of the feature reading
left to right znd placed within the area outline znd centered. If longest
axis is perpendicular tc the south neatline, the type shall be placed outside
of the area outline, preferred position is northeast of the feature (Rule
L-3505), but may be placea ac any position around the feature so as nOt to
(overprint any othez feaxure type and readin~ left to right.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
Lhe shoreline.

If a clearing exists inside of an area feature, and the size of the clearing
is e~al to or greater than zhe area (ARA) inclusion condition for the
surrounding ~rea feature, rhe clearing is shown ?.sa open spzce inside the
surrounding feature. If the area of the clearing is less than the area
(ARA) inclusion condition for the surrounding feature, the clearing is
deleted and absorbed into the surrounding area feature
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-FEATURE : E’HHD LOT /STOCKYARD /HOLDING PHN. ..1JO3O (AREA)

R-3732

R-3733

If two zrea features with the same feature code do noc connect ac any point,
and have a space between them of less than 2.S mm ac map/charc scale, delete
the ope~ space chat is less than 2.5 mm wide between the features an~
combine them into one area fea~ure.

If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 .mmat

o

map/chart scale, delete that portion of the area feature chat is noc at
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter co perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of che area based on che above criceria will
reduce che ARA of the remaining portion of the area feature to below che
minimum ARA inclusion, do not delete the narrow poriion of che feature that
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a portion of che area based on the above criteria will
split two larger areas connected by a narrow strip into two separate areas,
either of which would be below minimum ARA inclusion. do not delete the
narrow portion of che feature that is less than 2.5 mm wide.

FEED LOT /STOCKYARD /HOLDING PEN. ..1JO3O (POINT)

L-3505 Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel co south
neatline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

northeast (preferred position).
;: southeast (lst alternate).

northwest (2nd alternate)
~1 southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alcernace)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as co avoid ove-rprinting
ocher type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit labeling within that feature. When SCC = O
Drop Window.

L-3E01 ‘Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, ic shall be positioned so ic does cot obscure or .
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

WINDMXTJ.I /WINDMOTOR... 1J050 (POINT)

D-1653

L-3801

L-5040

R-0046

R-2248

If one symbol coalesces with another symbol for the same type feature,
displace symbols to allow a minimum separation of 0.2mm.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, ic shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in che warer shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

If COE (Certainty of Exiscence)=OOl [Definite), do not show COE label on
Symbol . If COE=O02, label “Doubtful” If COE=O03, label “Reported”

When obstructions coalesce at map scale, use Posicut 9217 at obstruction
point and label with highest obstruction information.

If >= 3 equal symbols would coalsece ac map scale, portray with a
representative paccern.

AMUSHEfHNT PARK ATTRACTION. ..1K020 (POINT)

D-1653 If one symbol coalesces with another symbol for the same type feature,
displace symbols to allow a minimum separation of 0.2mm.

o
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.FEATW’RE: A14’USNMENT PARK ATTRACTION.. . 1K020 (POINT)

L-3SOI

L-5040

R-0046

R-2248

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the wate:r, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
cwerprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in the wzter shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

If COE (Certainty of Exist!?nce)=OOl (Definite), do not show COE label on
symbol . If CO.E=O02, label ‘Doubtful” If COE=O03, label “Reported”

When obstructions coalesce at map scale, use Posicut #217 at obstruction
point and label with highest obstruction information.

lf >= 3 equal symbols would coalsece at map scale, portray with a
representative pattern.

AMUSEMENT PARK. ..1KO3O (AREA)

G-OO1O

G-0012

L-0050

L-3801

L-4’008

L-4813

R-2494

R-3730

R-3732

R-3733

Coincident similar area features having matching coded attrib~tion will be
blended to form a single faature.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Type sizes per area sizes St map/chart scale: Area features only.
06 point - S 770 mm Sq. area and S 14 mm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm sq. area and S 2$ mm width
09 point - S 5,192 mm sq. arez z~d S 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and S 62 mm width
12 point - < 16,632 mm sq. area and S 84 rmnwidth
14 point - S 24,960 mm sq. area and S104 mm width
16 point - > 24,960 mm sq. area
Where area measurements are inconsistent, the larger type size shall be used.
Where the full range of type sizes is not available for a particular label,
the closest available type size shall be used. o

!Pype for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed ia the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in the wzcer shall be
i?ositioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
‘theshorelir:e.

‘IfNAM = unknown, ornitNAM window.

Descriptive terms, e.g., “Canal” shall be shown if the name is not known. If
the descri,ptlve word appears in the name, for example, “PANAMA C2JJAL”, the
[descriptive type shall not be shown, i.e., do not show “ParLamacanal Canal”

Limiting lines of feature are omitted if it coalesces with a road (1P030).

If a clearing exists insitieof an area feature, and the size of the ciearing
is equal to or greater than the area (ARA) inclusion condition for the
surrounding area feature, the clearing is shown as a open space inside the
surrounding feature. If the area of the clearing is less than the area
(ARA) inclusion condition for the surrounding feature, the clearing is
deleted and absorbed into the surrounding area feature

If two area features with the same feature code do noc connect at any point,
and have a space between them of less cnan 2.5 mm at map/chart scale, delete
the open space that is less than 2.5 mm wide between the features and
combine them into one area.feature.

If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
:map/chart scale, delete tk,atportion of the area feature chat is not at
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a porti.or!of the area based or the above crite:ia will
reduce the ARA of the remaining portion of the zrea feature to below the
minimum ARA inclusion, do not delete the narrow portion of the feature that
is less than 2.5 minwide.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
split two larger areas connected by a narrow strip into two separate areas,
either of which.would be below mi.nlmumARA inclusion, do not delete the
narrow portion of the feature that is less than 2.5 mm wids.
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!-’)
.. -.FEATURE:

ATELETIC

G-0006

G-0012

L-0050

L-3801

L-4008

L-4813

O R-2494

ATHLETIC FIELD... lK040 (AREA)

FIELD. ..1K040 (AREA)

When 2 or more similar area features havina matchina coded attribution are
separated by less than 0.5 mm ac chart scaie, the f~atures will be
agglomerated.

Arreaand line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Type sizes per area sizes at map/char~ scale: Area features only.
06 point - S 770 mm sq. area and S 14 mm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm sq. area and S 28 mm width
09 point - S 5,192 mm sq. area and S 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and ~ 62 mm width
12 point - S 16,632 mm sq. area and S 34 mm width
1.4point - S 24,960 mm sq. area and SI04 mm width
16 point - > 24,960 mm sq. area
Where area measurements are inconsistent, the larger type size shall be used.
Where the full range of type sizes is not available for a particular label,
che closesc available type size shall be used.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in the water shall be
positioned in che water. If possible, type shall noc be positioned across
the shoreline.

If ~ . unknown, omit NAM window.

Descriptive terms, e.g., ‘Canal. shall be shown if che name is not knokn. If
the descriptive word appears in che name, for example, “PANAMA CANAL”, the
descriptive type shall noc be shown, i.e., do noc sha.+ “Panama Canal Canal”.

Limiting lines of feature are omicced if it coalesces with a road (1?030).

CAMPGROUND /CAMPsITE...lKo6o (AREA)

G-0012

L-0050

L-3801

L-4000

L-4813

R-2242

O
R-2494

uea and line features will be generalized to detail conpacible with scale.

&pe sizes per area sizes at map/char~ scale: Area features only.
06 point - S 77o mm sq. area and s 14 mm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm sq. area and S 28 mm width
09 point - S 5,192 nunsq. area ant?!5 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 nunsq. area and S 62 mm width
12 point - S 16,632 mm sq. area and S 84 mm width
Iq point - S 24,960 mm sq. area and S,104mm width
16 point - > 24,960 mm sq. area
Where area measurmencs are inconsistence, the larger type size shall be used.
Where Che full range of type sizes is noc available for a particular label,
the closest available type size shall be used.

wpe for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. if type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. ‘&pe for features in the water shall be
positioned in che water. If possible, type shall noc be positioned across
Lhe shoreline.

If NAM = unknown, omit NAM window.

Descriptive te.ms, e.g., .Canal” shall be shown if the name is not knom. If
che descriptive word appears in the name, for example, “PANAMA CANAL’, the
aescripcive type shall r!ocbe shown, i.e., do noc shcw ‘Panama Canal Canal..

If area feature symbol is <. 2.5 mm at map scale (125 meters on ground ac
1:50,000 scale) from another (area) feature with unlike accrib~ces, che
larger of the feature ouiline may be extended co couch che other’s outlins.
They would have one dividing line between them and where che oticlineswould
coalesce, one of the features would omit chat portion.

Limiting lines of feature are omitted if it coalesces with a road (lP030).
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HsNruRE : CAMPGROUND /CAMPSITE...lK060 (AREA)

R-3730 If a clearing exists inside of an area feature, and the siz? of the clearing
is equal to or greater than the area {ARA) inclusion condition for the
surrounding area feature, the clearing is shown as a open space inside the
surrounding feature. If the area of the clearing is iess than the area
(ARA) inclus:on condition :or the surrounding feature, the clearing is
cleleted and absorbed into the surrounding area feature

R-3732 If two area features with the same feature code do not connect at any point,
and have a space between them of less than 2.5 rmmat map/chart scale, delete
the open space that is les:;than 2.5 mm wide between the featxres and
combine them into one area feature.

R-3733 If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 rumat
map/chart scale, delete that portion of the area feature that is not at
l!east2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
reduce the ARA of the rema;Lr!ingportion of the area feature co below the
minimum ARA inclusion, do not delete the narrow portion of the feazure that
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a portion of the area bzsed on the above criteria will
split two larger areas connected by a narrow strip into t“woseparate areas,
either of which would be below minimum ARA inclusion, do not delete the
narrow portion of the feature that is less than 2.5 nm wide.

DRIVE-IN THEATER. ..1K07O (AREA)

G-OO1O Coincident similar area features having matching coded att~-ibution will be
blended to form a single f~ature.

G-0012 Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale

L-3801 Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. if type
must be placed in the water, it shall ‘bepositioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
tuneshoreline.

R-2494 Limiting lines of feature are omitted if it coalesces with a road (1P030).

R-3730 :[fa clearing exists inside of an area feature, and the size of the clearing
YLSequal to or greater ~han the area (ARA) inclusion condition for the
surrounding area feature, the clearing is showr’as a open space inside the
surrounding feature. If the area of the clearing is less than the area
(ARA) inclusion condition for the surrounding feature, the clearing is
deleted and absorbed Lnto the surrounding area f~ature

R-3732 If two area features with the same feature code do not connect at any Point,
and have a space between them of less than 2.5 mm at map/chart scale, delete
the open space that is less than 2.5 mm wide between the ?eatures azd
combine them into one area feature.

R-3733 If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 & at
map/chart scale, delete that portion of the area feature that is not at
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portioz of the area based on the above criteria will
:reduce the ARA of the remair,ingportion of the area feature to below the
minimum ARA inclusion, do not delete the narrow portio~ of the feature that
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
s~lit two larger areas connected by a narrow scxip into two se?arace areas,
either of which would be kelow minimum ARA inclusion, do not delete the
narrow portion of the feature that is less than 2.5 mm wide.

FAIRGRCX7NDS. ..1KO9O (AREA)

G-OO1O Coincident similar area features having matching coded attribution will be
blended to form a single fezture.

G-0012 Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible wi=h scale
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. --FEATURE: FAIRGROUNDS ...1K090 (AREA)

L-0050

L-3801

L-4008

L-4813

R-2494

R-3730

0“
R-3732

R-3733

o

Type sizes per area sizes at map/chart scale: Area features only.
06 point - S 770 mm sq. area and S 14 mm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm sq. area and 5 28 mm width
09 point - S 5,192 mm sq. area and s 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and S 62 mm width
12 point - S 16,632 mm sq. area and S 84 mm width
14 point - S 24,960 mm sq. area and .SI04mm width
16 point - > 24,960 mm sq. area
Where area measurements are inconsistent, che larger type size shall be used.
Wnere the full range of type sizes is not available for a particular label,
the closest available type size shall be used.

~pe for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the watez, ic shall be positioned so i; does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. ~pe for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

If NAM = unknown, omit NAM window.

Descriptive terms, e.g., ‘Canal” shall be shown if ihe name is not know~. If
the descriptive word appears in che name, for example, “PANAMA CANAL”, the
descriptive type shall not be shown, i.e., do not show “Panama Canal canal-.

Limiting lines of feature are omicced if ic coalesces with a road (1P030).

If a clearing exists inside of an area feature, and the size of che clearing
is equal to or greater than the area (ARA) inclusion condition for che
surrounding area feaiure, che clearing is shown as a open space inside the
surrounding feature. If the area of the clearing is less ihan the area
(ARA) inclusion condition for the surrounding feature, the clearing is
deleted and absorbed into che surrounding area feature

If two area features with the same feature code do not ccnnect ac any ?oinc,
and have a space between them of less than 2.5 mm ac map/chart scale, celete
the.open space chac is less than 2.5 mm wide between che Eeaiures and
comlnne them into one area feature.

If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
map/chart scale, delete that portion of the area feature that is not ac
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter io perimeter.
If the deletion of a poption of the area based on the above criteria will
reduce the ARA of the remaining portion of che area feature to below the
minimum ARA inclusion, do not delete the narrow portion o? che feature that
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on che above criteria wil~
s~lic two larger areas connected by a narrow strip into cwo separate areas,
e~ther of which would ~ below min~~m Am inclusion, do not delete the
narrow portion of the feature zhat is less than 2.5 mm wide.

GOLF’ COURSE. ..1K1OO (AREA)

G-OO1O Coincidence similar area features having matching coded attribution will be
blentied to form a single feature.

G-0012 Mea and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

L-0050 Type sizes per area sizes at map/chart scale: Area features only.
06 point - S 770 mm sq. area and S 14 mm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm sq. area and S 28 mm width
09 point - S 5,192 mm sq. area and S 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and S 62 mm width
12 point - S 16,632 mm sq. area and S 84 mm+idth
14 point - S 24,960 mm sq. area and S104 mm width
16 point - > 24,960 mm sq. area
Where area measurements are inconsistent, the larger type size shall be used.
‘Where the full range of type sizes is nor available for a particular label,
the closest available type size shall be used.
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FEATURE : GOLF cOWRSE. ..IK1OO (.-)

L-3801

IJ-4008

L-4813

R-2494

R-3730

R-3732

R-3733

Trpe for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the wat+r, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

If NAM . unknown, omit NAM window.

Descriptive te~S, e.9., “Canal” shall be shown if the name is not known. If
the descriptive word appears in the name, for @xamPl@) ‘wpANm c~~”, the
descriptive type shall not be shown, i.e., do not show “panama Canal Cap.al”.

Limiting lines of feature are omitted if it coalesces with a road (1P030).

If a clearing exists inside of an area feature, and the size of the clearing
is equal to or greater thar the area (ARA) inclusion condition for the
surrounding area feature, the clearing is shown as a open space inside the
surrounding feature. If the area of the clearing is less than the area
(ARA) inclusion condition for Che surrounding fezture, the clearin~ is
deleted and absorbed into the surrounding area feature

If two area ‘featureswith the same feature code do not connecc at any point,
and have a space between them of less than 2.5 mm at map/chart scale, delete
the open space that is less than 2.5 mm wide between the features and
combine them into one area feature.

If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
map/chart scale, delete that portion of the area feature that is not at
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
reduce the ARA of the rema::ninggortion of ~he area feature to bel~w the
minimum A??A inclusion, do not delete the narrow portion of the feature that
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based oz the above crice~ia will
split two larger areas connected by a narrow strip into EWO ss?arate areas,
either of which would be below minimum ARA inclusion, do not delete the
narrow portion of the feature that is less than 2.5 mm wide.

OUTDOOR THEATER /AMPHITHEATER...1K115 (AREA),

G-0012

L-3801

L-4008

L-4813

R-2494

R-3730

R-3732

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scaie.

Tvne for features OE land :shallbe positioned on land if possible. If type
.A .

inusibe placed in che water, ic shall be positioned so it does n~t obscure
i>verprinthydrographic det,zil. Type for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

If NAM = unknown, omit NAM window.

Descriptive terms, e.g., “Sanal” shall be shown if the name is not k~own.
the descriptive word a~~ears in the nar,e, for example, “PANAMA CANAL”, the.-
descriptive type shall not be shown, i.e. t do not show “Panama Canal Canal” .

Limizing lines of feature are omitted if it coalesces with a zoad (1P030).

If a clearing exists inside of an area feature, and the sizs of the clearing
:isequal to or greater than the area (ARA) inclusion condition for the
:surrounding area feature, the clearing is shown as a open space inside the
!surrounding feature. If the area of the clearing is less than the area
(ARA) inclusion condition for the surrounding fezcure, the clea~ing is
ldeletedand absorbed into the surrounding area feature

If two area features with Ehe same feature code do not connect at any point,
and have a space between them of less than 2.5 mm at map/chart scale, delete
the open space that is less than 2.5 mm.wide between the features and
combine them into’one area feature.
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$’-),,
-FHATUR13: OUTDOOR THHATER /AMPHITHEATER...lKll5 (ARHA)

R-3733

PARK..

L-0050

L-3505

O

,.
,’

L-3506

L-3801

L-4008

R-2494

R-3730

O
R-3732

If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm ac
map/chart scale, delete that portion of the area feature chat is not at
least 2.5 nunwide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
reduce che Am of &he remaining portion of the area feature co below che
minimum _ inclusion, do not delete the narrow portion of che feature chat
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criceria will
split :WO larger areas concecced by a narrow scrip into two separate areas,
either of which would be below minimum AN! inclusion, do not delete che
narrow portion of the feature that is less chaii2.5 mm wide.

.lK120 (AREA)

Type sizes per area sizes at map/charc scale: ties feacuzes only.
06 point - ~ 770 mm sq. area and S 14 mm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm s.q.area and”s 28 mm width
09 point - S 5,192 mm sq. area and S 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and S 62 mm width
12 point - S 16,632 mm sq. area and .S S4 mm width
14 point - S 24,960 nunsq. area and S104 mm width
16 point - > 24,960 mm sq. area
Where area measurements are inconsiscenc, che larger type size shall be used.
Where the full range of type sizes is not available for a particular label,
the closest available type size shall be used.

Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to south
neatline corners reading left to right:
1. ?osicional hierarchy:

norcheasc (preferred position).
;: sou~heasi (lsc alternate).
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. cop-centered (4th alternate)
f. boccom-centered [5th alternate)

[Hierarchy is ~ased on type positioning so as to avoid overpriccirg
ocher type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type glacement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placemenz shall be used for areal features when

space does no: permit labeling within chac feature. When SCC . 0
Drop Window.

Names placement shall be oriented co che longest axis of the feature reading
left to right and placed within the area outline and centered. If longest
axis is perpendicular co the south neacline, the type shall be placed outside
of the area outline, preferred position is northeast of the feature (Rule
L-3505), but may be placed at any position around :he feature so as not to
overprint any other feature type and reading left co right.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, ic shall be positioned so ic does no: obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. TYPe for features in the water shall be
positioned in che water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

If ?w$f . unknown, omit NM window.

Limiting lines of feature are omitted if ic coalesces with a road (IP030).

If a clearing exists inside of an area feature, end che size of ihe clearin~
is equal to or greater than the a=ea (~) inclusion condicion for che
surrounding area feature, the clearing is shown as a open space insitie che
surrounding feature. If che area of :he clearing is less than zhe area
{ARA) inclusion condicion for zhe surrounding feature, che clearing is
deleted and absorbed into the surrounding area feaccre

If two area features with the same feature code do no: connect ac any point,
and have a space between them of less than 2.5 mm at map/charc scale, delete
the open space thai is less than 2.5 mm wide between the features and
combine them into one area feature.
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.WUMWRE: p-...~Kl2o (=)

R-3733 If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
map/chart scale, delete that portion of the area feature that is not at
least 2.5 mm wide, me?.surec from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portic,n of the area based on the above criteria will
reduce the ARA of the remaining portion of the area feature to below the
minimum ARA inclusion, do not delete the narrow portion of the fsature that
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a porticm of the area based or the above criteria will
split two larger areas connected by a narrow strip into two separate areas,
either of whic”nwould be below minimum ARA inclusion, do not delete the
narrow portion of the feature that is less than 2.5 mm wide.

RACE TRACK.. .IK130 (LINE)

G-0012

L-3505

L-3801

L-4008

L-4813

Area and line features will.be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to south
n,eacline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:
a. northeast (preferred position) .
b. southeast (lst alternate)
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as to avoid overprizti~g
other type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areai features when

space does not permit labeling within that feature. When SCC = 6
Drop Window.

Type for features on land shall.be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
tineshoreline.

If NAM = unknown, omit NAM window.

13escriDtive terms, e.q., “Canal” shall be shown if the name is not known. If
the descriptive word ~ppea:?s in the name, for example, “PANAMA CANAL”, The
ciescripcive type shall not be shown, i.e., do not show “Panama Canal Canal”.

SKI JUMP... 1K150 (LINE)

G-0012 Area and line features wili be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

L-3505 Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to south
neatline corners reading lsfz co ri~ht:
1. Positional hierarchy:
a.
b.

;:
e.
f.

northeast (preferred ?osition) .
southeast (lst alternate) .
northwest (2nd alternate)
soutliwest (3rd alternate)
top-centered (4th alternate)
bottom-centered (5th alternate)
(Hierarchy is based on type positio~ing so as to avoid over>rifirir!g
other type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placemenc shall be used for areal features wlnen

space does not permit labeling within that feature. When SCC = O
Drop Window.

L-3801 Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. ~pe for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.
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FRATURE : SKI JVMP... 1K150 (LINE)

0-0020 If HGT > . 46 meters, cher?depict as an obstruction symbol.

smJt3MP. ..1K3.50 (POXNT)

D-1653

L-3505

L-3801

L-5040

o R-0046

If one symbol coalesces with another symbol for the same iype feature,
displace symbols co allow a minimum separation of 0.2mm.

Label feature as per hierarchy for copo type placement parallel to south
neacline corners reading left co right:
1. Positional hierarchv:

::

2
e.
f.

northeast (preferr>d position) .
southeast (lst alternate) .
no~~hwest (2nd a~~ernate)
southwest (3rd alternate)
top-centered (4th alternate)
bottom-centered (5th alternate)
(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as co avoid overprincin~
other type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placemenc and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This mechocl of -~ype Placement shall be used

space does
for areal features when

noc permit labeling within chac feature. When SCC . 0
Drop Window.

~.pe for features on Land shall be positioned on land if possible. If rype
must be placed ia che water, it shall be positioned so ic does noc obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

If COE (Certainty of Existence).001 (Definite), do noc show COE label on
symbol . If COS=O02, label “Doubtful” If COE.003, label ‘Reported’

When obstructions coalesce at map scale, use Posicut %217 at obst.ruccion
point and label with highest obstruction information.

STADIUM. ..1K160 (A.RIUi)

G-0012

L-3801

L-4008

L-4013

R-2240

R-2494

R-3730

R-3732

O

.,

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

!&pe for features on land shall be positioned on land if possi-ble. If Cype
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hycirographic detail. Type for features in the water shall be
positioned in che water. If possible, type shall nor be positioned across
the shoreline.

If NAM . unknown, omit NAM window.

Descriptive terms, e.g., ‘Canal” shall be shown if the name is not known. If
the descriptive word appears in the name, for example, ■PAWAMA CANAL”, che
descriptive iype shall noc be shown, i.e., do noc show ‘Panama Canal Canal”.

omit feature < 46 m HGT in Built-up Area (1L020), unless LMC 001.

Limiting lines of feature are omitted if it coalesces wizh a road (1P030).

Zf a clearing exists inside of an area feature, and che size of che clearing
is equal to or greater than the area (MA) inclusion condition for che
surrounding area feature, the clearir?g is shown as a open space inside the
surrounding feature. lf the area of the cl.eari~g is less than the area
(MA) inclusion condition for the surrounding feature, the clearing is
deleted and absorbed into the surrounding area feature

If cwo area features wit?! the same feature code do noc connect at any poi~t,
and have a space between the??of less than 2.5 mm at map/chart scale, delete
the open space that is less char!2.5 mm wide between the features and
combine :hm into one area feature.
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RULES

R-3733 If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
map/chart scale, delete that portion of the area feature that is not at
least 2.5 mm wide, measureci from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
reduce the AF@.of the remaining portion of the area feature to below the
minimum ARI. inclusion, do not delete the narrow portion of the feature that
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
split two larger areas connected by a narrow sczip into two se?arate areas,
either of which would be below minimum ARA inclusion, do not delete the
narrow portion of the feature that is less than 2.5 mm wide.

STADIUM. ..1K160 (POXNT”)

L-3801 Type for fea~ures on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does noc o’bscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type ’for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. :Lfpossible, type shall no: be positioned across
the shoreline.

L-5040 If COE (Certainty of Existence)=OCl (Definite), do not show CCE label on
symbol. If COE=OG2, label “Doubtful” If COE=O03, label “Reported”

R-0046 When obstructions coalesce at map scale, use ?osicut #217 at obstruction
point and label with highest obstruction information.

SVCU4MING POOL. ..1K17O (AREA)

G-0012

L-3801

0-1101

R-9037

$[reaand line features wil~ be generalized to detail comparable wi~h scale.

Type for features on land :shallbe positioned on land if possib:e. If type
must be place~ in zhe water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. ‘J&pe for features in the water shall be
positioned ir!the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned aczoss
the shoreline.

$vmbolize feature (at map scale) 2.5 mm length, and 1.3 mm width whev- the
f&ature is less than this size at its ground equivalent.

DO not show land tint insi~e symbol.

zoo ...3.K180 (AREA)

G-OO1O

G-0012

L-0050

L-3801

L-4008

L-4813

(coincident similar area features having matching coded attribution will ‘be
blended to form a single feature.

;~reaand line features will be generalized to de,tailcompatible with scale.

Type sizes per area sizes at map/chart scale: Area features only.
106point - < 770 mm Sq. area and s 14 mm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm SG. area and S 28 mm width
109point - S 5,192 mm sq. area and S 44 mm width
:10point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and S 62 mm width
2.2point - S 16,632 mm sq. area and S 84 mm width
:14point - S 24,960 mm sq. area and S104 mm width
’16point - > 24,960 mm sq. area
l~herearea measurements are incomisten?, the Larger type size shall be used.
Where the full range of type sizes is not avaiiable for a particula~ label,
the closest available type size shall be used.

‘Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
:mustbe placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in che water shall be
:position~d in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

If NAM = unknown, omit NAM window.

Descriptive terms, e.g., “Canal” shall be shown if the
the descriptive word appears in the name, for example,
descriptive type shall not be shown i.e., do not ShOW
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.PEM!uRE: z~...l~8o (-)

R-2494

R-3730

R-3732

R-3733

Limiting lines of feature are omitted if ic coalesces with a road (1?030).

If a clearing exists inside of an area feature, and the size of the clearing
is equal to or greater than the area (ARA) inclusion condition for che
surrounding area feature, the clearing is shown as a open space inside che
surrounding feat~re. If the area of the clearing is less zhan che area
(ARA) inclusion condition for the surrounding feature, the clearing is
deleted and absorbed into the surrounding area feature

If two area features with the same feature code do not Conneci ac any point,
and have a space between them of less than 2.5 mm ac map/chart scale, delete
the open space that is less than 2.5 mm wide bezween che features and
combine them into one area feature.

If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.S mm at
map/chart scale, delete that portion of the area feature that is Rot a~
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of che area based on the above criteria will
reduce the NW of the remaining portion of the area feature to below the
minimum ARA inclusion, do noc delete che narrow portion of the feaiure that
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criieria will
splii two larger areas connecced by a narrow scrip into two separaie areas,
either of which would be below minimum ARA inclusion, do noc delete the
narrow portion of the feature that is less than 2.5 mm wide.

BUILDING. ..1L015 (AREA)

D-1652

O

,,,,
D-1654

G-0012

L-3801

L-3959

L-3960

b400e

L-4018

L-4028

0-0020

0-3008

0-6200

R-0046

O
,, R-2265

If features coalesce at map scale, when shown ic?their crae positions, they
shall be displaced 0.2 mm from one another.

When symbolized feature is c 0.2 mm from a line feature, displace to 0.2 mm
(map scale).

Area and line features wiU be generalized co detail compatible with scale.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. if type
muse be placed in the watez, ic shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic de~ail. Wpe for features in che water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
che shoreline.

Passenger terminals (BFC 27) shall not be labeled, unless they are idenci~ied
with a proper name (NAM attribute).

Passenger Cezminal (BFC 27) in Built-up Areas shall not be named if the name
is the same as the populated place name.

If NAM = unknown, omit NAM window.

If BFC=OOO (iJnknown),omit BSC window. If BFC=039 (Other), identify che
building’s function using 9D045 Text Description.

The generic part of a name (NAM) is noc shown when the building (IL015) has a
posicut idencificacion (i.e., ST. PATRICKS CATHEDRAL is shortened to ST.
PATRICKS).

If HGT > . 46 meters, thea depict as an obsc-ruction symbol.

If coalescing features being chinned are a mix of heights (HGT), with some <
46 m and some >= 46 m, then only ihe obscruccion symbol shall be shown.

Omit within Built-Up Area (IL020) unless: LMC=l or HGT >= 46m.

When obstructions coalesce ac map scale, use Posicut #217 ac obscruccion
point and label with highest obscruccion information.

Building symbols with a distinguishing characteristic attached shall show the
staff of che symbol at right angles co the Road. If zhe symbol coalesces
with another symbol, che s’taf~shall be repositioned co an unobstructed side
of the Building.
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,, .,,...E%M?WRE: BUILDING. ..1LOI5 (AREA)

R-2293

R-2337

R-2340

R-23.41

R-2495

Abandoned lighthouses (1L015, BFC=050, EXS=OI06)shall be shown as point
features.

Spacing,between Bailding symbols shall be not less than 0.2 mm.

The Building symbol shall be shown in its true position if a space of >. 0.2
mm (map scale) exists between the Building and Road symbols on map.

A space of not iess than 0.2 mm shall be shown between Building symbols and
Tracks and Trails.

~~mbolize apron/handstands (1Q060), and buildinqs (IL015) inside areal
aircraft facilities (1U030, AFTOOI (Airport), o; 003 (Seaplane Base)).

BUILDING. ..ILO15 (LINE)

D-1652

D-1654

G-0012

L-3801

L-3959

L-3960

L-4008

L-4018

L-4028

0-0020

0-3008

0-6200

R-0046

R-2265

R-2293

R-2337

R-2340

R-2341

If features coalesce at map scale, when shown i~ their trus positions,
$ha~l be displaced ().,2~ from one another.

When symbolized feature is < 0.2 mm from a line feature, displace to O
(map scale).

they

2mm

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in che water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

Passenger terminals (BFIC27) shall noc ‘belabeled, unless they are identified
with a proper name (NAM attribute) .

Passenger te-rminal (BFC 27) in Built-up Areas shall not be named if the name a
is the same as the populated place name.

If NAM = unknown, omit NiWlwindow.

If BFC=OOO (Unknown), omit BFC window. If BFC=039 (Ocher), identify the
building’s function using 9D045 Text Description.

The generic part of a name (NAM) is not shown “whenthe building (1L015) has a
posicut identification (i.e., ST. PATRICKS CATHEDRAL is shortened to ST.
PATRICKS) .

If HGT > = 46 meteus, then depict as an obstruction symbol.

If coalescing features being thinned are a mix o: hei.gh.ts(HGT), with some <
46 m and some >= 46 m, then only the obstruction symbol shall be shown,

(lnitwithin Built-Up Area (1L020) unless: LMC=l or HGT >= 46rr,.

When obstructions coalesce at map scale, use Posicut #217 at obstruction
point and label with highest obstruction information.

Building symbols with a distinguishing characteristic attached shall show the
staff of the symbol at riglhtangles to the Road. If the symbol coalesces
with another symbol, the staff shall be repositioned to an unobstructed side
of the Building.

Abandoned lighthouses (1L015, BFC=050, EXS=O06) shall be shown as point
:features.

Spacing betweer. Building symbols shall be not less tha~.0.2 mm.

The Building symbol shall be shown in its true positio~ if a space of >= 0.2
1~ (map scale) exists ‘between the Building and Road symbols on map.

A space of not less than 0.2 mm shall be shown between Building symbols and
Tracks and Trails. o
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FEATURE: BUILDING. ..1LO15 (LINE)

R-2495 symbolize apron/handstands (1Q060), and buildings (1L015) inside areal
aircraft facilities (IU030, AFTOOI (Airport), or 003 (Seaplane Base)).

BUILDING... 1L015 (POINT)

O

,:
!,1

o

C-0022

D-1652

D-1654

G-0008

L-3801

L-3959

L-3960

L-4008

L-4018

L-4028

L-4813

L-5040

0-3008

0-6200

R-0046

R-2265

R-2337

R-2340

R-2341

R-2495

R-3740

The feature (when HGT c= 46 m or when HGT is noc a valid actribuce on the
feature) shall be oriented perpendicular (90 degrees) to a nearby road
(1P030), cart crack (IPO1O), trail (lPOSO), or railroad crack (1NO1O).

If features coalesce at map scale, when shown in their true positions, they
shall be displaced 0.2 mm from one another.

When symbolized feature is < 0.2 nun from a line feature, displace to 0.2 mm
(map scale).

Like point features which coalesce in clusters of 3 or more will be thinned
to form a representative pattern.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, ic shall be positioned so it does noc obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Vpe for features in che water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall noc be positioned across
the shoreline.

Passenger terminals (BFC 27) shall noc be labeled, unless they are identified
with a proper name (NAM attribute) .

Passenger terminal (BFC 27) in Built-up Areas shall not be named if the name
is the same as che populated alace name.

If NAM = unknown, omit NAY window.

If BFC=OOO (Unknown), omit BFC window. It BFC=039 (Other), identify che
building’s function using 9D045 Text Description.

Tinegeneric part of a name (W.) is not shown when the building (ILO15) has a
posicuc identification (i.e., ST. PATRICKS CATHEDRAL is shortened co ST.
PATRICKS}.

Descriptive terms, e.g., ‘Canal” shall be shown if the naiieis not known. If
the descriptive word appears in the name, for example, “PANAM! CANAL”, the
descriptive type shall not be showfi,i.e., do not show “Panama Canal Canal”.

If COE (Certainty of Existence).001 (Definite), do not show COE label on
symbol . If COE=O02, label “Doubtful” If COE=O03, label ‘Reporteds

If coalescing features being ~hinned are a nix of heights (~G~), with some c
46 m and some >= 46 m, then only the obstruction symbol shall be shown.

omit within Built-Up Area (1L020) unless: LMC.1 or XGT >= 46m.

WherI obst-mctions coalesce at map scale, use Posicut #217 at obstruction
point and label with highest obstruction information.

Building symbols with a distinguishing characceriscic azcached shall show the
staff of the symbol at right angles co the Road. If che symbol coalesces
with another symbol, che staff shall be repositioned co an unobstructed side
of che Building.

Spacing between Building symbols shall be noc less than 0.2 mm.

The Building symbol shall be shown in ics true position if a space of >. 0.2
mm (map scale) existS between zhe Wilding and Road symbols on map.

A space of not less than 0.2 rumshall be shown between Building symbols and
‘Tracksand Trails.

Symbolize apron/hardscanas (IQ060), and buildings (IL015) inside areal
aircraft facilities (IU030, AFTOOI (Airporr,),or 003 (Seaplane Base)) .

If a light [2C050) is shown coincident wi~h an operational ~igh~house (lXIIS,
BFC 050, EXS 028], show ihe light, and delete the lighthouse symbol.

1s5
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FEATURE: BUILDING. ..1LO15 (pO~NT)

R-9041 ‘Buildings (1L015 P), single or occurring in rows or clusters, shall be shown
in their true orientation except when falling <. 0.2 mm of the following
linear features: Road (1P030), Railroad Track (lNOIO),Cart Track (1PO1O),
Trail (1P050), Aqueduct (211010),Canal (2H020), and Ditch (2H030). In these
cases, Buildings (1L015 P), single (or occurring in rows or clusters with <.
0.2 nun separation between buildings) shall be collectively oriented parallel
to those linear features at a distance of 0.2 mm.

BUILT-UP AREA... 1L020 (AREA)

G-0006

G-OO1O

G-0012

L-0020

L-1650

R-2178

‘R-2179

R-2305

R-2333

R-2334

R-2345

R-3730

R-3732

R-3733

When 2 or more similar area features having matching coded attribution are
separated by less than 0.5 m at chart scale, the features will be
agglomerated.

Coincident similar area features having matching coded attribution will be
blended to form a single feature.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

NAM label shall be positioned 0.5 mm from respective side of feature symbol
so that wording may be read from left to right except for perpendicular
wording which skall be read from,bottom to top (east side) of feature.

When EXS is not equal to 0(37 (Destroyed), drop EXS window.

When a Wall symbol (1L260) coalesces with Built-up Area (1L020! outlirie, or
Shantytown (1L208) outline, omit Built-up Area or Shantytown outline, and
show Wall with Built-up Ar,~~tint only.

Where a Wall is around a populated place that is not symbolized as Built-up
Area or Shantytown, the Wall symbol shall be omitted but “(Walled)“ will be
labeled in parer,theses bel,~~the place name when place name is known.

The Built-up Area tint (1L120) shall be cleared from all through Routes (TUC
007) and streets (TUC 006).

The limiting outline of tie Built-up Area tint shall be dropped when it
overprints linear features (Streams, Roads, and Railroads, etc.) , or if the
sDace between the s-ymbols is < 0.5 mm.

Areal features (parks, railroad yards, factory complexes, port facilities,
:Eabricationcomplexes, hos”?ital complexes, cemeteries, and other similar
complexes} within the Built-up }.rea tint shall be void O: the built-up arez
tint if >= 2.5mmx 2.5 mm.

:[fa Buiit-up Area (1L020) has been destroyed, the area limits shall be ShOWl
with a das’nedoutline and labeled “DESTROYED”.

If a clearing exists inside of an area featcre, and the size of the clearing
:isequal to or greater than the area (ARA) inclusion conditiorl for the
:surrounding area feature, che clearing is shown as a open space inside the
:surrounding feature. If the area of the cleari~g is less than the area
(ARA) inclusion condition for the surrounding feature, the clearing is
(deleted and absorbed into the surrounding area feature

If cwo area features with the same feature code do not connect at any point,
:andhave a space between them of less than 2.5 mm at map/chart scale, delete
the open space that is less than 2.5 nunwide between the features and
*combine them,into one area :eature.

If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
]map/chart scale, delete that portion of the area featuze that is not at
least 2.5 mm wide, measurea from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above crice~ia will
reduce the ARA of the remaining portion of the area feature to beloti the
:minimum ARA inclusion, do not delete the narrow portion of the feature that
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the dele~ion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
split two larger areas connected by a narrow strip into twc separate azeas,
either of which would be kelow minimum AFL% ir’elusion, do net delete the
narrow portion of the feature that is less t’han2.5 mm wide.
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r’)!:.

-HzmJRE: -~. .-Lo2525

CAIRN ...1L025 (PO12TT)

cBEWrERY ...lL030 (AREA)

(POINT)

G-OO1O

G-0012

IJ-0050

Coincident similar area features having matching coded attribution w:
blended to form a single feature.

L-es and line features will be generalized co detail compatible with

Type sizes per area sizes ac map/chars scale: Area features only.
06 point - S 770 mm sq. area and S 14 mm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm sq. area and S 28 mm width
09 point - S 5.192 mm sq. area and S 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and S 62 mm width
12 point - S 16,632 mm sq. area and S 84 mm width
14 point - S 24,960 mm sq. area and S104 mm width
16 point - > 24,960 mm sq. area
Where area measurements are inconsistent, the larger type size shall

11 be

scale.

be used.

L-3801

L-4008

o L-4813

R-2333

R-3730

R-3732

R-3733

Where che full range of type sizes is not available for a particular label,
the closest available type size shall be used.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If wpe
must be placed in the water, ic shall be positioned so it does noc obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

If NAM = unknown, omit NAM window.

Desczipcive terms, e.g., ‘Canal= shall be shown if the name is not known. If
the descriptive word appears in che name, for example, “PANAMA CANAL”, che
descriptive type shall not be shown, i.e., do not show “Panama Canal Canal=.

The limiting outline of che Built-up Area tint shall be dropped when ic
overprints linear features (Screams, Roads, and Railroads, ccc.), or if the
space between the symbols is < 0.5 mm.

If a clearing exists inside of an area feature, and the size of che clearing
is equal co or greater than the area (ARA) inclusion condition for the
surrounding area feature, the clearing is shown as a open space inside the
surrounding feature. If che area of the clearing is less than rhe area
(ARA) inclusion condition for che surrounding feature, che clearing is
deleted and absorbed into the surrounding area feature

If two area features with ihe same feature code do rioiconnecc ac any point,
and nave a space between them of less than 2.5 mm ac map/charc scale, delete
the open space chac is less than 2.5 mm wide between che feaiures anti
combine them into one asea feature.

If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
map/charL scale, delete that >orcion of che area feature that is noc ac
least 2.5 m wide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
reduce che ARA of the remaining portion of che area feature to below che
minimum ARA inclusion, do noc delete the narrow portion of the feature that
is less than 2.5 ~ wide.
If the deletion of a portion of che area based on the above criceria will
split two larger areas connected by a narrow scrip into two separate areas,
either of which would be below minimum A.RAinclusion, do not delete che

= che feature :hac is less than 2.5 mm wide.narroiiportion O-

CEMETBRY ...1L030 (POINT)

o D-1653

G-0004

If one symbol coalesces with another symbol for che same type feature,
displace symbQls co allow a minimum separation of 0.2mm.

A cluster og 3 or more coalescing similar point feaiure having ~acching coded
attribution will be aggregated when an area delineation is suppoxxed by che
product.
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-FTwrUREz DRAGON (TXGER) TEETH. ..lL060 (LINE)

DIUiGON (’TIGER) TEETH. ..1LO6O (:LINE)

G-0012

FENCE .

G-0012

R-2352

R-2353

Area antiline features wil:.be generalizeti to detail compatible ‘with scale.

..lL070 (LINE)

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

‘Fences shall not be shown :Lf parallel to and < 25 m from any linear feature.

Walls or Fences which enclose the following areal features shall not be
shown z Mobile Home Park, Amuserneot Park, Athletic Field, Campground,
!2rive-In Theater, Fairgrounds, Golf Course, Stadium, Zoo, znd-Cemetery.

GEOPHYSICAL PROSPECTING GRID. ..1LO85 (LINE)

G-0012 Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

L-4260 Labei shall be positioned above feature, readir?g left to r195t (or te the
left of vertical feature, :readingbottom to top), at a 0.5 mm distance and
parallel to respective fea;ure. Label shall preferably be positioned at the
midpoint of the line segment or symbol; however, it may be disp2.aced
laterally along respective feature to avoid overprinting other symbols or
l!abels. If space will not permit placing label parallel to feature, offset
the label in accordance wi’chRule L-4261 below and use a leader line to
jidentify its location along the feature.

HUT... lLIOO (POINT)

C-0022

5-3505

L-3801

R-2343

The feature (when HGT <= 46 m or when HGT is not a valid attribute on the
feature) shall be oriented perpendicular (9O degrees) to a nearby road
(1P030), cart track (lPOIG), trail {1P050), or railroad track (lNOI’3JI.

Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement Farallel to soutl~
neatline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

northeast (preferred position) .
:: southeast (lst alternate).

northwest (2nd alternate)
~: southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is b~sed on type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature syrr.bolis 0.5’mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit labeling within that feature. When SCC = O
Drop Window.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. ‘lTypefor features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

Rows of huts with common walls shall be shown with each individual hcz symbol

o

abutting together, sho~ing one common line betweec each.

MONUMENT.. . 1L130 (POINT)
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n“
-PEmuRE : MO~...lLl3O (POINT)

L-3505

L-3801

L-4008

L-5040

R-0046

if’?) R-224 S

Label feature as per hierarchy for copo type placement parallel to south
neatline comers reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:
a. northeast (preferred position).
b. southeast (1s: alternate).
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alte-rnace)

(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail.)

2. Minimum space between type placemenc and feature sym”ml is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit labeling within that feature.
Drop Finciow.

When SCC . 0

!&pe for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so ii does not obscure or
overprint h@rographic detail. Type for features in the water shall be

~’ possible, type shall not be positioned acrosspositioned In the water. --
the shoreline.

~f ~ . ~nknow., omit NAM windOw-

If COE (Certainty of Existence).001 (Definite), do not show COE label on
symbol . If COE=O02, label “Doubtful. If COE=O03, label ‘Reported”

When obstructions coalesce at map scale, use Posicut #217 ac obst.ruccion
point and label with highest obstruction information.

If >= 3 equal symbols would coalsece ac map scale, portray with a
representative pattern.

NATIVE SETTLEMENT ...IL135 (AREA)

R-2333 The limitin~ outline of che Built-up Arrea tint shall be dropped when it
overprints linear features (Screams, Roads, and Railroads, etc.) , or if the

o

space between the symbols is < 0.5 mm.

NUCLEAR ACCELERA~R. ..1L140 (AREA)

G-0010 Coincident similar area features having matching coded actribuc:
blended to form a single feature.

G-0012 Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible

L-3505 Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel
neatline corners rea~ing Iefc CO right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

northeast (preferred position) .
;: southeast (lSC altemace).

northwest (2nd alternate)
;. southwest (3rd alcemate)
e. top-cencered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (Seh altemace)

on will be

with scale.

to south

(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as to avoid overprinc~ng
ocher type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placemenc and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit Ia.belingwithin chac feature.
Drop Window.

When SCC = O

L-3801 ~pe for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in che water, ic shall be positioned so iz does not obscure or
Overprint hydrographic detail. ape for features in che water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

PIPELINE /PXPE...lLl6O (LINE)
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~FEATWRE: PIPELINE /PIPE...lLl6D (LINE)

G-0012

L-0061

L-3633

L-3001

L-4010

L-4012

L-4013

L-4014

IJ-4260

L-4261

L-4743

L-4862

O-3427

R-2180

Area and line features will be generalized co’detail compatible with scale.

When PRO=OOO (Unknown), omit the PRO label.

Remove “EXS” window when EXS = 28, operational .

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint h~drographic detail. ~pe for features in the wz’cer shall be
positioned In the water. If possible, ty~e shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

If PRO=019 (Other), Identify the product if possible. If not possible, omit
PRO window and close up refraining type.

If ACC=OO1 (Accurate), omit ACC window.

Where 1L160 (Pipeline) is coincident with a linear feature and LOC=OO1, label
feature “Underground Pipeline” (once every 25.5 mm at map scale). Avoid
overprinting of other features.

When labeling ACC 002 (Approximate], label once for every 25.5 mm at map
scale. Avoid overprinting of other features whe~.possible.

Label shall be positioned zbove feature, reading left to right (or to the
left of vertical feature, reading bottom to top), at a 0.5 mm distance and
parallel 20 respective feature. Label shall preferably be positioned at the
midpoint of the line segment or symbol; however, it may be displaced
laterally along respective feature to avoid overprinting other symbols or
labels. If space will not permit placing label parallel to feature, offset
the label in accordance with Rule L-4261 below and use a leader line to
i,denzifyits location along tk.efeature.

Feature name, label, data ir.formationholder, and/or symbol shall be
~lositioned, reading left to right, parallel to the tangent of the center of
the southern neatline of the map sheet.

If feature type is linear, the label kiera~chy is:
(1) Label shall be placed 1 mm above feature, cencered.
(2) Top of label shall be placed 1 mm belov; feature, centered.
(3) Label may be displaced along the feature; use two labels if feature

length 150 mm or greater.
(4) Do not ‘labelacross shoreline (2AO1O or 2H075).

F’ipelines (1L160), pipeline areas (6C150, DTC.02.3), and cable and pipeline
areas (6C150, DTC=015) shall show a label for the folloding PRO values, using
the label shown below:

lf pRO=O06, label *,ChemiC
If PRO=012, label “Gas”
If PRO=013, label “Gasoline”
If PRo=018, label “oil”
If PRO=027, label “water”

No PRO label is shown for

DEP is used when LOC.O1O
LOC=OII (On Sea Bottom).

~?ipelinesshali not be sht

:?X0.00CUnknown, PRO.019 Other, or PRO=035 Sewage.

13elowSea Bottom) . If DEP is unknown, show as

wn within Built-up tinted (1L020) areai features.
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n,’
FEATURE : PIPELINE /PXPE...lLl6O (LINE)

R-2208

R-2231

R-2249

R-2349

o

R-2818
,“

The attribute HSB is applicable when LKX.012
bottom) . If a oiueline is LOC=012, and che

(Suspended or elevated above
heiqht above che bottom is

un’kno~, a cauc;o; label (see Cautions section o? product specification)
shall be shown near <he feature, antithe following caution shall be shown
the caution box:

CAUTION
Pipelines are elevated above the sea bottom, and the
clearance over them is less than che charred depth.

If the feature is LoC=012, and the height above the bottom is known, the
caucion in the caution box shall be:

CAUTION
Pipelines are elevated up to (HSB) meters above che sea bottom,
and the clearance over them is less t~an the charted depth.

The height above sea bottom (HSB) is indicaced in che text of the note.

Omit from Built-up Area (1L020).

sea

in

Show pipelines (1L160) chat are below ground surface (~ 001) co show
connections to pipelines chat are or!ground surface (L42CO03)or elevated (LCC
004), or when scars in the earth from underground feature is a landmark (LMC
001) .

Pipelines shall not be shown when coincident with Roads and Railroads, except
in desert regions or arctic regions where LMC = 1.

If Pipelines (1L160) or cables [lTOOS) in the water (LOC=O1O, 011, or 012)
meet the following criteria, they are represented as pipeline areas (6C150,
DT’c=013)or cable areas (6C150, DTC=Oi2) respectively, rather than shown as
separate pipelines or cables. If Pipelines and cables together meet ihe
following criteria, they are represented as “cables and pipelines area”
(6C150, DTC=015).
Criteria:
a. more than two linear features, AND
b. space between any two linear features is less than 8 v.-ac charc scale,
AND
c. space between rhe outermost linear features in ihe gro~p is greater than 3
mm at chart scale

If more than two cables ox pipelines are <= 3 mm apa~= at chart scale, show
orIlythe outermost linear features.

If cable symbols ove~rinc ocher cable symbols, show one cable.
If pipeline symbols overprint other pipeline symbols, show one pipeline.
If cable symbols and pipeline symbols overprint, show a cable and pipeline
area (6C150, DTCO=15).

The oute-nnost limits of the cable, pipeline, or cables antipipeline area
(6C150, DTC=O12, 013, or 015) area feature are diplaced for 2 ,mmpast che
outermost cables and pipelines, so that the area within which anchoring,
crawling, and &-edging are prohibited or inadvisable includes a safety margin
beyond che outermost cables and/or pipelines.

o
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-FEAm: PIRELINE /PIPE ...1L160 (LINE)

R-2937

R-3920

PLAZA

G-0006

G-0012

L-0050

11-4008

R-3903

Charts shall have the follcwing caution notes shown in the margin if
pipelines (1L160), pipeline areas (6C150/ DTC=013) r or cable and PiPeline
areas (6C150, DTC=015) are shown on the chart, and products are chemicals
(PRO=O06), gas (PRO=012), gasoline (PRO=013), or oil (PR0=O18) : .

CAUTION
Mariners risk prosecution i.fzhey anchor or trawl near a pipeline
and so damage it. (PRO) leaking from a damaged pipeline could
cause fire or loss of a vessel’s buoyancy.

The product name (PRO) is indicated in the text of the note. PROO06 is shown
in plural, i.e., “Chemicals. “ See Notes and Cautions section of product
specifications for color, type size, type style, and other information
regarding caution notes.

Elipelines coincident with traveled ways are not shown, excePt i> desert
areas.

/CITY SQWm...lLl7O (AREA)

When 2 or more similar area features having matching coded attribution are
separated by less than O.5 mm at chart scale, the features ‘tiillbe
agglomerated.

Area and line features wi~l be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Type sizes per area sizes at map/chart scale: Area features only.
C)6point - < 77o mm sq. area and < 14 mm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm sq. area and S 28 mm width
09 point - % 5,192 mm sq. area and S 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and S 62 mm width
12 point - S 16,632 mm sq. area and S 84 mm width
14 point - < 24,960 mm sq. area and S104 mm width @
16 point - > 24,960 mm sq. area
Where area measurements ars inconsistent, the larger type size shall be used.
Where the full range of ty?e sizes is not available for a particular label,
the closest available type size shall be used.

:ifNAM = unknown, omit NANIwindow.

If the width (WID) of the symbolized Road (1P030) is greater than the width
(wID) of the Plaza (1L170), then suppress the Plaza (IL170)

PUMPING STATION. ..1LI8O (AREA)

G-0012

L-0061

L-3801

R-2333

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

When PRO.000 (Unknown), omit the PRO label.

Type for featcres on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

The limiting ourline of the 3uilt-up Area tint shall be dropped when it
overprints linear features (Streams, Roads, and Railroads, etc. ), or if che
spat; between the symbols is < 0.5 mn.

PWMPING STATZON. ..IL18O (POINT)

D-1654 When symbolized feature iS < 0.2 mm from a line feature, displace to 0.2 mm
(map scale).

G-0008 Like point features which coalesce in clusters of 3 or more will be thinfied
to form a representative pattern.

L-0061 When PRO=OOO (Unknown), omit the PRO label. o
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o
~: PIMPING STATION.. .1L180 (POINT)

L-3801 Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, ii shall be positioned so ic does noc obscure
overprint hydrrographic detail. TYpe for features in che water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall noc be positioned zcross
the shoreline.

RUINS. ..lL200 (AREA)

G-0006

G-0012

L-0050

L-3505

O
?,

L-3506

L-3801

L-4008

L-4702

When 2 or more similar area features having matching coded accribution are
separated by less than 0.5 mm at chart scale, the features will be
agglomerated.

or

Area and line features will be generalized co detail coiapacible with scale.

me sizes per area sizes at map/chart scale: Area features only.
06 point - S 770 mm Sq. area and S 14 mm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm sq. area and S 28 mm width
09 point - S 5,192 nunsq. area and S 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and S 62 mm width
12 point - S 16,632 mm sq. area and S 84 mm width
14 point - S 24,960 m sq. area and S104 mm width
16 point - > 24,960 mm sq. area
Where area measurements are inconsisceac, the larger type size shall be used.
Where the full range of type sizes is noc available for a particular label,
the closest available type size shall be used.

Label feature as per hierarchy for COPO type placement parallel co south
neatline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

northeast (prefexred posicioc) .
~: southeast (1s: alternate).

northwest (2nd alternate)
~: southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (Sch alternate)

(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring de~ail.)

2. Minimum space between type placement and featzre symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placemenc shall be used for areal features when

space does noc pe-rmi:labeling wichir! chat feature. When SCC . 0
Drop Window.

Names placeme~c shall be oriented co the longest axis of the feature reading
left to right and placed within the area outline and centered. If lo~gest
axis is perpendicular to the south neacline, cb.etype shall be placed outside
of the area ouiline, preferred position is northeast of zhe feature (Rule
L-3505), but may be placed at any position around che feature so as noc co
overprint any other feature type and reading left to righi.

~pe for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed it?the water, it shall be positioned so ii does not obscure or
overprini hydrographic detail. Type for features in che water shall be
positioned in che water.
the shoreline.

lf possible, type shall not be positioned across

If NAM = unknown, omit ?JAMwindow.

Show k~? or HVd value in whole meters if decimeter value is 0; oche-rwise show
the decimeter value as a subscripc co che meter value.

o
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mwlTFRE: RuI~f3..*~L2Q~ (-)

L-4705 Labeling zreas, in order of preference:
(1) Centered in area on one line in the area, type is horizontal, reading

left to right.
(2) Centered in area orIone line in the area, oriented along zhe long axis

c)fche feature, ueading left to right, or bottom to top if axis is vertical.
(3) Centered in area on two approximately equal lines, without splitting a

word, type is horizontal, reading left to right.
(4) Centered on two apg:roximately eqval lines without splitting a word,

type is oriented along the long axis of the feature, reading ieft to right,
or bottom to top if axis i:~vertical.

(5) Use Rule L-4722 for type placement if the area is too small to place
the type izside the area.

L-4722 Priority for type placement: l-right center, 2-bottom center, 3-left center,
4-top center.
IA) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B) Maximum distance from symbol before choosing the next highest priority:

#1 4 mm measured to the West end
#2 4 mm measured to the North side (top)
#3 4 mm measured to the East end
#4 4 mm measured to the South side (bottom)

L-4729 If symbols overprint each ather, labels are condensed as follows :
(1) If the labels are iiientical,only one is retained.
(2) If the labels are not identical, they shall be condensed in to one

legend, e.g., “~ishhaven and “WellI’. If multiple depths are shown, only the
s;h.allowestis retained.

L-4813 ilescriptive terms, e.g., “canal” shall be shown if the name is not kr.own. If
the descriptive word appears in the name, for example, “PANAMA CANAL”, the
descriptive type shall not be shown, i.e., do not show “Panama Canal Canal”.

R-2221 HGT is used to describe height when feature is above the surface of the water
at High Water (VRC=OO1). !-iDIis not applicable when VRC=OO1.
HDI values 000, 009, 010, 011, 012 are used to describe knowletge about a
depth of a featare when the fezcure is below the water surface (VRC=O04).
HDI values 013 and 014 are used to describe knowledge about the drying height
of a feature when it covers and uacovers, i.e., between high zmd low water
(VRC=O08).
HDP is used to record the depth of a feature when IH21=O09, 012 or 011. HDP
is not applicable when the depth is unknown (HD;=OOO or 012) or when the
:Eeaturecovers and uncovers (VRC=O08) - see HIEi,or when the feature is above
High Water (VRC=OO1) .
HDH is used to record the drying height of a fe$ture when HDI=013. HDH is
not applicable when the drying height is unknown (HDI=O14), or the feature
below water (VRC=O04) - see HDP, or when the feature is above High Water
(VRC=OO1).

R-2222 VDC is used to reco~d the sounding datum to which a hydrographic depth (HDP
drying height (HDH), or the high water datum to which a safe overhead
clearance (SOC) is referenced. If the hvdroqraphic depth (HDP), dining

s

height (HDfi),or safe overhead clearance” (SOL) ;S unkn;wn or not applicable,
VDC is not applicable. VCR is used to record the name of the vertical datum
when VDC is 023 (Other). VDR is not applicable “NA’lwhen VDC is any value
except 023.

R-2333 The limiting outline of the Built-up Area tint shall be dropped when it
overprints linear features (Streams, Roads, and Railroads, etc.), or if the
space between the symbols is < 0.5 mm.

R-2800 When the boundary of an areal symbol crosses or overprints the shoreline, the
boundary overprinting the shoreline or-on land is deletsd.

R-2806 If areas where separate dangers coalesce because of scale, the danger curves
(dotted lines) are deletec except fox those on the outermost perimeter of the
aggregate danger hazard. A smooth dotted line is drawn around the ar~a.

R-3672 Show land tixt inside the symbol. If attribute VRC is present, show land
tint only if VRC=OO1 (Abo\”esurface/does not cover at High water).
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0
-..—-FEATURE: R-S...1L2OO (AR=)

R-3708

RUINS .

C-0022

D-1654

D-1909

L-3505

o
L-3801

L-4702

L-4722

L-4729

L-4891

A blue 31% tint shall not overprint other blue 31% Cincs. If two blue Cinced
symbols, or one tinted symbol and water tint overprint, only one 31% tint
shall be shown in che area.

..1L200 (POINT)

l%e feature (when HGT <= 46 m or when HGT is not a valid attribute on che
feature) shall be oriented perpendicular (90 degrees) co a nearby road
[IP030), cart track (lpOIO)t trail (lPOSO), or railroad crack (1NO1O).

When symbolized feature is < 0.2 mm from a line feature, displace to 0.2 mm
(map scale).

If point symbol overprints shoreline (2AOI0 or 2H075), the HDP Lype, posicut,
or graphic in the center of symbol shall be displaced seaward until they no
longer overprint the shoreline. If the danger cunfe (dotted perimeter line)
overprints the shoreline, chat portion of the docced pe~imeter line falling
on land shall be deleted.

ubel feature as per hierarchy for COPO type placemeni parallel to souzh
neatline corners reading Iefi to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:
a. northeast (prefe~red posi~ion).
b. southeast (Isc alternate).
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alcernace)
f. bottom-centered (5th alcemace)

(Xierarchy is based on type posicionicg so as co avoid overprincincj
other type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space be~ween type placeinencand feature symbol is 0.’5mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

sgace does not permit labeling within that feature.
Drop Window.

When SCC . 0

mpe for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, ii shall be positioned so i= does no= obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. ?ype for features in che water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

Show HDP or HDH value in whole meters if decimeter value is O; otherwise show
the decimeter value as a subscripc co the meter value.

Priority for type placement: l-right center, 2-bottom cencer, 3-2eft cencer,
4-top cencer.
(A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B) Maximum distance from symbol before choosing the next highest pzioricy:

#l 4 mm measured to the West end
#2 4 mm measured to the North side (cop)
#3 4 mm measured to the East end
84 4 mm measured co the South side (bottom)

If symbols overprint each ocher, labels are condensed as follows:
(1) If the labels are identical, only one is retained.
(2) If the labels are not identical, they shall be condensed in io one

legend, e.g., *Fishhaven and sell- . If muliiple depths are shown, only the
shallowest is retained.

Variable type size for H!)Pvalues enclosed by danger curves (docced circles) :
If HDP < 10, (a single digit principal digit), apply 7 point type co ~~e

principal digit, anti5 point type io che subscript, If there is one. .; HDP
>= 10 (a double digit principal digit) , apply 6 point type co the PrinCIPal
digit, and 5 point type co che subsripc, if there is one.

O

,,,
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-m.M!uRE: RuINs...~L2oo (Pam)

R-2221

R-2222

R-2806

R-3672

R-3708

R-3709

HGT is used to describe height when feature is above the surface of the water
at High Water (VRC.001). HD1 is not applicable when VRC=OO1.
HD1 values 000, 009, 010, 011, 012 are used to describe knowledge abcut a
depth of a feature when the feature is below the water surface (VRC.004) .
HD1 values 013 and 014 are used to describe knowledge about the drying height
c}fa feature when it covers and uncovers, i.e. , between high and low water
[VRC=O08).
HDP is used to record the depth of a feature when HDI=O09, 010 or 011. HDp
I.Snot applicable when the depth is unknown (HDI=OOO or 012) or when. the
feature covers and uncovers (vRc=O08) - see HDH, or when the feature is above
High Water (VRC=OO1).
HDH is used to record the drying height of a feature when HDI=013. SDtiis
not applicable when the drying height is unknown (HDI=014), or the feature is
below water (VRC.004) - see HDP, or when the feature is above High Water
[VRC=OO1).

VDC is used to record the :soundingdatum to which a hydrographic depth (HDP),
drying height (HDH), or the high water datum to which a safe overhead
clearance (SOC) is referenced. If the hydrographic depth (W3P), drying
height (HDE), or safe overhead clearance (SOC) is unknown or not applicable,
VDC is not applicable. VDR is used to record the name of the vertical datum
when VDC is 023 (Other). ‘7DR is not applicable “NA” when VDC is any value
except 023.

If areas where separate dangers coalesce because of sczle, the danger curves
(dotted lines) are deleted except for those on the outermost perimeter of the
z99regate danger hazard. A smooth dotted line is drawn around the area.

Show land tint inside the :symbol. If attrib~te VRC is present, show land
tint only if VRC.001 (Abov= surface/does not cover at High Water) .

A blue 31% tint shall not overprint other blue 31% tints. If two blue r.inced
symbols, or one tinted symbol and water tint overprint, only one 31% tint
shall be shown in the area.

The diameter of the circular symbol perimeter line may be reduced in
congested areas to avoid overprinting other symbols, but must be at least
2.0-rmndiameter, and cannot come closer than 0-.2mm co any type or graphic
symbol shown inside tie circle. In non-congested areas the normal symbol
diameter shall be shown.

SNANTY TOWN.. .1L208 (AREA)

G-OO1O

G-0012

L-0050

R-2178

R-2179

Coincident similar area features having matching coded attribution will be
blended to form a single feature.

Area and lir.efeatures will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Type sizes per area sizes ?t map/chart scale: Area features only.
06 point - S 770 m Sq. area and < 14 mm width
107point - S 2,296 mm sq. area and S 28 mm width
09 point - S 5,192 mm sq. area and < 44 mm wi~th
10 point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and S 62 mm wicith
:12point - < 16,632 mm sq. area and S 84 mm width
;14point - S 24,960 mm sq. area and <104 mm width
:16point - > 24,960 mm sq. area
Where area measurements are inconsistent, the larger type size sha:l be used.
$.Jherethe full range of type sizes is not available for a particular la’bel,
‘theclosest available type size shall be used.

liiena Wall symbol (1L260) coalesces with 3uilt-up Area (1L020) o’~tline, or
Shantytown (1L208) outline, omit Built-up Area or Shantytown outline, and
show Wall with Built-up Area tint only.

‘Wherea Wall is around a populated place that is not symbolized as Built-up
Area or Shantytown, the Wall symbol shall be omitted but “(Walled)” will be
labeled in parentheses below the place name when place name is known.
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n,,
-FEmuRE : SHANTY TOWN... 1L208 (ARKA)

R-2333

R-3730

R-3732

R-3733

The limiting outline of the Built-up Area tint
overprints linear features (Streams, Roads. and
space between the symbols is c 0.5 mm.

shall be dropped when ic
Railroads, etc.), or if che

lf a clearing exists inside of an area feature, and the size of zhe ;;~aring
is equal co or greater than the area (ARA) inclusion condition for
su-rrounding area feature, the clearing is shown as a open space inside che
surrounding feature. If the area of the clearing is less than che area
(AM) inclusion condition for che surrounding feature, che clearin9 is
deleted and absorbed into the surrounding area feature

If two area features with the same feature code do not concecc ac any point,
and have a space between them of less than 2.5 mm at map/chart scale, delete
the open space that is less than 2.S mm wide between the features anti
combine them into one area feature.

If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
man/charE scale, delete that oorcion of the area feature that is not ac–.. ..
least 2.5 mm wide, measured f&xn perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of Che area based on the above criteria will
reduce the ARA of the remaining portion of the area feature to below che
minimum ARA inclusion, do not delete che narrow portion of the feature that
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above crice=ia will
split cwo larger areas connecced by a narrow strip into cwo separate areas,
either of which would be below minimum ARA incluslont do not delete the
narrow portion of the feature that is less than 2.5 mm wide.

SI?CXVSHED /ROCK SHED. ..1L21O (LINE)

o G-0012

L-3801

R-2254

X-8108

ties and line features will be generalized to de~ail compatible with scale.

wpe for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does ~.ocobscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in che water shall be
positioned in che water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

If a Snow Shed/Rock Shed (lL210) falls on more than one sheet, it will be
labeled on both.

If a feature is not associated with (iouching) a road (1P030) or railroad
crack (1NO1O), omit the feature-

SNOW SHED /R~K SHED. ..lL210 (POINT)

C-0023

G-0008

L-3801

R-2254

X-8108

‘i%e feature symbology shall be positioned such that the longes: axis of the
symbol is aligned coincidencewith the centerline of the associated road
(1P030}, railroad track (INO1O), or RR siding/RR spuz (IN050} feature.

Like point features which coalesce in clusters of 3 or more will be Chinneti
to form a representative pattern.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. I= type
must be placed in the water, ic shall be positioned so ic does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in che water shall be
msicion~ in che water. If possible, type shall noc be positioned across
~he shoreline.

If a Snow Shed/Rock
labeled on both.

If a feature is noc
track (lNOIO), omit

Shed (1L21O) falls on more than one sheet, it will be

associated with {touching) a road (IP030) or railroad
the feature.

o m Dwellings. ..1L228 (AREA)
.!

G-OO1O Coincident similar area features having matching coded aicribution will be
blended to form a single feature.

G-0012 Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.
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...FEA-. TENT DWELLINGS. ..IL228 (AREA)

L-0050

L-3505

L-3506

L-4008

R-3730

R-3732

R-3733

~pe sizes per area sizes at map/chart scale: Area features only.
016point - S 770 mm sc~.a.rezand 5 14 m width
07 point - < 2,296 mm sq. area and S 28 rmiwidth
09 point - S 5,192 mm sq. area and S 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and S 62 mm width
1,2point - S 16,632 nunsq. area and < 84 mm width
1,4point - S 24,960 mm sq. area and S104 mm width
1,6point - > 24,96C mm sq. area
Where area measurements are inconsistent, the larger type size shall be used.
Where the full range of type sizes is not available for a particular label,
the closest available type size shall be used.

Label feature as per hiera:cchy for topo type placement parallel to south
r~eatline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

&
2
e.
.
J..

northeast (preferred position) .
southeast (lst alterni~te).
northwest (2nd alterni~te)
southwest (3rd alternate)
top-centered (4th alternate)
bottom-centered (5tn ~alternate)
(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between =ype placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permi: labeling within that feature. When SCC = O
Drop Window.

Names placement shall be oriented to the longest axis of che feature reading
left to right and placed within the area outline and centere$. If longest
axis is perpendicular to tie south neatline, the type shall be placed outside
c}fthe area outline, preferred position is northeast of the feature (Rule
L-3505), but may be placed at any position around the feature so as not to
overprint any other featurs type and reatiingleft to right.

If NAIM . unknown, omit NAM window.

If a clearing exists inside of an area feature, and the size of <he clearing
is equal to or greater than the area (ARA) inclusion condition for the
surrounding area feature, the clearing is shown as a open space inside the
surrounding feature. If the arez of the clearing is less than the area
(ARA) inclusion condition for the surrounding feature, the clearing is
cleleted and absorbeci i?to the surrounding area feature

If two area features with the same feature code do not connect at any point,
and have a space between them of less than 2 .5 mm at map/chart scale, delete
the open space that is less tk,an2.5 mm wide between the feztures and
combine them into one area feature.

:[fa Portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 nun at
map/chart scale, delete that portion of the area feature that is not at
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
:[fthe deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
~~ed~cethe Am of the remaining portion of the area feature to below the
minimum ARA inclusion, do not delete the narrow portion of the feature that
~Lsless than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
split two larger azeas connecced hy a narrow strip into two separate areas,
either of which would be below mir,imum .lw inclusion, do not delete the
marrow portion of the feature that is less than 2.5 mm wide.

TENT DWELLINGS.. . 1L228 (POINT)
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~---FE?mJRE: TENT DWELLINGS ...1L228 (POINT)

o

0

L-3505

L-4008

TOWER

L-3505

L-3801

L-5040

0-300s

R-0046

R-2240

Label feature as per hierarchy for COPO Cype
neatline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:
a. northeast (preferred position).
b. southeast (lSC alternate).

norchwesc (2nd alternate)
~: southwest (3rd alternate)
e. cop-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based on type positioning
ocher type or obscurin9 detail. )

RULES

placement parallel to south

so as co avoid overprinting

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. T%is method of type placement shall be used for areal featcres when

space does not permit’ labeling within chat feature. When SCC . 0
Drop Window.

If NAM = unknown, omit NA!!window.

(NON- COMMUNICATION) ...1L24O (POINT)

Label feature as per hierarchy for COPO type placemenc parallel co south
neacline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:
a. northeast (preferred position).
b. soucheasc (MC alternate).
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alte-nate)

(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
ocher type or obscuring detail.)

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placemenc shall be used for axeal features when

space does noc permit labeling within that feature. When SCC . 0
Drop Wintiow.

&pe for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If Cype
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so ic does noc obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. we for features in zhe water shall be
positioned in che water. if possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

If COE (Certainty of Existence)=OOl (Definite), do not show COE label on
symbol . If COE=O02, label “Doubtful” If COE=O03, label “ReporcedO

If coalescing features being chinned are a mix of heights (HGTI, with some c
46 m and some >= 46 m, then only che obstruction sym~l shall be shown.

When obstructions coalesce at map scale, use POsicut #217 ac obs~ruction
point and label with highest obscruccion information.

omit feature < 46 m HGT in Built-up Area (2L020], unless LMC 001.

UNDERGROUND DWELLING. ..1L250 (POINT)

L-3505 Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placemenc parallel co south
neatline corners reading left co right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

::

::
e.
f.

2.
3.

northeast (preferred position).
southeast (Ist alternate) .
northwest (2nd alternate)
southwest (3rd alternate}
top-centered {4th alcernacel
bottom-centered (5c?Ialternate)
(Hierarchy is based on type posicionir?g so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail. )
Minimum space between type placemenc and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when
space does not permit labeling within chat feature.
Drop Liindow.

When SCC = O
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-FEA-: WALL. ..IL26O (LINE)

WALL ..

G-0012

IJ-0051

L-3801

R-2250

R-2353

DEPOT

G-0006

G-0012

L-0050

L-3801

L-4016

R-24,94

GRAIN

C-0022

G-0007

G-0012

L-3801

GRAIN

RULES

.IL260 (LINE)

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Type sizes for single line features at map/chart scale.
06 point - < 80 mm length
07 point - S 160 nun length
09 point - > 160 mm length

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in th~ water shall b~
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

Omit feature when it is coincident with another unlike line feature.

Walls or Fences which enclose the following areal features shall not be
shown: Mobile Home Park, Amusement Park, Athletic Field, Campg~ounc,
Drive-In Theater, Fairgrou~ds, Golf Course, Stadium, Zoo, and Cemetery.

(sToWGE) ...1MO1O (AREA)

When 2 or more similar area features having matching coded attri”aution are
f;eparatedby less than 0.5 mm at chart scale, the features will be
agglomerated.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible witF. scale.

Ty~e sizes per area sizes at map/chart scale: Area features only.
06 point - S 77o mm sq. area and < 14 mm width
07 point - < 2,296 mm sq. area and S 28 mm width
09 point - S 5,192 mm sq. area and S 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and S 62 mm width
12 point - S 16,632 mm sq. area and < 84 mm width
14 point - S 24,960 nunsq. area and S104 mm width
:16point - > 24,960 mm sq. area
Where area measurements are inconsistent, the larger type size shall bs used.
Where the full range of type sizes is not available for a particular label,
the closest available type size shall be used.

Type for featuzes on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprip.thydrographic detail. Type for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positio~.ed across
‘theshoreline.

!fienLOC = 3 (on ground surface) , omit LOC window.

Limiting lines of feature are omitted.if it coalesces with a road (1P030}.

BIN. ..1M020 (AREA)

o

‘Thefeature (when HGT’<= 46 m or when HGT is not a valid attribute on the
feature) sk,allbe oriented perpendicular (90 degrees) to a nearby road
(1P030), cart track (1PO1O), trail (IP050), OY railroad track (1NO1O).

$,hen2 or more similar area features having matching cotiedattribution are
separated by less than 0.5 mrmat chart scale, the feature will be
agglomerated to form an area multiple feature outline.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

~pe for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydro~raphic detail. Type for features ir.tke water shall be
:positioned in che water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline. a

BIN... 1M020 (POINT)
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m“
.ms?mJRE : GRAIN BIN... lMo20 (POXNT)

C-0022

D-1654

G-0005

L-3505

L-3801

o
G-0007

G-0012

IJ-3801

0-0020

L-3505

o

The feature (when HGT <= 46 m or when HGT is not a valid aczribuie on che
feature) shall be oriented perpendicular (90 degrees) co a nearby road
(1P030), cart track (1FO1O), trail (lPOSO), or railroad track (INO1O).

When symbolized feature is < 0.2 mm from a line feature, displace to 0.2
(map scale).

A cluster of 3 or more coalescing similar point features having matchiag
coded attribution will be aggregated co form an area mulci>le Zeacure
outline.

Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placemer!c parallel to south
neatline corners reading left co right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

northeast (preferred position).
~: southeast (lst alternate).
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as co avoid overprinting
ocher type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 rm..
3. This method of type placemeni shall be used for areal feaiures when

space does not permit labeling within that feature. When SCC . 0
Drop Window.

~pe for features on land sha~~ be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in che water, ic shall be positioned so it does no% obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. TYpe for feateres in zhe wticer shall be
positioned in che water. If possible, type shall noc be posicioaed across
che shoreline.

ELEVATOR ...1.M030 (AREA)

Whea 2 or more similar area features having m~zchizg coSed atcribction are
separated by less than 0.5 mm at chart scale, the feature will be
agglomerated to fo.m an area multiple feature outline.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail coinpacible wick scale.

wpe for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, ic shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Npe for features in che water shall be
positioned in che wazer. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

If HGT > . 46 meters, then depict as an obstruction synbol.

WATOR ...lMo30 (POINT)

Label feature as per hierarchy for co~o type placemenc parallel co south
neacline corners reading Iefc co right:
1. Positional hierarchy:
a. northeast (preferred position).
b. southeast (lst alternate).
c. norchwesc (2nd alcemate)
d. southwest t3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alcernace)
f. bottom-cencered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as co avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does no: pe~rmic labeling within that feature. When SCC = O
Drop Window.
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......F.EATtlFtE: GIU%IN ELEVATOR. ..1MO:30 (POINT)

L-3801

b-5040

R-0046

SILO. .

L-3505

L-3801

L-5040

R-0046

!&pe for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

If COE (Cer:ainty of Existence)=OOl (Definite), do not show COE label on
symbol . If COZ=O02, label “Doubtful” If COE=O03, label “Reported”

When obstructions coalesce at map scale, use Posicut #217 at obstruction
point and label with highest obstruction information.

.IM050 (POINT)

Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to south
neatline corners reading left to right:
1. ?osiriona~ hierarchy:
a. northeast (preferred position)
‘b.southeast (lst alternate) .

northwest (2nd alternate)
~: southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between ‘typeplacement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit labeling within that feature. When SCC = O
Drop Window.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. ‘Type for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

If CO,E (Certainty of 2xistence)=OOl (Definite), do not show COE label on
symbol . If COE=O02, label “ooubtful” If COE=O03, label “Reported”

When obstructions coalesce at map scale, use Posicut #217 at obstruction
point antilabel with highest obstruction information.

STORAGE BUNKER /STCXtAGE MOU’ND...1M060 (AREA)

G-0006

G-0012

L-0050

L-0061

When 2 or more similar arsa features having matching coded attribution are
separated by less than 0.5 mm at chart scale, the features wili be
agglomerated.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible wit}] scale.

Type sizes per area sizes at map/chart scale: Arez features onky.
06 point - S 77o mm sq. area and S 14 mm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm SC. area and < 28 mm width
09 point - S 5,192 mm SC!.area and S 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm SC[.area and S 62 mm width
12 point - S 16,632 nunsq. area and S 84 mm width
14 point - S 24,960 mm sq. area and S104 mm width
16 point - > 24,960 mm sq. area
Where area measurements are inconsistent, the larger type size shall be used.
Where the full range of type sizes is not available for a particular label,
the closest available type size shall be used.

When PRO=OOO (Unknown), omit the PRO label.
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..&’EAmRE: STORAGE BUNKER /STORAGE MOUND. ..M0606O

RULES

(AREA)

L-3505 Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placemenc parallel to south
neatline corners reading left co right:
1. Positional hierarchy:
a. northeast (preferred position) .
b. southeast (ISC alternate).
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
(5.southwest (3rd alcernace)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit labeling within that feature. When SCC . 0
Drop Window.

L-3506 Names placement shall be oriented to the longest axis of the feature reading
left to right and placed within the area outline and cencered. If longest
axis is perpendicular co c-hesouth neacline, che type shall be placed outside
of the area outline, preferred position is northeast of :he feature (Rule
L-3505), buc may be placed at any position around che Eeacure so as not co
overprint any other feature type and reading left co right.

L-3B01 Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it ~oes noc obscur~ or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in che water shall be
positioned in che water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

STORAGE B~ /STORAGE MOUND. ..M06060 (POINT)

G-0004

L-0061

L-3801

TANX. .

G-0012

L-0061

L-3801

L-4034

0-0020

T-0301

TANK..

L-0061

A cluster of 3 or more coalescing similar point feature having natching coded
attribution will be aggregated when a~ area deli~ea:ion is supported by che
product.

Wher!.PRO=OOO (Unknown), omit che PRO label.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If tjype
must be placed in the water. it shall be positioned so ic does no: obscure or
overprint hyirographic detail. Type for features in che water shall be
positioned in che water. If possible,
the shoreline.

:y?e shall not be positioned across

.U4070 (AREA)

Ares and line feziures will be generalized to detail conpacible with scale.

when PRO=OOO (Unknown), omit che PRO label.

Wpe ~or feazures on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If Cype
.~st be placed in the water, ic shall be positioned so i: does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. ‘%pe fOr featUreS in :he water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

when LOC=O03 (On Grounc Surface], no LOC label is required.

If HGT > = 46 meters, then depict as an obstruction sy,Tbol.

If tank symbols coalesce and there are less than 4,
“Tanks”.

show one symbol and label
If there are 4 or more, and area is >= 2.5mmx2.5 mm, show areal

symbol as das~ed outline and label “Numerous
shall be applled co the labeling.

ranks- . The predoxcinan: PRO

.3M070 {POINT)

When PRO=OOO (Unknown), omit the PRO label.
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-FEATURE: T=. ..IMO7O (POINT)

L-3505

L-3801

L-4034

1.1-5040

R-0046

T-0301

V7ATER

L-3505

L-3801

L-5040

R-0046

R-2240

Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to south
neatline corners reading l?ft to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

northeast (preferred :?osition).
;: southeast (lst alternate).

northwest (2nd alternate)
:: southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based on ty?e positioning so as to avcid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is c.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit labeling within that feature. When SCC . 0
Drop Window.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not o’bscure or
overprint h~drographic detail. ~pe for features in the water shall be
positioned lH the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreiine.

When LOC.003 (On Ground Surface), no LOC labei is required.

If COE (Certainty of Existence)=OOl (Definite), do IIOtshow COE label on
symbol. If COE=O02, label “Doubtful” If COE=O03, label “Reported”

When obstructions coalesce at map scale, use Posicut #217 at obstruction
point ana label with highest obstruction information.

If tank symbols coalesce and there are less than 4,
“Tanks”.

show one symbol and label
If there are 4 or more, and area is >= 2.5 mm x 2.5 mm, show areal.

symbol as dashed outline an~ label “Numerous tanks” . The predominau.t.pRO
shall be applied to the labeling.

TOWER ...1M080 (POINT)

Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to south
neatline cor~ers reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:
a. northeast (preferred position) .
b. southeast (Isc alternate) .

northwest (2nd alterr.ate)
~. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based clntype positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit labeling within that teature. i,~henSC: = O
Drop Window.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hyckographic detail. Type for features in the ‘water shall be
positioned in the water. If possibie, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

If COE (Certainty of ExisLence)=OOl (Definite), do not show COE label on
symbol. If COE=O02, labe:. “Doubtful” If COE=O03, label “Reported”

When obstructions coalesce at map scale, use Posicut #217 at obstruction
point and label with highest obstruction information.

Omit feature < 46 r.HGT in Built-up Area (1L020), unless LMC 001.

RAILROAD TRACK.. .lNOIO (LINE)

C-0017 Contours (3AOiO) will be adjusted to planimecric features.
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--FEATURE: RAILROAD TRACK... 3.NO1O (LINE)

D-1650

G-0012

L-3801

L-3956

L-3957

L-3961

L-3962

L-3963

L-4008

L-4016

L-4260

o

L-4261

L-4284

R-2229

R-2324

R-2327

R-2328

R-2329

R-2601

if-?
R-3672

!,,.

R-3706

If two Railroads are on separate roadbeds, and the symbols coalesce, the
spacing between rail lines shall be 3.0 mm. When the distance between two
parallel railroads is too small to plot to scale without the symbols
coalescing, the disiance between che tenser lines is exageraced co 3.0 mm.

Area and line features will be generalized co detail compatible with scale.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so ic does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Wpe for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

Broad gauge Railroads shall be labeled parallel to the Railroad alignment.

The gauge label of narrw gauge Railroads with lines of varying widths shall
be positioned parallel co the alignment of each gauge.

Electrified Railroads shall be labeled ‘ELECTRIFIED” positioned parallel to
che Railroad alignment.

The label “ELECTRIFIED” shall be dropped when che Railroad name indicaces the
rail is electrified (example: “OHIO ELECTRIC-) .

Names shall be shown and positioned parallel to the Railroad alignment.

If NM = unknown, omit NAT.Mwindow.

When LOC = 3 {On ground surface), omit LOC window.

La’bel shall be positioned above feature, reading left co right (or to che
left of vertical feature, reading boccom to top), at a 0.S mm distance and
parallel to respective feature. Label shall preferably be positioned at the
midpoint of che line segment or symbol; however, ie may be displaced
laterally along respective feature co avoid overprinting other symbols or
la’bels. If space will noc permit placing label parallel to feature, offset
che label in accordance with Rule L-4261 below and use a leader line :0

identify its location along the feature.

Feature name, label, data information holder, and/or symbol shall be
positioned, reading left to right, parallel
che southern neatline of the map sheet.

If RGC is 001, label “Broac?”.
If RGC is 003, delete RGC label

Railroad (INO1O) crosstie ticks
(43090) symbols.

If Railroads and Piers /wharves

may overlap

co che tangent of the cencer of

cuc line (4B071) and embankment

symbologies coalesce, only the Pier ~tiharf
and crossties of the Railroac?shall be shown.

Only operational (EXS 028) Railroad Tracks (1NO1O) shall be shown in Roads
(~po30)

Railroad symbol ticks shall begin and end not less than 6.5 mm from che
Bridge ticks.

Car lines (RRC 2), operating or non-operating, shall nor be shown wichi~
Built-up Areas (1L020).

When a Railroad (1NO1O) Main line/Branch line (RRC 1 or 3) enters a Railroad
Yard (lNOSO), the Main line/Branch line shall remain ac ics porirayed
lineweight whether or nor che crack germinates at, in or passes throxgh ihe
yard feature.

Show land tint inside the symbol. If attribute VRC is present, show lazd
tint only if VRC=OOI (Above surface/does not cover at High Water) .

Tineatcribuce VRC is applicable whea RRC=013 (Marine Railway).
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.-FEATURE : RAILROAD TIU&CK...lNOO.O (LINE)

RULES

R-3708

R-38’01

S-O1O3

S-7030

ILblue 31% tint shall not overprint other blue 31% tints. If two blue tinted
symbols, or one tinted symbol ~nd water tint overprint, only one 31% tint
~hall be shown in the area

A car line (1NO1O, RRC 002) shall be dropped where it coincides with a road
(1P030).

When a Road (1P030) or a Railroad (1NO1O) coincide or coalesce at map scale
when on the same Bridge (1Q040), the Railroad (1NO1O) shall be suppressed to
a distance of 0.25 mm back from the wing ticks a.teach end of the bridge.

If a Railroad Track (L1NO1O) is coincident with features P1Q131 (Tunnel), or
L1Q131 (Tunnel), then supp:ressthat section of the Railroad Track.

RR SIDING /RR SPUR. ..INO5O (LINE)

C-0017

D-1651

G-0012

L-3801

L-4284

R-2239

R-2326

X-8110

Contours (3AO1O) will be adjusted to planimetric features.

If the Railroad and Siding or Spur coalesce, the Siding/Spur center line
shall be tiisplaced to 3.0 mm from the Railroad cencer line.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

‘Type for features on land :shallbe positioned or,land if possible. If type
must be placed in the wate:r, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrograp’nic detail. Type for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

If RGC is 001, label “Broad”.
If RGC is 003, delete RGC label.

IF RSA is 002 (Siding) or 203 (Passing), the RGC, EXS and RPS shall be equal
to associated railroad (1N310).

Spurs and Sidings shall noc be shown in Built-up Areas when their symbology
coalesces with other features.

If a feature is not associ~ted with (touchinq, stacked_on, etc.) a railroad
track (1NO1O), omit the feature.

—

RR TWFLNW4BLE...INO75 (POINT)

G-0008 Like point features which soalesce in clusters of 3 or more will be thinned
to form a represencacive pattern.

RR YARD... 1N080 (AREA)

G-0006

G-OO1O

G-0012

L-3562

L-3633

L-3801

0-0002

When 2 or more similar area features having matching coded attribution are
separated by less than O.5 miiat charc scale, the features will be
i~gglomerated.

Coincident similar area features having matching coded attribution will be
blended to form a single feature.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

If area is not large enough to place type within, move to outside and apply
point hierarchy Rule L-3505.

Remove “EXSU window when EXS = 28, operational.

‘Typefor features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not o’bscure or
,overprinthydrographic detail. Type for features in the water shall be
ipositioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
‘tineshoreline.

When Railroad Yard (1N080),
converge on itself (open at
shown closing or connecting

or any part, is an area feature and does not
one end) , no hardline lineweight symbol shall be
the feature symbol at the open end.
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---- mia!mRE: RR YARD. ..N0808O (AREA)

R-2238 Interior crack alignment shall run parallel to the longest axis of the
feature and conform co the true shape of the feature.

X-8I1O If a feature is noc associated with (touching, stacked_on, etc.) a railroad
track (1NO1O), omit Lhe fea:ure.

TRAKWAY /INCLINE RAILWAY.. .N0909O (LINE)

G-0012 Area and line features will be generalized to deiai.1compatible with scale.

CART TRACK... 1PO1O (LINE)

D-1652

G-0012

0-0004

0-3156

R-2341

T-0022

If features coalesce at map scale, when shown in their true gosi:ions, they
shall be displaced 0.2 mm from one another.

Area and line features will be generalized co detail compatible with scale.

For Road (1P030, TUC 4), Cart Track (IPO1O, TUC 18), and Trail (IP050) wizhin
Built-Up Area (1L020); Symbolize the portion of che feature wizhin the
Built-Up Area [1L020) as white I?03LO07.

t4hen the project area or sheet falls within an area defined as having sparse
culture; Che inclusion condition defaults co all required.

A space of noc less than 0.2 mm shall be shown between Building symbols and
Tracks and Trails.

Thin Care tracks (1PO1O) and Trails (lPOSO) in moderate to dense areas co a
LEN <= 1500 m and a spacing of >= 6000 m, and for sparse co moderate areas to
a LEN <= 1500 m and a spacing of >= 1250 m, unless needed to complece che
road network. TWO exceptions co che above rule for these features if they do
not connect with an ocher ‘road like” feature:
1. If LEN is less than 1500 m and has a culcural feature ac ics terminus,
retain this short segment co this feature.
2. Delete all of this feature if area is moderate to dense and there is no
cu~~ural feature at i~s terminus.

INTERCHANGE. ..1P020 (LXNE)

G-0012

R-2233

ROAD..

C-0009

C-0017

D-151O

D-1652

D-7027

Area and line features will be generalized co detail compatible with scale.

Feature under construction (EXS 005), to be operational (SXS 028) by the time
the map in progress is to be complete, shall be symbolized as operational.

.1P030 (LZNE)

The feature which coalesces (< 0.2 mm) with a railroad t=ack (1NO1O) or RR
siding/RR spur (1N050) shall be displaced to a minimum of 0.2 m apart.

Contours (3AOIO) will be adjusted co planimetric features.

When a road (IP030) of any classification enters a “hairpin turn” condition,
such as in a steep mountainous region, displace the coalescing road symbol
apart 0.151mm (symbol - edge to edge).

If features coalesce at map scale, when shown in their true positions, t’ney
shall be displaced 0.2 miifrom one another.

If a road (Line IP030) is coincidencewith features:
then supress that seccion of the roaci.

Point IQ131 Tunnel
Line IQ131 Tunnel

Coalesces - to grow cogecher, blend, mingle
Coincident- occupy the same space

G-0012 Area and line features will be generalized co detail compatible with scale.
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....FEZLTURE. ROn...lPO3O (L~~}

L-3801

L-3951

L-3952

L-3953

L-3955

L-4008

L-4016

L-4260

L-4,261

0-0004

R-0060

R-2233

R-2300

R-2301

R-2305

S-O1O2

S-lolo

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for fe~tures in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

Road alignments that lack adequate information for proper alignment shall be
Iabelled “APPROXIMATE ALIGNMENT” or “AP?ROX. ALIGN.”.

Approximate alignments less than 13 mm in length at map scale shall not be
labeled.

First preference for Road name position shall be along the upper side of the
Road symbol.

when an elevated highway is >= 12.5 mm long at map scale, it shall be labeled
“ELEVATED” parallel to the Road.

If NAM = unknown, omit NAM window.

When LOC = 3 (On ground surface) , omit LOC window.

Label shall be positioned above feature, reading left to ri~ht (or to the
left of vertical feature, reading bottom to top), at a 0.5 mm distance and
parallel to respective feature. Label shall preferably be positioned at the
midpoint of the line segment or symbol; however, it may be displaced
laterally along respective feature to avoid overprinting other symbols or
labels. If space will not pe.nit placing label parallel tO featUre, offset
the label in accordance with Rule L-4261 below and use a leader line to
identify its location along the feature.

Feature name, label, data information holder, and/or symbol shall be
positioned, readin~ ieft to right, parallel to the tangent of the center of
~he southern neatl~ne of the map sheet. m

For Road (1P030, ‘TUC4), Cart Tuack (1PO1O, TUC 18), and Trail ilP050) within
;3uilt-UpArea (IL020); Symbolize the portion of the feature “within the
Built-Up Area (IL020) as white 1P03LO07.

Retain any road (1P030) of any classification that is < 12.5 mm at map scale
when part of the main roac[. Example: A two lane road that chan~es to a 3 or
4 lane road, and back again. When this conditi~n exists, >ortrzy ac the
lower road classification.

?eature under construction (EXS 005), to be operational (EXS 028;Iby the time
the map in progress is to be complete, shall be symbolized as operational.

If a Road (1P030) can be classified in more than one category (WTC, RS’T,LTN
or EXS) where the total length (LEN) is < 13.0 mm at map scale, Cien classify
this road at the lowest road classification identified :n this condition.

A Road (1P030) that can predominantly be classified in one category (2 75%
surface type, WTC & RST) within a distance of S13.0 mm at map scale shall be
classified at that predominant road classification for this entire distance.

The Built-up Area tint (11,020)shall be cleared from all through Routes {TUC
007) and straets (’WC 006;

Suppress Road (’TUC4)when Road (TUC 4), Railroad (TUC 3), or Railroad and
road (TUC 1) are coincident with a Dam (21020). Label as “Road on dam” for
Tuc 4, ‘Railroad on dam” for T’UC3, and “Railroad and road on dam” for TUC 1.

Suppress any road (1P030) of amy classification, cart track (lPOIO), 01”trail
(lPOSO) that intersects ore side, and that is < 7.5 mm at finishing scaie,
and does not terminate at a cultural feature. Exception: Any road {1P020),
cart track, or trail must be rstained when needed to complete the network.

o
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if-l
.--.-PEA-: ROAD. ..1PO3O (LINE)

T-0020 Do not.symbolize road (IP030)
tOWll (1L208) , and LEN < 300m,
complete the road network.

when outside of Built-Up Area (1L020
and spacing is < 300rn,unless ~eeded

o

T-0021 Do not symbolize road (IP030, TUC 4) when within Built-Up Area (1L020) or
Shanty town (1L208), and LEN < 300 m, and spacing is < 300 m, unless needed
to complete the road network.

TRAIL. ..1P050 (LINE)

C-0009

D-1652

G-0012

L-4033

0-0004

T-0022

The feature which coalesces (c 0.2 mm) with a railroad irack (1NO1O) or R2
siding/RR spur (1N050) shall be displaced to a minimum of 0.2 mm apart.

If features coalesce at map scale, when shown in their zrue positions, they
shall be displaced 0.2 mm from one another.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

When WTC=OOO (Unknown) or 002 (Fair/Dry Weather), omit WTC window.

For Road (1P030, TUC 4), Cart Track (1PO1O, TUC 18), and Trail (1P050) within
Built-Up Area (1L020); Symbolize che portion of the feature within the
Built-Up Area (1L020) as white 1P03LO07.

Thin Cart tracks (IPO1O) and Trails (lPOSO) in moderate to dense areas co a
LEN c= 1500 m and a spacing of >= 6000 m, and for sparse to modeza~e areas to
a LEN <. 1500 m and a spacing of >= 1250 m, unless needed to complete the
road network. Two exceptions to the above rule for these features if they do
not connect with an other “road like” feature:
1. If LEN is less than 1500 m and has a cultural feature ac ics terminus,
reiain this short segment to this featuze.
2. Delete all of this feature if area is moderate co dense and there is no
cultural feature at its terminus.

AERIAL CA.BIJ3PZAYLINE /SKI LIFT LINE.. .1QOIO (LINE)

G-0012

L-3801

L-4260

L-4261

Area and line features will be generalized co detail compatible with scale.

wpe for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, ic shall be positioned so it does noc obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Wpe for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall noc be positioned across
the shoreline.

Label shall ‘bepositioned above feature, reading left co right (or to the
left of vertical feature, reading bottom to cop), ac a 0.5 mm distance and
parallel to respective feature. Label shall preferably be positioned ac the
midpoint of che line segment or symbol; however, it may be displaced
laterally along respective feature co avoid overprinting other symbols or
labels. If space will ,nocpermit placing label parallel co feat’ure,offset
the ~abel in accordaiyce with Rule L-4261 below and use a leader line to
itieacify its locacion along ihe feature.

Feature name, label, data information holder, and/or’svmbol shall be
positioned, reading left to right, parallel to the caz~enc of the cencer of
the southern neatline of che map sheet.

BRIDGE /OVERPASS /VIADUCT...lQO4O (LINE)

C-0008 The sides of a linear bridge (IQ040) which is
shall have the sides of che bridge a.buccedup

G-0012 Area and line features will be generalized co

stacked under a road (IP030)
againsi che sides of che road.

detail compatible with scale.

o
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%wmuRE : BRID6E /OVERPASS /VIADUCT...lQO4O (LINE)

L-3505

L-4008

0-0023

R-2236

R-2316

R-9035

S-O1O4

Label feature as per hierarchy for COPO type placement parallel ZO south
neatline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchv:

::

;:
e.
f.

northeast (preferr>d position) .
southeast (Ist alternate) .
northwest (2nd alternate)
southwest (3rd alternate)
top-centered (4th alternate)
bottom-centered (5th i~lternate)
(Hierarchy is based 011type positioning so as to avoi~ overprinting
other type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between ‘:ypeplacement and feeture symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permi: labeling within that feature. When SCC = O
Drop Window.

If NAM = unknown, omit NAM window.

If a bridge feature satisfies vertical obstruction criteria, then symbolize
the bridge, and overprint with obstruction symbol (Posicut +3) and label.

Show at least a 0.50 mm symbol overlap on shore for each terminis (end).

Symbols and associated ares pztterns of underpassing features (except
drainage shorelines) are ‘broken for all bridges, except footbridges. Tnis
rule does not apply to laniltint on Combat Charts.

show land tint inside the symbol.

When a bridge is over iand and elevated (LOC=O04), sugpress che bridge symbol
and lable as “Elevated”

BRIDGE /OVERPASS /VIADUCT...lQ040 (POINT)

C-0006

C-0007

L-3505

it-4o08

L-5040

S-0104

<Apoint bridge (IQ040) that is stacked under a road (1P030) shall b.avethe
sides of the bridge abutted U? against the sides ot the road, and che
bridgeoriented so that the bridge is aligned with the road.

Tinesupporting feature shall be aligned with a Cart Track (1PO1O), Trail
(lPOSO), RR Track (1NO1O), and RR Siding/RR SPur (lN050!-

Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to south
neatline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:
a. northeast (preferred position) .
b. southeast (lst alternate) .
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate:l
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement ar,dfeature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not Dermit labelinq within that feature. When SCC = O
D;op Window. -

If NAM = unknown, omit NAY window.’

If COE (Certainty of Existence)=OOl (Definite), do
symbol . If COE=O02, label “Doubtful” If COE=O03,

When a bridge is over lane.and elevated (LOC=O04),

not show COE label on
label “’Reported”

suppress the bridge symbol
and lable a= “Elevated”

BRIDGE SUPERSTRUCTU’RE. ..1Q050 (POINT)

?&o
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o
FEATURE : BRIDGE S7JPERSTRUCTURB. ..1Q050 (POINT)

L-3505 Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placemenc parallel to south
neatline corners reading left co right:
1. posi~io~al hierarchy:

northeast (preferred position).
~1 southeast (lst alternate).
c. northwest (2nd alternate]
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail.)

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit- labeling within that feature. When SCC = O
Drop Window.

L-5040 If COE (Certainty of Existence).001 (Definite), do not show COE label on
symbol . If COE=O02, label “Doubtful” If C0E=O03, label ‘Reported=

CONTROL ~... 1Q060 (POINT)

L-3801

L-5040

o 0-3008

R-0046

R-2495

~pe for features on land shall “bepositioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in che water, it shall be positioned so ic does Dot obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in che water shall be
positioned in che water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

If COE (Certainty of Exiscence)=OOl (Definite), do noc show COE la’belon
SY’mbol. If COE.002, label “Doubtful” If COE=O03, label “Reported”

If coalescing features being chinned are a mix of heights (HGT). ~ith some <
46 m and some >= 46 m, then only che obstruction symbol shall be shown.

When obscruccions coalesce at map scale, use Posicut %217 at obscruccion
point and label with highest obscruccion information.

!$wnbolize apron/hardscands (1Q060), and buildings {lLOIS) inside areal
aircraft fa~ilities (IU030, AFTOO1 (Airport), or 003 (seaP~a~e aase)) ~

CULVERT ...1Q065 (POINT)

C-0007

R-0080

R-2231

PERRY

G-0012

L-4008

L-4032

L-4260

L-4261

The supporting feature shall be aligned with a Cari Track (IPO1O), Trail
(lPOSO), RR Track (lNOIO), and RR Siding/RR Spur (1N050).

Orientation of the culvert symbol is with che headline parallel wizh the
overpassing feature, and centereti on the drain if possible.

Omit from Built-up Area (1L020).

CROSSING. ..1Q070 (LINE)

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

If EAM = unknown, omit N?@lwindow.

Ferries may be abbreviated to “py” when the label coalesces with ocher
detail.

Label shall be positioned above feature, reading left to righz (or to the
left of vertical feature, reading ~CCOm co :op), at a 0.5 mm distance and
parallel to respective feature. Label shall preferab~y be posicio~ed ac che
midpoint of the line segment or symbol; however, ic may be displaced
laterally along respective feature to avoLd overprinting ozher symbols or
~abe~s . If space will not permit placing label parallel co feature, offset
the label in accordance with Rule L-4261 below and use a leader line co
identify its location along the feature.

Feature name, label, data information holder, and/or symbol shall be
positioned, reading left to right, parallel co the cangenc of c5e center of
the southern ne.eclineof the map sheet.
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.-FEAXURE : FERRY CROSSING... 1Q070 (LINE)

rJ-4013

R-2232

R-2320

FERRY

L-4008

b-4031

Ir4032

L-4813

R-2232

Descriptive terms, e.g., “Canal” shall be shown if the name is not known. If
the descriptive word appears in the name, for example, ‘PANAMA CANAL”, the
descriptive type shall not be shown, i.e., do not show “Panama Canal Canal”.

Omit if not shown in conju:~ctioriwith a drainage feature.

Pedestrian Ferry CrossinGs (1Q070, TUC 017) are shown only when there is no
Road (1P030), Bridge (1Q0413),Causeway (4B090, EFI 003), Vehicular Ferry
CrOSSlng (1Q070, TUC 004), Railroad Ferry Crossing (1Q070, TUC 003), or Both
Road and Railroad Ferry Crossing (1Q070, TUC 001) crossing the water body
within 635 meters of the pedestrian ferry.

CROSSING. .,IQ070 (POINT)

If NAM = unknown, omit NM4 winclow.

Position label to the right of the to be identified.

Ferries may be abbreviated to “l?y”when the label coalesces with other
detail .

Descriptive terms, e.g., “Canal” shall be shown if the name is not known. If
the descriptive word appears in the name, for example, “PANAMA CANAL”, the
descriptive type shall not be shown, i.e., do not show “Panama Canal Canal”.

Omit if not shown in conju:~ction with a drainage feature.

MOORIN@ MAST. ..1QIIO (POINT)

L-3801 Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in the water shall be opositioned in the water. lf possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

L-5040 If COE (Certainty of Existence).001 (Definite), do not show COE label on
symbo1. If COE=O02, label “Doubtful” If COE=O03, label “Reported”

R-0046 When obstructions coalesce at map scale, use ?osicut #217 at obstruction
point and label with highest obstruction information.

REST AREA /VEEICLE STOPPING AREA. ..IQ1I5 (AREA)

G-0012

L-3505

L-3506

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible irithscale.

Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to sout;-,
neatline corners reading kft to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

northeast (preferred :?osition).
;; southeast (lst alternate).

northwest (2nd alternate)
:: southwest (3rd alternate)
;. top-centered (4th alt~rnate)
-. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based o:~type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuri:tgdetaii. )

2. Minimum space between ~ype placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when.

space does not permi; labeling within that feature. hrher.,$Cc. 0
Drop Window.

Names placement shall be oriented to the longest axis of the feature reading
left to right and placed within the area outline and centered. lf longest
axis is perpendicular to tie south neatliae, the type shall be placeci outside
of the area outline, preferred position is northeast of the feature (Rule
L-3505), but may be placed at any position arou~d the feature so as not to
overprint any other feature type and reading left to right. o
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-.PE?kTuRE: REST AREA /VEHICLE STOPPING AREA. ..1Q115 (AREA)

IJ-3801

R-2231

R-2494

ROUTE

L-3801

L-3996

R-2260

R-2264

R-2302

R-2307

R-2312

~pe for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall “bepositioned so it does noc obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Vpe for features in the water shall be
positioned in che water. If possible, type shall noi be positioned across
che shoreline.

Omit from Built-up Area (1L020).

Limiting lines of feature are omitted if it coalesces with a road (1P030).

MARKER. ..1Q116 (POINT)

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall ‘bepositioned so ic does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. mpe for fesctiresin the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall noc be positioned across
zhe shoreline.

Route Marker labels shall be shown centered on the Road symbol and posicionec?
parallel to the south neatline. The Route Marker label shall noc be shows i!?
coincidence with grid lines or Open Water areas.

When a combination of two or more Route Markers are shown for a Road, the
Route Marker symbols shall be positioned <= 12 m??apart, and shall noc
coalesce with each other.

All map symbology shall be dropped within the Route Marker symbol.

Route Markers shall be placed on Through Routes enclosed by :inted Built-up
Areas (1.L020].

Route Markers s3all be cencered on the Roads, posiconed parallel with che
south neatline, except where the symbol would overprint another
feature/symbol . In this case, it will be positioned adjacenc to the Road,
where space permits.

Route Markers shall be shown for each Route number, for Roads which zre
identified by more than one Route mmber.

TUNNEL...1Q131 (LINE)

G-0012

L-4008

L-4260

L-4261

L-4813

R-2318

R-2325

o
X-8108

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

If NAM = unknown, omit NAM window.

hbel shall be positioned above feature, reading left to right (or to the
left of vertical feature, reading bottom co top), ac a 0.5 mm tiistanceand
parallel to respective feature. Label shall preferably be positioned ac che
midpoint of the line segment or symbol; however, ic may be displaced
laierally along respective feature CO avoid overprinting ocher symbols or
labels. If space will noc permit placing label parallel to feature, Offsei
the label in accordance wiih Rule L-4261 belo~ and use a leader line to
identify ics location along ihe feature.

Feature name, label, data information holder, and/or symbol shall be
positioned, reading Iefc to right, parallel co the tangent of che cencer of
che southern neatline of che map sheet.

Descriptive terms, e.g., “Canal” shall be shown if che name is no: known. If
the descriptive word appears in che name, for example, ❑PWA CANAL”, che
descriptive type shall noc be shown, i.e., do not show ‘Panama Canal Canala.

Within Built-up Areas, include only tunnels relating to through routes.

If the alignment of a Railroad (1NO1O) is approximate (KC 002) and che
Railroad enters/exits a Tunnel (IQ131), the dashed line representing Che
Tunnel symbol shall not be shown. Only the wing Licks and “headwall” ac borh
ends of the Tunnel shall be shown.

If a feature is noc associated with (couching) a road (IP030) or railroad
track (lNOIO), omit the feature.
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. .m3Amm? ,: TUNNEL. ..IQ131 (POINT)

TUNNEL. ..IQ131 (POZNT)

G-0012

L-3505

11-4008

R-2318

R-2325

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placemei!t paraliel to south
neatline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

northeast (preferred :?osizion).
;: southeast (lst alternate).
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (~rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered [5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based ontype positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obsmring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 rmn.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit labeling within zhat feature. When SCC = O
Drop Window.

:~fNM . unknown, omit NAM window.

within Built-up Areas, include only tunnels relating to th~ough routes.

:[fthe alignment of a Railroad (1NO1O) is approximate (ACC 002) and ‘the
Railroad enters/exits a Tunnel (1Q131), the dashed line representing t~-e
Tunnel symbol shall not be shown. only the wincjticks and “’neadwall”at both
ends of the ~nnel sfi.allbe shown.

VEHICLE STORAGE /VEHICIJE PARKING.. .IQ14O (AREA)

G-0012

L-3505

L-3506

R-2494

R-3730

R-3732

Area and line features will be cjeneralized to detail compatible with scale.

:Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to soucn
:neatline corners reac?ingleft to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:
. northeast (preferred position) .
;. southeast (lst alternate) .
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered [4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based cn type positioning so as co avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is C.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit la”~elingwithin that feature. When SCC . 0
Drop Window.

Names placement shall be c,riented to the longest axis of the feature reading
left to right and placed ~rithin the area outline and centered. If longest
axis is perpendicular to the south neatline, the type shall be placed outside
of the area outline, preferred position is northeast of the feature (Rule
L-3505), but may be placec~ at any position around the feature so as not to
overprint any other feature type and reading left to right.

Limtiting lines of feature are omitted if it coalesces with a roat (1P030).

If a clearing exists insicieof an area feature, and the size of the clearing
is equal to or greater than the area (ARA) inclusion condition for the
surrounding area feature, the clearin~ is shown as a open space inside the
surrounding feature. If the area of the clearing is less than the area
(ARA) inclusion condition for the surrounding feature, the clearing is
de~~ted and absorbed into the surroundin~ area feature

If two area features with the same feature code do not connect at any point,
and have a space between them of less than 2.5 mm at map/chart scale, delete
the open space that is less than 2.5 mm wide between the features and
combine them into one area feature.
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.FEATURE: VE.EICLE STORAGE /VENICLE PARKING. ..1Q14O (MEA)

R-3733

CABLE .

R-2211

R-2212

R-2818

DISH ..

L-3801

L-5040

R-0046

o

POWER

G-0012

If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.S mm at
map/chart scale, delete that portion of the area feature that is noc ai
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
reduce the ARA of the remaining portion of the area feature co below the
minimum ARA inclusion, do noc delete che narrow portion of che feature chat
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a portion of che area based on che above criteria will
split two larger areas connecced by a narrow scrip into EWO separate areas,
either of which would be below minimum ARA inclusion, do not delete the
narrow portion of the feature chat is less than 2.5 mm wide.

..lTOOS (IJNE)

Cables (lTOOS) shall be printed so the centerline (line from end to end) of
the Posicut #56 follows the position of the linear feature cable. The linear
symbol is created by ad]acenc and joined posicuts repeated for the length of
the line. Abandoned cables (lTOOS, EXS=O06) shall have one out of every four
~sicuts along ~he line de~eced.

The electric flash {Posicut #142) of power cables (1TO05, USE=053) shall be
printed at 50 mm interval along the line symbol. The line symbol shall be
broken for 1 nunon each side of the electric flash.

If Pipelines (1L160) or cables (lTOOS) in che water (LOC=O1O, 011, or 012)
meet the following criceria, they are represented as pipeline areas (6C250,
M’c=013) o= cable areas f6C150, DT’C=012)respectively, rather than shown as
separate pipelines or cables. If Pipelines and cables together meet che
following criteria, they are represented as “cables and pipelines area”
(6c150, DTC=015).
Criteria:
a. more than two linear features, AND
b. space between any two linear features is less than 8 mm at chart scale,
AND
c. space between che ou~ermosi linear features in ~he group is greater than 3
mm ac chart scale

If more than two cables or pipelines are c. 3 mm apart ac chart scale, show
only the outermost linear features.

If cable symbols overprint ocher cable symbols, show one cable.
If pipeline symbols overprint ocher pipeline symbols, show one pipeline.
If cable symbols and pipeline symbols overprint, show a cable and pipeline
area (6C150, DTCO=15).

The outermost limits of the cable, pipeline, or cables and pipeline area
(6C150, DTC=O12, 013, or 015) area feature are diplaced for 2 mm past che
outermost cables and pipelines, so that che area within which anchoring,
trawling, and dredging are prohibited or inadvisable includes a safety margin
beyond the outermost cables andlor pipelines.

.1TO1O (POINT)

wpe for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
muse be placed in the water, ic shall be positioned so ic does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. ‘IVpe for features in zhe water s;.hallbe
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

If COE (Certainty of Existence)=OOl (Definite), do not show COE label on
symbol - If COE=O02, label “Ooubcful= If COE=O03, label “Reported”

When o-bstructions coalesce at map scale, use Posicut #217 at obstruction
point and label with highest obstruction information.

TRANS241SSION

Area and line

LINE... 1T030 (LINE)

features will be generalized co detail compatible with scale.
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~FEATURE: POWER TRANSMISSION L:tNE...lT03O (LINE)

L-3801

L-40T2

L-4260

L-4261

R-0006

R-0030

R-2275

R-2492

POWER

L-3505

L-5040

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed In the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

If ACC=OO1 (Accurate), omit ACC window.

Label shall be positioned above feature,
left of vertical feature,

reading left to right (or to the
reading bottom to top) , at a 0.5 mindistance and

parallel to respective feature. Label shall preferably be positioned at the
midpoint of the line se~ment or symbol; however, it may be displaced
laterally along respect~ve feature to avoid overprinting other symbols or
labels. If space will not permit placing label parallel to feature, offset
the label in accordance with Rule L-4261 below and use a leader line to
identify its location along the feature.

Feature name, label, data information holder, and/or symbol shall be
positioned, reading left LO right, parallel to the tangent of the center of
the southern neacline of the map sheet.

Feature shall not be shown within Built-uF .krea (1L020).

If feature parallels a Roac (1P030), or Railroad (1NO1O) at a distance of <.
5.0 mm at map scale, then CO not portray. Show only the segments that run
across country.

When powerlines (1T030) run through an area of trees (5c030), the area tree
symbol is masked fo~ 1.0 rrmon each side of the powerline symbol, to
represent the cleared way.through which the powerlines run.

Place Pylon symbols at 12.5 mm intervals aiong line feature, and also at
points of line feature directional change.

TRANSMISSION PYLON. ..1TO4O (POINT)

Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to south
neatline corners readin~ left to right:
I. Positional hierarchy:
a. northeast (preferred position) .
b. southeast (lst alterr.ate).
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rG alterr!ate)
e
f

2.
3.

top-centered (4th alternate)
bottom-centered (5th alternate)
(Hierarchy is based c,ntype positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail. )

Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
This method of tvpe nl.acement shall be used for areal features wheri
space does not-~er~i.t labeling within that feature. When SCC = O
Drop Window.

If COE (Certainty of Exist.ence)=O’21(Definite), do not show COZ label on
symbo1. If COE=O02, label. “Doubtful” If COE=O03, label “Reported”

COMMUNICATIONS FACILITY.. .IT050 (AREA)

G-0010

G-0012

L-3801

L-4008

Coincident similar area features having matching coded attribution will be
blended to form a single feature.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible wick scale.

Type for features on iar,dshall be positioned on land if possible.. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

If NAM . unknown, omit NAM window.
o
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(-’),:,
- -FEATURE?: COMMUNICATIONS FACILITY.. .1T050 (AREA)

L-4813 Descriptive te~S, e.g., ●Canal* shall be shown if che name is
the descriptive word appears in che name, for example, ‘PANAMA
descriptive type shall noc be shown, i.e., do not shod “Panama

THLHPHONH LINH /THLHGRAPH LINE. ..lT060 (LI.NH)

not known.
CANAL”, che
Canal Canal”.

+0012

L4-3801

L-4260

L-4261

R-0006

R-0030

o
G-0008

L-3801

L-4813

L-5040

R-0046

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

~pe for feat~re~ on land shall be posi~ioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, ic shall ‘bepositioned so ic does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in che water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

Label shall be positioned above feature, reading left to right (or to the
left of vertical feature, reading bottom to cop), at a 0.5 nundistance and
parallel to respective feature. LabeY shall preferably be positioned at <he
midpoint of the line segmer?tor symbol; however, ic may be displaced
laterally along respective feature to avoid overprinting ocher symbols or
labels. If space will not permit placing label parallel to feature, offset
che label in accordance with Rule L-4261 below and use a leader line to
idmtify its location alon~ the feature.

Feature name, label, da=a information holder, and/or symbol shall be
positioned, reading left co right, parallel co the cangenc of ihe cencer of
the southern neatline of the map sheet.

Feature shall noc be shown within Wilt-up Area (IL020).

If feature parallels a Road (1?030), or Railroad (1NO1O) at a distance of <.
5.0 mm at map scale, then do not portray. Show only the segments chac run
across country.

(COMMUNICATION) ...1T080 (POINT)

Like point features which coalesce in clusters of 3 or more will be thinned
to form a representative pattern.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
muse be placed in che water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprini hydrog~aphic detail, Wpe for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, Lype shall noi be positioned across
che shoreline.

Descriptive tezms, e.g., ‘Canal= shall be shown if che name is noc known. If
the descriptive word appears ifithe name, for example, “PANA?MACANAL=, ihe
descrip&ive type shall not be shown, i.e., do not show ‘Panama Canal Canal”.

If COE (Certainty of Exiscence)=OOl (Definite), do not show COE label on
symbol . If COE=O02, label “Doubtful” If COE=O03, label “Reported”

When obstructions coalesce at map scale, use Posicut 9217 at obstruction
point and label with highest obs~ruction information.

AIRCRAFT LANDING PAD.. .1u025 (POXNT)

AIRCRAFT FACILITY. ..1U030 (AREA)

G-OO1O Coincidence similar area features having matching coded accribution will be
blended to form a single feature.

G-0012 Area and line features will be generalized co detail compatible with scale.

o
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...4?EATURE. AIRCRAFT FACILITY ....Lu030 (AREA)

L-0050

L-3801

L-4008

L-4813

R-2333

R-2494

R-2495

TYPe sizes Per are~7;i~ss,~t map/charc scale: Area features only.
06 point - < area and < 14 mm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm sq. ”area and S 28 mm width
09 point - < 5,192 mm sq. area and S 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and .S 62 mm width
12 point - S 16,632 mm sq. area and S 84 mm width
14 point - S 24,960 mm sq. area and S104 mm width
16 point - > 24,960 nunSCI.area
Where area rr.easurementsare inconsistent, the larger type size shall be tised.
Where the full range of ~y?e sizes is not available for a particular label,
the closest available type size shall be used.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

If NP&l= unknown, omit NAM window.

Descriptive terms, e.g., “Canal” shall be shown if the name is not known. If
the descriptive word appears in the name, for example, “PANAMA CANAL”, the
descriptive type shall ~.otbe shown, i.e., do not show “Panama Canal Canal”.

The limiting outline of the Built-up Area tint shall be dropped when it
overrmints linear features (Streams, Roads, and Railroads, etc.) , or if the
spac~ between the sym’bolsis < 0.5

Limiting lines of feature are omit

Symbolize apron/hardstands (1Q060)
aircraft facilities (1U030, AFTGO1

ilrn.

ed if it coalesces with a road (1P030)

and buildings (1L015) inside areal
(Airport), or 003 (SeaplarieBase} ).

AIRCRAFT FACILITY... IU030 (POINT)

G-0008

L-3801

L-4008

L-5011

0-0024

Like point features which coalesce in clusters of 3 or more will be thinneti
tO fOrM a representative pattern.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

If NAM = unknown, omit NAM window.

If NAM of Aircraft Facility (1U030) is identical to that of a named Built-up
Area (IL020) feature or Navaid (1R030) facility within 25 mm radius of
feature, then omit Aircraft Facility name.

lf Aircraft Facili~y (IU(j30)is COD 2 (Limits and info unknown) , and runway
[IU160) is COD 1 (Limits and info known), sutmress Aircraft Facilitv (IU030)
~oint &ymbol and retain Runway (IU160).’ “

.,

AIRCRAFT FACILITY BEACON. ..1UC140 (POINT)

L-4722 Priority for type placement: l-right center, 2-bottom center, 3-left center,
4-top center.
(A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B) Maximum distance from symbol before

#1 4 mm measured to the West end
#2 4 mm measured to Lhe North side
#3 4 mm measured to ck.eEast end
#4 4 mm measured to the South side

choosing the next highest priority:

top)

bottom)
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- :FEATURE: AIRCRAPT FACILITY BEACON. ..1U040 (POXNT)

R-2849

I
APRON

C-0017

G-0006

G-0012

Light flares (Posicuc No. 94) shall be oriented in order as follows:
(1) So that it does not overprint on the feature or a legend associated

with that feature (except for the 7.I mm diameter circle representing a radio
aid to navigation, which the flare may overprint) .

(2) So it does not overprint other chart data (i.e., soundings, pipelines,
submarine cables, etc.)

(3) So that the wide end of the flare is pointed toward the legend of the
light, or to seaward along the line, in the case of clearing lines (2C020),
and clearing lines (2C040).

/HARDsTAND...luo6o (AREA)

Contours (3AO1O) will be adjusted co planimetric features.

When 2 or more similar area featu~es having matching coded attribution are
separated by less than 0.5 numat chart scale, the features will be
agglomerated.

Area and line features will be generalized co detail ccmpacible with scale.

ov’EIutuN /smPWAY...lul3o (ARBA)

G-0012 Area and line features will be generalized co detail compatible with scale.

RUNWAY... lU160 (A.REA)

C-0017

G-0012

o L-3801

L-4017

L-4892

Contours (3AO1O) will be adjusted to planimetric features.

k~ea and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

wpe for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so ic tioesnoc obsctire or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in che water shall be
positioned in che water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

When RST=O06, label “Hard surface”
When RST=O05 or 007, label “Soft surface”
WheriFLST.000, label “Surface unknown”

Delete EXS label if EXS is not 005 (Under Construction), or O06(Abandoned).

SEZ@LANE LANDING OR TAKE-OFF AREA. ..1U29O (AREA)

L-4747 Type placement order of preference:
(1) Centered in area, parallel to longer of cwo axes, reading left to

right, or bottom to top if longer axis of the 5eature is vertical.
(2) Shifted sideways co avoid overprints.
(31 Piaced outside area parallel and 1 mm away from cop boundary, reading

left co right, or parallel to and 1 mm away from left boundary, read%ng
bottom to cop, if che major axis is vertical, centered with respect to the
major axis.

(4) Shifted sideways co avoid overprints.
(5) Shifted up CO avoid ove~rints, to a maximum distance of

TAXI$7?LY...1U200 (AREA)

C-0017 Contours (3AO1O) will be adj~sced to planimetric features.

G-0012 A?ea and line features will be generalized co derail compatible

COASTAL SiIORZ2JINE...2AOlO (LINE)

G-0012

G-0013

o

.“,

L-4132

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible

ii mm.

with scale.

with scale.

Feature will be generalized to provide a more aesthetic contoured feature
(i-e., smoothed).

No type shall cross Shoreline. Type will either be shown entirely within che
Open Water or entirely on land.
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...EEATURE: COASTAL SHORELINE. ..2AO1O (LINE)

R-1200

R-2023

R-2316

R-2372

R-2437

R-2440

R-3735

R-3910

MieanHigh Water (VDC.007) is the prefered vertical datum for shoreline
portrayal. When Mean High Water is not available, the shoreline will be
delineated by whatever means possible. There may ~ever be a’se~menc of
missing shoreline (by definition, the line where a land mass is in contact
ti~itha body of open water.

S-norelines (2A01O coastal :~nd2H()’75Inland) which are coincident with
features 2B190 Pier/Wharf, 2E3230Seawall, 1?030 Road, 1NO1O Railroad Tracks,
1,N050Siding/,Spur, and IL260 Wall are not shown.

Symbols and associated arez patterns of underpassing fea:ures (except
drainage shorelines) are broken for all bridges, except footbridges. This
rule does not apply to la~d tint on Combat Charts.

Shoreline (2AO1O or 2H075) shall not be shown where it becomes coincident
with a manmade harbor or coastal structure.

The coastal or inland shoreline will be shown when a swar,pis adjacent to
cpen water. The shoreline will separate the open wa’cer from the swamp
symbol .

The water side limit of Mangrove (5C030, vEG019) or Nips (5C030, VEG016) is
always shown by a dashed line. The landside limits (Mean High Water line =
Coastal Shoreline (2AO1O) or Inland Shoreline (2H075)) is shown when known.

When Shoreline (2AO1O or 21{075)around an island (4B135) is smaller than the
symbol for a point feature on the island, delete the shcreline and slnowthe
point feature symbol in the water.

If the embankment having E?I = 3 (Causeway) is adjacent to a shoreline < .25
mm from or a road or a railroad, suppress the shoreiine.

FoREsHmE ...2A020 (AFLEA)

L-4705

L-4706

L-4722

R-2316

R-2825

R-2826

Labeling areas, in order of preference:
(1) Centered in area on one line in the area, type is horizontal, reading

left to right.
(2) Centered in area on one line in the area, oriented along the long axis

of the feature, reading left to right, or bottom to top if axis is vertical.
(3) Centered in area on two approximately equal lines, without splitting a

word, tYPe is horizontal, readin~ left to right.
(4) Centered on two approximately equal lines without splitting a word,

type is oriented along the long axis of the feature, reading left co right,
or bottom to top if axis is vertical.

(5) Use Rule L-4722 for type placement if the area is too small to place
the type inside the area.

If the attribute value is not known, or the attribute value for none ~r not
applicable, delete window and condefiseremaining windows.

‘Priority for type placement: l-right center, 2-bottom center, 3-left center,
4-top center.
(A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B) Maximum distance from symbol before choosing che next highest priority:

#1 4 mm measured to the West end
#2 4 mm measured to the North side (top)
#3 ~ mm measured to the East end
#4 4 mm measured to the South side (bottom)

Symbols and associated area patterns of mderpassing fearures (except
drainage shorelines} are kroken for all bridges, except footbridges. This

rule does not apply to land tir.ton Combat Charts.

Delete dot portion of the symbol that is within 0.5 mm, at chart scale, of
the shoreline (2AOI0 or 2E075) .

Features with the same code, separated by less than 2 rrmac chart scale,
shall be combined into one areal feature.
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-FEATURE : FOFEXHORE... 2A020 (AREA)

R-3708 A blue 31% tint shall not overprint ocher blue 31% CinCS. If cwo blue tinted
symbols, or one tinted symbol and water tine overprint, only one 31% tin~
shall be shown in che area.

FORESHORE ...2A020 (POINT)

L-4706

L-4722

R-2825

R-2911

R-3708

R-3709

If the accribute value is not known, or the actri.butevalue for none or noc
applicable, delete window and condense remaining windows.

Priority for type placemenc: l-right center, 2-bottoin center, 3-left ceaier,
4-top center.
(A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 imm.
(B) Maximum distance from symbol before choosing che next highest priority:

%1 4 mm measured to the West end
$2 4 mm measured to the North side (top)
#3 4 mm measured to the East end
#4 4 mm measured co the South side (bottom)

Delete dot portion of ~he ~mbol that is wichiri 0.S mm, a~ char: SC=~e, of
the shoreline (2AOI0 or 23075).

when two or more identical symbols overprint each other, delete the Portions
chat overlap and show as one symbol with an outline of che combined area of
che symbols.

A blue 31% tint shall not ove-rprintother blue 31% tints. If cwo blue tinted
symbols, or one tinted symbol and water tint overprint, only one 31’2cinz
shall be shown in che area.

The diameter of the circular symbol perimeter line may be reduced in
congested areas co avoid overprinting ocher symbols, but must be at least
2.0 mm diameter, and cannoc come closer than 0.2 mm co any type or graphic
symbol shown inside the circle. In non-congested areas the no-rmalsymbol
diameter shall be shown.

OPEN WATER (EXCEPT ~) ...2A040 (AREA)

R-2316

R-2869

R-3708

symbols and associated area paccerns of underpassing features (except
drainage shorelines) are broken for all bridges, exce~c footbridges. This
rule does not apply co land tint on Combat Char-s.

Show water tint (Blue SPC-48253, 31% screen,
(2AO1O or 2H075).

ac 45°) from the shoreline
co che 10 meter depth curve (2EO1O, CRV=OIO) and all

offshore areas shallower than 10 meters (inside a 10 me:er depth curve).
Blue Lint is deleted from inland hydrogsaphic features (2H), in those areas
that are deeper than 10 meters (outside the 10 meter depth cu-rve).

A blue 31% tint shall not overprint other blue 31% iin~s. If cwo blue zinced
symbols, or one tinted symbol and water tint overprint, only one 31% tint
shall be shown in che area.

ANCHORAGE. ..2BO1O (liltHA)

L-4705 Labeling areas, in order of prefereflce:
(I) Centered in area on one l~ne in che area,

Iefz to right.
(2) Centered in area on one line in the area,

of the feature, reading left to right, or bottom

type is horizontal, reading

oriented along the lon~ axis
to top if axis is vertical.

(3) Centered in area on two approximately equal lines, without splitting
word, type is horizontal, reading left to right.

(4) Centered on two approximately equal Lines without spliicing a worci.
Wpe is oriented along che long axis of the feature, reading left co right,
or boccom co cop if axis is vertical.

(5) Use Rule L-4722 for type placemenc if the area is coo small to piace
c’netype insitieche area.

a
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FEATURE: ANCHORAGE ...2BO1O (AREA)

L-4715 Type sizes for !4aritime Limits and areas:
8 point - < 8 sq. cm.
10 point - >= 8 and < 22 sq. cm.
12 point - >= 12 and < 24 SCI.cm.
14 point - >= 24 and < 100 sq. cm.
8 point - >= 100 sq. cm.

wpe placement for areas >= 100 sq. cm. to < 500 sq. cm.
No labels are show~ on ap,pro~lmately opposite sides of the area, preferably
top and bottom.

Type placement for areas >= 500 sq. cm.
I.abelsare placed at approximately 250 mm. interval around the perimeter of
the feature.

Do not place labels around sharp corners (interior angle <1350), or along
chart neatlines. place type I ~ away and parallel to area limit line,
reading left to right, or bottom to top if limit line is vertical. ~pe is
placed on the INSIDE of the area.

L-4722 Priority fOr type placement: l-right Center, 2-kmttom.center, 3-left center,
4-top center.
(A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B) Maximum distance from symbol before Choosing the next highest priority:

#1 ~ ~ measured to the ‘Westend
#2 4 mm measured to the North side (top)
#3 4 mm measured to the East end
#4 4 mm measured to the South side (bottom)

L-4753 Type placement for areas < 100 sq. cm. Type shall be centered in area
reading from left LO right.

If longer of two axes is North-SouLh +/- 20 degrees or East-west -/- 2C
degrees, type is parallel to south neatline.

(a) If LEN < NID times two, type shail be placed on two approximately
equal lines without splitting words.

(b) If LEN >= WID times two, and major axis is East-hJest +/- 20 degrees,
type shall be placed on ore line.

(c) If LEN >= WID times two, and major axis is North-South +/- 20 degrees,
type shall be placed with each word on a separate line.

If longer of cwo axes is more than 20 degrees from either Nor~h-South or
East-West, and LEN < WID times two, type shall be parallel to south neatline
and on two approximately equal lines without splitting words

If longer of two axes is more than 20 degrees from either North-South or
East-West, and LEN >= WID times two, type shall be placed parallel to the
major axis on one line-e to be placed inside area, place t-ypeoutside area,
using Rule L-4722.

L-4B13 Descriptive zerrns,e.g., “Canal” shall be shown if the name is not known. If
the descriptive word appe~.rs in the name, for example, “PANAMA CANAL”, the
descriptive type shall not.be shown, i.e., do not show “Panama Canal Canal”.

L-4869 The name (NAM) of an anchcjringberth (2BO1O, ANC=OO1) shall be centered in
the circle of Posicut # 78.

L-4882 If ANC=013 (General), no ANC label is shown; Otherwise, label ANC using the
followin~ labels:
If ANC=O02, label “Explosives”
IfANC=O08, label “Reserved”
If ANC=O09, label “Seaplane”
If ANC=012, label “DW”
If ANC=014, label “Tanker”

R-2800 When the boundary of an areal symbol crosses or overprints the shoreline, the
bounds-~ overprinting the shoreline or on’land is deleted.

R-2811 If NAM type will not fit imide anchoring berth circle (ANC=OO1), a rectangle
or leader line may be used instead. Leader line is O.lmm lineweight, Black
solid, SPC-58600.
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ANCHORAGE . . . 2BO1O (POINT)

o

0
..

L-4869

R-2811

BERTH .

L-4727

MIL-C-89202A
APPENDIX A
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The name (NAM) of an anchoring berth (2BO1O, ANC.001) shall be cencered in
the circle of Posicuc 9 78.

If NAM type will not fit inside anchoring berth circle (ANC.001), a reccangle
or leader line may be used instead. Leader line is O.lnunliaeweight, Black
solid, SPC-58600.

..2B020 (POINT)

We placement hierarchy:
(1) On land - if associated with feature (2B190):

(a) At center of area.within 1 mm of (2B190) and water interface.
(b) Anywhere along area within 1 mm of (2B190) and water interface.

{2) Overprinting Shoreline
(3) IrIwater

B~TER. ..2BO4O (AREA)

L-4725

R-2741

R-2742

R-2802

R-2803

R-3672

R-3708

If VRC.004 (Below Surface) or 008 (Covers and Uncovers), add a label
“Breakwater” Type shall be 6 point Swiss 742 Upper/lower case izalic. If
feature LEN <= 13 mm at chart scale, abbreviate Breakwater as “Bkw” Vpe
placement for Breakwater or Bkw shall be in water, parallel to che feature,
readable from left co righz or from bottom co cop.

A breakwater (2B040) is generally no: intended for berthing, even on che
sheltered side. A ‘mole. is a te.m used to describe a breakwater alongside
w-nichvessels may lie on the sheltered side OnlY. In this case, ic shoul~ be
shown as a wharf (2B190) for the side chac is used for berthing, and as a
breakwater on the unsheltered side. In some cases, a mole may lie encizely
wiihin an artificial harbor, permitting vessels to lie alocg both sides. Zn
this case, it should be shown as an offshore loading facilicy (2B170).

If there is the possibility of misincerpretacion by the mariner between a
wharf [2B190) or offshore loading facilicy (2B170), against which vessels may
lie, or a breakwater (2B040), where it would be dangerous co come slongside,
tiangerdots shall be show. in che water,
edge of the breakwater.

parallel to and 1 mm away from ci?e
Feature 2DOO0 (Miscellaneous Underwater Feature},

SOH=OO1 (Dangerous), SFC=O02 (Ocher) shall be used to symbolize this danger
area next to the breakwater. All labeling and the danger curve coincidence
w~t~ the edge of che breakwater are deleted from the 2DO00 Symbol.

Where symbols with the same feature code but different values of VRC are
adjacenc to each other, the boundazy of che feature that is the highest in
the vertical plane shall be shown,
lower shall ‘bedeleted.

and che boundary of the feazure chac is
For example, che feature above water is shown whole,

while the feature that covers and uncovers has that portion of iis symbol
perimeter that overprints the higher feature deleted

When the area symbol boundary overprints che shoreline, and if V2C is
applicable, and the VRC attribute value is 001 (Above High ttacer), the
coincidence feature boundary and coincident shoreline a:e deleted, and land
tint extends to fill che feature.

show land tint inside che symbol. If accribuce VRC is present, show land
tint only if VRC.001 (Above surfacefdoes noc cover at Eigh Water) .

A blue 31% tint shall not overprint other blue 318 tints. If cwo blue tinted
_lst or one tinted symbol and water cinc overprint, only one 31% tint
shall be shown in the area.

BRHAKWAH. ..2BO4O (LINE)

II-4725 If VRC.004 (Below Surface) or 008 (Covers and Uncovers), add a label
“Breakwater= Type shall be 6 point Swiss 742 Upper/lower case italic. If
feature LZN <= 13 mm at charc scale, abbreviate Breakwater as “Bkw” Type
placement for B~eakwater or Bkw shall be in water, parallel to che fesitire,
readable from Iefc co right or from ‘bottom to top.
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BREAKWATER. ..2B040 (LINE)

feature tvDe is linear, the label hierarchy is:
(1) Label-;hall be placed 1 mm above feature, centered.
(2) Top of label shall ;~eplaced 1 mm below feature, centered.
(3) Label may he displaced along the feature; use two labels if feature

l!ength150 mm or greater.
(4) Do not label across shoreline (2AO1O or 2H075).

A breakwater (2B040) is generally not intended for berthing, even on the
sheltered side. A “mole” is a term used to describe a breakwater alongside
which vessels may lie on the shelcerea side only. In this case, it should be
shown as a wharf (2B190) for the side that is used for berthing, and as a
breakwater on the unsheltered side. In some cases, a mole may lie entirely
within an artificial harbor, permitting vessels to lie along both si~es. In
this case, it should be shown as an offshore loading facility (2B170).

If there is the possibility of misinterpretation by the mariner between a
wharf (2B190) or offshore loading facility (2B170), a9ainst which vessels maY
lie, or a breakwater (2B040), where it would be dangerous to come alongside,
danger dots shall be shown in the water, parallel to and 1 mm away from the
edge of the breakwater. Feature 2DOO0 (MiscellarieousUnderwater Feature),
SOH=OO1 (Dangerous), SFC=O02 (Other) shall be used to symbolize this dan9er
area next to the breakwater. All labeling and the danger curve coincident
with the edge of the breakwater are deieted from the 2DOO0 symbol.

DOLPHIN... 2B080 (POINT]

L-4722

ii-4737

LI-4800

L-4894

R-2748

Priority for type placement: l-righr center, 2-bottom center, 3-left centert
4-top center.
(A) Minimum d~stance from symbol - 1 rmn.
(B) Maximum distance from symbol before choosing the next highest priority:

#1 4 mm measured to the West end
#2 4 mm measured to the North side (top)
#3 4 mm measured to the Sast end ●’
#4 4 mm measured to the South side (bottom)

Feature name /label shall be positioned garallel to lines of latitude and
readable left to right.

If two or more like features are in a group, label once in.plural fo-m, e.g.,
Dols, Fish Traps, etc. If single features are separateciby 5 mm or more,
they shall be labeled individually.

If USE=O1O, label ‘IDo1” If uSE=087, label “Deviation Del”

Orient two sides of posicu,t parallel to centerline of vessel to be moored
(uenerallv ~arallel to a line of dolphins) . If dolphin is intended for.- -.
mooring from a~.ydirection, orient two sides vertical

IRrDocK ...2B090 (AREA)

L-4709 If attribute NAM is unknown, delete window and condense the remaining
windows.

L-4722 Priority for type placement: l-right Center, 2-bottom center, 3-lef~ center,
4-top center.
(A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B) Maximum distance from symbol before choosing the next highest priority:

#1 4 mm measured to the West end
#2 4 mm measured to the North side (top)
#3 4 mm measured to the East end
#4 ~ mm measured to the south side (bottom)

L-4883 If the attribute value that iabels a symbol is “unknown” or “other”, label
the symbol with the FACS Feature name.

R-2804 When an area symbol or cased line symbol overprints the shoreline, shoreline
is deleted.

R-2904 If LOC=O05 (Floating) and width < 2 mm, show only perimeter outline
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...zBA-. DRYDOCK. ..2BO9O (AREA)

RULES

R-3675 If a drydock (2B090) is floating (LOC=O05), show land tint inside the symbol.
If the dzydock is non-floating (LOC=O07), delete land tint from inside the

symbol .

FISEERY /PISIi STAKES. ..2B1OO (LINE)

FISH TRAP /FISH WEIR. ..2B11O (AREA)

L-4722 Priority for type placement: l-right center, 2-bottom center, 3-left center,
4-top cencer.
(A} Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B) Maximum ~istance from symbol before choosing the next highest priority:

#1 4 mm measured to che West end
#2 4 mm measured to the North side (top)
#3 4 mm measured to the East end
#4 4 nunmeasured co the South side (bottom)

L-4800 If two or more like features are in a group, label once in plurzl form, e.g.,
Dols, Fish Traps, ccc. If single features are separated by 5 m or more,
they shall be labeled individually.

GRIDIRON... 2B115 (AREA)

JHTTY...2B14O (AREA)

R-2802

O

,,

R-2B03

R-3708

JHTTY.

Where symbols with the same feature code buc different values of VRC are
adjacent to each other, the bounda~ of the feature chat is che highest in
the vertical plane shall be shown, and che boundary of the feature thzc is
lower shall be deleted. For example, the feature above water is shown whole,
while the feature that covers and uncovers has that portion of ics symbol
perimeter that ovewrints the higher feature deleted

Wher? the area symbol boundary overprints the shoreline, and if VRC LS
applicable, and the VRC actribuce value is 001 (Above High Water), the
coincident feature boundary and coincidenceshoreline are deleted, and land
tint extends to fill the feature.

A blue 31% tint shall EOC overprint other blue 3i% tines. If cwo blue cinced
symbols, or one tinted symbol and water cinc overprint, only one 31% tint
shall be shown in the area.

..2B140 (LINE)

LANDING PIACE ...2B150 (AREA)

L-4802 Label shall be placed on land, 1 mm from shoreline and actual locacion of
boat landing (2B150), orient label perpendicular co shoreline.

LANDING PLACE.. .2B150 (POINT)

L-4802

R-3668

Label shall be placed on land, 1 mm from shoreline and eccual locacion of
boat landing (2B150), orient label perpendicular to shoreline.

Seeps (2B150, HOC=O04) shall be positioned adjacent co the shoreline on che
water side, with longer edge coincidence to shoreline. If ~he shoreii~.e is
too cur.wd to place =he SL=PS adjacenc co the shoreline, delete the symbol
and show the legend ‘Steps”. Type is black 58600, 6 point upper and lower
case.

o

MARITIME STATION.. .2B155 (POINT)
,’

c-0030 The flare (posicut 94) and/or fog arcs (posicuc 59) of a feature synhl shall
point toward open water.
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, ...<.--FEATWRE: MARITIME STATION... 213155 (POINT)

L-4722 Priority for type placemen~: l-right center, 2-bottom center, 3-left center,
4-top center.
(A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B) Maximum distance from symbol before choosing the next highest priorivy:

#l 4 mm measured to tha West end
#2 4 mm measured to th? North side (top)
#3 4 mm measured to th~ East end
#4 4 mm measured to th? South side (bottom)

L-4837 If SST=OOO (Unknown), delete window, but show Posicut #59 (three concentric
arcs - fog signal posicut) .

L-4838 If SST=O16 (None) delete window and do not show ?osicut #59 (three concentric
arcs - fog signal posicut)..

L-4839 If SST is not 000 (Unknown) or 016 (None), label SST with appropriate legend
and do not show posicut #59 (three concentric arcs - fog signal posicut).

[f SST is: Use legend:
001 Bell

002 Whis
003 Horn
004 Gong
005 Dia
006 Siren
1007 Reed
008 Explos

OFFSHORE LOADING Facility. ..2M7O (AREA)

L-4705

L-4709

L-4722

R-9035

Labeling areas, in order of preference:
(I) Centered in area on one line in the area,

left to right.
(2) Centered in area on one line in the area,

Iofthe featuze, reading left to right, or bottom

type is horizontal, reading

oriented along the long axis
to tcp if axis is verticai.

(3) Centered in area on txo app~oximately equal lines, without splitting z
!word, type is horizontal, reading left to right.

(4) Centered on two approximately equal lines without splitting a word,
type is oriented along the long axis of the feature, readir]g left to right,
or bottom. to top if axis is vertical.

(’5)Use Rule L-4722 for type placement if the area is too small to place
the type inside the area.

If attribute NAM is unknown, delete window and condense the remaining
windows.

Priority for type placement: l-right center, 2-bottom center, 3-left center,
4-top center.
(A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B)~yxi?num distance from symbol before choosing the next highest priority:

~ ~~ measured to the West end
#2 ~ mm measured to the North side (top)
#3 < mm measured to the East end
#4 ~ mm measured to the Soutk,side (bottom)

Show land tint inside che symbol.

OFFSHORE LOADING FACILITY. ..2E]170 (LINE)

L-4709

L-4860

R-9035

lf attribute NAM is UrIki20bJE,delete window and condense the remaining
windows.

Place type above symbol with a minimum distance of 1 mm, to a maximum of 4 mm
from the symbol, to avoid overprinting other chart data. lf overprinting
occurs, place type below symbol, with a minimum distance of 1 run, to a
maximum distance of 4 mm from the symbol, to avoid overprinting other data.

Show land tint inside the symbol.

OFFSHORE LOADING Facility. ..2EI17O (POINT)
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. - -mzuruRB : OPPSHORB LOADING FACILITY. ..2B170 (POINT)

L-4709

L-4722

R-2849

PIER,

R-2804

R-9035

PIER,

o“-
RFMP..

L-4803

R-2802

R-2803

R-3708

RAMP..

L-4803

If attribute NAM is ur!known,delete window and condense che remsining
windows.

Priority for type placenent: l-right center, 2-bottom center, 3-left cenier,
4-cop center.
(A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B) Maximum distance from symbol before choosing the next highest priority:

#l 4 nunmeasured CO the West end
92 4 mm measured co the North side (cop)
#3 4 mm measured to the East end
#4 4 mm measured co the South side (bottom)

Light flares (Posicut No. 94) shall be oriented in order as EoI1o’ws:
{1) So that ic does not overprint on the feature or a legend associated

with that feature (except for the 7.1 mm diameter circle representing a radio
aid to navigation, which the flare may overprint).

(2} So it does not ove.rprincother chart data (i.e., soundings, pipelines,
submarine cables, ccc.)

(3) So that the wide end of the flare is pointed toward the legend of the
~ighC, or to seaward along the line, in the case of Clearing llnes (2C020),
and clearing lines (2C040).

WRARP...2B19O (AREA)

When an area symbol or cased line symbol overprints che s“noreline, shoreline
is deleted.

Show land tint

WHARF. ..2B19O

.2B220 (AREA)

inside the symbol.

(LINE)

on land, parallel co length of feature, 2 mm separation,
readaDle left to right or bottom to cop if feature is vertical.

Where symbols with the same feature code but different values of VRC are
adjacenc to each other, che boundary of ihe feature chaz is che highest in
Lhe vertical plane shall be shown, and the boundary of zhe feature that is
lower shall be deleted. For example, che feature above wazer is shown whole,
while che feature that covers and uncovers has that portion of ics symbol
perimeter chat overprints the higher feature deleted

When che area symbol boundary overprints the shoreline, and if VRC is
applicable, and the VRC atcribuie value is 001 (Above High “tiacer),the
coincident feature boundary and coincidence shoreline are rieleced, and land
tine extends co fill the feature.

A blue 318 tint shall nor overprini other blue 31% tines.. If cwo blue cinced
symbols, or one cinced symbol and water tint overprint, only one 32% zinc
shall be shown in che area.

.2B220 (LINE)

Label shall be on land, parallel co length of feature, 2 mm separation,
readable left to right or bottom co top-if Zeature is vertical”.

RIPRAP. ..2B225 (A.REA)

R-2743

o
.‘,

R-2750

If a VRC=OO1 (Above Water) antia VRC=O08 (Covers and Uncovers) riprap (2B225)
exist side by side, a single area paccern AP-131 is shown over both areas,
and the coincidence perimece: lines are noc shown. Land i$.n~is shown over
the VRC.001 portion of the symbol, and water tine is shown over tke VRC=O08
poriion.

If VRC . 001 (Above High Water), or 008 (Covers and Uncovers), show feature
only if scale is 15,000 or lzrger.
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R-3700 If
or
or

RIPRAP ...2B225 (AREA)

above water or uncoveri:ag riprap (2B225, VRC=OO1 or 008) is surrounding,
alongside part of a breakwater (2B040), jetty (2B140), sea wall (2E230),
other similar features which extend out from the shoreline (and including

the shoreline), it shall be symbolized as an area, but shall maintain a
minimum width of 0.5 mm, measured from the edge of the other feature to the
sezward edge of the riprap. If necessary, the width of the symbolized
riprap will be expanded to a minimum of 0.5 mm. When this expansion is made,
the priority for displacement will vary, depending on what type of feature
the riprap is against.
1. If the riprap is along the shoreline, seawall, or other linear feature
with land on one side, shod seawzrd edge of the rigrap in actual position,
and displace the other feature’s symbol inland.
2. If the riprap is alongside an area breakwater, jetty, etc., show the
seward edge of the riprap in actual position, and dispiace the edge of the
feature inward to create a minimum width of riprap of 0.5 mm. If this
displacement would result in a minimum width of the other feature
(breakwater, jetty, etc.) of less than 0.5 mm, preserve the 0.5 mm minimum
width of the other feature, and displace the seaward edge of the riprap
symbol outward to maintain the riprap’s 0.5 mm minimum width.
3. If riprap is alongside a line breakwater, jetty, etc., ciisplace the
:;eaward edge of the r~prap outward to maintain a minimum width of O.5 mm. If
the predominant characteristic of the feature, suc’nas jetty or breakwater,
is composed of riprap, symbolize as the other feature, and do not show a
riprap symbol.

The perimeter of che riprap symbol coincident with che other feature is not
symbolized.

R-3708 A blue 31% tint shall not overprint other blue 31% tints. If two blue tinted
symbols, or one tinted symbol and water tint overprint, only one 31% tine
shall be shown in the area.

SEAWASL ...2Ei230 (LINE)

G-0012 }.rea and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

SLIPWAY. ..2B240 (LINE)

L-4803

R-2802

R-2B03

R-3708

Label shall be on land, parallel to length of feature, 2 mm separation,
:readable left to right or bottom to top if feature is vertical.

Where symbols with the same feature code but different values of VRC are
adjacent to each o~her, the boundary of che feature that is the highest i?,
the vertical plane shall ke shown, and the boundary of the feature t>.atis
lower shall be deleted. For example, c’nefeature above ‘water is shown whole,
while the feature that covers and ur.covershas that portion of izs symbol
perimeter that overprints the higher feature deleted

When the area symbol boundary overprints the shoreline, and if V?.C is
applicable, and the VRC attribute value is 001 (A’hoveHigh ‘Water), the
coincident feature boundary and coincident shoreline are deleted, and land
tint extends to fill the feature.

A blue 31% tint shall not overprint other blue 31% tints. If two blue tir,ted
symbols, or one tinted symbol and water tint overprint, only one 31% tint
shall be shown in the area .

BUOY ...2COI0 (POINT)
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XFBATURB: BUOY. ..2COIO (POINT)

o

0

D-1914

D-7013

18-4709

L-4711

L-4737

L-4759

L-4761

L-4766

L-4767

L-4768

L-4789

L-4790

L-4831

L-4833

If an IALA cardinal buoy must
danger, it shall be displaced

be displaced off of a 2D point hydrographic
the minimum distance required co resolve the

overprint of che central danger symbol (excluding danger circle and type), irl
the safe direction of che XALA cardinal buoy. The following are IALA
cardinal buoys:

If SSC.080 or 083, and CCF=O19, and ‘iTiC=O08,buoy is IALA North Cardinal,
displace north.
If SSC=080 OE 083, and CC?.020, and TMC=O09, buoy is IALA East Carolina,
displace east.
If SSC.080 or 083, and CCF=013, and TMC=OIO, buoy is IALA South Cardinal,
displace south.
If SSC=080 or 083, and CCF=014, and TMC=O1l, buoy is IALA West Cardinal,
displace west.

When aids to navigation (2C) overprint hydrographic dangers {2D), or depth
curves (2EOIO), the following displacement criceria applies:
a. If the aid to navigation is a fixed aid (2C030 Electronic Beacon, 2C050

Light, or 2C060 Visual Beacon), and the 2D synbol is a point symbol, delete
the 2D point symbol. Show both if che 2D symbol is an area symbol.
b. If the aid co navigation is a buoy (2CO1O),che 2D symbol’s danger curve,
i.e., the dotted perimeter line, if present, is broken for che buoy symbol
(excluding type).
c. If a point danger symbol concai~s a cencral graphic element, such as a +
or posicut 104, 110, 114, ccc., the buoy symbol is displaced off L+e tianger
symbol’s cenceral graphic elmenc. The displacement shall be as little as
possible to resolve the overprint. (Sor IALA cardinal buoys, see rule
D-1914.)
d. The above criteria refers to the graphic portion of symbols only. All
type and labels are movable around ihe graphic elements co avoid ove~rincs.
If the 2D symbol’s cencral HDP type muse be moved, it shall be placec outside
the danger circle, and enclosed in parentheses.
e. Depth Curves (2EOIO) are broken for aids co navigation and dangers, and
the type associated with these symbols.

If attribute NAM is unknown, delete window and condense che remaining
windows.

Strings of windows may be placed on two lines to avoid overprints.

Feature name /label shall be positioned parallel to lines of latitude and
readable left co right.

Yellow, abbreviated “Y”, shall be subscicuced for Orange ‘Or- or Amber “~”
when describing light color in the Character of Light attribute (CCEL).

If the only light color is white, omit color from COL. e.g., “?1 6s 12 m 8M-
is a white light.

The name (NAM) of a buoy (2CO1O) shall be shown in quotes (i.e., “Heron-).

The period (PER) label of a buoy (2COIO) may be omitted if that buoy is shown
on a chart ac a larger scale.

If SST=OOO for feature, display che sound signal posicuc [No. 59) withoui ihe
SST label. If SST.001 co 008, show the SST label and do not show the sound
signal posicut.

In areas of congested type, if ic is necessary to abridge a Iighc legend due
to clutter, che period (PER) may be omitted.

A posicuc shall ‘bedisplayed in che TMC window for each value of TMC. If ~c
= 99 (None) the ?t4Cwindow shall be deleted. The lower end of the topmark
posi.~i shall touch the feature and shall be aligned with che primary axis of
che feature.

If CCF=OOO (Unknown), delete window.

If ‘IWIC=OOO(Unknown) or 099 (None), delete window.
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L-4834

L-4835

L-4836

L-4837

L-4838

L-4839

L-4840

L-4841

L-4842

RULES

If TMC = 001 to 027, place the appropriate topmark symbol in che TMC wi~dow,
with the lower end of the [}osicut touching the feature. Use the appropriate
posicut for each value of ~3tCas follows:

Clol
CI02
003
CI04
CIO’5
006
CI07
GO%
009
Cllo
011
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
019
020
021
022
023
024
025
026
027

Can (Open), use Posicut #169
Cone, Point Up (Open), use Posicut #170
Can (Filled), use Pos:,cut#171
Cone, Point Up (Filled), use Posicut #172
“X” , use Posicut #173
Ball (Open), use Posicut %174
Double Ball (Filled), use Posicut #175
Double Cone, Points Upward (Filled), use Posicut #176
Double Cone, Points Apart (Filled), use Posicut #177
Double Cone, Points Downward (Filled), use Posicut #178
Double Cone, Points Together (Filled), use Posicut #179
Diamond (Open), use Posicut #180
Diamond (Filled), use Posicut #181
Cone, Point Up, Over 13all (Open), use Posicut #182
Cone, Point Up, Over 13all (Filled), use Fosicut *183
Ball Over Cone, Point Up (Open), use Posicut #184
Ball Over Cone, Point UP (Filled), use Posicut #l@5
Cross, use Posicut #1~36
Ball (Filled), use Posicut #187
Broom, use Posicut #ld8
,,T,,,use Posicut #la9
Can Over Ball (Open), use Posicut #190
Cross Over Ball (Open), use Posicut #191
Diamond Over Ball (Filled), use Posicut #192
Double Ball (Open), use Posicut #193
Cone, Point Downward (Open), use POslcUt #194
Double Cone, Points .k?art (Open), use posicut #195

:[fRA1=OOO (Unknown] or 053 (None). do not show RAl label, and do not ShOW
Posicut #86 (7.1 mm diametar purple circle) .

[f RA2=OO0 (Unknown) or 050 (None), do not show RA2 label.

If SST=OOO (Unknown), delete window, but show Posicut #59 (three concentric
arcs - fog signal posicut) .

:lfSST.016 (None) delete window and do not show Posicut #59 (three concentric
arcs - fog signai posicut) .

If SST is not 000 (Unknown) or 016 (None), label SST with
and do not show posicut #59 (three concentric arcs - fog

appropriate legend
signal posicut) .

If SST is: Use legend:
001 Bell

002 Whis
003 Horn
004 Gong
005 Dia
006 Siren
007 Reed
008 Explos

If RA1=O05 (Directional Radiobeacon), 014 (Rotating Radiobeacon), 017
(Circular Radiobeacon), 048 (Aeronautical Radiobeacon, Non-directional), or
049 (Radiobeacon, Type Unknown), and BF1 is not 000 (Unknown), and BF1 < 285
or BF1 > 325; delete RA1 window and do not show Posicut #86 (7.1 mm diameter
purple circle).

If RA2=O05 (Directional Radiobeacon), 014 (?.otatingRadiobeacon), 017
(Circ~lar Radiobeacon), 048 (Aeronautical Radiobeacon, Non-directional), or
049 (Radiobeacon, ~pe Unknown), and EF2 is not 000 (UnKnOwn), and 3F2 < 285
or 9F2 > 365, delete RA2 xindow.

o

If PER=OOO (Unknown) or 9S9 (None), delete win~ow and close up any windows
previously separated by the PER window (if any) .
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0
1.

L-4843

L-4844

L-4845

L-4846

L-4849

L-4850

RULES

If RA2 does not equal an attribute listed for a particular symbol, omit
posicut #s6 (7.I ~ dime~er purple circle) and the RAl label.

If RA2 does not equal an attribute listed for a particular symbol, omit the
RA2 label.

If PER c 3 seconds, round ic co the nearest half second and display in whole
number and fraccion format (e.g., 2.3 seconds = 2 1/2s, 2.6 seconds = 2 1/2s,
2.8 seconds = 3s). If PER >. 3 seconds round co whole secoi?ds.

If CKA=023 (Unlighted), delete COL, PER, EOii,and LVR
Posicuc #94 (Light flare posicuc).

Abbreviations for colors for che CCF label, and ocher
legends:

If CCF is:
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
o~9
020
021
022
023
024
025
026
027
028
029
030
031
032
033
034
035
036
037

Red, abbreviate “R”
Red & White, abbreviate “RWO
Red & Green, abbreviate ●RG 0
Red & Black, abbreviate ORB=
Red-Green-Red, abbreviate “RGR”
Green, abbreviate “G”
Green & White, abbreviate ‘GWO
Green & Red, abbreviate “GR”
Green & Black, abbreviate “G3m
Green-Red-Green, abbreviate ‘GRG”
Green-Yellow-Black, abllreviate “GYB-
Yellow, abbreviate “Y”
Yellow & Black, abbreviate OYBO
Yellow-Black-Yellow, abbreviate “YBY-
Yellow & Red, abbreviate “YR”
Yellow .2Green, abbreviate “YG”
Yellow-Red-White, abbreviate “YRWO
Black, abbreviate “B”
Black & Yellow, abbreviate “3Y”
Black-Yellow-Black, abbreviate 8BYB”
Black-Red-Black, abbreviate “BRB”
Black & White, abbreviate “BW”
Black & Red, abbreviate “BR”
Black & Green, abbreviate “BG”
White, abbreviate ‘W”
White & Red, abbreviate ‘WR”
White & Orange, abbreviate “W Or”
White & Green , abbreviate aWG=
White & Black, abbreviate “WB”
White & Yellow, abbreviate “WY”
White-Red-Green, abbreviate “WRG”
White-Green-White, abbreviate “WGW”
Orange, abbreviate “OZ”
Blue, abbreviate “W “
Gray, abbreviate ‘Gy”
Violet, abbreviate “Vi”
Brown, abbreviate OBr”

Abbreviations and labels for RA1 and RA2:

If RAl or RA2 is:
004 Radio Direction Finding Station, abbrevizce “RG”
005 Directional Radiobeacon, abbreviate “RD-
010 Racon, label “Racon”
014 Rotating Radiobeacon, abbreviate “RW@
017 Circular Radiobeacon, abbreviate ‘RC=
045 QTG Station, abbreviate “R”
046 Coast Radar Station, abbreviate *Ra-
047 Ramark, label “Ramark”

windows, and delete

specified color

048 Aeronautical Radiobeacoc, Non-directional, abbreviate ‘Aero RC-
049 Radiobeacon, Wpe Unknown, abbreviate “R Bn”
051 Consol, label “Cons.ol”
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L-4853

L-4856

L-4857

L-4858

L-4868

L-4875

L-4876

L-4899

R-2295

R-2717

R-2718

If there is only one radio aid at a feature,

RULES

it shall take its value from
the RAl attribute and RA2 shall have the value 050 (None).

If PER is not 000 (Unknow:l)or 998 (None), the numerical value for PER shall
be immediately followed by a lower case letter “s” printed in the same type
as PER (i.e., 12s). When PER is not shown, do not show the “s”.

When EOL has a known value, and it is not zero (0), the numerical value for
EOL shall be @mediately followed by a lower case letter “m” printed in the
same type as EOL (i.e., 25 m). When EOL is not shown, do not show the “m”.

When LVR or has a known value and it is not zero (0), the numerical value for
LVR shall be irmnediately followed by a capital letter “M” printed in the same
type as LVR (i.e., 10 M). When no light range is shown, do not show the “M”.

The CCF label for symbols 2CO10pOOl, 2CO1OPO13, 2C050PO02, and 2C060POOI
shall be centered immediatsiy ‘below the small circle marking the position of
the feature.

If there is more than one visibility range at a light, the attribute MLR is
used in place of LVR attribute.

The MLR label (i.e., 21-15 or 12/15) shall be shown in place of the LVR iabel
on the symbology if there is more than one visibility at a light.

Miscellaneous labels occasionally may be found in association with mayine
navigational aids (2c). If a text label is shown on hydrographic source
material, it should be considered significant for navigation. Examples are:

-A fog detection light, label “Fog Det Lt”
-A floodlit structure near navigable water, label “(Illuminated)”
-A daytime light, if character (COL) of light in the day is different from

the character shown at night. show daytj.mecharacter, followed by “’Day”in
parentheses, for example:
(F 37m IIM Dav) a

-Unwatched” light, with no standby or emergency arrangements, label “(U)”
-A temporary light or buoy, label “(temp)”. If seasonai, include months,

for example: “(Apr-Ott)”
-A fog light, if light is only shown in fog, or the light curing fog is

different from the charac~er (COL) shown at other times, show character in
fog, followed by “(in fog)”, in parentheses. For example: F1 5s (in fog)

-A privately maintained light or buoy, label “(priv)”
-RACONS occasionally will show a morse code identification, or an

operating frequency, for example, “Racon (Z)”, “Racon (Z) (10 cm)”, “Racon
(Z) (3 & 10 cm)” A RACON responding on a fixed frequency outside the marine
band is labeled with an “F” in front of the label “RACON”

If a radio aids cizcle (Posicut #86) is shown on a symbol, it shall be
centered on the origin of the symbol. Since they are a different color, TMC
l:opmarkposicuts may overprint the radio aid circle. The radar reflector
(Posicut #93), if shown, shall be positioned outside the radio aids circle,
]prefe~abljjnear the top of the symbol. The fog signal (?osicut %59) , if
shown, shall preferably be positioned concentric “with the radio aids circle,
wick its middle arc even with the radio aids circle, which may be broken for
10.2mm on both sides of the fog signal posicut. The fog signal posicuc may
lbeshown in any direction from the navigational aid, to avoid overprints, or
moved completely outside the radio aids circle, if necessary.

:IfSSC=080 (Pillar Buoy-Open), 083 (Spar Buoy), 084 (Can Buoy-Open), or 097
(Diamond Shaped BUOY), and CCF=OO1 (Red) or 005 (Red-Green-Red), and TMC.000
(Unknown), 099 (None) or 001 (Can-Open), and REF=OOI (Radar Reflector
Present) , do not show Posicut #93 (Radar Reflector) .

:IfSSC=081 (Pillar Buoy-Filled), 083 (Spar Buoy), 087 (Cone auoy-rilled), or
1D97 (Diamond SF.apeciBuoy) , and CCF=O06 (GreeP.)or 010 (Green-Red-Green), a~.d
‘1’MC=OOO(Unknown), 099 (None), or 004 (Cone-F’illed),and REF=OOI (Radar
:Reflector Present), do not show Posicut #93 (Radar Reflector) .
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FEATURE: BUOY.- .2CO1O (pO=)

R-2719

R-2720

R-2721

R-2722

R-2723

R-2724

R-2725

O
R-2726

R-2727

R-2832

R-2849

R-2884

R-2885

R-2886

R-2887

R-2992

O

R-2994,,

R-2995

If SSC=OEIO (Pillar Buoy-Open), 083 (Spar BUOY), 0f34 (Can Buoy-men). or 097
(Diamond sha~ed Buov), and CCF=O06 (Green) or 010 (Green-Red-Greefi),and.——
TMC=OOO (Unkfiown),b99 (None), or 003 (Ca~-Filled) and REF=OOI (Radar
Reflector Present), do not show Posicut #93 (Radar Reflector).

If sSC=OLI1 (Pillar Buoy-Filled), 083 (Spar BUOY), 087 (cone Buoy-Fil~ed). Or
097 (Diamond Shaped BUOY), and CCF=OO1 (Red) or 005 {Red-Green-Red), and
‘IMC=OOO (Unknown), 099 (None), or 002 (Cone-Open) and REF=OO1 (Radar
Reflector Present), do not show Posicut #93 (Radar Reflector).

If sSC=080 (Pillar 9uoy-Open) or 083 (Spar Buoy), and CCF=019 (Black and
Yellow), and TMC=O08 (Double Cones, Point Upward-Filled), and REF=OO1 (Radar
Refleccor Present), do not show Posicut #93 (Radar Reflector).

If SSC=080 (Pillar EMoy-open) or 083 (Spar BUOY), and CCF=020
(Black-Yellow-Black), and WC=O09 (Double Cones, points Apart-?illedl/ and
REF.001 (Radar Refleccor Present), do not show Posicuc #93 (Radar Reflector).

lf SSC=OSO (pillar Suoy-open) or 083 (Spar Buoy), and CCF=013 (Te~~ow and
Black} and TMC=OIO (Double Cones, Points Downward-Filled), and R5F.001 (Radar
Reflector Present), do not show Posicuc S93 (Radar Reflector).

If sSC=080 (Pillar Buoy-Open) or 083 (Spar Buoy), and CCF=014
(Yellow-Black-Yellow), and TNC=OI1 (Double Cones, Points Together-?illed)t
and REF=OO1 (Radar Reflector Present), do not show Posicut #93 (Radar
Reflector) .

If SSC=080 (Pillar Buoy-open) or 083 (Spar BUOY), and CcF=021
(Black-Red-91ack) , and TMC=O07 (Double Ball-Filled), and RZF=OOI (Radar
Reflector present), do not show ?osicuc #93 (Radar Reflector).

If SSC=080 [Pillar 3uoy-Dpen), 083 (Spar BUOY), or 088 {Spherical
Buoy-Vertical Stripes), ar?ciCCF=O02 (Red & White), and TMC=O07 ;30uble
Ball-Filled), and REF=OOl (Radar Refleccor Present), do not show poSiCUC +93
(Radar Reflector).

If SSC=080 (Pillar Buoy-Open) or 083 (Spar Buoy), and CCF=012 (Yellow), and
TMC=O05 (“x”), and REF=OO1 {Radar Refleccor Present), do not show PosicuL 393
(Radar Reflector].

Ef3Lof feature shall be shown co the nearest whole meter rounded to the next
higher value at .5 meter, e.g., 10.4 = 10, whereas 10.5 = 11.

Light flares (Posicut No. 94) shall be oriented in order as follcws:
(1) So that it does not overprint on the feature or a legend associated

with that feature (except for the 7.1 mm diameter circle representing a radio
aid to navigation, which the flare may overprint).

(2) SO it does not overprint other charc data (i.e.. soundings, pipe~ines~
submarine cables, etc.)

(3) SO that the wide end of the flare is pointed toward the legend of the
light, or to seaward along the line, in the case of clearin9 lines (2C020),
and clearing lines [2C040).

The point of the light flare (Posicuc No. 94) shall be 1 mm from the dot or
small circle representing che position of che feature.

Seasonal buoys shall be shown wichouc mention of their seasonal na.cure.

The slope of a buoy (2CO1O), which is normally 25° from vertical, may be
varied from 5° co 45° from vertical co avoid overprints.

Reserve fog signals shall not be shown on produce.

If REF=O02 (Radar ReSleccor Absent), do noc shown ?osicuc #93 (Radar
Refleccor posicut).

IF SSC=OOO (Unknown), 079 (Other), or 097 (Diamond Sha?ed~. and CCF=OOO, Oolt
003-005, 012-017, or 025-037, use Posic~c #150 [Pillar 3UOY iOpenl).

lf SSC=OOO {Unknown), 079 (O~her), or 097 {Diamond Shaped: , and CCF=O06-011,
or 018-02C, use Posicut #151 {Pillar Eluoy [Filled]).
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FEATURE: BUOY. ..2COIO (PO1~)

R-2996

R-2997

R-3684

S-1403

T-0045

T-0846

If SSC=OOO (Unknown), 079 (Other), or 097 (Diamond Shaped) , and CCF=O02, use
Posicut #152 (Pillar Buoy [Vertical Stripes]).

If
080
081
082
083
084
085
086
087
088
089
090
091
092
093
094
095
096
097
102

SSC is: Use Posicut:
Pillar Buoy (Open), use Posicut #150
Pillar Buoy (Filled), use Posicut #151
Pillar Buoy (Vertical Stripes), use Posicut #152
Spar Buoy, use Posicut #153
Can Buoy (Open), use Posicut #154
Can J3uoy (Filled), use Posicut #155
Cone Buoy (Open), use Posicut 4$156
Cone Buoy (Filled), use Posicut #157
Spherical Buoy (Vertical Stripes), use Posicut #158
Spherical Buoy, use Posicut #159
Superbuoy (ODAS), use Posicut #160
Superbuoy (LAN3Y), use Posicut #162
Superbuoy (Tanker), use ?osicut #161
LiGhtship , use Posicut #162
Lightfloat (Open), use Posicut #163
Barrel/Tonne Buoy, use Posicut #164
Mooring Buoy, use Posicut #165
Diamona Shaped Buoy, use Posicut # 167
Ligfitfloat (Filled), use ?osicut #219

If a mooring buoy (2cO1O, SSC.096) is unlighted (CHA.023), omit light flare
(Posicut #94) from the symbol.

If a channel is marked by a feature but because of the product scale
individual features overprint or are closer than 3 mm, replace the features
with the legend “Buoyed channel” (for 2CO1O) or “Channel marked by beacons”
(for 2C060). Legend will be aligned with the channel.

If superbuoys (2COI0, SSC.090 (Superbuoy-ODAS), 091 (Superbuoy-LAN9Y), 092
(Superbuoy-Tankerj, 093 (Lightship), 094 (Lighcfloat-Open), or 102
(Lightfloat-Filled)) overprint other buoys (2CO1O with other SSC values),
thin by first deleting bucys other than those with SSC values of 090 throught
094, or 102).

First thin buoys (2CO1O) with the same color (CCF), then zhose with the same
shape (SSC). -

CI,JZARXNG LINE... 2C020 (LINE)

D-7012 Break line symbol in water area for overprinting point symbol xith the same
color. Leave space 0.5 mm on each side of the point symbol. Do not displace
either the line symbol or zhe point symbol. Point symbols may overprint
line symbols of a differert color.

L-4743 If feature type is linear, the label hierarchy is:
(1) Label shall be placed 1 mm above feature, centered.
(2) Top of label shall be placed 1 mm below feature, centered.
(3) Label may be displaced along the feature; use two labels if feature

length 150 mm or greater.
(4) Do not label ac~oss shoreline (2AO1O or 2H075).

L-4830 When a clearing line (2c020) is used to define the limits of a measured
distance line (6C1OO), delete all text associated with the clearing line.

L-4881 Marks should be briefly described usifigthe COL or DRP attributes, if there
is any doubt concerning their identity on the chart:
a. If space is minimal, the entire legend may be deleted.
b. Show BRG only, if the identity of the marks is clear.
c. Features may be named if desirable to identify the marks, for example, a

COL of “2 Lts” or a DRP of’“2 Bns” or “TR & Bn”
d. Exceptionally, the chz.ratterof a light is given to avoid confusion with
Other nearby lights, for example a COL of “2 F1 3“ o

L-701O The first letter in the symbol. label, and any abbreviacior. of ligk.tso:
beacons (Lt, Lts, Bn, BiI),are capitalized. Other ietters a~e lowe~ case
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FE?mURE : CLBARXNG LINE... 2c020 (LINE)

0-3420 If a clearing line (2C020) or leading line (2C040) is shown, show the
feature(s) associated with ic (usually light 2C050, or visual beacon 2C060).
If the feature(s) are noc required by Che product, show as Miscellaneous
Cultural Feature (9DO12).

R-2999 The length of a clearing line (2C020) shall be determined by the geographic
positions of its ends.

~ONIC BEACON. ..2c030 (POINT)

o

0

D-7013

LI-4709

L-4737

L-4783

L-4835

L-4836

L-4844

L-4850

L-4853

When aids to navigation (2c) overprint hydrographic dangers {2D), or depth
curves (2EO1O), the following displacement criteria applies:
a. If the aid to navigation is a fixed aid (2C030 Electronic Beacon, 2C050

Light, or 2C060 Visual Beacon), and che 2D symbol is a point symbol, delete
the 2D point symbol. Show both if che 2D symbol is an area symbol.
b. If the aid to navigation is a buoy (2CO1O), the 2D symbol’s dangez curve,
i.e., the dotted perimeter line, if present, is broken for the buoy syimbol
(excluding type).
c. If a point danger symbol contains a cencral graphic element, such as a +
or posicut 104, 110, 114, etc., che buoy symbol is displaced off the danger
symbol’s Centeral graphic element. The displacement shall be as liitle as
possible to resolve the overprint. (For IALA cardinal buoys, see rule
D-1914. )
d. The above criceria refers to the graphic portion of symbols only. All
type and labels are movable around the graphic elements to avoid overprints.
If che 2D symbol’s central HDP c~e muse be moved, it shall be placed outside
the danger circle, and enclosed n parentheses.
e. Depth Curves (22010) are broken for aids to navigation and dangers, and
the type associated with these symbols.

If attribute NAM is unknown,
win~ows.

Feature name /label shall be
readable left co right.

Label placement hierarchy:
(1) On land, one line.

delete window and condense the remaining

positioned parallel co lines of lazicude .?.cd

(2) On land; cwo lines, word spellings not split.
(3) In water, one line.

If RM=OOO (Unknown) or 050 (None). do noc show RAl label, and do noc show
Posicut #86 (7.1 mm diameter purple circle).

If RA2=OO0 (Unknown) or 050 (None), do not show RA2 label.

lf ~2 does noC equal an at~ribute listed for a particular symbol, Omit Che

RA2 label.

Abbreviations and labels for RAI and RA2:

If RAl or RA2 is:
004
005
010
014
017
045
0.46
047
048
049
(351

If
the

Radio Direction Finding Scacion, abbreviate ‘RG”
Directional Radiobeacon, abbreviate ORD”
Racon, label “Racon”
Rotating Radiobeacon, abbreviate ‘RW’
ci~cu~ar Radiobeacon, a~brevia~e ‘RC=
QTG Station, abbreviate “R”
Coast Radar Station, abbreviate ‘Ran
Ramark, label “Ramark”
Aeronautical Radiobeacon, Non-directional, abbreviate “Aero RC”
Radiobeacon, ‘&?e Unknown, abixeviate “R %n”
Consol, label ‘Consol”

there is only one radio aid ac a feature, it shall cake i~s value from
RAl atcribuce and RA2 shall have the value 050 (None).
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FEATURE : ELECTRONIC BEACON. ..2CO3O (POINT)

L-4899

0-3400

T-0854

T-0855

Miscellaneous labels occas:,onally may be found in
navigational aids (2c). if a text label is shown
material, it should be considered significant for

-A fog detection light, label “Fog Det Lt”

association with marine
on hydrogrsphic saurce
navigation. Examples are:

-A floodlit structure near navigable water, label “(Illuminated)”
-}.daytime light, if character (COL) of light in the day is different from

the character shown at night. Show daytime character, followed by “Day” in
parentheses, for example:
‘(,F37m llM Day) -

-Unwatched light, with no standby or emergency arrangements, label “(U)“
-A temporary light or buoy, label “(ternP)”. If seasonal,

for example: “(Apr-Ott)”
include months,

-A fog light, if light LS only shown in fog, or the light during fog is
ciifferent from the character (COL) shown at other times, show character in
fog, followed @ “(in fog)”, in parentheses. For example: F1 5S (in fo9)

-A privately maintained light or buoy, label “(priv)“
-RACONS occasionally will show a morse code identification, or an

operating frequency, for example, “Racon (Z)”, “Racon (Z) (10 cm)”, “R~~on
(Z) (3 & 10 cm]” A RACON responding on a fixed frequency outside the marine
band is labeled with an “F” in front of the label “RACON”

If an electronic beacon (2cC3C) is within 2 mm, at chart scale, of a light
[2C050, HLT=OOO, 001, or 032), the electronic beacon shall not be shown and
the light shall be changed to include the electronic beaccn as a part of the
light. The RAl and RA2 attributes of the electronic beacon (2C030) will be
added to the RA1 and RA2 attributes of the light (2C050). The electronic
beacon and the light are not combined if the light is a moire effect light
(HLT=O03) or a strip iight (HLT=004). In this case, show both the light and
the electronic beacon as separate symbols.

If RA1=O05 (Directional Radiobeacon), 014(Rotacing Radiobeacon!, 017 (Circular
Radiobeacon) , 048(Aeronautical Radiobeacon-Non-directional ), 049(Radiobeacon,
type unknown) , or 51(Consol) , and the broadcast frequency (BF1) is known (not a

equal to 000), but BF1 < 285 kHz.or BFI > 325 kHz, do not show the feature.

If RA2=O05 (Directional Radiobeacon) , 014(Rotating Radic’beacor.), 017 (Circular
Radiobeacon) , 048(Aeronautical Radiobeacon, Non-directional) ,
049(Radiobeacon, type unknown) t or 51(Consol) t and the broadcssz frequencY
(BF2) is known (not equal to 000), but BF2 < 285 kHz or BF2 > 325 kHz, dc
not show the RA2 portion of the feature.

LEADINC) LINE.. .2CO4O (LINE)

D-7012

L-4743

L-4855

L-4881

11-7010

Break line symbol in water area for overprinting point symbcl with the same
,color. Leave space 0.5 mm on each side of the point symbol. Do not displace
either the line symbol or the point symbol. Point symbols may overprint
line symbols of a different color.

If feature type is linear, the label hierarchy is:
(1) Label shall be placed 1 mm above feature, centered.
(2) Top of label shall be placed 1 mm below feature, centered.
(3) Label may be displaced along the feature; use two labels if feature

length 150 mm or greater.
(4) Do not label across shoreline (2AOI0 or 2H075).

When a leading line (2C04C) is also part of a recommended track (6C165,
RTT=O03), the type for the leading line shall be omitted, if ic duplicates
the labels on tne track.

Marks should be briefly described using the COL or DRP attributes, if there
is any doubt concerning t~,eiridentity on the chart:

If space is minimal, the entire legend may be deleted.
~; Show BRG only, if the identity of the marks is clear.
c. Features may be named if desirable to identify the marks, for example, a

COL of “2 Lts” or a DRP of “2 Bns” or “TR & Bn”
d. Exceptionally, the character of a light is given to avoid conf~~ion with
other nearby lights, for example a COL of “2 F1 R“

The first letter in the symbol label, antiany abbreviation of lights cr
beacons (Lt, Lts, Bn, Bn) , are capitalized. Other letters are loxer case
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o
FEM?uRx : LEADING LINE... 2c040 (LINE)

0-3420 If a clearing line (2C020) or leading line (2C040) is shown, show the
feature(s) associated with ic (usually light 2C050, or visual beacon 2C060).
If the feature(s) are not required by che product, show as Miscellaneous
Cultural Feature (9D012).

R-2728 The dashed portior! of the leading line (2C040) shall be the end of che
leading line nearest to the LAF.

R-2998 The length of the solid and dashed portions of the leading line [2C040) shall
be determined by three geographic positions (the two end points of che line
and the point where the dashed and solid portions meet).

R-3681 Delete leading liz?efor moire effect Iighc (2C040, LAF=O08) when associated
moire effect light (2C050,.HLT=O03) is not shown.

LIGHT ...2COS0 (POINT)

D-7013

o
L-4709

L-4711

L-4737

L-4759

L-4760

L-4761

L-4762

o L-4783

When aids to navigation (2c) overprint hydrographic dangers (2D), or depth
curves (2EO1O), the following displacement criteria applies:

If the aid co navigation is a Zixetiaid (2C030 Electronic Beacon, 2C050
L~9ht, or 2COGO visual Beacon), and the 2D symbol is a POinC symbo~t delete
che 2D point symbol. Show both if the 2D symbol is an area symbol.
b. If the aid to navigation is a buoy (2COIO), che 2D symbol’s danger curve,
i.e., the dotted perimeter line, if present, is broken 5or zhe buoy symbol
(excluding type).
c. If a point danger symbol contains a central graphic element, such as a +
or posicut 104, 110, 114, etc., the buoy symbol is displaced off the danger
symbol’s centeral graphic element. The displacentenc shall be as little as
possible co resolve che overprint. (For IALA cardinal buoys, see -rule
D-1914.)
d. The above criteria refers to the graphic portion of symbols only. All

type and labels are movable around che graphic elentents to avoid overprints.
If the 2D symbol’s central HDP type must be moved, ic shell be placed outside
the danger circle, and enclosed in parentheses.
e. Depth Curves {2EO1O) are broken for aids co navigation and dangers, and

the type associated with these symbols.

If accribuce HAM is unknown, delete window and condense ihe remaiaic~
windows.

Strings of windows may be placed on two lines co avoid overprints.

Feature name /label shall be positioned parallel co lines of lacicude and
readable Iefi co right.

Yellow, abbreviated ‘Y-, shall be subsii~uted for Oraage “Or” or Aiier “Am”
when describing light color in the Character of Light atcribuce (COL}.

When more than one light (2c050) is ac the same point, the information about
those lights shall be Iisced, one above che other, in the order char Chev
appear in the DMA Light List. Only one Light flare and light ciocshall ‘~
shown to represent those lights.

When there is no room LO stack the light legends (for example, if a legend
overprints oiher information, features, or cexc), the legends may be listed
horizontally (or horizontally and stacked if more than two) separated by a
comma(s) . They shall be listed in o.tierof range, as they appear in che D.MA
Lig?K List.

If the only light color is white, omit color from C(L. e.g., “Fl 6s 12 m 8M”
is a white light.

A light with two ranges (MLR) shall be disglayed separated by a slash, e.g.,
14/12M. A light with more than cwo ranges shall have che greacesc and lease
ranges separated by a hyphen, e.g., 22-18M.

Label placemenc hierarchy:
(1) On land, one line,
(2) On land, two lines, word spellings not split.
(3) In water, one line.
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PEATWRE: ELU3HT...2CO5O (POINT:I

L-4788

IJ-4790

EI-4792

L-4793

L-4831

II-4833

L-4834

IJ-4835

L-4836

L-4837

L-4838

Name (NAM) of feature shall

RULES

e

not be translated (into English) or chanqed, but
shall appear in print as they appear on the original s~urce (i.e., B~nc Sud) .

A posicut shall be displayed in the TMC window for each value of”TMC. If TMC
= 99 (None) the TMC window shall be deleted. The lower end of the topmark
posicut shall touch the feature and shall be aligned with the primary axis of
the feature.

The word “Light” shall not be included in the name (NAM) of the light.

If the name (NAM) of the feature is the same name as the land which it is on
(i.e., Cape Dana, Calva Island, Bull Hill), and the land is labeled with its
name within 10 mm of the feature, no (NAM) shall be shown on the feature.

If CCF=OOO (Unknown), deiete window.

If TMC=OOO (Unknown) or 099 (None), delete window.

If TMC ‘=001 to 027, place the appropriate Copmark symbol in the TllCwindow,
with the lower end of the posicut touching the feature. Use the appropriate
posicut for each value of TMC as follows:

001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
OX3
014
015
016
017
018
019
020
021
022
023
024
025
026
027

Can (Open), use ?osicut #169
Cone, Point ‘Up (Open), use Posicut %170
Can (Filled), use Posicut $171
Cone, Point Up (Fille3), use Posicut #172
“x” , use Posicut #173
Ball (Open), use Posicut #174
Double Ball (Filled), use Posicut #175
Double Cone, Points Upward (Filled), use Posicut #176
Double Cone, Points Apart (Filled), use Posicut #177
Double Cone, Points Downward (Filled), use Posicut #178
Double Cone, Points Together (Filled), use Posicut #179
Diamond (Open), use Posicut #180
Diamond (Filled), use Posicut #181
Cone, Point Up, Over Ball (Open), use Posicut #182
Cone, Point Up, Over Ball (Filled), use Posicut #183
Ball Over Cone, Point Up (Open), use Posicut #184
Ball Over Cone, point UP (Filled), use posicut #185
Cross, use Posicut #186
Ball (Filled), use Posicut #187
Broom, use Posicut #188
n~,l,use Posicut #189
Can Over Ball (Open), use Posicut #190
Cross Over Ball (Open), use Posicut #191
Diamond Over Ball (Filled), use Posicut #192
Double Ball (Open), use Posicut #193
Cone, Point Downward (Open), use Posicut #194
Double Cone, Points Apart (Open), use Posicut #195

If RA1=OOO (Unknown) or 050 (None). do not show RAI label, and do noc show
Posicut #86 (7.1 mm diameter purple circle).

If RA2=OO0 (Unknown) or 050 (None), do not show RA2 label.

If SST=OOO (Unknown), delete window, but show Posicut #59 (three cor.centric
arcs - fog signal posicut)

If SST=016 (None) delete window and do not show Posicut #59 (three concentric
arcs - fog signal posicut) .
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O

,,

FEATUR32: LIGHT. ..2CO5O (PO~)

L-4839

L-4840

II-4841

L-4842

L-4843

O
- b-4844

L-4847

L-4848

O
,,

!,

If SST is not 000 (Unknown) or 016 (None), label SST with
and do not show posicut #59 (three concentric arcs - fog

If SST is: Use legend:
001 Bell

002 Whis
003 Horn
004 Gong
005 Dia
006 Siren
007 Reed
008 Explos

appropriate legend
signal posicuc) .

If RA1=O05 (Directional Radiobeacon), 014 (Rotating Radiobeacon), 017
(Circular Radiobeacon), 048 (Aeronautical Radiobeacon, 140n-directional), or
049 (Radiobeacon, mpe Unknown), and BF1 is noc 000 (Unknown), and BFI < 285
or BFI > 325; delete ml window and do no~ show posicut #86 (7.1 mm diameter
purple circle).

If RA2=O05 (Directional Radiobeacon), 014 (Rotating Radiobeacon), 0Z7
(Circular Radiobeacon), 048 (Aeronautical Radiobeacon, Non-directional), or
049 (Radiobeacon, Type Unknown), and BF2 is not 000 (Unknown), and 3F2 c 285
or BF2 > 385, delete RA2 window.

lf pER=OOO (Unknown) or 999 [~~ne), delete window and close u? any windows
previously separated by the PER window (if any).

If RAI does not equal an actribuce listed for a particular symbol, omit
Posicut #86 (7.1 mm diameter purple circle) and che RA2 label.

If RA2 does not equal an attribute listed for a particular symbol, omit the
RA2 label.

If there are only two seccors (only S51 and S52) and one of chose seccors is
an obscured sector, label only the obscured sector, and delete the sector arc
of &he ocher seccor.

The lighi sector label (L51-L75) shall be cencered equadistanc between the
sector’s two radii. When seccors are very wide, and there is a risk of a
single sector label being lose in the ocher charted detail, the sector label
may be repeated ac intervals along the arc of the seccor.

Light sector labels (L51-L75) generally show only che color Of the light,
using the internationally standardized abreviacions Sor colors (see L-4849) .
They may, in certain cases, show additional information as described below:

a. Where sectors are diff.erentiaced by the use of various rhychems, che
character of the light for a sector shall be shown on Zhe sector arc,
together with the color.

b. If thought desirable, especially where one sector is intensified (i.e.,
has a longer range), the ranges of all of the sectors are shown in the sector
labels, following the color, e.g., “R 514’,and deleted from from the legend
shown at the light (LVR or MLR labels). If i~ is no~ possible to skew ~he
range in each seccor label, the range is shown at the light, and che label
“Intens” is shown in the label of the intensified seccor, following cke
color, e.g., ‘R Incens”

c. In exceptional cases where there could be confusion, fill details,
including name, may be shown on a sector. This also applies where ic is
necesszry to show zhe e.eccorof a light, although che light itself lies
beyo~d the limits of the chart.

d. An obscured sector is che arc over which che visibility of a light is
curtailed by an obstruction, such as intervening topography. An obscured
sector is labeled ‘ObscdO

e. A decrease in the apparent intensity of a light may occur in cases of
pa~tia~ obstruc~ion~. When considered significance, a faint sector shall be
show, labeled “Faint”
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L-4849

IJ-4850

L-4851

II-4852

RULES

Abbreviations for colors for the CCF label, and other specified color
legends:

If C(
001
002
003
[Q04
005
006
007
008
009
(010
(Dll

014
015
1016
017
ID18
019
020
021
022
023
024
025
026
027
028
029
030
031
032
033
034
035
036
03’7

UF is:
Red, abbreviate “R”
Red & White, abbreviate “RW”
Red & Green, abbreviate ‘*3G“
Red & Black, abbreviate “R13”
Red-Green-ReZ, abbreviate “RGR”
Green, abbreviate “G”
Green & White, abbreviate “GW”
Green & Red, abbreviate “GR”
Green & Black, abbreviate “G13”
Green-Red-Green, abbreviate “GRG”
Green-Yellow-Black, abbreviate “GY9”
yellow, abbreviate 11yn8
Yellow & Black, abbreviate “YB”
Yellow-Black-Yellow, abbreviate “YBY”
yellow & Red, abbreviate ‘IyR,l
Yeilow & Green, abbreviate “YG”
Yellow-Red-White, abbreviate “YRW”
Black, abbreviate “B”
Black & Yellow, abbreviate “BY”
Black-Yellow-Black, abbreviate *’BYBO
Black-Red-Slack, abbreviate “BRB”
Black & Whi<e, abbreviate “BW”
Black & Red, abbreviate “BR’”
Black & Green, abbreviate “BG”
White, abbreviate “W”
White & Red, abbreviate “WR”
White & Orange, abbreviate “W Or”
White &.Green , abbreviate “WG”
White & Black, abbreviate “WB”
White & Yellow, abbreviate “WY”
White-Red-Green, abbreviate “WRG”
White-Green-White, abbreviate “WGW”
Orange, abbreviate “Or”
Blue, abbreviate “BU “
Gray, abbreviate “Gy”
Violet, abbreviate “Vi”
Brown, abbreviate “Br”

Abbreviations and labels for RA1 and RA2:

If RA1 or RA2 is:
004 Radio Direction Finding Station, abbreviate “RG”
005 Directional Radiobeacon, abbreviate “RD”
010 Racon, label !)Racon,*
014 Rotating Radiobeacon, abbreviate “RWU
017 Circular Radiobeacon, abbreviate “RC”
045 QTG Station, abbreviate ‘R”
046 Coast Radar Station, abbreviate “Ra”
047 Ramark, label “Rainark”
048 Aeronautical Raciiobeacon, Non-directional, abbreviate “Aero RC”
049 Radiobeacon, Type Unknown, abbreviate “R En”
05~ Consol, label “Consol’:

On a sectored light (2C050, HLT=OOI), if the sector width is too narrow for
the sector label (L51-L75) to be fit between the sector radii, rotate the
label 90 degrees to position it perpendicular to the sector arc.

Light sector arcs shall preferably be placed 5 mm from the outer entiof the
sector radii. If a sectored light is so close co the chart border that oae
or more of the sector radii are cuc short by the chart border, the sector arc
for that sector shall preferably be 5nunfrom the end of the shorter of the
two sector radii. SectGr arcs may be moved closer to the light, or closer- to o
the er?dof the sector, to avoid overprints due to chart ciutter. The length

of the sector limits shall not extend past the range of the light.
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FEAm: LIGHT ...2cO5O (POINT)

L-4853

L-4856

L-4857

L-4858

L-4865

L-4867

L-4868

L-4875

o

,, L-4876

L-4888

L-4899

If there is only one radio aid at a
the RA1 attribute and RA2 shall have

feature, ic shall take
the value 050 (None).

ics value from

If PER is not 000 (Unknown) or 998 (None), Che numerical value for PER shall
be i.nunediatelyfollowed by a lower case letter ‘s” printed in zhe same type
as PER (i.e., 12s). When PER is not shown, do noc show the “s*.

When EOL has a known value, and it is not zero (0), the numerical value for
IIOLshall be immediately followed by a lower case letter “m” printed in the
same type as EOL (i.e., 25 m). When EOL is not shown, do not show the ‘m”.

When LVR or has a kno%n value and it is not zero {0), the numerical vzlue for
LVR shall be immediately followed by a capital letter ‘M” printed in the same
type as LVR (i.e., 10 M). When no light range is shown, do noc show the ‘M”.

Occasional Iighcs are Xighcs chac are lit only wken specifically needed,
i.e., shown intermittently (“MS=034)8 If a light is EXS=034 (Intermittent
Operation), show legend “(occas)a If EXS=033 (Concinous Operation), no EXS
label is required.

If two or more lights are stacked vertically, the legend “(verc)- shall be
printed in 7 point Swiss 742 condensed type, co che right of che LVR; or PER
if the LVR is not shown; or COL if PER and LVR are not shown.

Tne CCF label for symbols 2CO1OPOO1, 2CO1OPO13, 2C050PO02, and 2C060PO01
shall be centered immediately below the small circle marking che position of
che feature.

If there is more thaz one visibility range at a Iighc, the accribuce MLR is
used in @ace of LVR atcribuce.

The MLR label (i.e., 21-15 or 12/151 shall be shown in ?lace of che LVR label
on the symbology if there is more than one visibility at a light.

A light legend may be shortened co reduce charc clucter and eliminate
overprints, but only if there is no other way co show the entire lighi
legend, and the full legend is shown on charts comprising the larger scale
coverage for that same area. In shortening che legend, che following
priority is used:

1. Omit EOL first
2. Omit PER second
3. Omit LVR (or MLR) third
4. Omit all detail except for light dot and flare.

Miscellaneous labels occasionally may be found in association with marine
navigational aids [2c). If a text label IS shown on ~ydrographic source
material, it should be considered significance for navigation. Examples are:

-A fog dececcion light, label “Fog Dec Lt=
-A floodlit scruccure near navigable water, label ‘(Zlliminaced}-
-A dayttie light, if character (COL) of light in the day is different from

the characcer shown at night. Show dayc~me character, followed by “DaY” in
parentheses, for example:
(F 37m lllfDay)

-Unwatched light, with no standby or amergency arrangements, label “(U)”
-A temporam light or buoy, label “(tamp)”. If seasonal, include nonchs,

for example: O(Apr-Ott)*
-A fog light, if light is only shown in fog, or the light during fo~ is

different from the character (COL) shown ac ocher rimes, show character in
fog, followed by ■ (in fog)‘, in parentheses. For examp:e: Fl 5s (in fog)

-A privately maintained light or buoy, label ‘(priv)”
-RACONS occasionally will show a inorsecode identification, or an

operating frequency, for examgle. ‘Racon (Z)”, “Racon (Z) (10 cm)”, “Racon
(z) (3 & 10 Cm)” A RACON responding on a fixed frequency outside che marine
band is labeled with an “F” m front of che label “RACON”

o~,
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FEATURE: LIGIIT...2CO5O (pOZNT)

0-3400

0-3415

R-2259

R-2295

R-2716

R-2729

R-2759

R-2832

R-2849

R-2884

R-2887

If an electronic beacon (2C030) is within 2 rmn,at chart scale, of a light
{2C050, HLT=OOO, 001, or 032), the electronic beacon shall not be shown and
the light shall be changed to include the electronic, beacon as a part of the
light. The RAl and FA2 attributes of the electronic beacon (2C030) will be
added to the RA1 and RA2 attributes of the light (2C050). The electronic
beacon and the light are n>t combined if the light is a moire effect light
(HLT=O03] or a strip light (HLT=O04). In this case, show both the light and
the electronic beacon as szparate symbols.

~[fa sectored light (2C050, HLT=OO1) has only one lighted sector, and the
light is not the LAF of a clearing line (2C020) orlLeading line (2C043), do
not show the sectors at that light.

If a light sector crosses land, and it obscures topographic detail, delete
the radial lines and arcs of the sector that obscure the topographic detail.
Radial lines and arcs that do not cross land and those that cross land but

do not obscure topographic detail shall not be deleted.

If a radio aids circle (Pos.icut#86) is shown on a symbol, it shall be
centered on the origin of the symbol. Since they are a different color, T!4C
topmark posicuts may overprint che radio aid circle. The radar reflector
(Posicut #93), if shown, shall be positioned outside the radio aids circle,
preferably near the top of the symbol. The fog signal (Posicut #59), if
s“nown,shall preferably be positioned concentric with the radio aids circle,
with its middle arc even with the radio aids circle, which may be broken for
0.2 mm on both sides of th~ fog signal posicut. The fog signal posicut may
be shown in any direction from the navigational aid, to avoid overprints, or
moved completely outside the radio aids circle, if necessary.

Light sector radii lengths shall be 150 mm long, or the length in miles of
the range of the light in that sector, whichever is shortest. If the rar.ge
of the specified sector is unknown, the least range of the MLR attribute
value on the liaht is used. Sector radii lencrthmav be adiusted to avoid
overprints, but-in no case shall the
~.ominal range of the light sector.

Light sector radii and arcs shall be
chart symbols printed in solid black
to screened black symbols.

If SSC=079 (Other) or 000 (Unknown),
SSC=1OO [Tower), and CCF=O06 (Green),

. .
sector radii be extended beyond the

broken to prevent overprinting of all
(SPC-58600) . This rule does not a~ply

show beacon with Posicut # 85. If
009 (Green-Black), 018 (Black), or 024

(Black-Green),
. .. .

‘show beacon tower with Posicut # 238 (Filled beacon tower) .
If SSC=1OO (Tower), and CCF is noc one of these colors, show beacon tower
with Posicut #237 (Open beacon tower) . If SSC=105 (Lattice), show lattice
beacon with Posicut # 239.

EOL of feature shall be shown to ~he nearest whole meter rounded to the next
higher value at .5 meter, e.g., 10.4 = 10, whereas 10.5 = 11.

JJi,ghtflares (pos:
(1) So that it

with that feature
aid to navigation

(2) So it does
submarine cables,

(3) So that th,

cut No. 94;Ishall be oriented in oyder as follows:
does not overprint on the feature or a legend associated
(except for the 7.1 mm diameter circle representing a radio
which the flare may overprint] .
not overprint other chart data (i.e., soundings, pipelines,
etc. )
wide end of ths flare is pointed toward the legend of the

Iiaht, or to seaward alona the line, in the case of clearina lines (2c02c),
,an~ciearing lines (2c040j.

‘Thepoint of the light flare (Posicut No. 94) shall be 1 mm from the dot or
smail circle representing the position of the feature.

Reserve fog signals shall not be shown on product.
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F=-: LIGHT...2CO5O (POINT)

R-2889

R-2920

R-2992

R-3681

R-3682

O

R-3683
,,

R-3685

S-1402

T-0826

T-0853

Light (2C050) characteristics on bridges (1Q040):
a. Bridge lights that mark che cencers of navigable or unnavigable

spans, and are not traffic signals, should be charted showing only tae
character (COL), if space permits.

b. Where such lights change characcer to regulaze traffic, they shoul~
be charted showing only che character (COL), and if on a chart at 1:50,000 or
larger [HAC 1-2), shown in conjunction with a marine traffic signal scacion
(2B155, STN=014).

c. Lights on bridges other than “a.” or ‘b.” above shall show full
characterist its.

Periods of lights (pm on 2c050] shall be shcw~ ~S fOl~OWS:
If PER is a whole number, (e.g., 2,2,3, etc.), show ic as an integer,

e.g!i 4s, 12s, 120s. NoEe chat even above one minute, the period is still
shown in seconds.

b. If PER is not a whole number, i.e., ends in .1 to .9, show it as a
1/2 fracc~on if .5 seconds. and as a decimal, i.e., 1.2s, if other than .5
seconds. TenLhs of seconds are not rounded.

If REF.002 (Radar Reflector Absent), do not shown Posicut 993 (Radar
Reflector posicuc).

Delete leading line for moire effect light (2C040, LAF=OOS) when associated
moire effect light (2c050, HLT=O03) is not shown.

The moire effect light symbol (2CO5OPO1O) shall be rotated so that the small
circle and the corresponding corner of the equilateral triangle shall be in
line with the associated leading line symbol (2C040LO06). The label shall
not be rotated but shall remain at the upper right of che symbol.

When cwo separate sectored lights (2C050, HLT=OO1) have sectors which
overlap, and these overlapping sectors overprint a fairway (6CZ70, MLT=O02),
and the sector labels (L51 through L75) for chose overlapping seccors are
each white ‘W-, delete the overlapping dashed line segments 5TOD chose
seccors.

When a light (2C050) overprints a signal station (2B155, .STN=OO1,002, 003,
005, 006, 007, 008, 009, 010, 011, 012, 023, 014, 025, 016, 01$, 019, 020 or
022), delete the Posicuc # 7 from che 2B155 symbol.

14%entwo light sectors (2C050, HLT=OO1)) which originate from one point, have
a coincident side, only one of che coincidence sides shall be portrayed.

The legends on lights within harbors and restricted channels may be shortened
to reduce chart clutter and eliminate overprints. In rescricced channels,
the priority for condensing legends is different from ihose lights in more
open areas (as described in L-4888), because most, if not all lights are
visible when navigating close inshore, and therefore, che range is less
important than che ocher characteristics of a light. The following priority
is used within harbors and restricted channels:
-Omit LVR (or MLR) first
-Omit EOL second
-Omit PER third
-Omit all detail except for flare and dot

Where the ends of numerous pierslwharves (2B190) are uriifo-mly lighted along
a river or channel, a standard note covering them all may be ~sed.

When two lights (2C050) have the dot (Posicut i#199)overprinting or spaced
closer than-2 mm, delete the light with the least range (LVS!). I: the cwo
lights form a clearing line {2C020) or leading line (2C040), show both
characteristics, i~ a combined legend, for example: “2FR” for ZWO fixed red
lights”, or “OCR & Oc” for an occulting red light and an occulci~g white
light.

o

XARKER ...2C055 (POINT)
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FEAT’URN: MARKER. ..2CO55 (POINT)

D-7013

L-4722

When aids to navigation (2c) overprint hydrographic dangers (2D), or depth
curves (2EO1O), the following displacement criteria applies:
a. If the aid to navigation is a fixed aid (2C030 Electronic Beacon, 2C050

Light, or 2C060 Visual Beaoon), and the 2D symbol is a point symbol, delete
the 2D point symbol. Show both if the 2D symbol is an area symbol.
b. If the aid to navigatim is a buoy (2co1o), the 2D symbol’s danger curve,
:L.e.,the dotted perimeter line, if present, is broken for the buoy symbol
(excluding type).
c. If a point danger symbol contains a central graphic element, such as a +
or posicut 104, 110, 114, etc., the buoy symbol is displaced off the danger

symbol’s centeral graphic element. The displacement shall be as little as
possible to resolve the overprint. (For IALA cardinal buoys, see rule
D-1914. )
d. The above criteria refers to the graphic portion of symbols only. Al 1
type and labels are movable around the graphic elements to avoid overprints.
If the 2D symbol’s central HDP type must be moved, it shall be placed outside
the danger circle, and enclosed in parentheses,
e. Depth Curves (2EO1O) are broken for aids to navigation and dangers, and
the type associated with these sym’bcls.

Priority for type placement: l-right center, 2-bottom center, 3-left center,
~-top center.
(A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B) Maximum distance from symbol before choosing the next highest priority:

#1 4 mm measured to the West end
#2 4 mm measured to the North side
#3 4 mm measured to the East end
#4 4 mm measured to the South side

VL?$WAL BEACON... 2c060 (POXNT)

C-0030

D-7013

h-4709

L-4737

L-4783

h-4790

‘rheflare (posicut 94) and/or fog arcs
I?ointtoward open water.

When ai,ds to navigation (2c) overprint

(top)

(bottom)

(posicut 59) of a feature symbol shall

hydrogra~hic danuers (2D), or depth
curves (2EO1O), the following dis~lacemefit ciit~ria appiies:
a. If the aid to navigation is a fixed aid (2C030 Electronic ~eacon, 2C050

Light, or 2C060 Visual Beacon), and the 2D symbol is a point symbol, delete
the 2D point symbol. Show both if the 2D symbol is an area symbol.
b. If the aid to navigation Is a buoy (2cOIO), the 2D symbol’s danger curve,
:i.e.,the dotted perimeter line, if present,
(excluding type).

is broken for the buoy symbol

c. If a point danger svmbol contains a central ~raphi.c element, such a.sa +
or posicut 104, 110, 114, etc., the buoy symbol is displaced off the danger
:symbol’sce~ceral graphic element. The displacement shall be as little as
possible to resolve the overprint. (For 1.4LAcardinal buoys, see rule
D-1914. )
d. The above criteria refers to the graphic portion of symbols only. .%11
type and labels are movable around the graphic elements to avoid overprints.
If the 2D symbol’s central HDP type must be moved, it shall be placed outside
the danger circle, and ?nclosed in parentheses.
e. Depth Curves (2EO1O) are broken for aids to navigation and dangers, and
‘thetype associated with these symbols.

If attribute NAM is unknown, delete window and conaense the remaining
windows.

:Featurename /label shall be positioned parallel to lines of latitude and
:readable left to right.

Label placement hierarchy:
(1) On land, one line,
(2) On land, two lines, word spellings not split.
(3) In water, one line.

.?-posicut shall be displayed in the ‘IMCwindow for each value of TMC. If TMC
❑ 99 (None) the TMC window shall be deleted. The lower end of the topmark
:posicut shall touch the feature and shall be aligned witt, the primary axis of
the feature.
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FEATURB : VISUAL BEACON ...2c060 (POINT)

L-4793

L-4831

L-4833

L-4834

L-4835

L-4836

L-4837

L-4838

L-4839

1$-4840

If the name (NAM) of the feature is che same name as the land which ic is on
(i.e., Cape Dana, Calva Island, Bull Hill), and the land is labeled with its
name within 10 mm of the feature, no (NAM) shall be shown on che feature.

If CCF.000 (Unknown), delete window.

If TMC.000 (Unknown) or 099 (None), delete window.

If TMC = 001 co 02?, place the appropriate copnark symbol in
with the lower end of the posicut couching che feature. Use
posicut for each value of TMC as follows:

the TMC window,
the appropriate

001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
013
014
o~5
016
017
018
019
020
021
022
023
024
025
026
027

Can (Open), use Posicut #169
Cone, Point Up (Open), use Posicuc #170
Can (Filled), use Posicut #171
Cone, Point Up (Filled), use PoSiCUt #172
“x” , use Posicut #173
Ball (Open), use Posicuc #174
Double Ball (Filled), use Posicut #17s
Double Cone, Points Upward (Filled), use Posicut 9176
Double cone, ?oincs Apart (Filled), use Posicuc s177
Double Cone, Points Downward (Filled), use Posit’cc H178
Double Cone, ?oincs Together (Filled), use Posicuc 9179
Diamond (Open), use Posicuc #180
Diamond (Filled), use Posicuc #181
Cone, Point Up, Over Ball (Open), use Posicuc #182
Cone, Point Up, Over Ball (Filled), use Posicuc fJ183
Ball Over Cone, Point Up (Open), use Posicut #184
Ball Over Cone, Point Up (Filled), use Posicut #185
Cross, use ?osicut S186
Ball (Filled), use ?osicuc #187
Broom, use Posicut #188
“T”, use Posicut #189
Can Over Ball (Open), use Posicut #190
Cross Over Ball (Open), use Posicuc #191
Diamond Over Ball (Filled), use Posicut 9192
Double Ball (Open), use Posicuc S193
Cone, Point Dowward (Open), use Posicut 5194
Double Cone, Points Apart (Open). use POSICUC 8195

If RA1=OOO (Unknown) or 050 (None). do noc show RAl labe:, and do noc show
posicut #86 (7.1 ~ ~ameter purple circle) .

If RA2=OO0 (Unknown) or 050 (None), do not show RA2 label.

If SST=OOO (Unknown), delete window, buc show ?osicut %59 (zhree concentric
arcs - fog signal posicut).

If SST=016 (None) delete window and do noc show ?osicuc #59 (three concentric
arcs - fog signal posicut].

If SST is not 000 {Unknown) or 016 (None), label SST with appropriate legexi
and do noc show posicut #59 (three concentric arcs - fog signal posicuc).

If SST iS: Use legend:
001 Bell

002 Whis
003 Horn
004 Gong
005 Dia
006 Siren
007 Reed
008 Ex@os

If RM=O05 (Directional Radiobeacon), 014 (Rotating Radiobeacori), 017
[Circular Radiobeacon), 048 (Aeronautical Radiobeacon, Non-direcciona2), or
049 [Radiobeacon, Type Unknown), and BF1 is noc 000 (Unkaown], ard 3?1 c 285
or BF1 > 325; delete RAI window and do not show Posicuz #86 {7.2 .mmdiameter
purple circle).
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mwiwRE : vnxmli BEACON. ..2c060 (POT.NT)

L-4$41

L-4843

b-4844

L-4849

b-4850

If RA2=O05 (Directional RaSliobeacon), 014 (Rotating Radiobeacon), 017
(Circular Radiobeacon), 04S (Aeronautical Radiobeacon, Non-directiona~)/ or
049 (Racliobeacon,Type Unknown), and BF2 is not 000 (Unknown), and BF2 ~ 285
or BF2 > 385, delete RA2 i~indo-w.

If RA1 does not equal an attribute listed for a particular symbol, omit
I?osicut #86 (7.1 mm diametez purple circle) and the RAl label.

If RA2 does not equal an attribute listed for a particular symboi, omit the
RA2 label.

Abbreviations for colors for the CCF label, and other specified color
legends:

If CCF is:
1001 “Red, abbreviate ‘“R”
o@2
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
019
020
021
022
023
024
025
026
027
028
029
030
031
032
033
034
035
036
037

Red & White, abbreviate “RW”
Red & Green, abbreviate “RG “
Red & Black, abbreviate “RB’i
Red-Green-Reel, abbreviate “RGR”
Green, abbreviate “G”
Green & White, abbreviate “GW”
Green & Red, abbreviate “GR”
Green & Black, abbreviate “GB”
Green-Red-Green, abbreviate “GRG”
Green-Yellow-Black, abbreviate “GYB”
Yellow, abbreviate “Y”
Yellow & Black, abbreviate “YB”
Yellow-Black-Yellow, abbreviate “YBY”
Yellow & Red, abbreviate “YR”
Yellow & Green, abbreviate “YG”’
Yellow-Red-White, abbreviate “YRW”
Black, abbreviate “B”
Black & Yellow, abbreviate “BY”
Black-Yeliow-Black, abbreviate “BYB”
Black-Red-Black, abbreviate “BR13”
Black & White, abbreviate “BW”
Black & Red, abbreviate “BR”
Black & Green, abbreviate “BG”
White, abbreviate “W”
White & Red, abbreviate “WR”
White & Orange, abbreviate “W Or”
White & Green , abbreviate “WG”
White & Black, abbreviate “WB*’
White & Yellow, abbreviate “WY”
White-Xed-Gree~, abbreviate “WRG”
White-Green-White, abbreviate “WGW”
Orange, abbreviate “Or”
Blue, abbreviate “BU “
Gray, abbreviate “GY”
Violet, abbreviate “vi”
Brown, abbreviate “B::”

Abbreviations and labels for RA1 and RA2:

If RA1 or RA2 is:
004 Radio Direction Find:.ngStation, abbreviate “RG”
005 Directional Radiobeac:on, abbreviate “RD”
010 R’aeon, label “Racon”
o~~ Rotating Radiobeacon, abbreviate “RW”
017 Circular Radiobeacon, abbreviate “RC”’
045 QTG Station, abbrevia~e “R”
046 Coast Radar Station, abbreviate “Ra”
047 Ramark, label “Ramark”
048 Aeronautical Radiobeacon, Non-di’rectior.al,abbreviate “Ael”oRC”
049 Radiobeacon, Type Unknown, abbreviate “R 13n”
05~ Consol, label ‘Lconso.l’(
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FEATURE : VISUAL BEACON.. .2CO6O (POXNT)

L-4853

L-4868

R-2295

R-2759

R-2992

S-1403

IE there is onlv one radio aid at a feature,

RULES

it shall take its value from
the RAl attribut~ and RA2 shall have the value 050 (None).

The CCF label for symbols 2COIOPO01, 2CO1OPO33, 2C050PO02, and 2C060POOI
shall be centered immediately below the small circle narking the position of
che feature.

If a radio aids circle (Posicut #86) is shown on a symbol, it shall be
centered on the origin of the symbol. Since they are a difZerent color, TMC
topmark posicucs may overprint the radio aid circle. The radar reflector
(Posicut #93), if shown, shall be positioned outside t’neradio aids circle,
preferably near che top of the symbol. The fog signal (Posicut #59), if
shown, shall preferably be positioned concentric with the radio aids circle,
with its middle arc even with the radio aids circle, which may be broken for
0.2 mm on both sides of the fog signal posicut. The fog signal posicut may
be shown in any direction from the navigational aid, to avoid overprints, or
moved completely outside the radio aids circle, if necessary.

If SSC=079 (Other) or 000 (Unknown), show beacon with Posicuc # 85. If
SSC=1OO (Tower), and CCF=O06 (Green), 009 (Green-31ack), 018 (Black), or 024
(Black-Green), show beacon cower with Posicuc # 238 (Filled beacon tower).
If sSC=1OO (Tower], and CCF is not one of these colors, show beacon tower
with Posicut #237 (Open beacon tower). If SSC=105 [Lattice), show lattice
beacon with Posicut # 239.

If REF=O02 (Radar Reflector Absent), do not shown Posicuc *93 (Radar
Reflector posicuc).

If a channel is marked by a feature but because of the produce scale
individual features overprint or are closer than 3 mm, replace che features
with the legend “Buoyed channel” (for 2COIO) or “Channel marked by beacons”
(for 2C060). Legend will be aligned with the channel.

MISCELLANEOUS UNDERWATER FEATURE. ..2DOOO (=)

L-4700

L-4702

L-4707

L-4708

L-4722

L-4729

L-4730

Use the following abbreviations for ACC and EXS values:
If ACC=O02, label “PA”
If ACC=O03, label “PD”
If EXS.002, label “ED”
If ~s=o03, label “Repm

Show HDP or HDH value in whole meters if decimeter value is O; otherwise show
the decimeter value as a subscripi to the meter value.

If the attribute value is ACC 001 (Accurate) or EXS 001 (Definite), delete
the windo~ and condense remaining windows.

Date (DAT) shall only be shown if EXS=O03 (Reported). Dare shall be shown i~
parentheses. If date is unknown, delete label and parentheses from the
symbol . Always show “Rep” and date on che same li~e.

Priority for type placement: l-right center, 2-bottom cencer, 3-left center,
4-top center.
(A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B) Maximum distance from symbol before choosing the next highest priority:

91 4 mm measured co che West end
#2 4 ,mmmeasured to the North side (cop)
*3 4 mm measured to che East end
#4 4 mm measured to the South side (bottom)

H symbols overprint each other, labels are condensed as follows:
(1) If the labels are identical, only one is retained.
(2) If the labels are not identical, they shall be condensed in to one

legend, e.g., ‘Fishhaven and Well”. If multiple depths are shown, only the
shallowest is retained.

Labels may be stacked, readable top co botton co avoid overprints, e.g. :
Hydro
power
plant
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FEATURE! : MISCELLANEOUS UNDERWATER FEAT’URE. ..2DOOO (=)

L-4807

b-4808

0-3411

R-2221

R-2222

R-2800

R-2806

R-2916

lz-3704

Type shall be placed in the following preference:
(a) Placed on one horizontal line centered in feature.
(b) Broken into multiple horizontal lines, centered in feature, with a 1

mm space between lines.
(c) Placed on one line outside feature. Use Rule L-4722 for placement. If

present, HDP shall always ae positioned inside area.
(d) Placed on two lines to avoid overprints. Use Rule L-4722 for

placement. If present, HDP shall always be placed inside area.

Labels shall be placed in water area, and shall pot overprint the shoreline
(2AO1O or 2H075) or be plaoed on land or in the foreshore (27+020).

TJnless specifically indicated on source material as inaccurate or doubtful,
etc., or modified by other override rules, feature shall be assumed tO be
accurate (ACC=OO1), and definite (EXS=OO1). This rule applies to accuracy
and existence of unique features, and is not related to the accuracy of the
source as a whole.

Following IHO practice, features whose positions are approximate (ACC=O02)
are labeled “PA” on source charts. Features whoss positions are doubtful
(ACC=O03) are labeled “P!)”on source charts. Fezt’dreswhose existence is
doubtful (EXS=O02) are labeled “ED” or!source charts. Features that have
~onlybeen reported (EXS=O03) are labeled “Rep” on source charts, and USUZ1lY
show the date of report (DAT) ir.parentheses.

Definitions
PA - Position Ap~roximate = The position has not been accurately det.ermineci,
or does not remain fixed.
PD - Position Doubtful = The feature has been reported in various positions,
but not definitely determined to be in any.
ED - Existence Doubtful = Indicates the posible existence of the feature, the
actual existence of which has not been established.

HGT is used to describe height when feature is above the surface of the water
at High Water (VRC=OO1). HDI is not applicable when VRC=OO1.
HDI values 000, 009, 010, 011, 012 are used to describe knowledge about a
depth of a feature when tke feature is below the water surface (VRC=O04) .
HDI values 013 and 014 are used to describe knowledge about the drying height
of a feature when it covers and uncovers, i.e., between high and low water
[VRC=O08).
HDP is used to record the depth of a feature when HDI=O09, 010 or 011. ~Dp
is not applicable when the depth is unknown (HDI=OOO or 012) or when the
feature covers and uncovers (“JRc=O08)- see HDH. or when the feature is ~bo’
High Water (VRC=OO1).
HDH is used to record the drying height of a feature whex HDI=013. HDH is
not applicable when the drying height is unknown (HDI=014), or the feature :
below water (VRC=O04) - see HDP, or whe~.the feature is above High hiacer
(VRC=OO1).

VDC is used to record the sounding datum to which a hydrographic depth (HDP
drying height (lIDH),or the high water datum to w;hicha safe overhead
clearance (SOC) is referenced. If the hydrographic depth (HDP), drying
height (FIDH),or safe overhead clearance (Sot) is unknown or not aPP~icable~
VDC is not applicable. VI)R is used to record the name of the vertical datum
when VDC is 023 (Other). VDR is not applicable “NA” when VDC is zny value
except 023.

When the boundary of an areal symbol crosses or overprints the shoreline, the
boundary overprinting the shoreline or on land is deleted.

If areas where separate tiar?gerscoalesce because of scale, the danger curves
(dotted lines) are deleted except for those on the outermost perimeter of the
aggre~ate danger hazard. A smooth dotted line is drawn around the area.

Dangers with danger curves (dotted lines) around them which fall inside other
danger areas with danger curves around them, shall have the inner dotted line
deieted.

HDI=O1O (Depth Known by Wire Drag) is not applicable when SFC=O03 {Fish
Haven) .

e

s

(
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FEATURE : MISCELLANEOUS UNDERWATER FEATURE. ..2DOOO (AREA)

R-3708 A blue 31% tine shall no: overprint ocher blue 31% tints. If two blue cinze~
synbols, or one ~inied symbol and water tint overprint, only one 31% Lint
shall be shown in the area.

MISCELLANEOUS UNDERWATER P132iTURE...2DOOO (POINT)

D-1909

L-4700

L-4702

L-4707

L-4708

L-4722

o
L-4729

L-4730

L-4808

L-4872

L-4891

If point symbol overprints shoreline (2AO1O or 2H075), che HDF’tYpe. posicut,
or graphic in che cencer of symbol shall be displaced seaward until they no
longer overprint the shoreline. If the danger curve (dotted perimeter line)
overprints the shoreline, that portion of the dotted perimeter line falling
on land shall be deleted.

Use the following abbreviations for ACC and ZXS values:
If ACC=O02, label “PA-
If ACC=O03, label “?DO
If =S=002, label ‘EDO
If Exs=003, label “Rep’

Show HDP or HDH value in whole meters if decimeter value is O; otherwise show
che decimeter value as a subscript co che meter value.

If the attribute value is ACC 001 {Accurate) or EXS 001 (Definite), delete
the window and condense remaining windows.

Date (DAT) shall only be shown if EXS=O03 (Reported]. Date shall be shown in
parentheses. If dare is unknown, delete label and parentheses from che
symbol . Always show “Rep” and date on the same line.

Priority for ty~e place..enc: l-right cencer, 2-boccon cencer, 3-left cencer,
4-top center.
(A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 tmm.
(B) Maximum distance from symbol before choosing che next highest priority:

#1 4 mm measured co the West end
#2 4 mm measured co the North side (COP)
#3 4 mm measured to che East end
#4 4 mm measured co the South side (bottom)

If symbols overprint each ocher, labels are condensed as follows:
(1) If the labels are identical, only one is rezained.
(2) If the labels are not identical, they shall be condensed in to one

legend, e.g., “Fishhaven and Wella. If multiple depths are shown, ORIY the
shallowest is retained.

Labels may be stacked,
Hydro
power
plane

Labels shall be placed
(2AOI0 or 2H075) or be

readable cop to boccom to avoid overprints, e.g.:

in water area, and shall nor overprint che shoreline
placed on land or in ~he foreshore (2A020).

HDP label shall be centered in che circle.

Variable type size for HDP values enclosed by danger curves (dotted circles) :
If HDP < 10, (a single digit principal digit), apply 7 win: tYPe CO the

principal digit, ant?5 point type co che subscript, if zhere is one. If HDP
= 10 (a double digit princiqal digit), apply 6 point type to the principal

~igic, and 5 point iype co the subsripc, if there is one.

o
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FEATWRE : MISCELLANEOUS UNDERWATER FEATURE.. .2DOOO (POINT)

0-3411

R-2221

R-2222

R-2806

R-2916

R-3704

R-3708

R-3709

Unless specifically indicated on source material as i~accurate or daubtful,
etc., or modified by ocher override rules, feature shall be assumed to be
accurate (ACC=OO1), and definite (EXS=OO1). This rule applies to accuracy
and existence of unique features, and is not related to the accuracy of the
source as a whole.

Following IHO practice, features whose positions are approximate (ACC.002)
are labeled “PA” on source charts. Features whose positions zre doubtful
(ACC=O03) are labeled “PD” on source charts. Features whose existence is
doubtful (EXS=O02) are labeled “’ED”on source charts. Features that have
only been reported (EXS.003) are labeled “Rep” on source charts, and usually
show the date of report (DAT) in parentheses.

Definitions
PA - Position Approximate . The position has not been accurately determined,
or does not remain fixed.
PD - Position Doubtful . The feature has been reported in various positions,
but not definitely determined to be in any.
ED - Existence Doubtful = Indicates the posible existence of the f?ature, the
actual existence of which has not been established.

HGT is used to describe height when feature is above the surfzce of the water
at High Water (VRC.001). HDI is not applicable when VRC=OOI.
HDI values 000, 009, 010, 011, 012 are used to describe knowledge about a
depth of a feature when zhe feature is below the water surface (VRC=O04).
?t?DIvalues 013 and 014 are used to describe knowledge about the drying height
(ofa feature when it covers and uncovers, i.e., between high and low water
(VRC=O08).
HDP is used to record the depth of a feature when HDI=O09, 010 or 011. HDp
is not applicable when the depth is unknown (HDI=OOO or 012) or when the
feature covers and uncovers (VRC=O08) - see HDH, or when the feature is above
High Water (VRC=OO1).
HDH is used to record tke drying height of a feature when HDI.013. HDH is a

not applicable when the drying height is unkno-wn (HDI=014), or the feature is
below water (VRC=O04) - see KDP, or when the feature is above High Water
(VRC=OO1).

VDC is used to record the sounding datum to which a hydrographic depth (HDP),
drying height (HDH), or the high water datum to which a safe overhead
clearance (SOC) is referenced. If the hydrographic depth (HDP), drying
height (HDH), or safe overhead clearance (SOC) is unknown or not applicable,
VDC is not applicable. VDR is used to record the name of the vertical datum
when VDC is 023 (Other). VDR is not applicable “NA” when VDC is any value
,~xcept023 .

If areas where separate dangers coalesce because of scale, the aanger curves
(dotted lines) are deleted except for those on the outermost perimeter of the
~aggregatedanger hazard. P.smooth dotted line is drawn around the area.

Dangers with danger curves (dotted lines) around them which fall inside other
dz?agerareas with danger curves zround them, shall have the inner dotted line
deleted.

HDI=O1O (Depth Known by Wire Drag) is not applicable when SFC=O03 (Fish
Haven) .

A blue 31% tint shall not overprint other blue 31% tints. if two blue tinted
symbols, or one tinted symboi and water tint overprint, only one 31% tint
:shallbe shown in che area.

The diameter of the circular symbol perimeter line may be reduced in
congested areas to avoid overprinting other symbols, btitmust be at least
:2.0mm diameter, and cannot come closer zhan 0.2 mm to any type or graphic
:$ymbolshown inside the circle. In non-congested areas the normal symbol
diameter shall be shown.
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FEATURE : 14ZSCEZLANEOUS UNDERVUiTER FEATU’RE. ..2DOOO (POINT)

s-1401 When two or more point obstruction (2DOO0, SFC=OO1) symbols, (dotted lines)
overprint, and the attribute values are identical, one symbol shall be placed
in che center of the group and shall be labeled with the number of
obstructions in che group, e.g., 2 Obstr’s, 3 Obstr’s, ccc. Type is 6 point
Swiss 742 italic, in color Black SPC-58600.

BREAXRRS...2DO1O (AREA)

L-4705

L-4722

O

R-2800

R-2911

Labeling areas, in order of preference:
(1) Centered in area on one line in che area, type is horizontal, reading

left to right.
(2) Centered in area on one line in the area, oriented along the long axis

of the feature, reading left to right, or bottom co top if axis is verciczl.
(3) Centered in area on cwo approximately equal lines, without splittins a

word, type is horizontal, reading left co right.
(4) Centered on cwo approximately equal lines without splitting a word,

type is oriented along the long axis of the feature, reading left so right,
or bottom to top if axis is vertical.

(5) Use Rule L-4722 for type placement if che area is :00 small co place
the type inside the area.

Priority for type placement: I-right cencer, 2-bottom cencer, 3-lefi center,
4-COP cencer.
(A) Minimum distance
(B) Maxmum distance

$1 4 mm measured
#2 ~ ~ measured
#3 4 mm measured
#4 4 mm measured

When the boundan of

from symbol - 1 mm.
from symbol before choosing the next highest priority:
co che West enti
to the North side (cop)
to the East en6
to the South side (bottom)

an areal symbol crosses or ovemrincs the shoreline, the
boundary overpricing the shore~ine or on land is deleted.

Wlnen two or more identical symbols overprint each ocher, delete che portions
that overlap and show as one symbol with an outline of che combined area of
che symbols.

B~.. .2DOlO (POINT)

L-4700

L-4706

L-4707

L-4708

L-4722

Use the following abbreviations for ACC and EXS values:
If ACC=O02, label “PA9
If ACC=O03, label “PD”
If EXS=O02, label “ED”
If EXS=O03, label “Rep”

If the attribute value is not known, or che accribute value for none or noi
applicable, delete window and condense remaining windows.

If the atcribuce value is ACC 001 (Accurate) or EXS 001 (Definite), delete
cl?ewindow and condease remaining windows.

Date (DAT) shall only be shown if EXS=O03 (Reported). Date shall be shown in
parentheses. If date is unknown, delete label and parentheses from che
symbol . Always show “Rep” and date on che same line.

Priority for type placemenc: l-right cencer, 2-bottom center, 3-left cencer,
4-COP center.
(A) Minimum distance from symbol - I mm.
(B) Maximum distance from svmbol before choosin~ the next hiqhesc Drioritv:

L-4730

S1 4 mm measured to the-west end
#2 4 mm measured to the North side
93 4 mm measured to the East end
$4 4 mm measured to the South side

~~~s may be stacked, readable toP co

~Ydro
power
plant

(cop)

(bottom)

bottom co avoid overprints, e.g.:
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FEATURE : BREAKERS. ..2DO’1O

L-4808

0-3411

S-1404

Labels shall be placed
(2AO1O or 2H075) or be

(POINT)

in tiaterarea,
placed on land

and shall not overprint the shoreline
or i~ the foreshore (2A020).

Unless specifically indicated on source material as inaccurate or doubtful,
etc., or modified by ocher cverride rulest feature shall be assumed to ke
accurate (ACC=OO1), and definite (EXS=OOl)- This ruie applles to accuracv
and existence of unique features, and is not related to the accuracy of th>
source as a whole.

Following IHO practice, features whose positions are approy.imate (ACC=O02)
are labeled “PA” on source charts. Features whose positions are doubtful
(ACC=O03) are labeled “PD” on source charts. Features whose existence is
cloubtful (EXS=O02) are labeled “ED” on source charts. Features that have
only been reported (EXS=O03) are labeled “Rep” on source charts, and usuallY
show the date of report [DAT) in parentheses.

Definitions
PA - Position Approximate ❑ The position has not been accurately determined,
or does not remain fixed.
PD - Position Doubtful = T’xe feature has bsen reported ir.various positions,
but not definitely aetermiaed to be in any.
ED - Existence Doubtful = Indicates the posible exister!ce of the feature, the
actual existence of which has not been established.

If two or more point breakers (2DO1O) fall within 15 mm of each other, show
one symbol in the center of the group.

CRIB ...2D020 (AREA)

L-4700

L-4702

IJ-4707

L-4708

L-4722

L-4729

L-4807

lJsethe following abbreviations for ACC and EXS values:
If ACC=O02, label “PA”
If ACC=O03, label “PD”
:[fEXS=O02, label “ED”
:lfEXS=O03, label “Rep”

Show HDP or HDH value in whole meters if decimeter value is O; otherwise show
the decimeter value as a subscript to the meter value.

If the attribute value is ACC 001 (1.ccuzate)or 3XS 001 (Definite), delete
the window and condense r~maining w%ndows.

Date (DAT) shall only be shown if EXS=O03 (Reported). Date shall be slnownin
parentheses. If date is unknown, delete label and parentheses from th?
symbol . Always show “Rep” and date on the same line.

priority for type placement: l-right center, 2-bottom center, ~-left ~enterr
4-top center.
(A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B) Maximum distance from symbol before choosing the next highest prioritjj:

#1 4 mm measured to the West end
#2 ~ mm measured to the North side (top)
#3 ~ ~ measured to the East end
#4 4 rmnmeasured to the South side (bottom)

If symbols overprint each other, labels are conde~sed as follows:
(1) If the labels are identical, only one is retained.
(2) If the labels are not identical, they shall be condensed in to one

legend, e.g., “Fishhaven and Well”. If multiple depths are shown, only the
shallowest is retaineci.

Type shall be placed in the foilowing preference:
(a) Placed on one horizontal line centered in feature.
(b) Broken into multiple horizontal lines, centered in Seature, with a 1

mm space between lines. -
(C) Placed on one line outside feature. Use Rule L-4722 for placel”nent. If

present, EDP shall always be positioned inside area.
(d) Placed on two lines to avoid overprints. Use Rule L-4722 for

p~acement. If present, HDP shall always be piaced ins:de area.
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FEATURE: cR~...2Do2o (~)

L-4808

L-4809

0-3411

R-2221

o-

R-2222

R-2802

R-2911

R-3672

0
,i R-3708

Labels shall be placed in wace~ area, and shall not overprini the shoreliae
(2AO1O or 2H075) or be placed on land or in che foreshore (2A020).

When two or more identical features fall within 10 mm of each other, one
legend with plural description shall be shown, with type placed as close as
possible to the cencer of the group wichouc overprinci~g features.

Unless specifically indicated on source material as inaccuracy or doubtful,
ccc., or modified by other override rules, feature shall be assumed to be
accurate (ACC=OO1), and definite (EXS=OO1). l%is rule applies to accuracy
and existence of unique features, and is noc zelated to t-heaccuracy of the
source as a whole.

Following IHO praccice, features whose positions are approximate (ACC=O02)
are labeled ‘PA- on source charcs. Features whose posiiions are doubtful
(ACC=O03) are labeled “PD” on source charts. Features whose existence is
doubtful (ExS=O02) are labeled ‘ED” on source charcs. Features chat have
only been reported (~U23=O03)are labeled “Rep” on source charcs. and usually
show the date of report {DAT) in parentheses.

Definitions
PA - Position Approximate = The position has noc been accurately determined,
or does not remain fixed.
PD - Position Doubtful = The feature has been reported in various positions,
but not definitely determined to be in any.
ED- Existence Doubtful = Indicates the posible existence of the feature, the
actual existence of which has not been established.

HGT is used co describe height when feature is above the surface of the water
at High Water (VRC=OO1). HDI is not applicable when VRC=OO1.
HDI values 000, 009, 010, 011, 012 are used to describe knowledge about a
depth of a feature when the feature is below che water surface (VRC=O04).
HDI values 013 and 014 are used to describe knowledge about the drying height
of a feature when it covers and uncovers, i.e., beiween hi~h and low water
WRc=ooa).
HDP.is used co record che depth of a feature when HDI=O09, 010 or 011. ~~p
is not applicable when the depth is unknown (HDI=OOO or 012) or when che
feature covers and uncovers VJRC=OO%) - see HDH, or when che feature is above
High Water (VRC=OOII.
HDH is used co record the drying height of a feature when :HDI=O13. HDH is

not applicable when the drying height is unknown (HDI=014), or the feature is
below water (VRC=O04) - see HDP, or when the feature is above High Water
(VRC=OO1).

VDC is used to record the sounding damn to which a hydrographic depth (HDP),
drying height (HDH), or the high water datum co which a safe overhead
clearance (Sot) is refere~~ed. If the hydrogra~hic depth (HDP), drying
height (HDH), or safe overhead clearance (SOC) is unknown or noc a~PlicaDlet
VDC is not applicable. VDR is used to record the name of the vertical datum
when VDC is 023 (Ocher). VDR is noc applicable “NA- when VDC is any value
except 023.

Where symbols with the same feature code but different values of VRC are
adjacent to each ocher, the boundary of che feature that is the highest in
the vertical plane shall be shown, and the boundary of the feature that is
lower shall be deleted. For example, the feature above water is shown wholet
while the feature chat covers and uncovers has that portion of ics symbol
perimeter that overprints the higher feature deleted

When two ox more identical symbols overprint each ocher, delete the portions
that overlap and show as one symbol with an outline of the combined area of
the symbols.

Shatiland tint inside the symbol. lf at~ribuce VRC is presenz, ShOw land
tint only if VRC=OOI (Above surface/does nor cover at Xigh Water) .

A blue 31% tint shall not overprint other blue 318 cincs. lf ZWO blue ~in~ed
symbols, or one tinted symbol and water tint overprint, only one 31% cinc
Shall be shown in che area.
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CRIB ..

b-4700

L-4702

b4707

L-4708

L-4722

L-4729

Lt-4808

L-4809

0-3411

.2D020 (POINT)

[Jsethe following abbrevia”=ions for ACC and EXS values:
If ACC=O02, label “PA”
If ACC=O03, label “PD”
:[fEXS=O02, label “ED”
If EXS=O03, label “Rep”

Show HDP or HDH value in
the decimeter value as a

whole meters
s~bscript to

if decimeter value is O; otherwise show
the meter value.

If the attribute value is ACC 001 (Accurate) or EXS 001 (Definite), delete
the window and condense remaining windows.

Date (DAT) shall only be s’nownif EXS=O03 (Reported) . Date shall be shown in
parentheses. If elateis unknown, delete label and parentheses from the
symbo1. Always show “Rep” and date on the same line.

?riori~y for type placement: l-right center, 2-bottom center, 3-left center,
4-top center.
(A) Minimum distance
(B) Maximum distance

#1 4 mm measured
#2 4 mm measured
#3 4 mm measured
#4 4 mm measured

If symbols overprint
(1) If the labels

from symbol - 1 mm.
from symbol before choosing the nex~ hi~hesc priority:
to che West md
to the North side (top)
to the East end
to the South side (bottom)

each other, labels are condensed as follows:
are identical, only one is retained.

(2) If the labels are noc identical, they shall be condensed in to o~e
legend, e.g., “Fishhaven antiWell”. If multiple depths are shown, only the
shallowest is retained.

Labels shall be placed in water area, antishall no: overprint the shoreline
(2AO1O or 2H075) or be placed on land or in the foreshore (2A020).

When two or more identical features fall within 10 mm of each other, one
legend with plural description shall be shown, with type placed as close as
possible to the center of the group without overprinting features.

Unless specifically indicated on source material as inaccurate or doubtful,
etc. , or modified by other override rules, featcre shall be zssumed to be
accurate (ACC=OO1), and definite (EXS=OO1). This rile apglies to accuracy
and existence of unique fezcures, and is not related to the accuracy of the
source as a whole.

Following IHO practice, features whose positions are approximate (ACC=O02)
zre labeled “PA” on source charts. Features whose posisions are doubtfui
(ACC=O03) are labeled “PD&’on source charts. Features whose existence is
doubtful (EXS=O02) are labeled “ED” on source ckarts. Features chat ha”~e
only been reportec (EXS=OC3) are labeled “Rep” on source charcs, and usua:hi
show the date of reporz (DAT) in parentheses.

Definitions
PA - Position Approximate = The position has not been accurately determined,
or does not remain fixed.
PD - Position Doubtful = The feature has been reported in various positions,
but not definitely determined to be in any.
ED - Existence Doubtful = Indicates the posible existence of the feature, the
actual existence of which has not been established.
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FEATURE: ~RIB...2Do2o (Pom’r)

R-2221

R-2222

R-2911

R-3672

R-3708

HGT is used to describe height wher? feature is above
HD1 is noc amlicable whenat Hiah Water [VRC=OOI).

the surface of the water
VRC=OO1.

HDI v=lues 000; 009, 010, 011, 012 are-~sed to describe knowledge about a
depth of a feature when the feature is below the water surface (VRC.004).
HDI values 013 and 014 are used to describe knowledge about the dzying height
of a feature when it covers and uncovers, i.e., between high and low water
(VRC=O08).
HDP is used to record the depth of a feature when HDI.009, 010 or 011. Hi)P
is not applicable when the depth is unknown (HDI=OOO or 012) or when che
feature covers and uncovers (VRC=O08) - see HDH, or when the feature is above
High Water (VRC.001).
HDH is used to record the drying height of a feature when HDI.013. kiH is
not applicable when the drying height is unknown (HDI=014), or the feature is
below water (VRC=O04) - see HDP, or when the feature is above High Water
(VRc=ool).

VDC is used to record the sounding datum to which a hydrographic depth (HDP),
drying height (HDH), or the high water datum to which a safe overhead
clearance (SOC} is referenced. If the hydrogra~hic depth (HDP), drying
height (HDH), or safe overhead clearance (SOC) ~s unknown or noc a~plicable,
VDC is not applicable. VDR is used to record the name of the vert~cal datum
when VW is 023 (Other). VDR is not applicable “NA” when VDC is any value
except 023.

when two or more identical symbols overprint each other, delete che portions
that overlap and show as one symbol with an outline of the combined area of
the symbols.

7G aiCribuCe VRC is presenC, Show landShow land cinc inside the symbol. -~
tint only if VRC.001 (Above surface/does not cover at High ‘Water).

A blue 31S Cinc shall not over~rint other blue 31% tints. lf two blue ~in~ed

@o~st or one tin~ed symbol ind water tint overprint, only one 31% cinc
shall be shown in the area.

DISCOU)RED WATER.. .2D030 (AREA)

L-4700

L-4707

L-4708

L-4722

L-4730

L-4808

Use the following abbreviations for ACC and EXS values:
If ACC=O02, label ●PA”
If ACC=O03, label “PD”
lf SXS=O02, label ESDI
If EXS.003, label “Rep”

If the attribute value is ACC 001 (Accurace) or ZXS 001 (Definite), delete
the window and condense remaining windows.

Date (DAT) shall only be shown if SXS=O03 [Reported). Date shall be shown in
parentheses. If date is unknown, delete label and parentheses from the
symbol . Always show “Rep” and date on che same line.

Priority for type placement: l-right center, 2-botiom center, 3-left cencer,
4-top center.
(A) Mir+num d$stance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B) Maximum d~stance from symbol before choosing the next highest priority:

#1 4 nunmeasured to the West end
#2 4 mm measured co che North side (top)
#3 4 mm measured to che East end
#4 4 mm measured to che South side (bottom)

Labels may be stacked,
Hydro
power
plane

Labels shall be placed
(2AO1O or 2H075) or be

readable cop to bottom to avoid overprints, e.g. :

in water area, and shall not overprint the shorelifie
placed on land or in the foreshore (2A020).
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FEAT’(YRE: DISCOLORED WATER. ..211030 (AREA)

RULES

0-3411

R-2287

R-2911

R-3708

Unless specifically indicated on source material as inaccurate or doubtful,
etc., or-modified by other override rules, feature shall be assumed to be
accurate (ACC=OOI), and definite (EXS=OO1). This rule applies to accuracy
and existence of unique fe~tures, azd is not related to the accuracy of che
~o~rce as a whole.

FollowinG IEO praccice, features whose positions are ap~roximate (ACC=O02)
are labeled “PA” on source charts. Features whose posi:lons ~re doubtful
(ACC=O03) are labeled “PD” on source charts. Features whose existence is
doubtful (EXS=O02) are labeled “ED” on source charts. Features that have
only been reported (EXS=O03) are labeled “Rep’”on source charts, and usually
s“howthe date of report (D.AT)in parentheses.

Definitions
PA - Position Approximate . The position has not been accurately determined,
or does not remain fixed.
PD - Position Doubtful . The feature”has been reported in various positions,
but not definitely determined to be in any.
ED - Existence Doubtful = Indicates the posible existence of the feature, che
actual existence of which has not been established.

Discolored water (2D030) shall not be placed on a chart ‘tinlesscircumstances
indicate the probable existence of shoal water.

When two or more identical symbols overprint each other, dei.ete the portions
that overlap and show as one symbol with an outline of the combined area of
the symbols.

A blue 31% tint shall not overprint other blue 31% tints. If two blue tinted
symbols, or one tinted symbol and water tint overprint, only one 31% tint
shall be shown in the area.

DISCOLORED WATER. ..2D030 (POINT)

1.I-4700

L-4707

L-4708

L-4722

L-4730

L-4E08

L-4809

use the following abbreviations for ACC and EXS values:
If ACC=O02, label “PA”
If ACC=O03, label “PD”
If EXS=O02, label “ED”
If EXS=O03, label “Rep”

If the attribute value is ACC 001 (Accurate) or EXS 001 (Definite), delete
the window and condense remaining windows.

Date (DAT) shall only be shown if EXS=O03 (Reported) . Date shall be sho-wnin
parentheses. If date is unknown, delete label and parentheses from the
symbol. Always show “Rep” and date on the same line.

Priority for type placement: l-right center, 2-bottom center, 3-left center,
4-top center.
(A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B) Maximum distance from symbol before choosing the next highest priority:

#~ 4 mm measured to the West end
#2 4 mm measured to the North side (top)
++3 4 mm measured to tke East end
#4 4 mm measured to the South side (bottom)

Labels may.be stacked, rezdable top to bottom to avoid o~”erprints, e.g. :
Hydro
power
plant

Labels shall be placed in water area, and shall not overgrizc Zhe shorelixe
(2AO1O or 2H075) or be placed on land or in the foreshore (2A020).

When two or more identical features fall within 10 mm of eac’noche~, one
legend with plural description shall be shown, with type placed as close as
possible to the cencer of Ck,egroup without overprinting feazures.
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PEATURE : DISCOLORED WATER. ..2DO3O (POINT)

0-3411

R-2287

R-2911

R-3708

Unless specifically indicated on source material as inaccurate or doubtful,
etc., or modified by other override -rules,feature shall be assumed co be
accurate (ACC.001), and definite (SXS=OO1). This rule applies co accuracy
and existence of unique features, and is not related to the accuracy of the
source as a whole.

Following IHO praccice, features whose positions are approximate (ACC=O02)
are labeled “PA” on source charts. Features whose positions are doubtful
(ACC=O03) are labeled ‘PDO on source charts. Features whose exisience is
dmbcful (EXS=O02) are labeled ‘ED” on source charts. Features ihat have
only been reported (EXS=O03) are labeled “Rep” on source charts, and usually
show the date of report (DAT) in parentheses.

Definitions
PA - Position Approximate = The position has not been accurately determined,
or does not remain fixed.
PD - Position Doubtful ❑ The feature has been reported in various positions,
buc not definitely determined to be in any.
ED- Existence Doubtful = Indicates che posible existence of the feature, Che
actual existence of which has not been established.

Discolored water (2D030) shall not be placed on a chart unless circumstances
indicate the probable existence of shoal water.

When cwo or more identical symbols overprint each ocher, delete che porrions
that overlap and show as one symbol with an outline of ihe combined area of
the spnbols.

A blue 31% tint shall not overprint other blue 31% Cincs. If cwo blue cinced
symbols, or one tinted symbol and water tint overprint, only one 318 tint

o

shall be shown in the area.

EDDIES. ..2D040 (AREA)

D-1907

R-2913

Point features, or individual posicuts of an area symbol, may be displaced c=
5 nun, ac chart scale, to avoid overprints.

Features with areas ureater than 100 square cm shall be re~resented by a
legend, e.g., Kelp, ~ddies, Overfalls, ‘rather than by che graphic symbol.
wpe is 6 point Swiss 742. Black SPC-58600, and label is scatcered over area
at approximately 50 mm intervais. Position is horizontal and shall no:
overprint other features.

EDDIES ...2D040 (POINT)

D-1907 Point features, or individual posicuts of an area symbol, may be displaced <=
5 m, at chart scale, to avoid overprints.

FOUL GROUND. ..2DO5O (-)

ZJ-4700

L-4702

IJ-4707

L-4708

Use the following abbreviations for ACC and EXS values:
If ACC=O02, label ‘PA”
If ACC=O03, label ‘PDo
If EXS.002, label “ED”
If Sxs=003, label “Rep”

Show HDP or HDH value in whole meters if decimecer value is O; otherwise show
the decimeter value as a subscript to che meter value.

If the attribute value is ACC 001 (Accurace) or EXS 001 {Definite), delete
che window and condense remaining windows.

Date (DAT) shall only be shown if EXS=O03 (Reported). Date shall be shown in
parentheses. If date is unknown, delete label and.parentheses from the
symbol . Always show “Rep” and date on the same llne.

o,“
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FEATURI?J: FOUL GROUND ...2D050 (AREA)

L-4722

L-4729

L-4730

L-4807

L-4808

0-3411

R-2221

Priority for type placement:: l-right center, 2-bottom center, 3-ieft center,
41-topcenter.
(A) Minimum distance from f;ymbol- 1 mm.
(B) Maximum distance from symbol before choosing the next highest priority:

#l 4 mm measured to the West end
#2 4 mm measured to the North side (top)
#3 4 mm measured to the East end
#4 4 mm measured to the South side (bottom)

If symbols overprint each other, labels are condensed as follows:
(~) If the
(2) If the

legend, e.g.,
shallowest is

L,abelsmay be

Type shall be
(a) Placed
(b) Broken

labels are identical, only one is retained.
labels are not identical, they shall be condensed in to one
“Fishhaven and Well”. If multiple depths are shown, only the
retained.

stacked, reaciabletop to bottom to avoid overprints, e.g. :
Hydro
power
plant

placed irithe following preference:
on one horizontal line cen-tered in feature.
into multiple horizontal lines, centered in feature, with a 1

.mmspace betw-een lines. -
(c) Placed on one line outside feature. USe Rule L-4722 for placement. If

present, HDP shall always be positioned inside area.
(d) Placed on two lines to avoid overprints. Use Rule L-4722 for

placement. If present, HD? snail always be placed inside area.

Labels shall be placed in water area, and shall not overprint the sF.oreline
C2AO1O or 2H075) or be placed on land or in the foreshore (2A320).

tJnless specifically indica’:edon source material as inaccurate or doubtful,
etc. , or modified by other override rules, feature shall be assumed to be
accurate (ACC=OOI), and definite (EXS=OO1). This rule applies to accuracy
and existence of unique fei~tures,and is not related to the accuracy of the
source as a whole.

Following IHO practice, features whose positions are approximate (ACC=O02)
age labeled “PA” on source charts. Features whose positions are doubtful
[ACC=O03) are labeled “PD” on source charts. Features whose existence is
cioubtful (EXS=O02) are labeled “ED” on source charts. Features that have
only been reported (EXS=OO.3)are labeled “Rep” on source charts, and usually
show the date of report (DAT) in parentheses.

Definitions
l?A- Position Approximate :=The position has not been accurately determined,
cm does not remain fixed.
l?D- Position Doubtful = The feature has been reported in various positions,
but not definitely determi:~ed to be in any.
ED - Existence Doubtful = Indicates the posible existence of the feature, the
actual existence of which has not been established.

HGT is used to describe height when feature is above th? surface of the water
at High Water (VRC=OO1). 3DI is not applicable when VRC=OOi.
HD1 values 000, 009, 010, 3:1, 012 are used to describe knowledge about a
depth of a feature when the “feature is below the water surface (VRC=O04).
HD1 values 013 and 014 are used to describe knowledge about the drying height
of a feature when it covers and uncovers, i.e., between high and low water
(VRC=O08).
liDPis used to record the depth of a feature when PDI=O09, 010 or 011. HDp
:lsnot applicable when the depth is unknutin (HDI=OOO or 012) or when the
feature covers and uncovers (VRC=O08) - see HDH, or when the feature $.sabove
High Water (VRC=OO1).
HDH is used to record the hying height of a feature when HDI=O13. HDH is
not applicable when che drying height ’is unknown (HDI=014), or the feature is
below water (VRC=O04) - see HD?, or when the feature is above High Water
(VRC=OO1).
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FEATORB : FOUL GROUND. ..2D050 (AREA)

RULES

R-2222

R-2800

R-2806

VK is used to record the sounding datum to which a hydrographic depth (HDP),
drying height (HDH), or the high water datum to which a safe overhead
clearance (SOC) is reference. If the hydrogra~hic depth (HDP), drying
height (HDH), or safe overhead clearance (SOC) 1s unknown or not applicable,
VDC is not app~icable. VDR is used co record che name of the vertical datum
when VDC is 023 (Other). VDR is not applicable “NA” when VDC is any value
except 023.

When the boundary of an areal symbol crosses or overprints che shoreline, the
boundazy overprinting the shoreline or on land is deleted.

If areas where separate dancierscoalesce because of scale, che danqer curves
(dotted lines) ar~ deleted ~xcept for those on the outermost perim~cer of the
aggregate danger hazard. A smooth dotted line is drawn around the area.

Fou21 GROUHD. ..2D050 (POXNT)

D-1909

L-4700

L-4702

L-4707

L-4708

L-4722

L-4729

L-4730

L-4808

L-4872

L-4891

If point symbol overprints shoreline (2AO1O or 2H075), the HDP type, posicut,
or graphic in the center of symbol shall be displaced sea~ard u~cil they no
longer overprint che shoreline. If che danger curve (dotted perimeter line)
overpri.ncs the shoreline, that portion of the dotted periine~er line falling
on land shall be deleted.

Use the following abbreviations for ACC and EXS values:
If ACC=O02, label “PA”
If ACC=O03, label “PD9
If EXS=O02, label “ED”
If EXS=O03, label “Rep”

Show HDP or HDH value in whole meters if decimeter value is O; otherwise show
the decimeter value as a subscripi to che meter value.

If the attribute value is ACC 001 (Accurate) or SXS 001 (Definite), delete
the window and condense remaining windows.

Date {DAT) shall only be shown if EXS=O03 (Reported). Date shall be shown in
parentheses. If date is unknown, delete label and parentheses from the
symbol . Always show “Rep” and date on the same line.

Priority Eor type placement: l-right cen~er. 2-bottom center, 3-lefz CenCer,
4-top center.
(A) Minimum distance
(B) Maximum distance

#l 4 mm measured
#2 4 mm measured
%3 4 mm measured
#4 4 mm measured

from svmbol - 1 nun,
from ~mbol before choosing the next highest priority:
co the west end
to the North side (top)
to the East end
to the south side (bottom)

If symbols overprint each other, labels are condensed as :O11OWS:
(i) If che
(2) If the

legend, e.g.,
shallowest is

Labels may be

labels
labels

are identical, only one is retained.
are noc identical, they shall be condensed in co one

9Fishhaven and Well”. If mul~iple depths are shown, only ihe
retained.

stacked, readable cop to bottom to avoid overprints, e.g. :
Hydro
power
plant

La’belsshall be placed in water area, and shall not overprint che shoreline
(2AO1O or 2H075) or ‘beplaced on land or in the foreshore (2A020).

HDp label shall be centered in the circle.

Variable type size for HDP values enclosed by danger curves (dotted circles):
If HDP < 10, (a single digit principal digit), apply 7 point ripe to the

principal digit, and S point type co the subscripr, if there is one. lf HDp
>= 10 (a double cigic principal digit) , apply 6 point type co che principal
ciigic,and 5 point type co the subsripc, if there is one.
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FEAT?JRE : FOUL GROWND. ..2D050 (POINT)

0-3411

R-2221

R-2222

R-2806

R-3709

KELP ..

D-1907

R-2913

Unless specifically indicated on source material as inaccurate or doubtful,
etc. , or modified by other override rules, feature shall be assumed to be
accurate (ACC=OO1), and definite (EXS=OO1). This rule applies to accuracy
and existence of unique features, and is not related to the accuracy of the
source as a whole.

Following IHO practice, features whose positions are approximate (ACC=O02)
are labeled “PA” on source charts. Features whose positions are doubtful
(ACC=O03) are labeled “PD” on source charts. Features ‘~hose existence is
doubtful (EXS=O02) are labeled “ED” on source charts. Features that have
only been reported (EXS=O03) are labeled “Rep” on source charts, and usuallY
show the date of report (DAT) in parentheses.

Definitions
PA - Position Approximate ::The position has not been accurately determined,
or does not remain fixed.
PD - Position Doubtful = The feature has been reported in various positions,
but not definitely determined co be in any.
ED - Existence Doubtful = ::ndicatesthe posible existence of the feature, the
Sctual existence of b’hichhas not been established.

HGT is used to describe height when feature is above the surface of the water
at High Water (VRC=OO1). HD1 is not applicable when VRC=OO1.
HDI values 000, 009, 010, OIL, 012 are used to describe knowledge about a
clepthof a feature when the feature is below the water surface (VRC=G04).
HD1 values 013 and 014 are used to describe knowledge about Ehe dryiag height
of a feature when it covers and uncovers, i.e. , between high afidlo~’water
(VRC=O08).
HDP is used to record the depth of a feature when HDI=O09, 013 or 011. HDP
is not applicable when the depth is unknown (HDI=OOO or 012) or when che
feature covers and uccover:s (VRC.008) - see HDH, or wh~n the feature is above
~igh Water (VRC=OO1) .
HDH is used to record the ldryingheight of a feature when HDI=013. HDH iS
IIOtapplicable when the drying height is unknown (HDI=014), or the feature is
below water (VRC=O04) - see EDP, or when the feature is above High Water
(VRC=OO1).

VDC is used to record the sounding datum to which a hydrograghic depth (HDP),
drying height (HDH), or the high water datum to which a safe overhead
clearance (SOC) is referenced. If the hydrographic depth (HDP), drying
height (HDH), or safe overhead clearance (SOC) is unknown or not applicable,
VDC is not applicable. VDR is used to record the name of the vertical datum
wb.enVDC is 023 (Other). VDR is not applicable “NA” when VDC is any value
,except023 .

If areas where separate dangers coalesce because of scale, the dange~ curves
(dotted lines) are deleted except for those on the outermost perimeter of the
aggregate danger hazard. A smooch dotted line is drawn around the area.

‘Thediameter of the circular symbol perimeter line may be reduced in
congested areas to avoid overprinting other symbols, but must be at least
2.0 mm diameter, and cannot come closer than 0.2 mm to any type or graphic
symbol shown inside the circle. In non-congested areas the normal symbol
diameter shall be shown.

,2D060 (AREA)

Point f+atures, or individual posicuts of an area symbol, may be displaced <=
5 mm, at chart scale, to avoid overprints.

Features with areas greater than 100 square cm shall be represented by a
legend, e.g., Kelp, Eddies, Overfalls, rather than by the graph~c symbol.
Type is 6 point Swiss 742. Black SPC-58600, and label is scattered over azea
at approximately 50 mm intervals. Position is horizontal and shall not
overprint other features.

KELP... 2D060 (POXNT)

D-1907 Point features, or indiviciualposicuts of an area symbol, may be displaced <=
5 mm, at chart scale, to aVOld overprints.
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FEATURE : OVERFALLS /TIDE RIPS. ..2DO8O (AREA)

OVERPALLS /TIDE RIPS...2DO8O (AREA)

o

0

D-1907

L-4709

5-4737

R-2913

Point features, or individual posicucs of an
5 mm, at chart scale, to avoid overprints.

RULES

area symbol, nay be displaced <=

Zf attribute NAM is unknown, delete window and condense the remaining
windows.

Feature name /label shall be positioned parallel co lines of latitude and
readable left to right.

Features with areas greater than 100 square cm shall be represented by a
legend, e.g., Kelp, ~ddies, Overfalls, ‘rather than by ihe graphic symbol.
Type is 6 point Swiss 742. Black spc-58600, and ~abel is scattered over area
at approximately 50 mm intervals. Position is horizontal and shall no:
overprint other features.

OVERPALLS /TIDE RIPS...2DO8O (POINT)

D-1907 Point features, or individual posicucs of an area symbol, may be displaced <.
5 nun,at chart scale, to avoid overprints.

PERCH /STAKE...2DO9O (POINT)

PILING ...2D1OO (AREA)

b-4700

L-4707

L-4708

L-4722

L-4730

L-4807

L-4808

Use the following
If ACC=O02, label
If ACC=O03, label
If EXS=O02, label
If EXS=O03, label

abbreviations for ACC and ~S values:
‘PA”
“PD”
“ED”
0Rep 0

If the attribute value is ACC 001
the windcn+ and condense remaining

Date (DAT) shall only be shown if
parentheses. If date is unknown,

(Accurate) or EXS 001 (Definite), delete
windows,

EXS=O03 (Reported). Daie shall be shown in
delete label and parentheses from zhe

-3ymbol. Always shod “Rep- and date on the same line.

Priority for type placemenc: l-right center, 2-bottom cencer, 3-left center,
4-top center.
(A) Minimum discance from symbol - 1 nm.
(B) Maximum distance from symbol before choosing the next highest priority:

%1 4 mm measured to the West end
/$2 4 mm measured co che North side
*3 4 mm measured to the Ease end
g~ 4 mm measured to the sou~h side

Labels may be stacked, readable top co
Hydro
power
plant

(toP)

(bottom)

boccom co avoid overprints, e.g.:

~pe shall be placed in the fo~lowing preference:
(a) Placed on one horizontal line centered in feav~re.
(b) Broken into multiple horizontal lines, cencered in feature, with a 1

mm space between lines.
(c) Placed on one line outside feature. Use Rule L-4722 for placemenc. If

present, liDPshall always be posicior!ed inside area.
(d) Placed on two lines to avoid overprints. Use Rule L-4722 for

placement. If present, HDP shall always be placed inside area.

Labels shall be placed in watez area, and shall not overprint the shoreline
(2AOI0 or 2H075) or be placed on land or in che foreshore (2A020).
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0-3’411

R-2800

R-2914

R-3708

Unless specifically indicated on source material as inaccurate or doubtful,
etc. , or modified by other override rules, feature shall be assumed CO be
accurate (ACC=OO1), and definite [EXS=OOI). This rule a?plles to accuracy
and existence of unique features, and is not related to the accuracy of the
source as a whole.

Following IHO practice, features whose positions are approximate (ACC=O02!
are labeled “PA” on source charts. Features whose positions are doubtful
(ACC=O03) are labeled “PD” on so’uce charts. Features whose existence is
doubtful (EXS=O02) are labeled “ED” on source charts. Features that have
only been reported (EXS=O03) are labeled “Rep” on source charts, and usuallY
sh’owthe date of report (CAT) in parentheses.

Definitions
PA - Position Approximate = The position has ~ot been accurately determined,
or does not remain ‘fixed.
PD - Position Doubtful . The feature has bee~ reported in various positions,
but not definitely determined to be in any.
ED - Existence Doubtful = Indicates the posible existence of the featu~e, the
actual existence of which has not been established.

When the bounda~ of an areal symbol crosses or overprints the shoreline, the
‘boundary overprinting the shoreline or on land is deleted.

Features shown as points clnca.r<ographic source material shall be shown as
points, except as follows: If more than five point symbols fall inside an
area of 1 square centimeter at product scale, show as an area symbol,
labeled, and with a smooth danger curve (dotted line) around them. If any of
the point features extend above High Water (VRC=OO1), show area symbol as
above surface (VRC=OO1). IF no point features are above the surface zt High
Water, show area symbol as submerged (VRC=O04).

A blue 31% tint shall ~.otoverprint other blue 31% tints. If two blue tinted a

svmbols, or one tinted synbol and water tint overprint, oaly one 31% tint
shall be shown in

L!-4707

L-4708

L-4722

o

PILING. ..2D1OO (POINT)

L-4700 Use the following
If ACC=O02, label
If ACC=O03, label
If EXS=O02, label
If EXS.003, label

b-4730

L-4808

the ar~a.

abbreviations for ACC and 2XS values:
,,pp.,,
,,pD,,
,,ED,,

“Rep”

If the attribute value is ACC 001 (Accurate) or EXS 001 (Definite), delete
the window and condense remaining windows.

Date (DAT) shall only be :shownif EXS=O03 (Reported). Date shall be shown in
parentheses. If date is unknown, delete label and parentheses from the
symbol . Always s“now “Rep” and date on the same line.

Priority for type placeme~t: l-right center, 2-bottom center, 3-left centsr,
4-top center.
(A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B) Maximum distance from symbol before choosing the next highest priority:

#l
#2
#3
#4

Labels

Labels
(2AO1O

~ mm measured to the West end
4 mm measured to the North side (top)
4 mm measured to the East end
4 mm measured to t’neSouth side (bottom)

may be stack~d, readable top to bottom to avoid overp~ints, e.g. :
Hydro
power
plant

shall be placed in water area, and shall not overprirc the shoreline
or 2H075) or be placed on land or in the foreshore (2A020).
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0
,.

FEATURE: PILmG.

L-4809

0-3411

R-2914

When two or
legend with
possible to

..2D1OO (POINT)

more identical features fall within 10 mm of each other, one
plural description shall be shown, with zype placed as close as
the center of the group without overprinting features.

Unless specifically indicated on source material as inaccurate or doubtful,
etc., or modified by other override rules. feature shall be assumed co be
accurate (ACC=OO1), and definite (SXS=OO1). This rule applies to accuracy
and existence of unique features, and is not related co che accuracy of the
source as a whole.

Following IHO przctice, features whose positions are approximate (ACC=O02)
are labeled “PA’ on source charts. Features whose positions are doubtful
(ACC=O03) are labeled “PDm on source charts. ?eacures whose existence is
doubtful (E.xs=O02)are labeled ‘EDm on source charts. Features that have
only been reported (EXS=O03) are labeled *Rep” on source charts, and usually
show che date of report (DAT) in parentheses.

Definitior!s
PA - Position Approximate = The position has not been accurately determined,
or does not remain fixed.
PD - Position Doubtful = The feature has been reported in various positions,
but not definitely determined to be in any.
sD- Existence Doubtful . Indicaces che posible existence of the feature, the
accual existence of which has not been established.

Features shown as Doints on carcc-aranhic source material shall be shown as
points, excepc as ?ollows: If mo~e than five point symbols fall inside an
area of I square cencimecer zc proc?uccscale, show as an area @ol,
labeled, and with a smooth danger curve (dotLed line) around then. If any of
the poini feaiures extend above High Water (VRC=OO1), show area symbol as
above surface ~VRC.001). IF no point feazures are above che surface at High
water, show area symbol as submerged (VRC=O04).

PLATFORM... 2D11O (POINT)

L-4706 If the actribuce value is not known, or the atcribuze value for none or noc
applicable, delete window and condense remaining windows.

L-4722 Priority for type placemenc: l-right center, 2-bottom cencer, 3-left center,
4-top center.
(A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B) Maximum distance from smbol before choosing

+$1
~z
93
#4

L-4730 Labels

L-4839 If SST
and do

4 mm measured co the-West end
4 mm measured co che North side (top)
4 mm measured co the East end
4 mm measured co the South side (boccorn)

may be stacked, reaeable cop co boccom to
Sydro
powey
plant

is not 000 [Unknown) or 016 {None). label
not

If SST is:
001 Bell

002 Whis
003 Horn
004 Gong
005 Dia

che next highest priority:

avoid overprints, e.g

SST with appropriate egend
show posicut #59 (three concen~ric arcs - fog signal posicuc) .

Use legend:

006 Siren
007 Reed
008 Explos

REEF...2D120 (AREA)
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FEA-: WEF.--2D12O (-)

D-191O

L-4700

L-4702

L-4707

L-4708

L-4709

L-4722

L-4730

h-4807

L-4808

L-4809

L-4811

IJ-4813

If rock symbol (point 2iJ130)is shown inside a reef symbol (area 2D120)
overprints the shoreline (2AO1O or 2H075), displace the rock symbol seaward,
so that it no longer overprints the shoreline. If necessary, displace the
dotted perimeter line of the reef seaward, so it does not overprint the rock
symbol.

[Jsethe following abbreviations for ACC and EXS values:
If ACC=O02, label “PA”
If ACC=O03, label “PD”
If EXS=O02, label “ED”
If EXS=O03, label “Rep”

Show HDP or HDH value in whole meters if decimeter value is O; otherwise show
the decimeter value as a subscript to the meter value.

If the attribute value is ACC 001 (Accurate) or EXS 001 (Definite), delete
the window and condense remaining windows.

Date (DAT) shall only be s;lownif EXS=O03 (Reported). Date shall be shown in
parentheses. If date is u:~known,delete label and parentheses from the
symbol . Always show “Rep” and date on the same line.

If attribute NAM is unknow:~,deiete window and condense the remaining
windows.

Priority for type placement: l-right center, 2-bottom center, 3-left center,
4-top center.
(A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B) Maximum distance from symbol before choosing the next highest priority:

#1 4 mm measured to the West end
#2 4 mm measured to the North side (top)
#3, 4 mm measured to the East end
#4 4 nunmeasured to the South side (bottom)

Labels may be stacked, readable top to bottom, to avoid overprints, e.g. :
Hydro
power
plant

‘Type shall be placed in the following preference:
(a) Placed on one horizontal line centered in feature.
(b) Broken into multiple horizontal lines, centered in feature, with a ~

‘mmspace between lines.
(c) Placed on one line outside feature. Use Rule L-4722 for placement. If

present, HDP shall always be positioned inside area.
(d) Placed on two lines to avoid overprints. Use Rule L-4722 for

placement. If present, HDP shall always be placed inside area.

Labels shall be placed in water area, and shall not overprint the shoreline
(2AO1O or 2H075) or be placed on land or in the foreshore (2A020).

When two or more identical features fall within 10 mm of each other-,one
legend with plural description shall be shown, with type placed as close as
possible to the center of the group without overprinting fsatures.

The drying height (HDH) shall be shown if it is known, for reefs that uncover
(2D120, VRC=O08) . Type shall be placed over the highest point of the reef,
if possible. If the reef is too small to place HDH inside the area, it shall
be placed alongside the area in parentheses. If “Co” is reqtiiredby symbol,
MCP=019, type shall be positioned under HDH.

Descriptive terms, e.9. , ‘Canal” shall be shown if the name is not known. if

the descriptive word a?pears in the name, for example, “pANAMA C.~AL”/ the
descriptive type shall not.be shown, i.e., do not show “Panama Canal Canal”.

o
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FEATURE: REEF. ..2D12O (-)

0-3411

R-221O

R-2215

0’
R-2221

R-2222

R-2802

R-2806

O
,’,,

Unless specifically indicated on source rnacerial as inaccurate or doubtful,
etc., or modified by other override rules, feature shall ‘beassumed to be
accurate (ACC=OO1), and definite (EXS=OOI). This rule applies to accuracy
and existence of unique features, and is no: related co che accuracy of che
source as a whole.

Following IHO praccice, features whose positions are approximate (ACC=O02)
are labeled ‘PA* on source charts. Features whose positions are doubtful
(ACC=O03) are labeled “PD” on source charts. Features whose existence is
doubtful (EXS.002) are labeled “EDm on source charts. Fea:ures that have
only been reported (~S=O03) are labeled “Rep” on source charts, and usually
show the date of report (DAT) in parentheses.

Definitions
PA - Position Approximate = The -positionhas not been accurately decertified,
or does not remain fixed.
PD - po~i~ion ~ub~ful = The feature has been reported i~ various posiiions,
buc not definitely determined co be in any. -
ED- Existence Doubtful = Indicates the posible existence of che feature, the
actual existence of which has not been established.

Rocks (2D130, MCP=066) and isolated coral heads (2D130, MCP=019} wickin
submerged reefs (2D120) shall be charted using che appropriate rock symbol.
When depths over selected rocks are shown, an overall depth over the reef is
not required, since the depth over the reef is shown by rhe depth of che
shallowest rock. Where it is not possible to chart depth information for
separate rocks, the shallowest depth over the reef shal: be shown by HDP or
HDH on reef (2D120).

symbol consiscs of arcs.and Vs along the area perimeter. Zf che reef edge
symbol overprints che shoreline, the symbol is dele:ed for chat section chat
overprints.

HGT is used co describe height when Feature is above che surface of che water
ac High Water (vRC=OO1). HDI is noc applicable when VRC=OC1.
HDI values 000, 009, 010, 011, 012 are used to describe knowledge about a
depth of a feature when the feature is below che water surface (VRC=O04).
HOI values 013 and 014 are used co describe knowledge about the drying height
of a feature when it covers and uncovers, i.e. , between high and low water
(VRC=O08).
HDP is used to record the depth of a feature when HDI=O09, 010 or 011. HDP
is not applicable when the depth is unknown (HDI=OOO or 012) or when the
feature covers and uncovers (VRC=O08) - see HDH, or when the feature is above
High Water (VRC=OOII.
HDH is used io record the drying height of a feature when 3DI=013. HD!iiS
not applicable when che dning height is unknown (HDI=O14), or zhe feature is
below water (VRCs13t34). see HDP, or when che feature is above High Water
{VRc=ool).

VDC is used co record the sounding datum to which a hydrographic depth (HDP),
drying height (HDH), or the high Water datum co which a safe overhead
clearance (S(X) is referenced. If :he hydrographic depth :HDP), drying
height {HDH), or safe overhead clearance (SOC) is unknown or noc applicable,
VDC is not applicable. VDR is used to record the name of che vertical datum
when VDC is 023 (Other). VOX is not applicable “NA” when VW is any Value
except 023.

Where symbols with the same feature code but different values of VRC are
adjacent to each ocher, the boundary of che feature that is the highest in
the verxical plane shall be shown, and the boundary of che feature chac is
lower shall be deleted. ?or example, the feature above water is shown whole,
while the feature that covers and uncovers has that portion of ics symbol
perimeter chat ove-~rints :he higher feature deleted

If areas where separate dangers coalesce because of scale, che danger curves
(dotted lines) are deleted excepc for chose on the outermost perimeter of che
aggregate tia~gerhazard. A smooth doccea line is drawn around che area.
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FEATU’RE: =EF...2D~2Q (-)
R-2915

R-3708

R-9040

The minimum size of a reef (2D12G) that covers and uncovers (VRC=O08) shall
be 2 mm diameter. The min:.mum size of a reef that is under water (VRC=O04)
shall be 3 mm. If the reef at chart scale is smaller than these mi~imum
sizes, it shall be shown as a rock (2D130).

A,blue 31% tint shall Rot overprint other blue 31% tints. If two blue tinted
symbols, or one tinted symbol and water tint overprint, only one 31% tint
shall be shown in the area.

If a bole exists inside of an area feature, and the xidth of the hole is
greater than 3 rrmac chart scale, the hole is shown as an open space inside
the surrounding feature. :[fthe hole is 3 mm wide or less, the hole is
deleted and ab=orbed into I:hesurrounding area feature

ROCK... 2D130 (POINT)

D-1909

L-4700

L-4702

L-4707

L-4708

L-4709

L-4722

L-4730

L-4763

L-4808

L-4872

If point symbol overprints shoreline (2AO1O or 2H075), the HDP type, posicct,
or graphic in the center of symbol shall be displaced seaward until they no
longer overprint the shoreline. If the danger curve (dotted perimeter line)
overprints the shoreline, chat portion of the dotted perimeter line fallir,g
on land shall be deleted.

,,
tJsethe following abbreviac~ons for ACC and EXS values:
If ACC=O02, label “PA”
lf ACC=O03, label “PI)”
If EXS=O02, label “ED”
If EXS=O03, label “Rep”

Show HDP or HDH value in whole meters if decimeter value is O; otherwise show
the decimeter value as a subscript to the meter value.

:[fthe attribute value is ACC 001 (Accurate) or EXS 001 (Definite), delete
t,hewindow and condense remaining windows. a

Date (DAT) shall only be shown if EXS=O03 (Reported). Date shall be shown in
]?arentheses. If date is unknown, delete label and parer,theses from the
!symbo1. Always show “Rep” antidate on the same line.

:Ifattribute NAM is unkno~n, delete window and conaense ths remaining
windows.

Priority for type placement: l-right center, 2-bottom center, 3-left center,
d-top center.
(A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B) Maximum distance from symbol before choosing the next highest priority:

#1 4 mm measured to the West end
#2 “4 mm measured to the North side (top)
#3 4 mm measured to the East end
#4 ~ mm measured to tke South side (bottom)

Labels may be stacked, readable top to bottom to avoid overprints, e.g. :
Hydro
power
plant

The MCP label :or rock (MCP.066) shall be “R”, and the label for coral
(MCP=019) shall be “Co” Labels are shown without quote marks, or periods.

Labels shall be placed in water area, and shall not ove~print the shoreline
(2AO1O or 2H075) or be pl?~ced on land or in the foreshore (2A020).

HDP label shall be centered in the circle.
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o
Pwmnw: ROCK.. .2D13O (po~)

0-3411

R-221O

R-2221

o

R-2222

R-2294

R-2806

o R-2916

Unless specifically indicated on source material as inaccurate or doubtful,
ccc. , or modified by other override rules, feature shall be assumed co be
accurate (ACC=OO1), and definite (EXS.001). This rule applies co accuracy
and existence of unique features, and is not reiaced to the accuracy of the
source as a whole.

Following IHO practice, features whose positions are approximate [ACC=O02)
are labeled “PA” on source charts. Features whose positions are doubtful
(ACC=O03) are labeled “PD” on source charts. Features whose existence is
doubeful (EXS=O02) are labeled “ED” on source charts. Features that have
only been reported (EXS.003) are labeled “Rep” on source charcs, and usually
show the date of report (DAT) in parentheses.

Definitions
PA - Position Approximate = The position has not been accurately determined,
or does not remain fixed.
PD - Position Doubtful = The feature-has been reported in various positions,
buc noc definitely determined co be in any.
ED - Existence Doubtful . Indicaces the posible existence of che feature, the
actual existence of which has not been established.

Rocks (2D130, MCP=056) and isolated coral heads (2D130, MC?.019) within
submerged reefs (2D120] shall be charted using the appropriate rock symbol.
When depths over selecced rocks are shown, an overall depth over the reef is
not required, since che de~ch over the reef is shown by the depth of che
shallowest rock. Where it IS not possible to chart depth information for
separate rocks, the shallowest depth over the reef shall be shown by HI)?or
HDH on reef (2D120).

HGT is used to describe heighe when feature is above che surface of the water
at High Water (VRC=OO1). I-IDIis not applicable when VRC.001.
HDI values 000, 009, 010, 011, 012 are used to describe knowledge about a
depth of a feature when the feature is below the water surface (VRC.004).
HDI values 013 and 014 are used co describe knowledge about che drying height
of a feature when it covers and uncovers, i.e., ‘betweenhiqh and low water
(VRC=O08).
HDP is used to record the depth of a feature when HDI.009, 010 or 011. HDP
is not applicable when che depth is unknown (HDI=OOO or 012) or when che
feature covers and uncovers (vRc.oo8) - see HIXi,or when the feature is above
High Water (VRC=OO1).
~H is used to record ~he drying he~gh: of a feature wheflHDI=I)13. HDH is
not applicable when che drying height is unknown (HDI.014), or the feature is
below water (VRC=O04] - see HDP, or when the feature is above High Water
(VRc=ool).

~ is used to record the sounding datum to which a hydrographic depth (HDP),
drying height (HDH), or the high water datum co which a safe overhead
clearance (SOC] is referenced. If the hydrographic depth (HDP), drying
height (HDH), or safe overhead clearance (SOC) is unknown or not applicable,
WC is not applicable. VDR is used co record the name of che vertical datum
when VIE is 023 (Other). VDR is noc applicable ‘NA* when VDC is any value
except 023.

Submerged rocks (2D120, VRC.004) with known depths (HDI=O09 or 020] of 30.0
meters or less are considered dangerous (SOA.001) if the depth (HDP) of the
rock is shallower than che corresponding depth area, as defined by che
adjacent depth curves. They are considered noc dangerous (SOE=O02) if che
depth of the rock falls within the corresponding depth area. For example, on
a chart showing 10, 20, and 30 meter depth curves, a rock with a depth of12.O
meters would be considered dangerous (SOH=OO1) if it fell in between che 20
and 30 mecez depth curves, but would be considered no: tiangerous (soH.002) if
it fell between the 10 and 20 meter depth curves.

If areas where separate dangers coalesce because of scale, the danger cuwes
(dotted lines) are deleted except for chose on che outermost perimezer of the
aggregate da~ger hazard. A smooth dotted line is drawn around the area.

Dangers with danger curves (dotted lines) around them which fall inside ocher
danger areas with tiangercurves arou~d them,
deleted.

shall have che inner docced line
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FEATURE: ROCK. ..2D13O (pOINT)

R-3707

R-3708

R-3709

T-0836

If an uncovering rock (2D130, VRC=O08) falls inside the foreshore (2A020),
show the rock center symbo! xithout the blue tint or dosted circle.

A blue 31% tint shall not (overprintother blue 31% tints. If two blue tinted
$Y~ol$ J or one tinted symbol and water tint overprint, only one 31% zinc
shall be shown in the area.

The diameter of the circular symbol perimeter line may be reduced in
congested areas CO avoid overprinting other symbols, but must be at least
2.0 mm diameter, and cannoc come closer than 0.2 mm to any type or graphic
symbol shown inside the circle. Ln non-congested areas the normal symbol
dlarneter shall be shown.

When central graphic symbols of hydrographic dangers, excluding Che danger
curve (dotted line) overprint or coalesce, they shall be thinned, with
preference given to retaining those dangers wi~h the shallower depth (HDP),
if it is know~.. Danger curves shall not be affected by this rule.

SNAG /sTU14P...2Dl4O (AREA)

L-41700

L-4707

L-4708

L-4722

L-4729

L-4730

11-4807

L-4808

L-4809

Use the following abbreviations for ACC and EXS values:
If ACC=O02, label “PA”
If ACC=O03, label “PDU
If EXS=O02, label “ED”
:[fEXS=O03, label “Rep”

If the attribute value is ACC 001 (Accurate) or EXS 001 (Definite), delete
the window and condense re.maini=gwindows.

Date (DAT) shall only be shown if EXS=O03 (Reported). Date shall be shown in
parentheses. If date is unknown, delete label and parentheses from the
symbo1. Always show “Rep” and dzte OR the same line.

PrioriVy for type placemenc: l-right center, 2-bottom center, 3-left ce:~cer,
4-top center.
(A),Minimum distance
(B) Maximum distance

#1 4 mm measured
#2 4 mm measuzed
#3 4 mm measured
#4 4 mm measured

If symbols’overprint
(1) If the labeis
~2i If the

legend, e.g.,
shallowest is

Labels may be

Type shall be
(a) Placed
(b) Broken

labels

from symbol - 1 mm.
from synbol before choosing the next ‘nighesz priority:
to the West end
to the North side (top)
to the Easi end
to the South side (bottom)

each other, labels are condensed as follows:
are identical, only one is re~a.lned.
are not identical, they shall be conae~sed in to one

“Fishhaven and Well” . If multiple depths are shown, only the
retained. .

stacked, readable top to bottom to avoid overprints, e.g. :
Hydro
power
plant

placed in the following preference:
on one horizontal line centered in feature.
into multiple horizontal lines, centered in feature, with a 1

rumspace between lines.
(c) Placed on one line outside feature. Use Rule L-4722 for placement. If

present, HDP shall always be positioned inside area.
(d) Placed on two lines to avoid overprints. Use Rule L-4722 for

placement. If present, HE? shall aiways be placed inside area.

Labels shall be placed in water area, and shall not overprint the shoreline
(2AO1O or 2H075) or be placed on land or in the foreshore (2A020).

When two or more identical features fall within 10 mm of each other, one
legend with plural description shall be showR, with type placed as close as
possible to the center of the group without overprinting feazures.
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Iw FEAmRE : SNAG /s!RJMP...2Dl4O (AREA)

0-3411

R-2800

R-2914

O R-3708

Unless specifically indicated on source material as inaccurate or doubtful,
ccc., or mcdified by other override rules, feature shall be assumed to be
accurate (ACC=OO1), and definite (EXS=OO1). This rule applies to accuracy
and existence of unique features, and is not related co che accuracy of the
source as a whole.

Following IHO practice, features whose positions are approximate (ACC=O02)
are labeled “PA” on source charcs. Features whose positions are doubzful
(ACC=O03) are labeled “PD” on source charts. Features whose existence is
doubtful (EXS=O02) are labeled ‘ED” on source charcs. Features chac have
only been reported (ZXS=O03) are labeled “Rep” on source charcs, an? usually
show the date of report (DAT) in parentheses.

Definitions
PA - Position Approximate . The posi:ion has not been accurately determined,
or does not remain fixed.
Pa - Position Ouubcful = The feature has been reported in various positions,
but not definitely determined co be in any.
m- Existence Doubtful = Indicates che posible existence of che feature, che
accual existence of which has nor been established.

When che boundary of an areal symbol crosses or overprints the shoreline, che
bounds-z’ overprinting the shoreline or on land is deleted.

Features shown as points on cartograp”nic source material shall be shown as
points, except as follows: If more than five point symbols fall inside an
area of 1 square centimeter ac produce scale, show as an area symbol,
labeled, and with a smooth danger cu.we (docced line) around them. If any of
the point features extend above High Water (VRC=OOI), show area symbol as
above surface (VRC=OO1). IF no point features are above the surface at High
Water. show area symbol as submerged (VRC.004).

A blue 31% tint shall not overorint other blue 31% tints. If two blue tinted
symbols, or one tinted symbol and water tint overprint,
shall be shown in the area.

SNAG /sTm4P...2Dl4O (POINT)

L-4700 Use the following abbreviations for ACC and EXS values:
If ACC=O02, label “PA”
If ACC=O03, label OPD”
If EXS=O02, label “ED”
If EXS=O03, label ‘Rep”

L-4702

L-4707

L-4708

L-4722

IJ-4730

O.-
L-4808

only one 31% zinc

Show HDP or HDH value in whole meters if decimeter value is O; otherwise show
che decimeter value as a subscripc co the meter value.

If the attribute value is ACC 001 (Accurate) or EXS 001 (Definite), delete
the window and condense remaining windows.

Date (DAT) shall only be shown if EXS=O03 (Reported). Date shall be shown in
parentheses. If date is unknown, delete label and parentheses from the
-1. Always show ‘Rep” and date on the same line.

Priority for type placement: I-right cencer, 2-bottom center, 3-left cencer,
4-COP center.
(A) Min@num distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B)~laxmu.m distance from symbol before choosing

4 mm measured co the West end
~~ 4 mm measured to the North side (top)
#3 4 mm measured to the Sasc end
#4 4 mm measured to the South side (’bottom)

Labels may be stacked,
Hydro
power
plant

Labels shall be placed
(2AOI0 or 2H0751 or be

readabie top co bottom to

the next highest priority:

avoid overprints, e.g.:

Ln water area,
placed on land
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and shall noc ovemrinc the shoreline
or in che foreshor~ {2A920).
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L-4809

L-4872

L-4891

0-3411

R-2221

R-2222

R-2914

R-3708

RULES

When two or more identical features fall within 10 mm of
legend with plural description shall be shown, with type
possible to the cefiterof the group without overprinting

HDP label shall be centered in the circle.

each other, one
placed as ciose as
features.

Variable type size for HDP values enclosed by danger curves (dotted circles) :
If HDP < 10, (a single digit principal digit), apply 7 point type to the

principal digit, and 5 point type to the subscript, if there is oce- If HDP
>= 10 (a double digit principal digit), aPPIY 6 Point tYPe ~0 the PrinciPal
cligit, and 5 point type to the subsript, if there is one.

[Jnlessspecifically indicated on source material as inaccurate or doubtful,
etc., or modified by other override rules, feature shall be assumed to be
accurate (ACC=OO1), and definite (EXS=OIO1). This rule applies to accuracy
and existence of ‘unique features, and is not related to the accuracy of the
source as a whole.

Following IHO practice, faatures whose positions are approximate (ACC=O02)
are labeled “PA” on source charts. Features whose positions are doubtful
(ACC=O03) are labeled “PDt’on source charts. FeaZures whose e’x;stence is
doubtful (EXS=O02) are labeled “ED” on source charts. Features that have
only been reported (EXS=O03) are labeled “3ep” on source charts, z>d usually
show the date of report (D.kT)in parentheses.

Definitions
PA - Position Approximate = The position has not beet accurately determined,
or does not remain fixed.
PD - Position Do~btful = The feature has been neported in various positions,
but not definitely determined to be in any.
ED - Existence Doubtful = Indicates the posible existence of the feature, the
actual existence of which has not been established.

o
HGT is used to describe height when feature is above the surface of the water
at High Water (VRC.001). HD~ is not applicable when VRC.001.
HDI values 000, 009, 010, 011, 012 are used to describe knowledge about a
depth of a feature when the feature is below the water surface (VRC=O04).
RDI values 013 and 014 are used zo describe knowledge about the drying height
of a feature when it covers and uncovers, i.e., between high and 10N water
(VRC=O08).
HDP is used to record the depth of a feature when HDI=O09, OiO or 011. HDP
is not applicable when the depth is unknown (HDI.000 or 012) or when the
feature covers and uncovers (VRC=O08) - see 3.DH,or when the fea~ure is above
High Water (VRC=OO1).
HDH is used to record the drying height of a feature when HEI=013. HDH is
:notapplicable when the drying height is unknown (HDI=014), or the feature is
below water (VRC.004) - see HDP, or when the feature is above Sigh Water
(VRC=OO1).

VDC is used to record the souncii~gdatum to which a hydrographic depth (HDP),
drying height (HDH), or the high water datum to which a safe overhead
clearance (SOC) is referenced. If the ‘r.ydrographicdepth (HDP), drying
height (HDH), or safe overhead clearance (SOC) is unknown or not applicable,
‘VDC is not applicable. VE)R is used to record the name of the vertical datum
when VDC is 023 (other) . VDR is not applicable “NA” when ‘JDC1s anY ‘Jalue
except 023.

Features shown as points cn cartographic source material shall be shown as
points, except as foliows: It more than five point sym’bols fall inside an
area of 1 square cer.timeter at product scale, show as an area =ymboi,
iabeled, and with a smootk!danger curve (dotted line) around them. If any of
the point features extend above sigh Xater (VRC=OO1), ShOW area symbol as
above surface (VRC=OO1). IF no point features are above the surface at High
Water, show area symbol as submerged (VRC=O04).

A blue 31% tint shail not overprint other blue 31% tints. If two blue tinted
symbols, or one tinted symbol antiwater tint overPrin~, on@ one 31% tint
shall be shown in the area. o
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O

,,$,

0

0

m?mlRE : SNAG /sTuxP...2Dl4O (POINT)

R-3709 The diameter of the circular symbol perimeter line may be reduced in
congested areas to avoid ove.qxinting other symbols, but must be at lease
2.o mm diameter, and cannot come closer than 0.2 mm co any tYPe or graphic
symbol shown inside the circle. In non-congested areas che normal symbol
diameter shall be shown.

WRECK... 2D180 (AREA)

L-4702

L-4722

L-4729

L-4730

L-4808

L-4812

R-2221

Show HDP or HDH value in whole meters if decimeter value is O; otherwise show
the decimeter value as a subscript to the meter value.

Priority for type placement: l-right center, 2-boccom cencer, 3-left cencer,
4-top center.
(A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B) Maximum distance from symbol before choosing the next highest priority:

#l 4 mm measured to Che West end
#2 4 nunmeasured to the North side (COP)
#3 4 mm measured to the East end
#4 4 mm measured to the South side (bottom)

If symbols overprint each other, labels are condensed as follows:
(1) If the labels are identical, only one is retained.
(2) If the labels are noc identical, they shall be condensed in co one

legend, e.g., “Fishhaven and Well-. If multiple depths are shown, only the
shallowest is retained.

hbels may be stacked,
Hydro
power
plane

bbels shall be placed
(2AOI0 or 2H075) or be

readable top co bottom to avoid overprints, e.g.:

in water area, and shall not overprint the shoreline
placed on land or in che foreshore (2A020).

Label placement for area wreck (2D180) symbols. The preferred position fo:
type is for the ‘Wk- to be centered in che area symbol and reading
horizontally. If depth (HDP) is shown, it shall be centered in area reading
horizontally, and che OWk” shall be positioned co the righct if possible;
otherwise placed inside the wreck where ic will fit, or outside to the right
of che wreck.

If the wreck ac charc scale is coo small co place type inside, che legend
“wk” shall be placed outside the wreck in che following priority:

(a) To the right or below wreck, cencered along major axis.
(b) To the left or above the wreck, cencered along major axis.
(c) Any ocher available location.

Type is horizontal, and if a depth is shown, ic is in parentheses co che
right of che “wk” label.

HGT is used to describe height when feature is above the surface of the water
at $lighWater (VRC=OO1). HDI is not applicable when VRC.001.
HDI values 000, 009, 010, 011, 012 are used to describe knowledge about a
depth of a feature when che feature is below che water surface (VRC=O04).
HDI values 013 and 014 are used to describe knowledge about che drying height
of a feature when ic covers and uncovers, i.e., between high a>d low water
(VRC=O08).
HDP is used co record the depth of a feature when HDI=O09, 010 or 011. HDP
is not applicable when che depth is unknown (HDI=OOO or 012) or when ihe
feature covers and uncovers (vRc=O08) - see HDH, or whe~ che feature is above
High Water (VRC=OO1).
HDH is used co record che drying height of a Zeature when HDI.013. EDH is
not applicable when the d~ing height is unknown (HDI=O14!, or the feature is
below water (VRC=O04) - see HDP, or when the feature is above High WzLer
(VRc=ool).
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FEATURE: -CK-..2D18O (~)

R-2222

R-2802

R-2806

R-2911

R-2916

R-2925

R-3672

R-3708

WRECK .

D-1900

D-1909

zl-4700

ZI-4702

b-4707

IJ-4708

VDC is used to record the sounding datum to which a hydrographic depth (HDP),
drying height (HDH), or the high water datum to which a safe overhead
clearance (SOC) is referenced. If the hydrographic depth (HDP), drying
height (HDH), or safe overhead clearance (Sot) is unknown or not apPlicab~e,
VDC is not applicable. VDR is used to record the name of the vertical datum
when VDC is 023 (Other). VDR is not applicable “NA” when VDC is any vaiue
except 023.

Where symbols with the same feature code but different values of VRC are
adjacent to each other, the bounds.~ of the feature that is the highest in
the vertical piane shall be shown, and the boundary of the feature that is
l,owershall be deleted. ?or exampie, the feature above water is shown whole,
while the feature that covers and uncovers has that portion of its symbol
perimeter that ove~prints the higher feature deleted

If areas where separate dangers coalesce because of scale, the dzmger curves
(dotted lines) are deleted except for those on the outermost perimeter of the
aggregate danger hazard. ii smooth dotted line is drawn around the area.

When two or more identiczl SYTCDOISoverprint each other, delete the p~rtior!s
that overlap and show as one symbol with an outline of the combined area of
the symbols.

Dangers with danger curves (dotted lines) around them which fall inside ocher
danger areas with danger curves around them,
deleted.

shall have the inner dotted line

Exposed wrecks (2D180) shown as areas that are above High Water (VRC=OO1).
shall have the shoreline {2AO1O, 2HO~5) deleted, if the shoreline PaSSeS
through the wreck.

Show land tint inside che symbol. if attribute VRC is present, show land
tint only if VRC.001 (Above surface/does not cover at High Water) 0

A blue 31% tint shall not overprint other blue 31% tints. If two blue tinted
symbols, or one tinted symbol and water tint overpzint, only one 31% ti~t
shall be shown in the area.

..2D180 (POINT)

If two graphic interior point symbols (HDI=012 and SOH=OO1) or (VRC=OO1 or
(}08,and EPA.001, 002 or 005) overprint, displace both symbols outward until
they no longer overprint.

If point symbol overprints shoreline (2AO1O or 2E075), the HDP type, posicut,
or graphic in the center of symbol shall be dispiaced seaward until they no
longer overprint the shoreline. lf the danger curve (dotted perimetar :ine)
overprints the shoreline, that portion of the dotted perimeter line falling
on land shall be deleted.

Use the following abbreviations for ACC and EXS values:
If ACC=O02, label “P>:
If ACC=O03, label “PD”
If EXS=O02, label “ED”
If EXS=O03, label “Rep”

Show HDP or HDH value in whole meters if decimeter value is O; otherwise show
the decimeter value as a subscript to the meter value.

If the attribute value is ACC 001 (Accurate) or EXS 001 (Definize), delete
the window and co~dense remaining windows.

Date (DAT) shall only be shown if EXS=O03 (Reported). gate shall be showr.in
parentheses. If date is t.~.known,delete label and parent’neses fram the
symbol . Always show “Rep” and date on the same line.
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mzmnuz: WRECK. ..2D18O (pow)

L-4722

L-4729

Iv4730

L-4808

L-4809

L-4872

L-4891

O
,,’

0-3411

PrioriCy for type placement: l-right center, 2-bottom center, 3-left center.
4-top center.
(A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B) Maximum distance from symbol before choosing the next highest priority:

#l 4 mm measured co the West end
#2 4 mm measured to che North side (top)
#3 4 mm measured to the East end
#4 4 mm measured to the South side (bottom)

If symbols overprint each ocher, labels are condensed as follows:
(1) If the labels are identical, only one is retained.
(2) If the labels are not identical, they shall be condensed in to one

legend, e.g., “Fishhaven and Well”. If multiple depths are shown, only the
shallowest is retained. ,

@bels may be stacked, readable cop to bottom to avoid overprints, e.g.:
Hydro
power
plant

Labels shall be placed in water area, and shall noc overprint che shoreline
(2AO1O or 2H075) or be placed on land or in the foreshore (2A020).

When two or more identical features fall within 10 mm of each ocher, one
legend with plural description shall be shown, with type placed as close as
possible to che center of the group without overprinting features.

HDP label shall be centered in che circle.

Variable type size for HDP values enclosed by danger curves (&K=ed circles):
If ~? < 10, (a single digit principal digit), aPPly 7 Point tYPe to the

principal digit, and 5 poir?ttype to the subscripc, if there is one. If ~~p
= 10 (a double digit principal digit), apply 6 point CYPe co Che P=inciPal

~igit, and 5 point type co che subsript, if there is ofie.

Unless specifically indicated on source material as inaccurate or doubtful,
etc., or modified by other override rules, feature shall be assumed to be
accurate (ACC=OOi), and definite (EXS=OO1). This rule applies to accuracy
and existence of unique features, and is not related to the accuracy of the
source as a whole.

~o~lowing IHO practice, features whose positions are approximate (ACC=O02)
are labeled “PA” on source charcs. Features whose pos~cions are doubtful
(ACC=O03) are labeled aPD” on source charts. Features whose existence is
doubtful (EXS=O02) are labeled “ED- on source charcs. Features chat have
only been reported (EXS=O03) are labeled “Repm on source charts, and usually
show the date of reporr. (DAT) in parentheses.

Definitions
PA - Position Approximate = The position has not been accurately dete-rmined,
or does not remain fixed.
PD - Position Doubtful ❑ The feature has been reported in various positions,
but not definitely determined to be in any.
ED- Existence Doubtful = Indicai.es the posible existence of the feature, che
actual existence of which has noc been established.

o
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R-2221

R-2222

R-2806

R-2916

R-3708

R-3709

S-1400

T-0801

T-O81O

DEPTH

L-4733

HGT is used to describe height when feature is above the surface of the water
at High Water (VRC=OO1). ;4DIis not applicable when VRC=OO1.
HD1 values 000, 009, 010, 1011,012 are used to describe knoxledge about a
depth of a feature when tha feature is below the water surface (VRC.004).
HDI values 013 and 014 are used to describe knowledge about the drying height
of a feature when it covers and uncovers, i.e., between high and low water
(VRC=O08).
HDP is used to record the depth of a feature winenHDI=O09, 012 or 011. HDP
VLSnot applicable when the depth is unknown (HDI=OOO or 012) or when the
feature covers and uncovers (VRC=O08) - see HDH, or when the feature is above
High Water (VRC=OO1).
HDH is used to record the Skying height of a feature when HDI=013. HDH is
not applicable when the drying height is unknown (HDI=014), or the feature is
below water (VRC=O04) - see HDP, or when the feature is above High Water
(VRC=OO1).

VDC is used to record the sounding datum to which a hydrographic depth (HDP),
drying height (HDH), or the high water datum to which a safe overhead
clearance (SOC) is referenced. If the hydrographic depth (HDP), dining
height (HDH), or safe overhead clearance (SOC) is unknown or not applicable,
VDC is not applicable. VDR is used to record the name of the vertical datum
when VDC is 023 (Other). VDR is not applicable “NA” when VDC is any value
except 023.

If areas where separate ciangerscoalesce because of scale, the dznger curves
(dotted lines) are deleted except fo~ those on the outermost perimeter of the
aggregate danger hazard. A smooth dotted line is drawn around the area.

Dangers with danger curves (dotted lines) around them which. fall inside otha:
danger areas with danger curves around then, shall have the inner dotted line
deleted.

A blue 31% tint shall not overprint other blue 31% tines. If ‘cwoblue tinted
symbols, or one tinted symbol and water tint overprint, only one 31% tint
shall be shown in the area.

The diameter of the circular symbol perimeter line may be reduced in
congested areas to avoid cve.rprinting other symbols, but must be at least
2.0 ITKIdiameter, and cannct come closer than 0.2 mm to any type or graphic
symbol shown inside the circle. In non-congested areas the normal syxbol
diameter shall be shorn.

When two or more stranded wreck symbols (2D180, EPA=O03 or 004) overlap, one
symbol shall be placed in the center of the group and shall be labeled with
the number of stranded wrecks in the group, e.g. t “2 wrecks” , “3 wrecks”,
etc. Type is Swiss 742 italic, 6 point, in color Black SPC-58600.

If more than five wrecks 12D180), other than stranded (VRC=OO1 or 008) , fall.
within an area less than 20 miix 20 mm, individual wreck symbols are not
shown. Instead, a generalized danger line (dotted line) shall be shoiin
surrocnciing the area, and the area shall be labeled as folLows: “Numerous
wrecks”, “Numerous Wks”, “Wks” Condense label as >ecessary to place it
inside the danger line. ~~pe is Swiss 742, 6 point ‘upper and lower case
italic, in color Black SPC-58600.

Where two or more wrecks (2D180), except stranded wrecks (VRC=OO1 or 008),
overprint each other:
(I) If only the danger lines (dotted lines) o-~erprintt delete the danger
lines that are inside the outer perimeter danger lines.
(2) If two HDP depths Overprin.c, retain the shallowest depth and the danger
Line surrounding che wrecks.

CURVE... 2EO1O (LINE)

Depth curves (2EO1O) shall be labeled with the numeral in the same unit of
measurement as the soundings (2EO1O). The term “meters” shall not be part of
the label.
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FEATURE : DEPTH CURVE ...2EO1O (LXNE)

L-4734

L-4776

0-3408

0-3421

R-2201

O

,,

R-2812

R-2813

R-2814

R-2827

R-2828

o

Oepth Curie (2EOIO) labels:
(1) Break curve che width of the label plus 1 mm on each side. Orient

label parallel to curve, centered in window, readable left to right, or
bottom co top, if curve is vertical.

(2) Start labels at the middle of the curve, space every 12 cm. Labels
may be moved any distance co avoid overprints, except on a closed curve
where an overprint cannoc be avoided. If che overprint is another Depth
Curve, break che curve. Label every curve at least once if length of cume
is 10 mm greater than window and does noc close.

Depth tunes (2EO1O) which surround a single sounding (2E020) shall not be
labeled if the length of the depth curve is less than 20 mm,

When accurate depth curves (2EOI0, ACC.001) taken directly from source charts
are shown on a produce that has been enlarged by a factor greater than CWO,
compared to the scale of the source chart, e.9., l:S0,000 source on a produce
larger than 1:25,000, the depth curve’s accuracy shall be ACC.002. When
approximate depth curves (2EOI0, ACC=O02) taken directly from source charcs
are shown on a produce r.hathas been reduced by a faccor greater ch.azcwo
compared to the source source charz, e.g., 1:50,000 source on a product
smaller than 1:100,000, che depth curve accuracy shall be ACC=OO1. When
depth curves taken from source charts are enlarged or reduced by a faccor
equal co or less than CWO, they shall retain che same accuracy as che so~rce
charc.

If other curves are selected for portrayal (based on published source
material), use the CRV values that are equal to the values of che curves on
the source material.

The depth curve (2EO1O) co which water tine is shown may be interpolated from
sotmdings shown on nautical chart sources in order co develop che required
opeiiwater blue tint. If this is done the curve shall be approximate
(ACC=O02). For depth curves ocher than this curve, Rule 3-2876 shall zpply.

In delineating depth curves (2Eo1o), zhe line shall be positioned as near as
possible to the deeper side of che sounding value ~iihout couching. The
depzh curve shall not be broken for che Soundi~g value.

Depth curves (2EO1O) that coalesce on steep slopes shall show only che
deepest and shoalest curves. Where space is limited in “steep to channels”
portrayal of the deepest curve is preferred. In other general areas where
space is limited because of scale, the shoalesc curve shall be shown with the
deep curves broken. Khere a blue :ini invades a steep slope, che curve
delimiting che blue tint must be shown.

Small depressions within shallow areas shall noc be surrounded by a depth
curve (2EO1O) if less than three soundings (2E020) fall within the curve.

When published nautical charts in meters are used as source maierial for DMA
charts, che DM! charts shall retain the depth cu.mes (2EO1O) shown on che
published chart source. Occasionally foreign sources will portray
soundings(2E020) which are the same value as the depth curve seaward of the
depth curve. In this event, the depth curve is broken and a dashed
approximate tune (2EO1O, ACC=O02) is extended seaward around the
sounding(s) .

Foreign charcs showing soundings and depth curves in fathoms, chat are used
as source material for nautical charcs, shall have the sounding converced to
meters, and have the depth curves converced to meters as follows:

-1 fathom cume shall be retained, and labeled 2
-3 fathom curve shall be retained, and labeled 5.

This policy shall be followed only when the soundings seaward of the curve
are greater than the value of the curve. When the above conversion is not
practical, an approximate depth curve (2EO1O, ACC=O02) shall be delineated
and dashed (approximate) lines displayed. indefinite (approximate) depth
curves shall replace fathom curves of depths ocher ihan above.
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R-2869

R-2874

R-2875

R-2876

R-2882

Show water tint (Blue SPC-40253, 31% screen,

RULES

at 45”) from the shoreline
(2AO1O or 2H075), co the 10 meter depth.curve (2EO1O, CRV=O1O) and all
offshore areas shallower than 10 meters (inside a 10 meter depth curve) .
131uetint is deleted from ~inlandhydrographic features (2H), in those areas
that are deeper than 10 meters (outside the 10 meter depth curve) .

If the shoal sounding (2EO:2DI)and selected depth curves (2EO1O) will
adequately portray a dange:r, it is not necessary for the complete sequence of
clepth curves to be shown around an isolated pinnacle.

Accurate depth curves (2Eo:L0,ACC=OO1) shall be shown when the sounding data
from which they are interpolated has a densiry of <= 10 mm maximum spacing,
at the product chart scale before soundir!gshave been thinned. When this
sounding density is > 10 mm maximum spacing, any interpolated depth curves
shall be approximate (ACC=(302).

In areas of the chart wherz che primary source of hydrographic data is a
foreign nautical chzrt, and that foreign chart cioesnot show any depth
curves, depth curves (2S013) shall not be interpolated, and soundings (2E020)
alone shall be used to depict the bottom topography.

In rapidly changing areas where surv~ys with different dates adjoin hut do
not aaree. uans in ae~th c~rves (2EO1O) shall be left to indicate data
discr~pancy”t; the us~r. Gap width shall be commensurate with chart scale
and the area covered by ths sources.

SOUNDING..: 2E020 (POINT)

D-1903

D-1912

D-1913

11-4700

L-4702

b-4707

L-4708

L-471O

LI-4711

Soundings shall normally be plotted in their true positions. If a selected
sounding overprints other important detail, such as aids to navigation (2C)
or dangers (2D), a different sounding is selected, if possible. If the
selected so>unding is the shallower th~n any other sounding around it, it must
be shown. In this case, it is shown as an “out of position” sounding and a
leader line is used to show the true position of the soundi:g. Leader line
shall be 3-25 nun in length.

Soundings (2E020) shall be displaced seaward when they overprint the
shoreline (2A01(3or 2H075) until ~hey no longer overprint.

If a channel (deep area between two shallow areas) is too narrow to place a
sounding (2E020) in, and the sounding is the shallowest depth in the channel
between the two shallow areas, place the sounding alongside the channel, in
I?arentheses.

IJsethe following abbreviations for ACC and EXS values:
:[fACC=O02, label “PA”
:IfACC=O03, label “PD”
:[fEXS=O02, label “ED”
:IfEXS=O03, label “Rep”

;ShowHDP or HDE value in whole meters if decimeter value is O; otheriiise show
the decimeter value as a subscript to che meter value.

If the attribute value is ACC 001 (Accurate) or EXS 001 (Definite), delete
‘thewi~dow ‘andcondense remaining windows.

Date (DAT) shall only be shown if ExS.003 (Reported). Date shall be shown
parentheses. If date is unknown, delete label and parentheses from the
symbo1. Always show “Rep” and date on the same line.

Strings of windows shall be placed on one line, reading left to right, or
bottom to top if the axis is vertical.

Strings of windows may be placed on cwo lines to avoid overprints.

in
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o
FRATURE : SOUNDING. ..2E020 (POINT)

0-3403

0-3405

0-3406

0“,,): 0-3411

0-3438

R-2200

R-2207

o

If soundings (2E020) shown on a DMA product chart are taken from a graphic
source c?iart/suney that has been enlarged by a faccor greater than CWO, for
example, soundings on a 1:50,000 source chart shown on z DNA chart ac a scale
larger than 1:25,000, then those soundings shall be shutinas slant so~ndings
(SND.001 shall be shown as SND=O08, SND=O02 shall be shown as SND=O09,
SND=O06 shall be shown as SND=O04, and SND.007 shall be shown as SND=OIO).

Wan this override occurs, the chart shall show the following note, wording
as appropriate, in the margin of che chart. See ❑Noces and Cautions”
section of product specification for information regarding note portrayal.

NOTE
Soundings in slant figures are from smaller scale charts.

Some foreign charting agencies (and the IHO standard) use veriical (upright
hairline) type for questionable soundings and slant type for normal
soundings. This is the opposite of what DNA and NOS show on U.S. charcs.
k~en a sounding (2E020) is shown as a slant type sounding oa a source, buc
chat source was produced by a charcing agency that uses slanted type co show
normal soundings, che sounding type on the DNA chazc shall be vertical, i.e.,
SND=O06 (Ordinary), SND.001 (Drying Height-Vertical), SND=O02 (No

Bottom-Vertical ), or SND=007 (Doub~ful-Ver~ica~) .

Sounding data chat is unreliable, based on notes or caucions on the source
material, or some other info.rmacionknown to che compiler, shall be
attributed co show slanted or italic type (22020, SND=O04, 008, 009, or 0101,
depending on che type of soufiding. A note explaining che reason for che
slant soundings shall be given in the margin or land area. See “Notes and
Caucions- seccion of produce specifications.

Unless specifically indicated on so~rce material as inaccurate or doubtful,
etc. , or modified by ocher override rules, feature shall be assumed to be
accurate (ACC.001), and definite (EXS=OO1). This rule applies to accuracy
and existence of unique features, and is not related to the accuracy of the
source as a whole.

Following IHO praccice, features whose positions are aP~rOXiMaie (ACC=O02)
are labeled ‘PAm on source chazcs. Features whose posic~ons are doubtful
(ACC=O03) are labeled “PD” on source charts. Features whose existence is
doubtful (EXS=O02) are labeled “ED” on source charts. Features iha~ have
only been reported (EXS=O03) are labeled “Rep” on source charts, and usually
show the date of report (DAT) in parentheses.

Definitions
PA - Position Approximate . The position has noc beefiaccurately determined,
or does not remain fixed. ‘
PD - Position Doubtful . The feature has been reported in various positions,
but not de~initely determined co be in any.
ED- Existence Doubtful = :ndicates the posible existence of the feature, the
actual existence of which has noc been established.

If a chart shows a mixture of soundings (2E020) from different sources chat
utilize different vertical (sounding/hydrographic) dacums, the sounding datum
quoted in the margin of the charc shall be the highest of che datums used.

Sounding density shall be grezcest (6 mm - 15 mm average spacing) between
the shoreline (2AO1O) antithe 10 meter depth curve (2EO1O, CRV=IO, UNI.013).
In areas outside the 10 meter depth curve, sounding density shall be in
accordance with Rule T-0822.

Soundings (2E020) that are 200 meters deep or deeper shall be corrected for
sound velocity using NP-139 Tables (SVC=O03). Sound velocity measurements
(SVC=O04) shall be used in place of NP-139 Tables if they are considered more
reliable than che averaged values shown in the NP-139 Tables. Soundings that
are less than 200 meters deep shall be corrected for sound velocicy using
sound velocicy a?easuremencs (SVC=O04) if data is available. If ic is not
possible co correct so~ndings for sound velocicy, and assumed speeds of sound
are used (SVC=OOO, 001 or 002), uncorrected sour!dingsare idencitied in che
source diagram.
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FEATURE : SOUNDING. ..2E020 (POINT)

R-2222

R-2224

R-2807

R-2864

R-2865

R-2908

R-9011

R-9012

R-9013

R-9014

R-9015

R-9016

RULES

vDC is used to record the !;oundingdatum to which a hydrographic depth (HDP),
drying height (HDH), or the high water datum to which a safe overhead
clearance (SOC) is referenced. If the hydrographic depth (HDP), crying
height (HDH), or safe overhead clearance (SOC) is unknown or not applicable,
Vi)C is not applicable. VDR is used to record the name of the vertical datum
when VDC is 023 (Other!. ‘IDRis not applicable “NA” when VDC is any value
except 023.

HDH is used when SND=OO1 (:lryingHeight), or 008 (Drying Height (Slant)).
l{DPis used for ail other “mlues of SND.

The rounding off of decimeters between 2> and 30.5 meters shall be as
follows:
Decimeters between 3 and 7 shall be shown as 5, e.g., degths from 21.3
through 21.7 shall be show? as 21.5. Decimeters 1, 2, 8, and 9, shall be
rounded off to the nearest meter, e.g. , 21.1 and 21.2 shall be shown as 21,
and 21.8 and 21.9 shall be sb.ownas 22.

Areas with soundings shallow~r than the depth ran~e of maximum density that
are not contiguous to the shoreline shall show a sourding densizy of <. 10
mm average spacing.

In well surveyed areas, w’here sounding density on the source is <= 5 rum
average spacing, sounding density shall be > 20 mm average spacing and depth
curves (2EO1O) relied on to portray the bottom topography.

The position of a sounding (2E020) on a DMh or NOS chart is the center of
mass of the principal digit, excluding the subscript. Soundings OR foreign
source material do not necessarily show the center of mass of the principal
Idigit as the position of rhe sounding. The sta~dard practice of the charting
authority that produced the source shall be followed to determir.e the
position of the sounding on the foreign source.

CONTROLLING DEPTHS OF CHANNELS: A sounding (2E020) shall be shown to
indicats the controlling depth of a naturzl channel. The controlling depth

of a channel is the least dep~h in the shallowest part of a natural channel,
analoguos to the highest Goinc in a pass between two mountains.

DEEPEST PATH ALONG A NATURAL CHANNEL: A line of soundings (2E02CJIis.shown
co indicate the deepest water th~ough a natural channel, analogous r.othe
lowest part of a valley floor.

SOUNDINGS ALONG TRACKS AND ROUTES: A line of soundings (2E020) should be
shown along tracks that skips must follow, such as a leading line (2C040),
radar guided track (6C130), or route (6C165). If no sountiings exits directLy
along the track, the closest ones shall be shown.

DEEPS: Deep soundings (2S020) should be shown. Deep are local lows;
soundings that are deeper than surrounding soundings. Sosndings that are
approximately 20% or more deeper than the surrounding soundings are
considered important. Soundings between 10% and 20% deeper than surrounding
soundings mwy-be important, depending on the characteristics of the bottom,
for example, in flat areas.

SOUNDINGS AT CHANGES IN SI,OPE: Soundings (2E020) shall be shown to indicate
significant changes of slope of the bottom. Soundings that are more thar!5%
shallower than the surface interpolated from.surrounding shoals, deeps, depth
curves (2EO1O), and other soundings (2E020), should be shown. S~undinSs chat
are more than 10% deeper than the surface interpolated from s~rrounding
shoals, deeps, depth curves and other soundings should also be shown.

sOUNDINGS NEAR DEPTH CURVES: Soundings (2E020) shown close to depth curves
(2EO1O), i.e., closer than 25 mm, serve to support the depth curve,
especially when there is no depth curve label nearby, or for short depth
curves that do aot have a label. Depth curves (2E01G) showing long, narrow
extensions of deeper wate:: into shallow water from the depth curve’s normal
smoothed curve should be :supportedby soundings along and near che end of the
extension, if there is space, without soundings overprinting depth curves..
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FEATURE : SOUNDING... 2E020 (POINT)

R-9017

R-9018

R-9019

R-9020

R-9021

R-9022

O

,,
R-9023

R-9024

R-9025

R-9026

R-9027

R-9028

R-9029

O R-9030

SOUNDINGS IN SLIPS AND AROUND PIERS: Where

RULES

sgace is available, soundings
(2E020) should be shown around piers and Wharxes (2B190)- The soundings mUSC
be far enough off the face of the pier or wharf to provide che depth of water
ac the keel lines of the vessels chat are expecced to use the structures. If
only one sounding can be shown, the shallowest one should be selected.

SOUNDINGS IN DANGEROUS AREAS: As scale is reduced from the source co che
product chart, soundings (2E020) may be omitted between groups of rocks
(2D130) or reefs (2D120), when there is no well defined passage between them,
or if detail has been generalized in the area. Where there is a well defined
passage through che dangerous area, soundings should be shown.

SOUNDINGS CLOSE TO AND THE SANE VALUE AS A DEPTH CURVE: Soundings (22020)
chat are the same value of the depth curve (2EO1O) on the shallow side of the
curve, and soundings chac are only one unit (faihom or meter) deeper than the
curve and shown on che deeper side of the depth cu.-e, should not be shown if
they are closer than 3 mm co che depth curve, because they do noc concribuce
any useful information to the mariner.

NO B0TIQ3M SOUNDINGS: No boccom soundings (2E020, SND=O02) should be show
only if no other sounding data is available within 30 mm at chart scale.

Fill soundings (2E020) shall be shown in flat or deep areas between shoals.
Fill soundings are shown in a son?ewhacregular pattern of less dense (15 to
30 mm spacing) soundings that do not have significant changes in slope.

Sotmdings 2E020 chac are the lease depths in proximity to known.or pozencial
navigational routes are placed very close together to increase the amount of
detail presented to che chart user. They should not generally be placed
closer than about 6 mm at charc scale.

Soundings (2E020) in shoal areas, natural channels and hazardous areas should
be sufficiently close cogecher so these areas are highlighted by a dense
pattern of soundings. Sounding spacing should be 10 to 15 mm. Soun*ings
around a shoal should be less than 10 mm spacing.

In areas where depth curves (2EOIO) are less than 10 mm apart, che number of
soundings (2E020) should be reduced, because ehe function of showing che
shape of the bottom has been taken over by the depth curves. Significance
deviations (5% higher or 10% lower) from the slope indicazed by the ciepch
tunes must still be shown by soundings.

A least depth sounding (2E020) must be shown for each shoal on the charc.
When selecting soundings from larger scale source for inclusion on a smaller
scaXe produce, it may become necessary io generalize a series of shoals into
one shoal. Wnen this is required, ihe shallowest sounding from the group is
selecced to represent the least depth over the generalized shoal.

If two adjacent shoal soundings (2E020) have the same depth (HD?), che one
shown first is che one closest co che nearest or most prominent navigational
route.

For any group of soundings (2E020) with equal depth values (HDP), the most
seaward one is shown. The most seaward sounding is che one closesc co che
deeper depth curve (2EO1O), or closesc co the next deeper soundin~.

If zwo shoal soundings (2E020) of equal depth (HDP) are found in an isolated
shoal area (shallow area surrounded by a depth curve that closes on itself),
the farthest seaward of equal shoal soundings must be shown.

If a shoal sounding (2E020) is at the same depth as a depth curve (HDP of
22020 = CRV of 2EO1O), the depth curve is shown around the sounding. If two
or more soundings have the same depth as the depth curve, che curve is shown
around all of them. Additional deeper soundings at 10 or 15 mm spacing are
shown outside the depth curve to indicaie the slope of the sea bottom aro~nd
the shoal.

Deep soundings (2E020) chat are shown, but not surrounded by a depth curve
(2EO1O), should be surrounded by a group of irregularly spaced soundings.
Soundings shcwn aroand deeps should be spaced ac a greater distance thaa for
a comparably sized shoal, i.e., 15 co 20 mm.
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FEATURE : S(XTNDING... 2E020 (POINT)

R-9031

R-9032

R-9033

R-9036

T-0822

The structure of natural channels should be shotinby a pattern of soundings
(2E020) with enough dezsity to delineate both the width and the depth of the
navigable portion. Seiected soundings must be the least depth in the
irrunediatearea they are to represent.

When soundings (2E020) from a recent survey reveal char a satisfactory
junction between the new data and existing data cannot be made, a blank band
approximately 5 mm wide at chart scale should be left around the limits of
the more recent survey. A note should be shown stating that hydrography is
from an older survey. Example: “Hydrography to eastward is from surveys in
1934”

All hydrographic detail may be removed from certain areas undergoing
continual and rapid change, such as ocean inlets and openings betwe+n barrier
islands if showing,soundings (2E020) is considered to present an unsafe
representation between chart editions. The area shall be tinted with blue
tint (see Rules R-2869 to R-2871 as applicable to the specific product). A
note s’nouldbe shown stating that hydrography is under continual change: for
example: “Area of continuous change”

SHOALS : All shoal soundings (2E020) must be shown. A shoal soucding is a
local high; a soundi>g chat is shallower than any other sounding around it.
Shoal soundings may be placed vem close together, but Generally not less
than 6 mm spacing. The density of soundings shown arourd shoals should be
increased to less than 15mm sPacin9t SG the increased dewicy of soundings
draw attenzion to the presence of the shoal.

Soundings (2E020) are thin:~edaccording to the following hie~archy. Those
soundings at the top of tha list are deleted last, and those soundi>gs at the
bottom of the list are delsted first. See the referenced representation
rules for more information about each category of sounding.
:1.
:?.
3.
‘~.
5.
6.
7.
B.
!9.

Controlling, depths (see R-9011)
The deepest path along a navigable channel (see R-9012)
Soundings along cracks and r~utes (see R-9013)
Deeps (see R-9014)
6oundings at changes of slopes (see R-9015)
Soundi?gs supporting de?zh curves (see R-9016)
Soundings in slips and around piers (see R-9017)
Soundings other than 1-7 above
Soundings inside dangerous areas (see R-9018)

:10.Soundings close to and the same value as a depth curve (see R-9019)
:11.No bottom soundings (see R-9020)

BOTTOM CIIAR.ACTERISTICS ...2F0lO (POINT)
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PEATUIW : BOTTOM CHARACTERISTICS. ..2PO1O (POrNT)

L-4701 Abbreviations for Bottom Characteristics are:
For the material (MCP, MCS, MCU)

000-Unknown no abbreviation, drop window if material is unknwn
or nor present.

001-Ash Ash
006-Boulders Bo

o

0
‘,

Oil-Chalk Ck
012-Cinders Cn
013-Cirripedia
014-Clay Q
016-Cobiile Cb
019-Coral co
020-Coral Head
022-Diatoms Di
027-Foraminifera
028-FUCUS Fu
033-Globigerina
034-Grass Grs
035-Gravel G
037-Ground Gd
043-Lava Lv
045-Madrepores
046-Manganese Mn
047-Marl Ml
049-Mattes Ma
052-Mud M
053-Mussels Ms
055-Ooze Oz
056-Oysters ~
058-Pebbles
059-Polyzoa ;0
061-Pceropods Pc
062-Pumice
063-Quartz Q:
064-Radiolaria Rd
066-Rock R
069-Sand s
070-Schisc Sch
071-Scoria Sc
072-Sea Tangle Scg
073-Seaweeti Wd

074-Shells Sh
075-Shingles Sn
076-Silt Si
081-Spicules Spi
082-Sponge Sp
086-Stones s:
090-Tufa T

For the characteristic of the material (MCC, CSM. CJMC)
000-unknown no abbreviation, drop window when material

characteristic is unknown.
009-broken bk
010-calcareous ca
0~5-coar~e c
021-decayed dec
025-fine f
026-flinty flY
032-glacial
036-gritiy g:;
038-ground grd
039-hard h
042-large 1
066-rocky rky
067-rotten ri
078-small sm
079-soft so
080-s9eckled s>k
084-sticky Sy

Cir

CO Hd

Fr

G1

Md
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FEATWRE : BOTTOM CHARACTERISTICS.. .2FO1O (POINT)

L-4706

L-4784

R-2282

R-2283

R-2284

R-2285

R-2E83

R-2890

R-2892

085-stiff Sf
087-streaky str
089-tenacious ten
091-uneven unev
093-varied vard
094-volcanic v
100-medium m

If UMC=OOO and MCU=OOO, delete the slash betwsen MCS and UMC.

If the attribtite value is riotknown, or the attribute value for none or not
applicable, delete window ~md condense remaining windows.

String of windows shall be placed horizontally on one line.

The mobile bottom (2FO1O, MCC=051) sand wave symbol should be used primarily
in close association with the most significant soundings (.2E020), usually the
shallowest sounding in each area of mobile bottom/sand wsves area. The use
of the sandwave symbol draws attention to the most significant depr;hs, and
also indicates the degree of unreliability of the figure charted.

When frequently repeated surveys show some variation in least depth soundings
(2E020)within areas of sandwaves (2FO1O, MCC=051), the shallowest one found
over a period of years should ‘becharted. This blending of details of
surveys from difiererit dates must be carried out “withcare; In particular,
long term deepening over time must not be overlooked.

Tfieextent of mobile boztor2/sandwave areas [2FO1O, MCC=051), if know a~.c
considered navigationally significant, may be indicated ‘bythe legenc
“Sanciwaves” The legend should be placed over areas where :he depths may be
critical to surface navigation, and used in conjunztiox with the sar.dwave
symbol associated with the most significant soundings.
legend is 6 point U/L ltal~LC.

Type style for the
Color is Black sPc-58600 solid.

Areas of sandwave/mobile bottom (2FO1O, MCC.051) shown on the chart are
furt-ner explained by the following Caution, shown in the margin. See Notes
and Cautions section of product specifications.

CAUTION
Sandwaves build up during particular states of weather and tide.
Surveys may not have been made in ‘choseconditions, so che chart
may not show the minimum depths possible.

Were the underlying materiai is known to differ from the surface layer, the
symbol window string for the surface layer (MCC and MCP) and tj~esymbol
window string of the ur.derlayer (UMC and MCU) shall be written in that order,
on one line, separated by a slash “/”. If UMC or MCU is unknown, delete
those window(s) and the sl~sh.

Where mixtures of materials occur, the symbol window string cf the
predominant material (MCC, MCP) shall be shown first, followed by tk.eSYmbOl
window string of the secondary materizl (CSM, MCS) , on one line, separated by
a space. If no secondary :naterial is present delete windows for CSM and MCS.
If a third characteristic/material is present in the mixture, this is shown

by the TXT label, using th? standard abbreviations in rule L-4701; otherwise
TXT is not shown.

In water deeper than 100 meters, only show primary material composition (MCP)
of bottom characteristics (2FO1O). Bottom characteristics shall be shown, if
known, on all shoals and in anchorage areas (.2BOIO). Elsewhere th?y shall
be selected to show variations in the composition of the seabed. In uniform
areas, bottom characteristics shall be shown at an approximately 50 nun
interval, if data is available.

Ct7’RREiNTARROW /FLOW ARROW. ..2GO1O (POINT)

c-0014 The feature shall be aligned with a river/stream (2H140), canal (2H020),
lorditch (2H030).
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FEATURE : CURRENT ARROW /FLOW ARROW. ..2GO1O (POINT)

L-4709

L-4794

R-2436

R-2467

R-2891

T-0828

If accribute NAM is unknown, delete window and condense the remaining
windows.

Current speed CRN or CRX shall be printed 1 nunabove the line reading from
left to right, or from bottom co top if arrow is vertical. When CRN and CRX
are shown together, they are separated by a hyphen, e.g., 2.2 - 4.0 kn

A Flow Arrow shall be positioned within the limits of a double-line River
/stream (2H140) without coincidence. The arrow shall be positioned parallel
cencered within the River/Screara symbol.

Flow Arrow shall be centered between Shoreline symbols on area featuses with
arrow pointing downstream or 0.25 mm away from linear feature. Repezt use of
symbol-every 25.0 mm.

Arrow shall point in the direction of flow - DOF

Current arrows (CUR=O02. 002, or
apart, unless the difference in
CRX is greater than 2 knots. If
greatest CRX shall be retained.

~ DIAGRAM.. . 2G040 (POINT)

L-4806

R-2808

Labels shall be placed 1 .mmaway

003) shall not be shown closer than 40
~F-is greater than 45°, or difference
arrows are chinned, che one with che

from the end of che arrows which point

mm
in

co
che center point of che label type. wpe shall be horizontal.

The represencacion of current races on currenc diagrams (2G040) is to make
the length of che arrows proportional co the race of cwrenc flow. Tinenormal
ratio is one nautical mile at charc scale for each knot of currenc flow race.
If this ratio is used, che following note is shown in che chari margin or

land area (margin only on Combat Charts):

The length of the arrow from
current velocity for a given
current flow is equal co one
diagram.

CURRENT DIAGRAM
the cencer of the circle represents che average
direction based on the ratio of one knot of
nautical mile at the latitude of the current

If che currenc rate is fast enough, or the scale of the charc is large enough
that any resulting arrow on any current diagram shown oa che chart would be
longer than 50 mm, a velocity scale is shown instead of the note specified
above. The following note is shown:

CURRENT DIAGRAM
The length of the arrow from che center of the circle represents the average
currenc velocicy for a given direccion based on the following scale.

(show scale under note)

The scale will be shown with the caution, to show the race of the currezt, i~
1/4 knot intervals. The length of the scale, and the lengths of each
velocicy arrow shown on che chart will be adjusted so chat the longest
velocicy arrow shown on che charc is 50 nunlong.

AQUEDUCT... 2HO1O (AREA)

L-0051 Type sizes for single line features at map/cnarC scale.
06 point - S 80 mm length
07 point - S 160 mm length
09 point - > 160 mm length

o
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mATum : AQUEDUCT. . .2HO1O (AREA)

L-006z Label area feature with upger case type within its limits and centered
between sides with a proportional size if the width of the feature will allow
its inclusion. However, sk.ouldthe feature be too narrow,. then place the
type 0.5mm above and parallel to the feature. When the feature is
continuous, repeat label aFlproximately every 30 to 40 cm for either
situation, or at lease two times, length permitting. In either condition (in
or above feature) , carve the type when necessary to the curvature of tune
feature. Sho~ld the feature change back and forth between an area and a line
feature, the type sryle will change from upper case type for the area
portions, to upper and lower case type for the linear portions. The repeat
dimensions remain the same.

L-3518 If feature is elevated (LC)C4), the feature shall be labeled “ELEVATED
AQUEDUCT. ” When feature cc>ntinues for a long distance (> 25 mm), the label
shall be repeated at 152 mm intervals, and is not to overprint any type or
synbology.

L-3641 If an elevated segment is short (i.e., <= 25 miiat map scale), then the
feature is labeled oniy with the word “Elevated”.

R-2432 If an Aqueduct (2HO1O) is coincident with a Bridge /Overpass /viaduct
(1Q040), the aqueduct symbol shall not be shown, b~t bridge should be labeled
“’Elevatedaqueduct”.

AQUEDUCT... 2HO1O (LINE)

D-1654 When symbolized feature :S < 0.2 mm from a line feature, displace to 0.2 mm
(map scale) .

G-0012 Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

L-OOSI Type sizes for single line features at map/chart scale.
[)6point - S 80 mm lengt~~
07 point - < 160 mm length
09 point - > 160 mm length

L-3970 If an on ground level feature is located over an uriderground feature, the
underground feature shall oe labeled alongside of the on ground level
feature, but the symbol for Zhe underground featvre shall be supressed.

R-2432 If an Aqueduct (2HO1O) is coincident with a Bridge /Overpass /Viaduct
(1Q040), the aqueduct symbol shall not be shown, but bridge snoulE be labeled
‘“Elevatedaqueduct”.

R-2433 Karez (2HO1O, ATC 001, LOC 001) shall be shown as an underground conduit
which carries water from its source to points of distribution. A shaft or
outlet which provides entrf for construction and maintenance shall he shown
iiit exact locations except when.< 1.25 mm apart .

AQWEDWCT... 2HOI0 (POINT)

D-1654 When symbolized feature is < 0.2 mm from a line feature, displace to O-2 mm
(map scale).

R-0034 Show actual aqueduct maintenance shafts (ATC 001) a? all changes in aqueduct
(2HO1O, LOC 003) direction when the shafts are >= 5.0 mm apart at map scale.

R-0035 :Showactual Aqueduct maintenance shafts (ATC 001) between the changes in
{direction at 5.0 mm interval at map scale.

‘CAN&L.”. 2H020 (AREA)

G-0003 Rivers, canals, and ditches will be partially collapsed when area and line
delineations are supported on the product and the area feat~re does not meet
the minimum geometric inclusion condition.

G-OO1O Coincident similar area features having matching coded attribution will be
blended to form a single feature.

G-0012 .l.reaand line features will be generalized to detail compatible witP. scale.
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FRMWRE: ~...2Ho2o (AREA)

G-0013

L-0051

L-0062

.L-4008

L-4260

o L-4261

L-4702

L-4813

L-4885

R-2316

R-3673

S-1500

Feature will be generalized to provide a more aesthetic contoured feature
(i.e., smoothed).

Type sizes for single line features at map/chart scale.
06 point - S 80 mm length
07 point - S 160 nun length
09 point - > 160 mm length

Label area feature with upper case type within its limits and centered
between sides with a proportional size if the width of the feature will allow
its inclusion. However, should the feature be too narrow, then ?Iace zhe
type 0.5mm above and parallel to the feature. ‘When the feature LS
continuous, repeat label approximately every 30 to 40 cm for either
situation, or ac least cwo times, length permitting. In either condition (in
or above feature), curve the type when necessary co the curvature of che
feature. Should che feature change back and forth between an area and a line
feature, the type style will change from upper case type for che area
portions, to upper and lower case type for the linear portions. The repeat
dimensions remain the same.

If W = unknown, omit NAM window.

Label shall be positioned above feature, reading left co right (or co che
left of vertical feature, reading boccom to top), at a 0.5 mm distance and
parallel to respective feature. Label shall preferably be positioned ac che
midpoint of che line segment or symbol; however, ic may be displaced
laterally along respective feature co avoid overprinting ocher symbols or
labels. If space will not permit placing label parallel co feature, offset
che label in accordance with Rule L-4261 below and use a leader line co
identify ics locacion along the feature.

Feature name, label, data information holder, and/or symbol shall be
positioned, reading Iefc to right, parallel co the cangenc of che cenier of
che southern neatline of che map sheet.

Show HDP or HDH value in whole meters if decimecer value is O; otherwise show
the decimeter value as a subscripc co the meier value.

Descriptive tenms, e.g., ‘Canal” shall be shown if the name is noc known. If
the descriptive word appears in the name, for example, ‘PANAMA CANAL-, the
descriptive type shall noc be shown, i.e., do not show ‘Panama Canal Canal”.

If che controlling depth (HDP) is unknown, delete che legend “Controlling
Depth (HDP)m”

Symbols and associated area patterns of unde-rpassing features (excepc
drainage shorelines) are broken for all bridges, excepi footbridges. This
rule does noc apply co land cinc on Combat Charts.

Do not show land cinc in the symbol. If atcribuce HYC is present, do noc
show land tint if HYC.008 (Perennial) .

Symbolize ihe casemenc portions (Left Bank / Right Bank) of che feaiure using
the ACC and SLT attributes of che individual river or canal banks in
conjunction with the inland shoreline (2H075) symbology. The A14Caccribucion
of the inland shoreline (2H075) shall correspond to che HYC accribucion of
the associated waier body as follows: HYC 008 = AHC 001, HYC 006 = AiiC002,
ad HYC 003 = AHC 003.

C.mAL. . . 2E020 (LINE)

G-0012 Area and line features will be generalized co detail compatible with scale.

G-0013 Feature will be generalized to provide a more aesthetic concoured feazure
(i.e., smoothed).

O
r

L-0051 !&’pesizes for single line features at map/chart scale.
06 point - S 80 mm length
07 goint - < 160 mm Iengch
09 point - > 160 mm length
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FEAT17RJ3:~=...2~02O (LI~)

LI-4008 If NAM = unknown, omit NAM winciow

ZI-4260Label shall be positioned above feature, reading left to right (or to the
Left of vertical feature, reading bottom to top), at a 0.5 mm distance and
parallel to respective feature. Label shall preferably be positioned at the
midpoint of the line segment or symbol; however, it may be displaced
laterally along respective feature to avoid overprinting other symbols or
labels. If space will not permit placing label parallel to feature, offset
the label in accordance with Rule L-4261 below and use a leader line to
identify its location along the feature.

L-4261 “Feature name, label, data information holder, and/or symbol shall be
positioned, reading left to right, parallel to the tangenr of the center of
the southern neatline of the map sheet.

L-4702 Show HDP or HDH value in whole meters if decimeter value is O; otherwise show
the decimeter value as a subscript to the meter value.

L-4813 Descriptive terms, e.g., “Canal” shall be shown if the name is not known. If
the descriptive word appears in the name, for example, “PANAMA CANAL”, the
descriptive type shall not be shown, i.e., do not show “Panama Canal Canal”.

LI-4885 If the controlling depth (HDP) is unknown, delete the ,legend “Controlling
Depth (HDP)m”

0-0005 Incorporate shorter Canals (2H020) and Ditches (2H030) <=320m LEN as a
connector feature and incc}rporatespacing of >200m. Always retai~,tne
outermost limits of these features before generalization takes place.

R-2231 Omit from Built-up Area (IL020).

DITCH ...2130301(AREA)

D-1653 If one symbol coalesces w:.thanother symbol for the same type feature,
displace symbols to aliow a minimum separation of 0.2mm.

G-00’03Rivers, Can6tlS,and ditches will be partially collapsed when area and li:le
delineations are suyporced on the product and the area feature does not nwet
the minimum geometric inclusion condition.

G-OO1O Coincident similar area features having matching coded attribution will be
blended to form a single feature.

G-001,2Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

G-0033 Feature will be generalize to provide a more aesthetic contoxreti feature
(i.e., smoothed).

L-0062 Label area feature with u]?percase type within its limits and centered
between sides with a proportional size if the width of the feature will allow
its inclusion. However, ~ho>;ldthe feature be too narrow, then place the
type 0.5mm above and parallel to the feature. When the ?eature IS
continuous, repeat label approximately every 30 to 40 cm for either
situation, or at least two times, length permitting. In either condition (in
or above feature) , curve the type ‘whennecessary to the curvature of the
feature. Should the featfirechange back and forth between an area and a line
feature, the type style will change from upper case type for the area
portions, to upper and lower case type for the linear portior.s. The repeat
dimensions remain the same.

b-4260 Label shall be positioned above feature, reading left to right [or to the
left of vertical feature, reading bottom co top), ata 0.5 ,mmdistance and
parallel to respective feature. Label shail preferably be positioned at the
midpoint of the line segment or symbol; however, it may be displaced
laterally along respective feature to avoid overprinting other symbols or
labels . If space will not permit placing labei parallel to feature, offset
the label in accordance with Rule L-4261 below and ~se a leader line r.o
identify its location alc~.gthe feature.
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o~.
PEA-: DI=. ..2HO3O (AREA)

I L-4261

R-2231

R-2316

R-3673

S-1500

Feature name, label, data information holder, and/or symbol shall be
positioned, reading left co right, parallel to che tangent of the center of
the southern neatline of the map sheet.

Qmic from Built-up Area (1L020).

Symbols and associated area patterns of unde.rpassing features (except
drainage shorelines) are broken for all bridges, except footbridges. This
rule does not apply to laiidtint on Combat Charts.

m not show land tint in che symbol. If att.ribuiet?YCis preseni, do not
show land tint it HYC=O08 (Perennial).

Svmbolize che casement Qortions (Left Bank / Ri~ht Bank) of the feature usin~
t~e ACC and SL’i’actribu~es of the individual ri~er or canal banks in
conjunction with ihe inland shoreline (2H075) symbology. The AEICaccribucion
of the inland shoreline (2H075) shall correspond to che HYC aztribucion of
the associated water body as follows: HYC 008 = AHC 001, HYC 006 = AllC002,
and HYC 003 = AHC 003.

0..

0

,,

DX~... 2E030 (LINE)

D-1653

G-0012

G-0013

L-4260

L-4261

0-0005

R-2231

R-2267

If one symbol coalesces with another symbol for che same type feature,
displace symbols co allow a minimum separation of 0.2trm.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Feature will be generalized co provide a more aesthetic contoured feature
(i-e., smoothed).

Label shall be positioned above feature, reading left to right {or to the
left of vertical feature, reading boccom co top), at a 0.5 xumdistance and
parallel co respective feature. Label shall preferably be positioned at the
midpoint of che line segment or symbol; however, ic WY be displaced
laterally along respective feaiure co avoid overprinclng ocher symbols or
labels. If space will noc permit placing label parallel LO feature, OffSeC
the label in accordance wiih Rule L-4261 below and use a leader line to
idenrify ics locacion along che feature.

Feature name, label, data information holder, andlor symbol shall be
positioned, reading left to right, parallel to che tangent of che cencer of
the southern neatline of the map sheet.

Incorporate shorter Canals (2H020) and Ditches (2H030) <=320m LEN as a
connector feature and incorporate spacing of >200m. Always retain che
outermost limits of these features before generalization takes place.

Omit from Built-up Area (1L020).

Ditches to drain Swamps and areas subjecc co natural inundation shall be
shcwn as perennial Ditches.

FILTRATIOII /AERATION BEDs.. .2HO4O (AREA)

G-0012 Area and line features will be generalized co detail cornpaiiblewiih scale.

L-3505 Label feature as per hierarchy for COPO type placement parallel co south
neatline corners reading left co right:
1. Positional hierarchy:
a. northeast (preferred position).
b. southeast (lsc alternate).
c. northwest (2nd alterna~e)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate}

2.
3.

(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as co avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail. )

Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when
space does not permit labeling within ~hac feature. When SCC = O
Drop Window.
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FEATTSFU%: FILTRATION /AERlkTIONBEDS. ..2HO4O (AREA)

L-3506 Names placement shall be oriented to the longest axis of the feature reading
left to right and placed w:,thin the area outline and centered. If longest
axis is perpendicular co the south neatline, the type shall be placed outside
cjfthe area outline, preferred position is northeast of the feature (Rule
L-3505), but may be placed at any position around the feature so as not to
cwerprint any other feature type and reading left to right.

FXSH FHLTCEiERY...2HO5O (AREA)

G-0006

G-0012

L-3505

L-3506

R-2231

R-9037

FLUME .

G-0012

L-4260

L-4261

R-2231

FORD ..

G-0012

When 2 or more similar area features having matching coded attribution are
Separated by less than 0.5 mm at chart scale, the features Will be
agglomerated.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Label feature as per hiera::chy for topo type placement parallel co south
neatline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

northeast (preferred position) .
;. southeast (Ist altern~te) .

northwest (2nd altern,~te)
;’:southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th altsrnate)
f. bottom-centered (5th aiternate)

(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as zo avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit labeling within that feature. When SCC = O
Drop Window.

iUames,placement shall be oriented to the longest axis of the feature reading
left to right and placed withia the area outline znticentered. If longest
axis is perpendicular co the south neatline, the type shall be placed outside
of the area outline, preferred position is northeast of the feature [R’Jle
L-3505), but may be placed at any position around the feature so as not to
overprint any ather feature type and reatiing lett to right.

Omit from Built-up Area (1L020).

Do not show land tint inside symbol.

..211060 {LINE)

Area afidline features will ‘begeneralized to detail compatible with scale.

Label shall be positioned above feature, reading left to right (or to the
left of vertical feature, reading bottom to top), at a 0.5 ~ distance and
,parallel to respective feature. Label shall preferably be positioned at the
midpoint of the line segment or symbol; however, it may be displaced
laterally along respective feature to avoid overprinting oiher symbols or
labels. If space will not permit placing label parallel to feature, offset
the label in accordance with Rule L-4261 below and use a leader line to
identify its locarion alorg the feature.

Feature name, label, data information holder, and/or symbol shall be
positioned, reading left to r$ght, para;lel to the tangent of the cente~ of
the southerr!neatline of the map sheet.

Omit from Built-up Area (3.L020).

.2H070 (LINE)

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.
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0

0
,,,

P=-: FORD.. .2HO7O (L=)

IJ-4260

L-4261

R-2232

R-2321

R-3902

FORD ..

G-0008

R-2232

R-2321

R-3902

Label shall be positioned
left of vertical feature,

above feature, reading left to right (or co the
reading bottom to top), at a 0.5 mm distance anti

parallel to respective feature. Label shall preferably be positioned at the
mitioint of the line seumenc or symbol; however, ic maY be displaced
~at~rally along respective feature co avoid overprinting other symbols Or

labels. If space will not permit placing label parallel to feature, offset
the label in accordance with Rule L-4261 below and use a leader line to
identify its location along the feature.

Feature name, label, data information holder, and/or symbol shall be
positioned, reading left to right, parallel co the tangent of the center of
the southern neatline of the map sheet.

Omit if not shown in conjunction with a drainage feature.

Fords are shown where they relate co Roads (1P030), Ca~L Track (lPOIO), or
Trail (lp050).

Retain feature 031Y when associated with Care Track (1PO1O), Road (IP030), or
Trail (lPOSO).

.21?070 (POI~)

Like point features which coalesce in cluscers of 3 or more will be chinned
to form a representative pattern.

Omit if not shown in conjunction with a drainage feature.

Fords are shown where they relate co Roads (lp030)# can Track (l?o~o)~ or
Trail (lPOSO).

Retain feature only when associated with Care Track (1PO1O), Road {1P030), or
Trail (lPOSO).

INLAND sHoRHLINH. ..2HO75 (LINE)

G-0012

G-0013

L-4132

R-2023

R-2316

R-2372

R-2425

R-2426

R-2739

R-3735

R-391O

Area and line features will be

Feature will be generalized co
(i.e., smoothed).

NO tme shall cross Shoreline.

generalized to detail compatible with scale.

provide a more aeschecic concoured feature

TfPe will either be shown eniirely within che
open”~ater or entirely on land. ‘-

Shorelines (2AO1O Coastal and 2H075 Inland) which are coincidencewith
features 2B190 Pier/Warf, 2B230 Seawall, 1?030 Road, ~NOIO Railroad Tracks,
IN050 Siding/Spur, and IL260 h’all are no: shown.

-Is and associated area patterns of underpassing features (excepc
dra>nage shorelines) are broken for all bridges, except footbridges. This
rule does not apply co land tint on Combat Charts.

Shoreline (2AO10 or 2H075) shall not be shown where it becomes coincident
with a manmade harbor or coascal structure.

A small area of land >= 1.5 m in width occurring within an intermittent lake
shall be shown as a dashed island shoreline.

The Shoreline of a Lake is dropped where ic coincides with a Dam

inland shoreline (2H075) shall only be included if its associated inland
hydrographic feature is included on che product.

When Shoreline (2AOI0 or 2H075) around an island (4B135) is smaller than che
symbol for a point feature on the island, delete the shoreline and show the
point feature symbol in che wa~er.

If the embankment having EFI = 3 (Causeway) is adjacent LO a shoreline c .25
mm from or a road or a railroad, suppress the shoreline.

- /PoND...2HCIBO (AREA)
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I PEATUHH : LAKE /POND...2HO8O UiREA)

Coincident stiilar area featureshaving matching coded actribucion will be\ G-OO1O

G-0012

G-0013

L-0050

L-3983

L-4Q05

1.I-4008

L-4722

L-4821

R-2270

R-2316

R-2425

R-3673

Mended co form a single feature.

Area and line featureswill be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Feature will be generalized to provide a more aeschecic co~coured .feacure
(i.e., smoothed).

~p;o;;;e~ ~er area sizes at map/charc scale: Area features only.
770 mm sq. area and S 14 mm width

07 point - S 2,296 mm sq. area and S 28 mm width
09 point - S 5,192 mm sq. area and S 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and S 62 mm width
12 point - S 16,632 mm sq. area and S 84 mm width
14 point - S 24,960 mm sq. area and S104 mm width
16 point - > 24,960 mm sq. area
Where area measurements are inconsistent,the large= type size shall be useti.
Where the full range of type sizes is not available for a ?arcicular label,
the closest available type size shall be used.

Water-surface elevation values shall be shown centered within che Iimics of
the water feature. If the feaccre can Dot accommodate che elevation figure
without coincidencewith its Iimics, the elevation value shall be positioned
entirely outside che feature’s limits.

Water surface elevations.shall be shown, when known, for Lakes a~.d
River/Streams,when they are >= 1.25 mm in width, ac map scale.

If BUM = unknown, omit NAM window.

Priority for type placement: l-right cenzer, 2-boccom cencer, 3-left center,
4-COP center.
[A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(E) Maximumdistancefrom symbol before choosing the next highest priority:

#1 4 mm measured co che West end
S2 4 mm measured co che North side (cop)
#3 ~ MM measured EO the East end
#4 4 mm measured to the South side (bottom)

Descriptive type or name shall be positioned in the following prioric~:
~he{~~egorizontalwithin area feature, if the type will fit entirely within

If type consists of more than one word, ie may be split into
several lines if necessary.

(2)Use Rule L-4722if W?e will not fit in area.

If WSC is unknown, use WSC 002 (Fresh).

S@bols and associated area patterns of underpassing features(except
ckainageshorelines) are broken for all bridges, except footbridges. This
rule does not apply to land tint on Combat Charts.

A small area of land >= 1.5 mm in width occurring withinan inter?niccentlake
shall be shown as a dashed island shoreline.

DO not show land cinc in the symbol. If actribuce HYC is presefic,do noc
show land tint if HYC=O08 (Per&mial) .

LAND SUBJECT TO INUNDATION. ..2HO9O (AREA)

G-OO1O Coincident similar area features having matching coded accribucion will be
blended to form a single feature.

G-0012 Area and line featureswill be generalized co detail coinpatiblewith scale.

R-3730 If a clearing exists inside of a~ area feature, and the size of the clearing
is equal co or greater than the area (ARA) inclusion condition for che
surroundingarea feature, the clearing is shown as a open space inside the
surrounding feature. If che area of the clearing is less than the area
{ARM inclusion CXXW5itiocfor che surroundingfeature, the clearing is
deleted and absorbed into the surrounding area feature

@
! j,

‘I’ k’,
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I

o
FHATURE : LAND SUBJECT TO INUNDATION... 2H090 (ARHA)

R-3732

R-3733

If two area featureswith the sa??efeature code do noi connecc at any po~nt,
and have a space between them of less than 2.5 mm at raap/charsscale, delete
the open space that is less than 2.5 mm wide between the features and
combine them into one area feature.

If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
map/chart scale, delete that portion of the area feature chac is noc at
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion OZ the area based on the above criteria will
reduce che ARA of che remaining portion of the area feature co below the
minimum ARA inclusion,do not delete che narrow portion of the feature that
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
split two larger areas connected by a narrow scrip into cwo separate areas,
either of which would be below minim~ ARA inclusion,do not delete the
narrow portion of the feature that is less than 2.5 mm wide.

PHNSTOCK... 2H11O (LINE)

G-0012

L-4260

o L-4261,,

R-3930

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Label shall be positioned above feature, reading left co right (or io the
left of vertical feature, reading bottom to top), at a 0.5 ~n distance and
parallel to respective feature. Label shall preferably be positioned a: ihe
midpoint of che line segment or symbol; however, it may be displaced
laterally along respective feature co avoid overprintingocher symbols or
labels. If space will not permit placing label parallel to feature, Offset
the label in accordance with Rule L-4261 below and use a leader line co
identify its location along the feature.

Feature name, iabel, data informationholder, and/or symbol shall be

positioned, reading left to right, parallel to the tangent of the cencer of
the southern neatline of the map sheet.

Sucmress che winq tick oart of
(liil15).

RAPIDS. ..2H120 (LINH)

G-0012

G-0013

L-3505

R-2232

R-2429

Area and line features will be

Feature will be generalized co
{i,e.,smoothed).

Label feature as per hierarchy

che symbol when in conflict with a Building

generalized co detail compecible with scale.

provide a more aesthetic concoured feature

for
neatline corners reading left to r:
1. Positionalhierarchy:
a. northeast (preferredposition
b. southeast (Ist alternate).
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate}

copo type placement parallel CO south
ghc:

e. top-cencered (4th alcernace)
f. bottom-centered (Sch alcernace)

(Hierarchyis based on type positioning so as co avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail.)

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type ~lacentencshall be used for areal featureswhen

space does noc permit labeling within that feature. When SCC = O
Drop Window.

Omit if no: shown in conjunctionwith a drainage feaiure.

Rapid symbols shall be shown on double-line River/Stream (2H140)
~erwendicular co the River/Screamcenterline. The Rapids LEN is CO be
&on;idered coincidencewith che River/Streamcenterline.

If a feature is not associated with
feature.

couching) a river 2M40), omit che

RAPIDS. ..2H120 (POZNT)
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FEATURE: RAPIDS. ..2H12O (POIN’J?)

C-0007 The supporting feature shall be aligned with a Cart Track (1PO1O), Trail
(1P050), RR Track (1NO1O), and RR Siding/RR Spur (1N050).

L-350’5I,abelfeature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to south
neatline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:
a. northeast (preferred position) .
b. southeast (Ist alternate) .

northwest (2nd alterni~te)
;. southwest (3rd alterni~te)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f

2.
3.

bottom-centered (5th ialternate)
(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other Cype or obscuring detail. )

Minimum space between ‘:ypeplacement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
This method of tvpe pli~cement shall be used for areal features when
space does noz-~erbi: labeling within that
Drop Window.

R-2232 Omit if not shown in conjunction with a drainage

X-8101 If a feature is not.associated with (touching) a
feature.

RESERVOIR... 21U30 (-)

G-OO1O

G-0012

L-3505

L-3506

R-2230

R-9037

RIVER

G-0003

G-OO1O

G-0022

G-0013

Coincident similar area features having matchiog
blended to form a single f,?ature.

feature. When SCC . 0

feature.

river (2H140), omit the

coded attribution will be

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Label feature as per hierarchy fox topo type placement parallel to scuth
neatline corners reading l?ft to xight:
1. Positional hierarchy:

northeast (preferred !position).
;:,southeast (Ist alternzite)

northwest (2nd alternate)
~. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alcsrnace]
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based o:~type positio~ing so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuri:lgdetail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permiz labeling wit’nirithat feature. When SCC . 0
Drop Window.

Names placement shall be oriented to the longest axis of the feature reading
left to right and placed within the area outline and centered. If longest
axis is perpendicular to the south neatline, the ‘qypeshall be placed outside
of the area outline, preferred position is northeast of the feature (Rule
1.-3505),but may be placed at any position around the feature so as not to
overprint any othez featurs type and reading left to right.

Omit portion of outline which coalesces with a dam (21020).

Do not show land tint inside symbol.

/STRE.?M. ..2H140 (AREA)

Rivers, canals, and ditches will be partially collapsed when area and line
delineations are supported on the product and the area feature does not meet
the minimum geometric incl.lsioncondition.

Coincident similar area features havina matchina coded attribution will be
blended to form a single feature. -

Area and line features will be generalized to

Feature will be generalized to provide a more
(i.e., smootk.ed).
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o
E’EmURE : RIVER /sTREAM...2Hl4O (AREA)

L-OOS1

L-0062

L-3506

L-4008

L-4824

O,,,,:,
R-0031

R-2299

R-3673

S-1500

RSVER

G-0012

G-0013

L-0051

L-4008

Type sizes for single line features
06 point - .S 80 mm length
07 point - !S160 mm length
09 point - > 160 mm length

ac map/chart scale.

Label area feature with upper case type within its limits and centered
between sides with a proportional size if the width of the feature will allow
its inclusio~. However, should the feature be too narrow, then place Che
type 0.5rmnabove and parallel r,oche feature. When the feature is
continuous, repeat label approximatelyevery 30 to 40 cm for either
situation, or ac least cwo times, Iengch permitting. In either condicion (in
or above feature),curve che type when necessazy to the cur~acure of the
feature. Should the feature change back and forth between an area and a line
feature, the type style will change from upper case type for <he area
portions, co upqer and lower case type for the linear portions. The repeat
dimensions remam che same.

Names placement shall be oriented to the longest axis of the feature reading
left co right and placed withiz the area outline and cencered. If Iongesc
axis is perpendicular co che south neacline, the type shali be placed outside
of the area outline, preferred position is northeast of the feature (Rule
L-35051, but may be placed at any Position around che feature so as no~ to
overprint any ocher feature type and reading left to right.

If NAM = unknown, omit xiik!window.

Name shall be positioned in ihe cencer of that par: of a feature appesring on
a chart, i.e., cencered from bank co bank, and centered from mouth co
neatline. wpe shall run parallel to center line, reading Iefc to righci or
bottom to cop if feature is vertical. ~pe may be moved sideways co avoiti
overprints or sharp bends (>= 5°).

If River /Stream (2H140)is Perennial (HYC 8) and <= 33 slope along this
feature and no contours (3AO1O)are present, then add Flow Arrow symbol
(2GO1OPOO4)to indicate direccion of water flow.

Rivers (2H140)under the influenceof che rise and fall of the tide (TID=Of32)
shall have their banks delineated ac che high water line. Inland of tidal
influence (TID=OO1),average water level shall be ShOn for Perennial rivers
(HYC=O08),and flood stage shall be shown for ince-miccenc (HYC=O06), or dry
(HYc.003)rivers.

DO not show land tint in che symbol. If atcribuce HYC is present, do not
show land tint if HYC=O08 (Perennial).

Symbolize che casement portions (LeftBank / Right Bank) of the feature using
the ACC and SLT attributesof the individualriver or canal banks in
conjunction with the inland shoreline (2H075)symbology. The AHC accribucion
of the inland shoreline (2H075)shall correspond co the liYCatcributioz of
che associated water body as follows: HYC 008 = AHC 001, HYC 006 = AHC 002,
and HYC 003 . WC 003.

/s’rREAM...2H140 (LINE)

Area and line featureswill be generalized co detail compatible with scale.

Feature will be generalized co provide a more aesthetic concoured feature
[i.e., smooched).

Type sizes for single line features at map/chart scale.
06 point - S 80 mm leng~h
07 point - S 160 mm length
09 point - > 160 mm length

If NAM = unknown, omit NAM window.
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FEATWRE : RIVER /STREAM...2Hl4(l (LINE)

L-4260 Label shall be positioned ~abovefeature, reading left to right (or to the
left of vertical feature, reading bottom to top), at a 0.5 mm distance anc
parallel to respective feazure. Label shall preferably be positioned at the
midpoint of the line segme:~tor symbol; however, it may be displaced
laterally along respective feature to avoid overprintinrj other symbols or
labels. If space will not permit placing label parallel to feature, offset
the label in accordance with Rule L-4261 below and use a leader line to
identify its location along the feature.

L-4261 Feature name, label, data information holder, and/or symbol shall be
positioned, reading left to right, parallel to the tangent of the center of
the southern neatline of t~e map sheet.

R-0031 If River /Stream (2K140)is Perennial (HYC 8) and <= 3% slope along this
feature and no contours (3,1010)are present, then add ?iow Arrow symbol
(2GO1OPOO4) to indicate direction of water flow.

R-2299 Rivers (2H140) under the i:lfluenceof the rise and fall of the tide (TID=O02)
shall have their banks delineated at the high water line. Inland of tidal
influence (TID=OO1), average water level shall be shown for perennial rivers
(HYC=O08),and flood stage shall be shown for intermitcer.t (HYc.006), or dry
(HYC=O03) rivers.

R3X’13R~R STREAM VANISHING POINT. ..2H145 (POINT)

G-0008 Like point features which coalesce in clusters of 3 or more will be thinned
to form a representative pattern.

R-2232 Omit if not shown in conju:~ctionwith a drainage feature.

R-3901 The apex of feature to poi:~tuphill, to align with direction of flow (DO?).

SALT EVAPOIU4TOR. ..213150 (-)

G-0010 Coincident similar area features having matching coded attribution will be
l~lendedto form a single feat~re.

G-0012 Area and line features wil~ b~ generalized to detail compatible witk scaie

G-0013 Feature will be generalized to provide a more aesthetic contoured feature
(i.e., smoothed).

L-3505 Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to souzh
meatline corners reading laft to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

northeast (preferred ?osition) .
~: southeast (lst alternate).
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alt=rnatej
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based on ~ype positioning so as to avoid overpriz~i.ng
other type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal Zeaturss whe~

space does not permit labeling within that feature. When SCC . 0
Drop Window.

L-3506 Names placement shall be oriented to the longest axis ct the feature reading
left to right and placed within the area outline and centered. If longest
i~xis is perpendicular to the south neatline, the type shall be placed outside
of the area outline, preferred position is northezsc of che feature (Rule
L-3505), but may be placed ai any position around the feature so as not to
overprint any other featur? type and reading left to right.

R-3730 If a clearing exists inside of an area feature, and the size of the clearing
:i.sequal to or greater than the area (ARA) inclusion condition for the
surrounding area feature, the clearing is shown as a open space inside the
:surrounding feature. If the area of the ciearing is less than the area
(ARL) inclusion condition for the surrounding feature, the clearing is
(deletedand absorbed into che surrounding area feature
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r-l
FE?m3RE : SALT EVAPORATOR. ..2H15O

O,,

R-3732

R-3733

If cwo area features with the
and have a space between them

(ARHA)

same feature
of less than

&ode do not connecc
2.5 mm at map/chart

at any point,
scale, delete

me open space that IS less man 2.5 mm wide between the features and
combine them into one area feature.

If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less thzn 2.5 mm ac
map/chart scale, delete that portion of the area feature that is not at
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
reduce the ARA of the remaining portion of the area feature to below the
minimum ARA inclusion,do not delete che narrow portion of the feature char
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a poriion of the t!reabased on the above criceria will
split two larger areas connected by a narrow scrip into cwo separate areas,
either of which would be below minimum AFW inclusion,do not delete che
narrow portion of che feature chat is less than 2.5 mm wise.

SABKHA ...2H160 (ARJ3A)

G-OO1O Coincident similar area features having matching coded attributionwill be
blended CO form a single feature.

G-0012 Area and line featureswill be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

G-0013 FeaLure will be generalized co provide a more aeschecic contoured feature
(i.e., smoothed).

R-3730 If a clearing exists inside of an area feature,and che size of che clearing
is equal to or greater than che area (ARA) inclusioncondicion for che
surroundingarea feature, the clearisg is shown as a open s~ace inside che
surrounding Seature. If the area 0: the clearing is less man che area
(ARA) inclusion condicion for che surrounding feature, che clearing is
deleted and absorbed into the surroundingarea feature

R-3732 If two area features with the same feature code do not connecc ac any point,
and have a space between them of less than 2.5 mm at map/chart scale, delete
the open space that is less than 2.5 nunwide between the features and
combine them into one area feature.

R-3733 If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
maplchart scale, delete chat portion of the area feature chac is noc at
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on che above criceria will
reduce the MA of the remaining portion of the area feature co below the
minimum ARA inclusion, do noc delete the narrow portion of the feature that
is less than 2.5 nunwide.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criceria will
s?lit two larger areas connected by a narrow strip into cwo separate areas,
either of which would be below minimum ARA inclusion, do not delete che
narrow portion of the feature that is less than 2.5 mm witie.

SPRING. ..2H170 (POIFTT)

G-0008 Like point features which coalesce in clusters of 3 or more will be thinned
to form a representativepattern.

o
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FEATWRE: SPRZNG. ..2HI7O (POIN’r)

L-3505 Label feature as per hierarchy“fortopo type
neatli.necorners reading left to right:
1. Positionalhierarchy:
a. northeast (pre:erredposition).
b. southeast (lst alternate).

northwest (2nd alternate)
~: southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-cencered (5th alternate)

2.
3.

L-4009 If

(Hierarchy is based cn ty?e positio~ing
other tvpe or obscurinq detail. )

RULES

placement parallel to so’cth

so as to avoid overprinting

Minimum &bace between t~pe place~ent and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when
space does not permit labeling within that feature.
Drop Window.

When SCC . 0

SCC=OOO, omit SCC winc(ow.

R-2231 Omit from Built-up Area (1L020).

R-3900 Squiggly tail of symbol tc,point downhill to align with the direction of flow
(DOF). If DOF cannot be cletermined, then DOF shall180, which will orient ;P.e
tail to bottom.of the sheet.

WATERFALL. ..2H180 (LINE)

G-0012

G-0013

L-350S

L-4008

L-4813

R-2232

X-8101

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Feature wili be generalized to provide a more aesthetic contoured feature
(i.e., smoothed).

Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to south
neatline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

northeast (preferred position) .
;: southeast (lst alternate).

northwest (2nd aiternate)
~. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other zype or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type p~acement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit labeling within that feature. When SCC = O
Drop Window.

If NAM . unknown, omit NAM window.

Descriptive terms, e.g., “Canal” shall be shown if the name is not known. If
the descriptive word appears in the name, for example, “PANAMA CANL”, the
descriptive type shall not be shown, i.e., do not show “Panama Canal Canal”.

Omit if not shown in conjunction with a drainage feature.

If a feature is not associated with (to~ching) a river (2H140), omit the
feature.

WATERFALL.. . 2H180 (POINT)

c-0004 The feature shall be oriented perpendicular (90 degrees) -with respect to
natural area drainage features (2H140 River/Stream).

G-000’8 Like point features which coalesce in clusters of 3 ~r more will be thinned
to form a representative pattern.
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n,,,
FEATURE : vwrERFALL . . . 21i180 (POINT)

L-350S

L-4008

L-4813

R-2232

X-81OS

Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to souih
neatline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:
a. northeast (preferredposition).
b. southeast (lSC alternate).
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-cencerecl(5th alternate)

(Hierarchyis based on type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail.)

2. Minimum space between type placemenc and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit labelingwithin chat feature.
Drop Window.

When SCC = O

If NAM = unknown, omit NAM window.

Descriptive terms. e.g.. ‘Canal” shall be shown if ihe name is noc known. If
the descriptive word appears in the name, for example, ‘PANAMACANAL”, the
descriptive type shall not be shown, i.e., do not show “PanamaCanal Canal’.

(lnicif not shown in conjunctionwith a drainage feature.

If a feature is not associatedwith (touching)a river (2ii140),omit the

o

feature.

CISTERN. ..21010 (POINT)

C-0022 The feature (when HGT <. 46 m or when KGT is not a valid attribute on the
feature) shall be oriented perpendicular (90 degrees) to a nearby road
(lP030)tcart track (I?O1O).trail (lp050),O= railroad crack (1NO1O).

G-0008 Like point features which coalesce in clusters of 3 or more will be chinne~
co form a representativepattern.

IJ-3505Label feature as per hierarchy for Lopo type placemenc parallel co south
neacline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:
a. northeast (preferredposition).
b. southeast (lst alternate).
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchyis based on type positioning so as to avoid oveqxinting
other type or obscuring detail.)

2. Minimum space between type placemenc and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal featureswhen

space does not perm~t labelingwithin that feature. When SCC = O
Drop Window.

DAM. ..21020 (AREA)

c-0017 Contours (3AOIO) will be adjusted co planimetric features.

G-0012 Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

O:,
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11-3!505

11-4008

L-4813

R-0004

V-1013

X-8101

Label feature as
neatline corners

MIL-c-89202A
APPENDIX A

COMBAT CHARTS PRODUCT

(AREA)

RULES

per hierarzhy for topo type placement parallel to south
reading left to right:

1. Positional hierarchy:
northeast (preferred position) .

~: southeast (lst alternate).
northwest (2nd alternate)

~: southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate]

(Hierarchy is basetion type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail.)

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space d~es not permit labeling within that feature. When SCC . 0
Drop Window.

If NiU4. unknown, omit NAM window.

Descriptive terms, e.g., ‘i~a~a~!!shall be shown if the name is not knowr,. If
the descriptive word appears in the name, fox example, “P.MWIMACANAL” , the
descriptive type shall aot b+ shown, i.e., do not show “Panama Canal Canal”.

Dams (21020) across single line Streams without a back-u> Lake/Pond (2H080)
shall not be shown.

If MCP = 000, omit MCP window.

If a feature is not associated
feat=re.

DAM... 21020 (LINE)

C-0017

6-0012

L-3505

L-4008

L-4813

R-0004

R-2232

V-1013

X-8101

with (touching) a river (2H140), omit the

Contours (3AoI.0)will be adjuszed to planimetric features

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to south
neatline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchv:

northeast (preferr~d position) .
southeast (Ist alternate) .
northwest (2nd alternate)
southwest (3rd alternate)
top-centered (4th alternate)
bottom-cen’cered (5th alternate)
(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal :eatures when

space does not permit labeling within that feature. When SCC . 0
Drop Window.

If NAM = unknown, om~t NAM window.

Descriptive terms, e.g., “Canal” shall be shown if the name is not known. If
the descriptive word appears in the name, for example, “PANAMA CANAL”, the
descriptive type shall not be shown, i.e., do not shu~ “Panama Canal Cana:”.

Dams (21020) across single line Streams without a back-up Lake/Pond (2H083)
Shall not be shown.

Omit if not shown in conjunction with a drainage feature.

If MCP = 000, omit MCP wirdow.

If a featttreis not associated with (touching) a river (2H140), omit the ofeature.

DAM... 21020 (POINT)
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FBATURE: Dm-..2IO2O (po~)

RULES

C-0003

C-0017

c-0023

L-350S

L-4008

L-4813

R-2232

V-1013

X-8101

LocK. .

G-0007

G-0012

L-4008

L-4813

R-2232

R-2371

R-9037

X-8103

The feature shall be oriented Pemendicular (90 degrees) wi~h resPect to area
drainage features (2H020Canal; 2h030 Ditch, 2H140”River/Stream).

Contours (3AOIO)will be adjusted co planimetric features.

The feature symbology shall be positioned such that che longest axis of the
sI@o~ is aligned coincidencewith che centerline of che associated road
(IP030),railroad crack (1NO1O),or RR siding/RR SPUZ (1N050) feat~re.

Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to sotich
aeacline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

northeast (preferredposition).
;: southeast (Ist alternate).
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchyis based on type positioning so as co avoid overprincicg
ocher type or obscuring detail.)

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. T%is method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does noc permit labelingwithin chac feaiere. When SCC . 0
Drop Window.

lf RAM . unknown, omit NM window.

Descriptive te-rmste.9.c “Canal” shall be shown if che name is noc known. If
che descriptive word ap?ears in the name, for examPlet “p~ C+”c :~~e
descriptive type shall not be shown, i.e., do not show ‘Panama cana~ Canal’.

Cznicif not shown in conjunctionwith a drainage feature.

If MCP = 000, omit MC? window.

If a feature is noc associaceclwith (touching)a river {2H140),omit the
feature.

.21030 (AREA)

Khen 2 or more similar area feaccreshaving matching coded atcribucion are
separated by less than 0.S mm at chart scale, the feature will be
agglomerated to form an area multiple feature outline.

Area and line featureswill be generalized co detail compatible with scale.

If NAM = unknown, omit NAM window.

Descriptive tezms, e.g., ‘Canal” shall be shown if che nme is not known. If
the descriptive word appears in che name, for examPle, “p~~~ c~~”~ the
descriptive type shall noc be shown, i.e.t do not show ‘Panama canal ca~al”.

Omit if not shown in conjunctionwith a drainage feature.

The point of the Lock or Sluice Gate symbol shall be positioned pointing
upstream.

DO noc show land tint inside symbol.

If a feazure is noc associatedwith (touching,stacked_on, ccc.; a river
(2H140)or canal (2H020)or dam (21020),omit the feature.

LOCK ...21030 (POINT)
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FEATURE: Kx2K...2103O (POINT)

L-3505

R-2232

R-2371

X-8103

Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to south
neatline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

northeast (preferred position) .
~: southeast (lst alternate).

northwest (2nd alternate)
~; southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so ss co avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit labeling within that feature. When SCC = O
Drop Window.

Omit if not shown in conjunction with a drainage feature.

The point of the Lock or Sluice Gate symbol shall be positioned pointing
upstream.

If a feature is not associated with (touchina, stacked on, etc.) a river
(2H140) or canal (2H020) or dam (21020), omi~’the fe,at~re~

SLUICE GATE... 21040 (LINE)

G-0012 Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale,

L-3505 Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to sou~h
neatline corners reading l,sfcto right:
1. Positional hierarchy:
. northeast (preferred lposition).
~. southeast (lst altern::te)
c. northwest (2nd altern,ite)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based o:~type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuri:mg detail. )

2. Minimum space between “zypeplaceme~,t and feature symbol is 0,5 mm,
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permi’~ labeling within that feature. when SCC = O
Drop Window.

R-2232 Clmit if not shown in conjunction with a drainage feature.

R-2371 The point of the Lock or Sluice Gate symbol shall be positioned pointing
upstream.

SLUXCE GATE... 2z040 (POINT’)

L-35(I5Label feature as per hiera::chy for topo type placement parallel tc south
neatline cor~ers reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

northeast (preferred position) .
~. southeast (Ist alternate) .

northwest (2nd alternate)
~: southwest i3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature sym>oi is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areai feat:.!reswhen

space does not.permil:.labeling within that feature. When SCC . 0
Drop Window.

R-2232 Cmit if not shown in conjunction with a drainage feature.
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FEATURS : SLUICE GATE. ..2IO4O (POINT)

R-2371

WATER

G-0007

G-0012

R-2232

WATER

G-0005

L-3505

R-2232

RULES

The point of Che Lock or Sluice Gate symbol shall be positioned pointing
upstream.

INTAXE TOWER... 21050 (ARxA)

When 2 or more similar area featureshaving matching coded accribution are
separated by less than 0.5 mm at charc scale, the featurewill be
agglomerated to form an area multiple feature outline.

Area and line featureswill be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Omic if not shown in conjunctionwith a drainage feature.

lNTA.R33TOWER.. .21050 (POINT)

A cluster of 3 or more coalescing similar point features having macchi~g
coded attribution will be aggregated to form an area multiple feature
outline.

Label feature as per hierarchy for copo iype placement parallel co south
neatliae corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:
a. northeast (preferredposition).
b. southeast (lst alcernace).

nor~hwest (2nd alcema~e)
~1 southwest (3rd altemace)
e. top-centered (4th alcernaEe)
f bottom-centered (5th alte-rnace)-.

(Hierarchyis based on type positioning so as co avoid overprinting
ocher type or obscuring detail.)

2. Minimum space between type placment and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal featureswhen

space does not permit labelingwithin that feature. iihenSCC . 0
Drop Window.

Omit if not shown in conjunctionwith a drainage feature.

GLACIAL MORAINE.. .2JO2O (AREA)

G-0006

G-OO1O

G-0012

G-0013

R-2316

When 2 or more similar area featureshaving matching coded attribution are
separated by less than 0.5 mm at chart scale, the featureswill be
agglomerated.

Coincident similar area features having matching coded attributionwill be
blended to form a single feature.

Azea and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Feature will be generalized to provide a more aesthetic contoured feature
(i.e., smoothed).

symbols and associated area patterns of underpassingfeatures (except
d~ainage shorelines) are broken for all bridges, except footbridges. This
rule does not apply co land tint on Combat Charts.

GLACIER. ..2J030 (AREA)

G-OO1O

G-0012

G-0013

R-2316

O,,

Coincidencesimilar area featureshaving matching coded attributionwill be
blended co form a single feature.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Feature will be generalized to provide a more aesthetic contoured feature
(i.e., smoothed).

Symbols and associated area patterns of underpassing features (except
drainage shorelines) are broken for all bridges, excepc footbridges. This
rule does not apply co land tint on Combat Charts.
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FEATWRE: GnCIER...2JO30 (-A)

R-3730

R-3732

R-3733

R-9037

If a clearing exists inside of an area feature, and the size of the ;&aring
is equal to or greater than the area (ARA) inclusion conditior. for .
surrounding area feature, t:heclearing is shown as a open space inside ttie
surrounding feature. If the area of the clearing is less than the area
IARA) inclusion condition ~or the surrounding feature, the clearing is
cleleted and absorbed into the surrounding area feature

liftwo area features with.the same feature cede do not connect at any point,
and have a space between them,of less than 2 .5 mm at map/chart scale, delete
the open space that is less than 2.5 mm wide between the features and
combine them into one area feature.

If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
map/chart scale, delete thi~tportion of the area feature that is not at
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
reduce the ML% of the remaining portion of the area feature to below the
minimum ARA inclusion, do :lotdelete the narrow portion of the feature that
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of,a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
split two larger arezs con:~ectedby a narrow strip into two separate areas,
either of which would be balow rr?inlmumARA inclusion, do not delete the
narrow poztion of the feat~re that is less than 2.5 mn wide.

Do not show Iand tir,tinsi5e symbol.

ICE CLIFF. ..2JO4O (LINE)

G-0012 Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

G-0013 Feature will be generalized to provide a more aesthetic contoured feature
(i.e.,,smoothed) .

R-2128 When feature coincides with Coastal Shoreline (2AO1O) or River/Stream
(2H140), feature shall replace Coastal Shoreline or River/Stream at
coalescence.

R-2399 If an Ice Cliff is coincident with an Ice Shelf, the dashed outline of the
Ice Shelf shall be dropped.

ICE PEAK, NW’ITATAK...2JO6O (POINT)

G-0008 Like point features which coalesce in clusters of 3 or more wiil be thinned
to form a representative pattern.

ICE SHELF... 2J065 (AREA)

G-OO1O

G-0012

G-0013

L-3506

R-2256

R-3730

Coincident similar area features having matching coded attribution will be
blended to form a single feature.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scaie.

Feature will be generalized to provide a more aesthetic contoured feature
(i.e., smoothed).

Names placement shall be criented to the longest axis of the feature reading
left to right and placed ~ithin the area outline and centered. lf longest
axis is perpendicular to the south rieatline, the type shall be placed outside
of the area outline, ?referred position is northeast of the fea~~re (Rule
L-3505), but may be placeclac any Position around the feature so as no~ to
overprint any other feztcre type and rea~ing left to right.

The open water tint shall not be show. within an ice shelf (2J065).

If a clearing exists insicteof an area feature, and the size of the clearing
is equal to or greater than the area (ARA) inclusion condition for zhe
surroundir!g area feat.’ure,the clearing is shown as a open space insi~e the
s~rrounding feature. If the area of the clearing is less “than the area
(ARA) inclusion condition Eor ths surrounding feature, Khe clearing is

o

deleted and absor’bed into the surrounding area feature
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FEATURE : ICE SIZELF...2J065 (AREA)

R-3732

R-3733

R-9037

If two area featureswith the same feature code do not connecc ac any point,
and have a space between them of less than 2.5 mm at map/chart scale, delete
the open space chat is less than 2.5 mm wide between the features and
combine them into one area feature.

If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
map/chart scale, delete chat portion of the area feature that is not at
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If che deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
reduce the ARA of the remaining portion of the area feature co below che
minimum ARA inclusion,do not delete che narrow portion of the feature that
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
spliz two larger areas connected by a narrow strip into two separate areas,
either of which would be below minimum ARA inclusion,do not delete che
narrow portion of ihe feature that is less than 2.5 mm wide.

DO riotshow land tint inside symbol.

SNOW FIELD /ICE FIELD. ..2J1OO (AREA)

G-OO1O

G-0012

G-0013

L-0050

o

L-3505

L-3506

R-2316

o

Coincidencesimilar area featureshaving matching coded attribution will be
blended to form a single feature.

uea and line featureswill be generalized co detail com~acible with scale.

Feature will be generalized to provide a more aeschecic contoured feature
(i.e., smooched).

wpe sizes per area sizes at map/chart scale: Area features only.
06 point - S 770 mm sq. area and S 14 mm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm sq. area and S 28 mm width
09 point - S j,~gz RETI sq. area and S 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and S 62 mm width
12 point - S 16,632 mm sq. area and S 84 IUmwidth
14 point - S 24,960 mm sq. area and S104 mm width
16 point - > 24,960 mm sq. area
Where area measurements are inconsiscenc,che larger type size shall be wed.
Where Che full range of type sizes is noc available for a particular label,
the closest available type size shall be used.

Label feature as per hierarchy for copo type placement parallel to south
neatline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:
a.northeast (preferredposition).
b. southeast (Ist alternate).
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based on type positioningso as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail.)

2. Minimum space between type placemenc and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placemenc shall be used for areal features when

space does noc permit labelingwithin chat feature. When SCC = O
Drop Window.

LNamesplacemeni shall be oriezted co the longest axis of che feature reading
lefi to right and placed within the area outline and centered. If longest
axis is perpendicular co the south neatline, zhe type shall be placed outside
of che area outline, preferred position is northeast of the feature (Rule
L-3505), buc may be placed ac any position around che feature so as coc to
overprint any ocher feature type and rea&ing left co right.

Symbols and associacea area patterns of underpassing features (except
drainage shorelines) are broken for all bridges, except footbridges. ?his
rule does not apply co land tine on Combat Charts.
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SNOW FXELD /ICE FIELB...2J1OO (AREA)

RULES

a clearing exists insiflf?of an area feature, and the size of the clearing
equal to or greater thaIlthe area (ARA) inclusion condition for the

surrounding area feature, the clearing is shown as a open space inside the
surrounding feature. If the area of the clearing is less than the area
CARA) inclusion condition 20T the surrounding feature, the clearing is
deleted and absorbed into the surrounding area featurs

If two area feattireswith the sane feature code do not connect at any point,
and have a space between them of less than 2 .5 mm at map/chart scale, delete
the open space that is less than 2.5 mm wide between the features and
combine them into one area feature.

If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
map/chart scale, delete that portion of the area feature that is not at
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
reduc$ the ARA of the remaining portion of the area feattire to below the
minimum ARA inclusion, do not delete the nazrow portion of the feature that
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a portion of che area based on the above criteria will
sPlit two larger areas connected by a narrow strip into two separate areas,
either of which would be belotiminimum ARA inclusion, do not delete the
narrow portion of the feattirechat is less than 2.5 mm wide.

Do not show land tint inside symbol.

TUNDRA. ..2J11O (AREA)

G-OO1O

G-0012

G-0013

L-0050

R-2316

R-3730

R-3732

Coincident similar area features having matching coded attribution will be
blended to form a single feature.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scaie.

Feature will be generalized to provide a more aesthetic contoured feature
(i.e., smoothed).

Type sizes per area sizes ia.tmap)chart scale: Area features only.
06 point - S ?70 mm S(I.area and S 14 mm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm sq area and < 28 mm width
09 point - S 5,192 mm sq. area and S 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and < 62 mm width
12 point - < 16,632 mm sq. area and S 84 mm width
14 point - S 24,960 mm sq. area and S104 mm ~;idth
1.6point - > 24,960 mm sq. area
Where area measurements ar? ir.consistent, the larger type size shall be ‘~sed
there the full range of ty;?esizes is not available for a particular label,
the closest available type.size shall be used.

Symbols and associated ares patterns of untierpassing features (except
drainage shorelines) are broken for all bridges, except footbridges. This
rule does not apply to land tint on Combat Charts.

If a clearing exists insids of zn area feature, and the size of the clearing
is equal to or greater thaa the area (ARA) inclusion condition for the
surrounding area feature, the clearing is shown as z open space Lnside the
surrounding feature. If tne area of the clearing is less than the area
(ARA) inclusion condition foc the surrounding feature, the clea~ing is
deleted and absorbed into the surrounding area feature

If two area features with the same feature code do not connect zt any point,
and have a space between them of less than 2 .3 mm at map/chart scale, delete
the open space that is less than 2.5 mm wide between the features and
com’binethem into one area feature.
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FEATURE: TUNDW4. ..2J11O (~)

R-3733 If a portion of m area feature has a minimum width OE less than 2.5 mm at
map/chart scale, delete that portion of the area feature chat is not at
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of che area based on the above criceria will
reduce the ARA of the remainingportion of the area feature to below the
minimum ARA inclusion,do not delete the narrow portion of the feature thai
is less than 2.S mm wide.
If the deletion of a portion of che area based on che above criteria will
split two larger areas connected by a narrow strip into two separate areas,
either of which would be below minimum ARA inclusion,do not delete che
narrow portion of che feature chac is less than 2.5 mm wide.

coNmxJR (LAND)...3AO1O (LINE)

o

0

L-3966

L-3967

L-3985

L-3986

L-3987

L-3989

L-3998

0-0025

0-0030

0-0031

R-2043

Label only the index contours unless the area has < 5% rise.

Contour values shall be labeled on the 1/2 and 1/4 interval
supplementaries,at the ends, and where necessary, every 100 co 150 mm.

Contours that are coincidencewith the datum plzme shall be labeled ‘ZERO,”
and Chose Contours below che datum plane are labeled with numerals prefixed
by the label “MINUS.’

Tne Contour values shall be positioned so that they progress in
smooth-flowingcurves, reading uphill cowards che higher elevation. coEcour
values shall noc be positioned upside down.

Contour values shall be centered on che axis of ihe Contour line.

Sets of Contour values shall be repeated at distances of from >= 100 mm to <=
150 mm.

Contour values shall not be shown < 20 mm from a control point, bench mark or
spot elevztion.

Contours shall intersect and cross che linear feature at a righz angle co
chat feature with a right angle concour length of 0.25 .mmout from each side
of the crossed feature. Features are: road (IP030 line), railroad (INOIO
line), and all Sub-Category2H area and line features excepc for Lake/Pond
(2H080).

For aesthetic reasons, concours crossing the following features shall be
portrayed perpendicular to the linear or areal feature sym’bols,and extending
0.21mnbeyond che symbol on either side:
lNOIO RR Track [line)
1N050 RR Siding (Line)
1P020 Interchange (line)
1P030 Road (line)
IU060 Apron/Hardstand (area)
2U130 Overmn/Stopway (area)
IU160 Runway (area)
IU200 Taxiway (area)

For aesthetic reasons, contours crossing che following features shall be
porcrayea perpendicular to the areal feature’s symbol;
2HOI0 AWedUCC (area)
2H020 canal (area)
2H030 Ditch (area)
2H140 River/Stream (area)

k%ere index contours begin to coalesce
any
ince-rval)the following hierarchy shall
concours:

< 0.5 mm from adjacent concours

apply &or dropping intermediate

(a) The cwo imer-most incermediacecontours shall
tb) The two outer-most intermediatecontours shall

All index contours shall remain unless they coalesce,
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FEATURE : CONTOUR (LAND) ...3AOI.O (LINE)

R-2045

R-2094

R-2115

R-2261

R-2269

R-2376

R-2377

R-2370

R-2379

R-2382

R-2389

R-2394

R-2396

Index contours (HQC 001) shall be drawn continuously throughout the sheet
clraphic. When they coalesce, this condition shall be rsgresented by a single
index contour for the leng:h of the coalescin~ condition.

The ticks of the depression contour shall be shortened by one-half if
clistance between contours ~are<= 0.40 rrunat map scale.

Where a Cut Line (4B071) or Fill (4B090, EFI 001) coincides with a Contour
I3AO1O), the ,Contour shall be supressed. The Cut Lines ticks shall point
downhill towards the bottom of the cut.

Contour values shall be ha~oed 0’.2mm from the contour line.

When a Contour (3AO1O) coalesces with an Bluff/Cliff, Escarpment (4BO1O),
Crevice, Crevasse (4B060), Esker (4B1OO), Fault (4B11O), or Rock Formation
(4B160), the coalescing portion of the Contour (3AO1O) shall be omitted.

Supplementary contours shall be shown to indicate summits or tops when
feature can not be shown by normal contour intervals.

Supplementary contours need not be continuous. They shall be any length > 25
m. When shown in sections, they must start and end at interpolated points
between normal contours.

Supplementary contours shall be shown at one-half of the prescribed contour
interval when: (a) the % of slope is > 2 <= 5, or (b) Lsolated relief
:formations need to be shown

Supplementary contours shall be shown at one-quarter of the prescribed
contour interval if the % of slope is <. 2.

Form lines (HQC 004) shall not be shown as continuations of other contou~-s
(3AO1O). A space of 1.3 rrr,shall be between other contours ancl form jines.

Contours shall be broken for Ravines /Gorges /Canyo?s, etc., represe:lted by
limiting lines, or the a~prop~iace feature symbol.

Sand and gravel areas shall tiecontoured

Contours shall be broken for Sand Dunes at the limits of area patterns.

SPOT ELEVATION... 3A030 (POINT]

L-0072

L-0073

L-0074

L-3802

Spot elevation values (3AC30, ZVL) are placed to avoid obscuring fez~ures of
importance to the map user, such as small tops, ridges, and saddles. T’he
order of precedence for placement is as foliows:
Preferred: The bottom line of the value is aligned to the to the right side

of the dot, with the horizontal center of the symbol referenced (dot).
Second: The top line of the value is aligned to the bottom left with the

horizontal center of the symbol referenced (dot).
Third: Value is centered,tiirectly over the top of the symbol referenced
(dot).
Fourth: Value is centered directly under the symbol referenced (dot).

When a referenced spot elevation is located at a line feature intersection,
the placement of th> value is as follows:
Preferred: Bottom right quadrant
Second: Top right quadrant
~hird ; Top left quadrant
Fourth: Bottom left quz<kant

When an island (4B135) is too small to accommodate the symbol referenced
(spot elevation 3A030), the value us placed adjacenc to zhe island and
aligned as defined in rule L-0072.

Type for a spot elevation placed in the water shall be enclosed iu
parentheses, and print blue (SPC 48253)

valUe
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O,,
PEATURE : SPOT ELEVATION?...3AO3O (POINT)

!

b-3984

R-0053

R-2063

R-2225

O R-2383

R-2385

If an Island (area enclosed by Shoreline (2AO1O
a spot elevation value without overprinting its
figure shall be positioned adjacent co the spot
water area. If the Island is identifiedwith a
value shall be centered below che natme.

or 2?i075))cannot aCCO~Odate
shoreline, che elevation
and entirely in the open
proper name, the elevation

~ch 30 minute x 15 minute area on che map, as defined by the latitude and
longitude grid, should contain approximately1-3 trig stations andlor bench
marks when known, and supplementedwith 3-5 additional normal spot
elevations. In the absence of any trig st.scionsor bench marks, show 6-8
normal spot elevations.

When an elevation is identifiedwith intersectionsof Roads (IP030),
Raiiroads (INO1O),Streams (2H140),or any crossing combination of the above,
also to include Island Shorelineswithout Contours, che value shall be placed
adjacent to the feature. NO doc is shown.

Whenever possible, Spot Elevationsare shown for selecced readily
identifiableground features, listed below:
-- Railroad junctions
-- Railroad gate crossings
-- high points on grades of Railroads and Roads
-- extensive flat areas
-- rims and bottoms of Depressionswith diameter > 125 meters
-- Stream {2H140) junctions
Spot Elevations are also needed in support of the relief presencacion:
-- on che sides of slopes
-- -thettighescelevation on each map sheet
-- the top of proininencnatural features such as hilltops, isolated summits,
mountain tops, Mountain Passes, saddles, and ocher high points.

The highest elevation on the map sheet shall be emphasizedby using larger
type size, 10 point Swiss 742, color #58600 Black-Solid.

Spot Elevation values, when known, shall be shown for hilltops, knolls,
isolated summits, mountain COPS, Mountain Passes, saddles, Road junccions,
Railroad crossings, high points on grades of highways and Railroads, areas
>. 150 mm x 150 nunwithout Contour feature and % of slope is c 5, rims and
bottoms of Depressions >= 25 mm x 25 mm, water surfaces of Lakes and Ponds,
and Stream junctions. wpe size is 8 point Swiss 742 color +)58600Black-
Solid.

ASPHALT LAKE... 4AOOS (AREA)

G-oolo

G-0012

G-0013

L-3505

o

Coincident similar area featureshaving matching coded attributionwill be
blended co form a single featu=e.

Area and line featureswill be generalized co detail compatible with scale.

Feature will be generalized to provide a more aesthetic concoured feature
(i.e., smoothed).

La’belfeature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel co souzh
neatline corners reading left to right:
1. Positionalhierarchy:
a. northeast (preferredposition).
b. southeast [1s: alternate).
c. norchwesc (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alte-mace)
e. cop-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alcernace)

(Hierarchyis based OR type ~osicioning so as co avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring deta~l.)

2, .Minimumspace between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placemenc shall be used for areal features when

space does ‘notpermit Labelingwithin that feature.
Drop Gindow.

When SCC = O
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FEATURE : ASPHALT LAKE. ..4AOO5 (AREA)

L-3506

R-3730

R-3732

R-3733

Names placement shall be oriented to the longest
left to riuht and placed within the area outline
axis is pe~pendicular co the south neatline, the

axis of the fsature reatiing
and centered. If longest
type shall be placed outside

of the area outline, preferred position is northeast of the feature (Rule
L-3505), but may be placed at any position around the feature so as not to
overprint any other feature type and reading left to right.

If a clearing” exists inside of an area feature, and the size of the clearing
is equal co or greater than the area (ARA) inclusion condition for the
surrounding area feature, the clearing is shown as a opsn space inside the
surrounciing feature. If the area of the clearing is less than the area
(,ARA)inclusion condition fox the surrounding feature, the clearing is
deleted and absorbed into the surrounding area feature

If two area features with the same feature code do not connect at any point,
and have a space “between them of less than 2.5 mm at map/chart scale, delete
the open space that is less than 2.5 mm wide between the features and
combine them into one area feature.

If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of iess than 2.5 mm at
map/chart scale, delete t“niit>ortion of the area feature that is ~iotat.
least 2.5 immwide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
reduce the ARA of the remaining por:ion of the area feattireto below th+
minimum ARA inclusion, do :~otdelete the narrow portion of the feature that
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
split two larger areas con:aectedby a fiarrowstrip into two separate areas,
either of which would be below minimum ARIA inclusion, do not delere the
narrow portion of the feat’lrethat is less than 2.5 mm wide.

GROUND SURFACE. ..4AO1O (AREA)

G-OO1O

G-0012

G-0013

L-0050

R-2316

R-2392

R-3730

Coincident similar area features having matching coded att~ibution will be
blended co form a single fezture.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Feature will be generalize~ to provide a more aesthetic contoured feature
(i.e., smoothed).

Type sizes per area sizes at map/chart scale: Area features only.
06 point - S 770 W Sq. area and S 14 mm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm sq. area and < 28 mm width
109point - S 5,192 mm Sq. area and S 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and S 62 mm width
12 point - S 16,632 mm sq. area and < 84 mm width
14 point - .S24,960 mm SC!.area and S104 mm width
16 point - > 24,960 mm sq. area
Where area measurements are inconsistent, the larger type size shall be used.
Where the full range of type sizes is not available for a particular label,
‘theclosest available type size shall be used.

Symbols and associated area patterns of under?assing features (except
drainage shorelines) are broken for all bridges, except footbridges. This
rule does not apply to land tint on Combat Charts.

Karst areas >= 25.4 mm square at map scale shall not be symbolized with the
area pattern (AP 103) . Standard contouring shall depict the area and the
description label KARST shall be added throughout such areas.

If a clearing exists inside of an area feature, and the size of the clearing
is equal to or greater than the area (ARA) inclusion condicion’for the
surrounding area feature, the clearing is shown as a open space inside the
surrounding feature. If the area of the clearing is less than the area
(ARA) inclusion condition for the surrounding feature, the clearing 1s
deleted and absorbed into the stirrounding area feature
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O,,;:
mizim : GROUND SVRPACE. ..4AO1O (AREA)

R-3732

R-3733

If cwo area featureswith the same feature
and have a sPace between them of less than

code do not connect
2.5 mm ac map/charc

at any point,
scale, delete

the open space chat is less than 2.5 mm wide between the features and
combine them into one area feature.

If a Qorcion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
map/chart scale, delete that portion of che area feature chat is noc at
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of che area based on che above criteria will
reduce the ARA of the remainingportion of the area feature co below the
minimum MA inclusion,do not delete the narrow portion of the feature that
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a portion of che area based on the above crizeria will
split two larger areas connected by a narrow strip into two separate areas,
either of which would be below minimum ARA inclusion,do not delete che
narrow portion of the feature chat is less than 2.5 mm wide.

SALT PAN...4A020 (AREA)

G-0010

G-0012

G-0013

L-0050

o‘(

L-3505

L-3506

R-2316

o

Coincidencesbnilar area featureshaving matching coded accribution will be
blended to form a single feature.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Feature will be generalized co provide a more aesthetic contoured feature
(i.e.,smoothed).

~p;o;;~ef ~r area sizes at map/charc scale: Area features only.
77o mm sq. area and s 14 mm width

07 point - S 2,296 mm sq. area and S 28 mm width
09 point - < 5,192 mm sq. area and S 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and S 62 mm width
12 point - .S16,632 mm sq. area and .S 84 mm width
14 point - S 24,960 mm sq. area and .S104mm width
16 point - > 24,960 nunsq. area
where area measurements are inconsistent,che larger type size shall be used.
Where the full rar!geof type sizes is noc available for a particular label, .
the closest available type size shall be used.

Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel co south
neatline corners reading left co right:
1. Positionalhierarchy:

northeast (preferredposition).
;: southeast (Ist alternate).

northwest (2nd alcernace)
~1 southwest (3rd alcernace)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (Sch alternate)

(Hierarchyis based on type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail.)

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal featureswhen

space does not pe-rmit labelingwithin chat feature. When SCC . 0
Drop Window.

Names placemenc shall be oriented co the longest axis of the feature reading
left to right and placed within the area outline and cencered. if longest
axis is perpendicular to the south neatline, che type shall be placed ouiside
of the area outline, preferred position is northeast of the feature (Rule
L-3505), but may be placed ai any position around the feature so as not to
overprint any other Ceacure type and reading left co right.

wmbols and associated area pacierns of underpassing features (except
drainage shorelines) are broken for all bridges, excepc footbridges. T~~s

rule does not apply co land tint on Combat Charts.
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FEATURE : SALT PAN... 4A020 (AMA)

R-3730

R-3732

R-3733

mum

6-0012

G-0013

R-2387

R-2388

If a clearing exists inside of an area feature, and the size of the clearing
is equal to or greater tha:tthe area (ARA) inclusion condition for the
surrounding area feature, che clearing is shown as a open space inside the
surrounding feature. If tie area of the clearing is iess than the area
(ARA) inclusion condition for the surrounding feature, the clearing is
deleted and absorbed into :ke surrounding area feature

If two area features with ~he same feature code do not connect at any point,
and have a space between them of less than 2.5 mm at map/chart scale, delete
the open space that is less than 2.5 mm wide between the features and
combine them into one zrea feature.

If a portion O: an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
map/chart scale, delete that portion of the area feature that is noc at
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
reduce the ARA of the remaining portion of the area feat’dreto below the
minimum ARA inclusion, do not delete the na~row portion of the feature that
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a portion of che area based or.the above criteria will
split two larger areas connected by a narrow stri~ in;o ?wo se?arate areas,
either of whit’nwouid be below minimum ARA incluslon, do not delete the
narrow portion of <he feature zhat is less than 2.5 mm wide.

/cLIFE’, ESCARPME~. ..4BOlO (LINE)

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Feature will be generalizeii to provide a more aesthetic contoured feature
(i.e., smoothed).

:[fa Bluff/Cliff, Escarpment height is less than the contour interval, the
Bluff /Cliff, Escarpment symbol shall be omitted, unless it is an obstacle to o
cross country mover:ent (SGC >= 45 deg. , and HGT > 1.5 m, and LZN > 2,520 m),
or LMC = 1.

If a Bluff /Cliff, Escarpment is qreater in heiaht than one cor:tour interval
a.ncithe contours coalesc~, the co;tours shall b; dropped the en-tire lensth of
the Bluff /Cliff, Escarpment.

CAVE DWELLING... 4B030 (POINT)

G-0008

L-3505

L-3801

L-4709

Like point features which coalesce in clusters of 3 or more will be chinned
to form a representative pattern.

Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement paraliel to south
neatline corners reading left to right:
,1. Positional hierarchy:
a. northeast (preferred position) .
b. southeast (Ist alternate) .
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternaze)

(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so zs to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit labeling within that feature. Whe~. SCC = O
Drop Window.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Type for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

If attribute NAM is unknown, delete window and co~dense the remaining
~indows.
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n
FEATURE : CAVE DWELLING... 4B030 (POINT)

L-4813 Descriptive terms, e.g., “Canal- shall be
the descriptive word appears in the name,
descriptive type shall not be shown, i.e.,

shown if che
for example,
do not show

name is
“PANAMA
“Panama

R-2391 The V-part of the symbol (Cave, 4B030) shall mark the location
entrance, and the shaft of the symbol shall extend in the same
as the Cave.

C-CE /cREVASSE...4BO6O (AREA)

G-0002

G-oolo

G-0012

G-0013

L-3505

O,!

R-3676

not known.
CANAL”, the
Canal Canala.

of zhe
direction

When any portion of the area feature does not meet che minimum geometric
inclusion condition and line delineation for the feature is supported on che
product, the area feature will be partially collapsed.

.-

Coincident similar area fea;ures having matching coded attributionwill ‘be
blended co form a single feature.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Feature will be generalized co provide a more aeschecic contoured feature
[i.e., smooched).

Label feature as per hierarchy for COPO type placement parallel co so~ch
neacline corners reading left co right:
1. Positional hierarchy:
a. northeast (preferredposition).
b. southeast (Ist alternate).
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-cencered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchyis based on type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
ocher type or obscuring detail.)

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areai featureswhen

space does noc permit labeling within that feature. When SCC = O
Drop Window.

Do not show land tint inside Ice Crevice (4B060, MCP=098) area symbols.

cREVICE /c-AsSE...4BO6O (LINE)

G-0012

G-0013

L-3630

Area and line featureswill be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Feature will be generalized co provide a more aesthetic contoured feature
(i.e., smoothed).

Label line feature above (preferred)and parallel to the line with a 0.5 mm
space between. Above means: readable from south or east Projection
neatline.

CUT LINE... 4B071 (LXNE)

G-0012

G-0013

R-2115

R-2231

R-2269

O R-2499

Area and line features will be

Feature will be generalized co
(i.e., smoothed).

generalized to

provide a more

detail compatible with scale.

aeschecic contoured feaccre

Where a Cut Line (4R071)or Fill (4B090,EFI 001) coincides with a Contour
(3Ao1O),che Contour shall be supressed.The Cuc Lines ticks shall point
downhill cowards the bottom of the cut.

Omit from Built-up Area [IL020).

Wnen a Contour (3AO1O)coalesces with an Bluff/CMff, Escarpment (4BO1O),
Crevice, Crevasse (4B060),Esker (4B1OO),Fault (4B21O},or Rock Formation
(4B160),the coalescing portion of the Contour (3AOIO)shall be omitted.

Show longest length of line Eeacure in ground t~ih position.

~...4BO90 (A.RBA)
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FEATWRE : ~NT. ..4BO9O (AREA)

G-0006

G-0012

L-3505

L-3506

R-21,15

R-2269

R-2802

R-3672

R-3708

RULES

When 2 or more similar area features having matchinq coded attribution are
separated by less than 0.5 mm at chart scaie, the f=atures will be
agglomerated.

Area and line features will be generalized tc detail compatible with scale.

Label feature as per hiera::chy for topo type placemenc parallel to south
neatline corners reading left to right:
1. ‘Positional hierarchy:
a. northeast (preferred position) .
b. southeast (lst alternate) .

northwest (2nd alternate)
~1 southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th iilternate)

(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscurinG detail. )

2. Minimum space between ‘:ypeplacement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permi’:labeling within that feature. When SCC . 0
Drop Window.

Names placement shall be oriented to the longest axis of the feature reading
left to right and placed within the area outline and centered. If longest
axis is perpendicular to the south neatline, the type shall be placed outside
of the area outline, preferred position is’northeast of the feature (Rule
L-3505), but may be placed at any position around the feature so as not to
overprint any other feature type and reading left to right.

Where a Cut Line (4B071) or Fill (4B090, EFI 001) coincides with a Ccntoul
(3AO1OI, ‘theContour shall be supressed. The Cut Lines ticks sha~l point
downhill towards the bottom of the cut.

When a Contour (3AO1O) coalesces with an Bluff/Cliff, Escarpment (4BO1O),
Crevice, Crevasse (4B060), !Zskez (4?3100),Fauic (43110), or Rock Formation
(4B160), the coalescing portion of the Contour (3AO1O) shall be omitted.

Where symbols with the sams feature code but different values of VRC are
adjacent to each other, thz bouncary of the feature that is the highest in
the vertical plane shall bs shown, and the boundary of the feature that is
lower shall be deleted. For example, the feature above water is shown whole,
while the feature ti.atcovers and uncovers has that portion of its symbol
perimeter that overprints the higher feature deleted

Show land tint inside the symbol. If attribute VRC is present, show land
l~intonly if VRC=OO1 (Abovs surface/does not cover at High Water) .

A blue 31% tint shall not over~rint other blue 31% tints. If two blue tinted
symbols, or one tinted symbol ~nd water tiat overprint, only one 31% tint
sfiallbe shown in the ar-ea.

~l?T. ..4BO9O (LINE)

G-0012

L-3630

R-2115

R-2231

R-2269

Area and line features will be generalized to detail

Label line feature above (preferred? and parallel to
space betweez. Above means: readable from south or
neatline.

compatible with scale.

the line with a O .5 mm
east Projection

Where a Cut Line [4B071) Or Fill (4B090, EFI 001) coincides with a Contour
(3AO1O), the Contour shall be supressed. The Cut Lines ticks shall point
downhill towards the bottom of the cut.

Omit from Built-up Area (1L020).

When a Contour (3AO1O) coalesces with an Bluff/Cliff, Escarpment (4BO1O),
(Crevice,Crevasse (4B060), Esker (4E1OO), Fault (4B11O), or Rock Formation
(4B160), the coalescing portion of the Contour (3AO1O) shall be omitted.
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PEATURE : ~...4BO90 (LINE)

R-2802

R-3672

R-3708

ESKBR .

G-0012

G-0013

L-3505

o
FAULT .

G-0012

G-0013

L-0051

L-4002

L-4008

L-4260

Where symbols with the same feature code but different values of VRC are
adjacent to each ocher, the boundary of che feature that is the highest in
the vertical plane shall be shown, and the boundary of Che feature chat is
lower shall be deleted. For example, the feature above water is shown whole,
while the feaiure chat covers and uncovers has chat portion of ics symbol
perimeter chat overprints che higher feature deleted

Show land tint inside the symbol. If atcribuce VRC is presenct show land
tint only if VRC=OOI (Above surfaceldoesnot cover at High Water).

A blue 31% tint shall not ove-rgwincother blue 31% cincs. It two blue cinzed
symbols, or one tinted symbol and water cinc overprint, only one 31% tint
shall be showm in che area.

..4B1OO (LINE)

Area and line featureswill be generalized co detail conpacible with scale.

Feature will be generalized co provide a more aesthetic contoured feature
(i.e.,smoothed).

Label feature as per hierarchy for iopo iype placenenc parallel co south
neatline corners reading Iefc co right:
2. Positionalhierarchy:
a. northeast (preferredposition).
b- southeast (lSC alternate).
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered {Sth alcernace)

(Hierarchyis based on type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail.)

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit labelingwithin that feature. When SCC . 0
Drop kiindow.

..4B11O (LINE)

Area and line featureswill be generalized co detail compatible with scale.

Feature will be generalized co provide a more aesthetic concoured feature
{i.e., smoothed).

‘i?ypesizes for single line features at map/charc scale.
06 point - .S 80 mm length
07 point - q 160 ~n length

09 point - > 160 mm length

The names of Faults shall be shown along the fault line when known.

If NAM = unknown, Omit NAM window.

Label shall be positioned above fezcure, readinq left co right (or co the
left of vertical feature, reading boitom to topi, ac a 0.5 & distance and
parallel to respective feature. Label shall preferably be positioned at the
midpoint of the line segment or symbol; however, it may he displaced
laterally along res~ective feature co avoid overprinting oiher SmbO~S or
labels. If space WLI1 noc permit placing label parallel to feature, offset
the label in accordance with Rule L-4261 below and use a leader line co
identify its location along Lhe feature.

GIKWEBRMAL PEATURB. ..4B115 (POINT)

I

I

o
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E’EATWRE : GEOTHERMAL FEATURE. ..4BII5 (POINT)

L-3505 Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to souih
n,eatline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

northeast (preferred position) .
;: southeast (lst alternate) .

northwest (2nd alternate)
~: southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (Sth alternate)

(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type pliicement shall be used for areal features when

space does noc permi’: labeling within that feature. When SCC = O
Drop Window.

R-3900 Squiggly tail of symbol to point downhill to align with the direction of flow
(DOF). If DOF cannot be determined, then DOF shall180, which will orient the
tail to bottom of the shee~.

T-0303 In areas where fumaroles, geysers, and hot sPrin9s, are too numerous to
symbolize, a representativepattern, and any landmark (LM COO1) feature shall
be symbolized and labeled.

ISLAND. ..4B135 (AREA)

G-OO1O

+0’012

G-0013

11-oo’50

LI-3505

L-3506

Coincident similar area features having matching coded attribution will be
blended to form a single feature.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Feature will be generalized co provide a more aesthetic contoured feature
(i.e., smoothed).

Type sizesper area sizes at map/chart scale: Area Eeatures only.
06 point - S 770 m Sq. area and S 14 mm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm SCI.area and S 28 rmnw+dth
09 point - < 5,192 mm sq. area and S 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and S 62 mm width
’12point - g 16,632 mm sq. area and S 84 mm width
14 point - S 24,960 mm sq. area and S104 mm width
16 point - > 24,960 mm sq. area
Where area measurements are inconsistent, the larger type size shall be us$d.
Where the full uange of type sizes is not available for a 3artic~lar lebel~
the closest available type size shall be used.

Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement pazallel to south
~eatline corners reading left LO right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

no~theas~ (preferred position) .
~. southeast (Ist alternate).

northwest (2nd alternate)
~. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (Sth alternate)

(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not perm:.t labeling within that feature. When SCC . 0
Drop Window.

Names placement shall be oriented to the longest axis of the feature reading
left co right and placed within the area outline and ce>tered. If longest
axis is perpendicular to the south neatline, the type shall be placeti outside
of the area outline, preferred position is northezst of the Ceature (Rule
L-3505), but may be placed at any position around the feature so as not to
overprint any other featu::etype antireadi~g left to right.
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PEATIJRE: 1S=..

L-4709

L-4746

R-1902

R-1903

If attribute
windows.

.4B135 (AREA)

N&Y is unknown, delete window and condense the remaining

Possession of islands and island groups shall be shown by placing the
country name in parentheses below che island name or island group name.
If all of the islands in an Island group belong to one couniry, the country
name shall be placed under the island group name only. lf islands within
the same island group belong to different countries, the country name
shall be placed under each island name, and not under the island group
name. Islands administered jointly by two countries shall show both
countm names, separated by a dash, e.g., (UIK-US). Country names shall
be abbreviated in the manner approved by che Board of Geographic Na??es.
~pe size for country names shall be 2/3 the size of the island name or
island group nane, but shall aoc be less than 5 point.

~ island (4B135)or group of islands (when agglomerated)seaward of
coastal shoreline (2AO1O),that is to small co plot at map or chart scale
will be portrayed as paper white 0.25 nun.diameter within 0.20 mm.
lineweight.

If Island (4B135) is inland, surrounded bY Inland Shoreline {2H075), is <=
2.5 mm square ~ at map/charc scale, chefidelete the Island and its
associated features.

MOUNTAIN PASS... 4B150 (POINT)

G-0008

L-3505

L-4008

L-4813

Like point features which coalesce in cluscers of 3 or more will be chinned
to form a representativepaccern.

Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement paral:el co south
neatline corners readin~ Iefc to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

northeast (preferredposition).
;: southeast (Ist alternate).
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alcernace)

(Hierarchyis based oa type positioning so as co avoid overprini:
other type or obscuring detail.)

2. Minimum space between type placemenc and feature symbol is 0.5 mm

ng

3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal featureswhen
space does noc permit labeling within chac feature.
Drop Window.

When SCC = O

If NAM = unknown, omit NAM window.

Descriptive terns. ea., “Canal” shall be shown if che name is not known. If
the descriptive word ;p$ears in the name, for example, “PANAMA CANAL”, the
descriptive type shall not be shown, i.e., do not shw ‘Panama Canal Canal-.

ROCK FORMATION...4B16O (AREA)

G-0006

G-OO1O

G-0012

G-0013

ROCK

SAND

When 2 or more similar area features having matching coded attribution are
separated by less than 0.5 mm ac chart scale, the featureswill be
agg~omerated.

Coincident similar area featureshaving matching coded attribution ‘dillbe
blended co form a single feature.

Area and line featureswill be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Feature will be generalized co provide a more aeschecic concoured feature
(i.e., smoothed).

FORMATION. ..4B160 (POINT)

DUNES /SAND HII&S. ..4Bl7O (AREA)
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FEATURE : SAND DUNES /SAND HILIAS...4B170 (AREA)

G-OO1O

G-0012

G-0013

L-3969

R-2255

R-2316

R-2395

R-3732

R-3733

Coincident similar area features having matching coded attribution will be
blended to form a single feature.

Area and line features wil.Lbe generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Feature will be generalized to provide a more aesthetic contoured feature
[i.e., smoothed) .

If the type of Sand Dunes is unknown (SSC=OOO), the label “DUNES” 1S
positioned at 100.0 mm intmurals to the overall extent of the area.

Use structure shape (SSC) which most closely approximates the configuration
of the dunes.

~~mbols and associated ares patterns of unde.~assing featcres (except
drainage shorelines) are broken for all bridges, except footbridges. This
rule does not apply to lan~ tint on Combat Charts.

Sand Dune (4B170) patterns shall be positioned according to SDO, to the
nearest 15° increment, to :.ndicatetheir orientation relative to the
prevailing wines.

If two area features with the same feature code do not connect at any point,
and have a space betkieen them of less than 2 .5 mm at map/chart scale, delete
the open space that is less than 2.5 mm wide between the features and
combine them into one area feature.

‘Ifa portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less tk,an2.5 mm at
map/chart scale, delete that portion of the ~rea feat~~e that is not a~
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of zhe area.based on the above criteria will
reduce the ARA of the remaini~g portion of the area feature to below the
minimum ARA inclusion, do not delete the narrow portion of the feature that
is less than 2.5 mm xide.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
split two larger areas connected by a narrow strip into two separate areas,
either of which would be kelow minimum ARA inclusion, co not delete the
narrow portion of the feature that is less than 2.5 mm wide.

VOLCANO ...4B180 (AREA)

L-0050 Type sizes per area sizes at nap/chart scale: Area features only.
06 point’- S 770 mm Sq. area and S 14 mm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm sq. area and S 28 mm width
09 point - S 5,192 mm sq. area and S 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and S 62 mm width
12 point - S 16,632 mm sq. area and S 84 mm width
14 point - S 24,960 mm sq. area and S104 mm width
16 point - > 24,960 m sq. area
“tiere area measurements are inconsistent, the larger type size shall be used.
Where the full range of type sizes is not available for a particular label,
the closest available type size shall be used.

L-3505 Labei feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to soath
neatline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

northeast (preferred position)
:: southeast (lst alternate).
c, northwest (2nd aliernate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alt.ernace)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as to avoitioverprinting
other type or obscur!.ng detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement a~d feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type piacement shall be used for areal features when

space does not perm:.t labeling within that feature. When SCC = C
Drop Window.
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m
FEATURE: VO-O.. .4B18O (-)

L-3506

11-4700

L-4707

L-4708

L-4709

L-4722

o 0-3411

0,,.,

Names placement shall be orier!cedto the
left to right and placed within che area

longest axis of che feature reading
outline and centereti. If longest

axis is petiendicuiar co the south neatline, the type shall be placed &tside
of the area outline, preferred position is northeast of the feature (Rule
L-3505), but may be placed at any position around the feature so as not to
overprint any other feature type and reading left to right.

Use the following abbreviationsfor ACC and EXS values:
If ACC=O02, label ‘PA”
If ACC.003, label ‘Pi)”
If EXS=O02, label ‘SD-
If EXS.003, label “Rep”

If the attribute value is ACC 001
the window and condense remaining

Date (DAT) shall only be shown if
parentheses. If date is unknown,

(Accurate)or EXS 001 (Definite],delete
windows.

EXS=O03 (Reported). Date shall be shown in
delete label and parentheses from the

-Synbol. Always show “Rep” and date on che same li;e.

If attribute NAM is unknown, delete window and condense che remaining
windows.

Priority for type placeiient:l-right center, 2-bottom center, 3-left center,
4-iOp center.
(A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(S) Maximum distance from symbol before choosing che next highest priority:

#l 4 mm measured to the West end
#2 4 mm measured to the North side (top)
33 4 mm measured to the East end
#4 4 nunmeasured to the South side (bottom)

Unless specifically indicated on source material as inaccurate or doubtful,. -.
etc., or modified by other override rules, feature shall be assumed co be
accurate (ACC=OO1), and definite (EXS=OO1). This rule applies to accuracy
and existence of unique features, and is nor related to che accuracy of the
source as a whole.

Following IHO practice, features whose positions are approximate (ACC=O02)
are labeled “PA” on source charts. Features whose positions are doubtful
(ACC.003)are labeled “PD” on source charts. Features whose existence is
doubtful (EXS=O02)are labeled “ED” on source charts. Features chat have
only been reported (EXS=O03)are labeled ‘Rep” on source charts, and usually
show the date of report (DAT) in parentheses.

Definitions
PA - Position Approximate = The position has noc been accurately determined,
or does noc remain fixed.
PD - Position Doubtful = The feature has been reporied in various positions,
buc not definitely dece-nninedto be in any.
ED - Existence Doubtful = Indicates che posible existence of che feac~re,
actual existence of which has not been established.

VOLCANO ...4B180 (POINT)

L-3505 Label feature as per hierarchy for COpO type place!!entparallel to south
neatline corners reading Iefc to right:
1. Positionalhierarchy:

northeast (preferredposition).
;: soucheasc (lSC alternate).

northwest (2nd alcemace)
~: southwest (3rd alternate)
e, top-centered (4th alcemace)
f

2.
3.

bo~tom-cencered (5th alternate)
(Hierarchyis based on type positioning so as co avoid overprinting
ocher type or obscuring detail.)

Minimum space between type placemenc and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when
space does not permit labeling within that feature. When SCC = O
Drop Window.
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FEATURE : CROPLAND (CULTIVATED)...5Aolo (=)

CROPLAN’D (CULTIVATED)...5Ao1o (~)

G-0010

G-0012

+0013

L-0050

L-3505

L-3506

L-380X

R-2316

R-3730

R-3732

Coincident similar area features having matching coded attribution will be
blended to form a single feature.

Area and line features will.be generalized to

Feature will be generalizeci to provide a more
(i.e., smoothed).

detail compatible with scale.

aesthetic contoured feat~re

Type sizes per area sizes at xap/chart scale: Area features only.
06 point - S 7?0 m sc~.area and S 14 nm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm sq area and S 28 mm width
09 point - S 5,192 mm sq, area and S 44 mm w+dth
10 point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and S 62 mm Width
1.2point - S 16,632 mm sq. area and S 84 mm Width
14 point - < 24,960 mm sq. area and S104 mm width
16 point - > 24,960 mm sq. arez
Where area measurements are inconsistent, the larger type size shall be used.
Where the full range of type sizes is not available for a particular label,
the closest available type size shall be used.

Label feature as ~er hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to south
neatline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:
a. northeast (preferred position) .
b. southeast (lst alternate).
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered [4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based oa type positioning so as to avoid overprir.cing
other type or obscuri:figdetail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit labeling within that feature. When SCC . 0
Drop Window.

Ne.mesplacement shali be oriented to the longest axis of the feature reading
left to right and placed within the area outline and centered. If longest
axis is perpenciicular to the south neatline, the type shall be p~aced outside
of the area outline, preferred position is northeast of the feature (Rule
L-3505), but may be placed at any position around the feature so as not to
overprint any other featuze type and reading left to right.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. if type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does not obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Tvpe for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

Symbols and associated area patterns of underpassing features (except
drainage shorelines] are kroken for all bridges, except footbridges- This
rule does not apply co land tint on Combat Charts.

If a clearing exists inside of an area feature, and the size of the clearing
is equal to or greater tha~ the area (ARA) inclusion condition for the
surrounding area feature, the clearing is shown as a open space inside the
surrounding feature, If the area of the clearing is less than the area
(ARA) inclusion condition for the surrounding feature, the clearing is
deleted an~ absorbed into the surrounding area feature

If two area features with the same feature code do not conzect ac any point,
and have a space between them of less than 2.5 mm at map/chart scale, delete
the open space that is less thar:2.5 mm wide between the features and
combine them into one arez fsature.

o
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FEATURE : cROPIJAND (CULTIVATED)...5A0lO (AREA)

R-3733 If a porCion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm ac
map/chart scale, delete that portion of the area feature chat is not at
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter co perimezer.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
reduce the ARA of che remaining portion of the area feature to below the
minimum ARA inclusion,do not delete the narrow portion of che feature that
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If che de~e~ion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
split two larger sreas connecced by a narrow strip into tiioseparate areas,
either of which would be below minimum MA inclusion,do noc dele:e the
narrow portion of che feature that is less than 2.5 mm wide.

S-O11O Apply the Inclusion condition to cultivated Land (5AOIO)only when che
project area or sheet is nearly devoid (SIO%)of vegetation (Subcategory
5B/5C), or by special instruction.

HEDGEROW... 5A020 (LINE)

G-0012 Area and line featureswill be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

NURSERY ...5A030 (AREA)

G-OO1O Coincident similar area featureshaving matching coded accribucion will be
blended to form a single feature.

G-0012 Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

G-0013 Feature will be generalized co provide a more aesthetic contoured feature
(i.e.,smoothed).

0

0

IJ-350SLa’belfeature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel co south
neacline corners reading left co right:
1. Positionalhierarchy:
a. norcheasc (preferredposition).
b. soucheasc (lst alternate}.
c. northwest (2n,dalternate)
d. southwest (3ra alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alcernace)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchyis based on type positioning so as co avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail.)

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit labelingwithin that feature. When SCC = O
Drop Window.

L-3506 Names placemenc shall be oriented co che longest axis of Che fescure reading
left to right and placed within the area outline and centered. It longest
axis is perpendicular to the south neacline, the type shall be placed outside
of the area outline, preferred position is norcheasc of the feature (Rule
L-3s05), but may be placed at any posi~ion around Che fea~ure so as no~ co
overprint any other feature type and reading left co right.

L-3801 Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in che water, it shall be positioned so it does noc obscure or
overprint hydmgraphic detail. !&pe for features in the water shall be
positioned in the water. If possible, type shall not be positioned across
the shoreline.

R-2316 Symbols and associated area patterns of underpassing features (eXCept
drainage shorelines) are broken for all bridges, except footbridges. ~~s
rule does noc apply co land tine on Combat Charts.

R-3730 If a clearing exists inside of an area feature, and che size of che”clear’ing
is equal to or greater than the area (MA) inclusion condition for the
surrounding area feature, che clearing is shown as a open space i~.sideche
surrounding feature. If che area of che clearing is less than che area
@FL%) inclusion condicion for che surrounding feature, the clearing is
deleted and absorbed into che surroundingarea feature
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FEATURE: -=RY. .*5AO3O (-.)

R-3732

R-3733

If two area features with the same feature code do not connect at any point,
and have a space.between them of less than 2 .5 mm at map/charc scale, delete
the open space that is less;than 2.5 mm wide between the feztures and
combine them into one area feature.

If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
map/chart scale, delete that portion of the area feature that is not at
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deietion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
reduce the ARA of the remaining portion of the area feature to beloo; the
minimum ARA inclusion, do not delete the narrow portion of the feature that
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the zbove criteria will
split two larger areas connected by a narrow strip in~o two separa?e ar~as,
either of which would be below minimum ARA inclusion, do not delete the
narrow portion of the feature that is less than 2.5 mm wide.

ORCHARD /PLAN1’ATIoN...5Ao4o (AREA)

G-OO1O

G-0012

G-0013

L-3505

L-3506

L-3700

LI-3701

L-401O

R-2316

R-3730

Coincident similar area features having matching coded attribution will be
blended to form a single feature.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale

Feature will be generalized to grovide a more aesthetic contaured featu~e
(i.e., smoothed).

Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to south
neatline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:
a. northeast (preferred position) .
b. southeast (lst alternate) .
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based cn type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscurinG detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit labeling within that feature. When SCC . 0
Drop Window.

Names placement shall be criented to the longest axis of the feature reading
left to right and placed withi? the area o~tline and centered. If lor,gest
axis is perpendicular to the south neatline, the type shall be placed outside
of the area outiine, preferred position is northeast of the feature (Rule
L-3505), but may be placec~ zt any position around the feature so as not to
overprint an:iother feature type and readifig left co right.

If PRO = !56 (Common Fruit andlor Nuts}, omit PRO window

Where the area covered by the orchard or plantation is less than the
equivalent of 12.5 mm by :.2.5mm at map scale, the feazure is indicated by
the appropriate symbol, but is not labeled.

If PRO=019 (Other), Ident:.fythe product if possible. If not possible, omit
PRO window znd close up rernain~ng type.

Symbols and associated area patterns of unde-rpassing features (except
drainage shorelines) are broken for all bridges, except footbridges. This
rule does not apply to land tint on Combat Charts.

If a clearing exists inside of an area feature, and the size of the clearing
is equal to or greater thi~nthe area (ARA) inclusion condition ~or zhe
surrounciing area feature, the clearing is shown as a open space inside the
surrounding feature. if zhe area of the clearing is Less than the zrea
(ARA) inclusion condition for the surrounding feature, the clea~ing is
deleted a~tiabsorbed inzo the surrounding zrea feat~re
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n
FEATURE : ORCIIARD /PLA2?TATION...5A040 (AREA)

R-3732 If two area features with che same feature code do not connect at any point,
and have a space between them of less than 2.5 mm a: map/charc scale, delete
the open space that is less than 2.5 mm wide between the features and
combine them into one area feature.

R-3733 If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm ac
map/chart scale, delete chat portion of the area Eeacure that is no: at
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
reduce the ARA of the remaining portion of the area feature to below the
minimum ARA inclusion,do not delete the narrow portion of the feature that
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
split two larger areas connected by a narrow strip into two separate areas,
either of which would be below minimum ARA inclusion,do not delete the
narrow portion of the feature chac is less than 2.5 mm wide.

VINEYARD IHOPS...5AO5O (AREA)

G-OO1O Coincident similar area featureshaving matching coded attributionwill be
blended to form a single feature.

G-0012 Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

G-0013 Feature will be generalized co provide a more aeschec:c concoured feature
(i.e., smoothed).

R-2316 Symbols and associated area paccerns of underpassing features (excepc
drainage shorelines) are broken for all bridges, excepc footbridges. This
rule does not apply to land tint on Combat Charts.

o
,, R-3730 If a clearing exists inside of an area feature, and che size of the clearing

is equal to or greater than the area (ARA) inclusion condition foz the
surrounding area feature, che clearing is shown as a open space inside the
surrounding feature. If the area of the clearing is less than the area
G&A) inclusion condition for the surrounding feature, the clearing is
deleted and absorbed into the surrounding area feature

R-3732 If two area featureswith che same feature code do not connec~ ai any point,
and have a space between tha..of less chafi2.5 mm at maplcharc scale, delete
the open space chat is less than 2.5 mm wide between she features and
combine them into one area feature.

R-3733 If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
map/chart scale, delete that portion of che area feature that is not ac
least 2.5 mm wide, measured fxom perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of che area based on the above criteria will
reduce the ARA of the remaining portion of the area feature to below the
minimum ARA inclusion, do noc delete the narrow portion of ihe feature that
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
split two larger areas connected by a narrow scrip into two separate areas,
either of which would be below minimum ARA inclusion,do not delete che
narrow portion of the feature that is less than 2.5 mm wide.

GIWSSLAND. ..5BO1O (AREA)

G-OO1O Coincident similar area features having matching coded accribucionwill be
blended to form a single feature.

G-0012 Area and line features will be generalized co detail compatible with scale.

G-0013 Feature will be generalized to provide a more aesthetic concoured feazure
(i.e., smoothed).

o

R-2316 symbols and associated area patterns of underpassing features (excepi
drainage shorelines) are broken for all bridges, exce?c footbridges. This
rule does not apply co land tint on Combat Charts.
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FEATURE : G~SSliAN’D.. .5BO1O (AREA)

R-3730

R-3732

R-3733

SCRWB

G-0010

G-0012

G-0013

R-2316

R-3730

R-3732

R-3733

If a clearing exists inside of an area feature, and the size of the cl.~arin9
i,sequal to or greater than the area (ARA) inclusion condition for
surrounding area feature, the clearing is shown as a open space inside the
surrounding feature. If tha area of the clearing is less than the area
(,ARA)inclusion condition florthe surrounding feature, the clearing is
deleted and absorbed into the surrounding area feature

If two area features with the same feature code do not connecc at any point,
and have a space between them of less than 2.5 mm at map/c’nart scale, delete
the open space that is less than 2.5 mm wide between the features and
combine them into one area feature.

If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
map/chart scale, delete that portion of the area feature that is not at
Least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
reduce the ARIA OC the remaining portion of the area feature to below the
minimum ARA inclusion, do :notdelete the narrow portion of zhe feature that
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
lf the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
split two larger areas conaected b? a zarrow strip into two separate areas,
either of which would be below min~mum ARA inclusion, do not delete the
narrow portion of the feat~re that is less than 2.5 mm wide.

/BRUSH... 5B020 (AREA)

Coincident similar area features having matching coded attribution will be
blended to form a single feature.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Feature will be generalized to provide a more aesthetic contoured feature
(i.e., smoothed).

Symbols and associated area patterns of underpassing features (except
drainage shorelines) are broken for all bridges, except footbridges. This
rule does not apply to land tint on Combat Charts.

If a clearing exists inside of an area feature, and the size of the clearin9
‘isequal co or greater than the area (ARA) inclusion condition for the
surrountiing area featurer the clearing is shown as a open spa~e inside the
surrounding feature. If the area of the clearing is less than the area
(ARA) i~clusion condition for the surrounding feature, the clearing is
deleted and absorbed into the surrounding area feature

If two area features with the same feature code do not connect at any point.
and have a space between them of less than 2.5 m at map/chart scale, delete
the open space chat is less than 2.5 mm wide between the features and
combine them into one area feature.

If a portion of an area feature has a rcinimumwidth of less than 2.5 mm a,t
map/chart scale, delete tk.atportion of the area feature that is not a?
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
reduce the ARA of the rem;.iningportio~ of che area feature to belo~ the
minimum ARA inclusion, do not delete the narrow portior! of the feature that
is less than 2.!5mm wide.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
split two larger areas connected by a narrow strip into two separate areas,
either of which would “bebelow minimum ARA inclusion, do not Celete t~.e
narrow portion of the feat:urethat is less than 2.5 mm wide.

BAl!Boo CANE. ..5CO1O (AREA)

G-OO1O

G-0012

G-0013

Coincident similar area features having matching coded att~ibution will
blended to form a single feature.

be

Area and line features ti;il.1be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Feature will be generalized to provide a more aesthetic contoured feature
(i.e., smoothed).
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FEATURE : BA24BO0 CANE.. .5CO1O (AREA)

O,,

R-2316

R-3730

R-3732

R-3733

WOls and associated area patterns of
&ainage shorelines)are broken for all

underpassing features (except
bridges, except footbridges. This

rule does not apply co land tint on Combat Charts.

If a clearing exists inside Of an area feature, and the size of the cleari~g
is equal to or greater than che area (ARA) inclusion condition for che
surrounding area feature, the clearing is shown as a open space inside Che
surrounding feature. If the area of the clearing is less than the area
(ARA) inclusion condition for the surrounding feature, the clearing is
deleted and absorbed into the s.~~roundi.ngarea feature

if cwo area featureswith che same feature code do not connecc ac any point,
and have a space between them of less than 2.5 mm at map/charc scale, delete
the open space chac is less.than 2.5 mm wide between the features and
combine them into one area feature.

If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
map/c~arc scale, delete that portion of the area feature that is noc ai
lease 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter co perimeter.
lf the deletion of a portion of the area based On the d30Ve criteria ‘ill
reduce the ARA of che remaining portion of the area feature to below che
minimum ARA inclusion,do not delete che narrow portion of che feature chat
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If che deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criceria will
split two larger areas con~ecced by a narrow scrip into cwo separate areas,
either of which would be below minimum ARA inclusion,do noz delete cihe
narrow portion of che feature that is less than 2.5 mm wide.

FIREBREAK. ..SC015 (AREA)

IP3506 Names placement shall be oriented to che longest axis of the feature reading
left to right and placed within the area outline and ceniered. If longest
axis is perpendicularto the south neatline, the type shall be placetiouzside
of the area outline, preferred position is norcheasc of che feature (Rule
L-3505), but may be placed at any position around the feature so as not to
overprint any other feature type and reading left to right.

PIREBREAK... 5C015 (LINE)

G-0012

L-4260

R-3694

OASIS .

Azzeaand line featureswill be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

La’belshall be positioned above feature, reading left co right (or to che
left of vertical feature, reading boccom co top), ac a 0.5 mm distance and
parallel to respective feature. Label shall preferably be positioned as che
midpoint of the line segment or symbol; however, it may be displaced
laterally along respective feature to avoid overprintingocher symbols or
labels. If space will not permit placing label parallel to feature, offset
che label in accordancewith Rule L-4261 below and use a leader line co
identify its location along the feature.

Firebreaks (5CO15)less than 25 m in width shall be shown as ainimum width of
0.5 mm (map scale) if length >= 1,250 m. When WID of Firebreak >= 25 m and
LEN >= 1,250 m the feature is plotted to scale. The symbol is labeled
“Firebreak”.

..5c020 (AREA)

G-OO1O Coincident similar area featureshaving matching coded accribucion will be
bleiidedco form a single feature.

G-0012 Area and line featureswill be generalized to cletailcompatible with scale.

o
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FEA?!WR.E: QASIS...5CO2O (~)

b-0050 Type sizes per area sizes at map/chart scale: Area features only.
06 point - S 770 mm sc~.’area and < 14 mm width
07 point - < 2,296 mm sg..area and S 28 mm width
09 point - 5 5,192 m sq. area and S 44 mm width
10 poin~ - S 9,796 mm sq. area and S 62 mm width
1.2point - S 16,632 mm sq. area and < 84 mm width
14 point - S 24,960 mm sq. area and <104 miinwidth
16 point - > 24,960 mm sq. area
Where area measurements are inconsistent,the larger type size shall be used.
Where the full range of type sizes is not available for a particular label,
the closest available type size shall be used.

L-35015Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to south
neatline corners reading lsft to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:
a. northeast (preferred :qosition).
b. southeast (lst alternate).
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail.)

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit labeling within that feature. When SCC . 0
Drop Window.

IJ-3506 Names placement shall be oriented to the longest axis of the feature reading
left to right an< placed within the area outline and centered. If longest
axis is perpendicular to the south neatline, the type shall be placed outside
of the area outline, preferred position is northeast of the feature (Ruie
L-3505), but may be placed at any position around the feature so as not to
<overprint any other feature type afidreading left to right.

R-3730 If a clearing exists inside of afiarea feature, and the size of the clearing
is equal to or greater than the area (ARA) inclusion condition for the
surrounding area feature, the clearing is shown as a open space inside the
surrounding feature. If the area of the clearing is less than the area
(ARIA)inclusion condition for the surrounding feature, che clearing is
deleted and absorbed into the surrounding area feature

R-3732 If two area features with the same feature code do not connect at any point,
and have a space bet-weenthem of less than 2.5 mm at map/chart scale, delete
the open space that is less than 2.5 mm wide between the feattirese.cd
combine them into one area feature.

R-3733 If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
map/chart scale, delete that portion of the area feature that is not at
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deleticn of a portion of the area based on the above cuiceria will
reduce the ARA of the remaining portion of the area feattireto below the
minimum ARA inclusion, CO not delete the narrow port”ion of the feature that
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
split two larger areas connected by a narrow strip into two separate areas,
either of which would be below minimum ARA inclusion, dc not delete the
narrow portion of the feature that is less than 2.5 mm wide.

OASZS ...5C020 (POINT)

G-0005 A cluster of 3 ox more coalescing similar point features having matching
coded attribution will be aggregated to form ZR area multiple feature
outline.
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o
-TURE: OASIS. ..5CO2O (POINT)

ZJ-3505 Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to south
neacline corners reading left co right:
1. Positional hierarchy:
a. northeast (preferred position).
b. southeast (lst alternate).

northwest (2nd alternate)
~: southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (Sth alternate)

[Hierarchy is based on type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail.)

7 Minimum space beLween type placemenc and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
;: This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit labeling within that feature. Xhen SCC = O
Drop Window.

TREES. ..SC030 (AREA)

O,,

0,,

G-OO1O

G-0012

G-0013

L-0050

L-3505

L-3506

L-3801

L-4008

Coincidencesimilar area featureshaving matching coded attributionwill be
blended to form a single feature.

mea and line featureswill be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Feature will be generalized to provide a more aesthetic contoured feature
(i.e.,smoothed).

&pe sizes per area sizes ac maplcharc scale: Area features only.
06 point - S 770 mm sq. area and S 14 mm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm sq. area and S 28 mm width
09 point - S 5,192 mm sq. area and S 44 mm width
10 poi~t - S 9,796 mm sq. area and S 62 mm width
12 point - S 16,632 mm sq. area and S S4 mm width
14 point - S 24,950 nunsq. area and S104 mm width
16 poi~t - > 24,960 mm sq. area
Where area measure!mencsare inconsistent,the larger type size shall be used.
Where the full range of type sizes is not available for a particular label,
the closest available type size shall be used.

@bel feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to south
neatline corners reading left to right:
I. Positional hierarchv:
a.
b.

::
e.
f.

northeast (preferr&dposition).
southeast (lst alternate).
northwest (2nd alternaue)
souchwesc (3rd alternate)
top-centered (4th alternate)
bottom-centered (5th alternate)
(Hierarchyis based on type positioning so as co avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail.)

2. Minimum space between type placemenc and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal featureswhen

space does not permit labeling within chat feature. When SCC . 0
Drop Window.

Names placement shall be oriented co che longest axis of che feature reading
left to right and placed within the area outline and centered. if longest
axis is perpendicular to che south neatline, che type shall be placed outside
of the area outline, preferred gosition is norcheasc of the feature (Rule
L-3505), bui may be placed ac any position around the feature so as not to
overprint any ocher feature iype and reading left to right.

Type for features on land shall be positioned on land if possible. If type
must be placed in the water, it shall be positioned so it does noc obscure or
overprint hydrographic detail. Vpe for features in the water shall be
positioned in the
the shoreline.

if NAM = unknown,

water. If possible, WPe shall noc be positioned across

omit NAM window.
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EWNrURE: T~=3. .*5cQ3o (-)

R-2316

R-2438

R-2440

R-3677

R-3730

R-3732

R-3733

R-3802

R-3940

Symbols and associated area patterns of underpassing features (except
drainage shorelines) are broken for all bridges, except footbridges. This
rule does not apply to lancltint on Combat Charts.

Vegetation tint shall be shown when coincident with Swamp or Marsh symbol.

The water side limit of Mangrove (5C030, VEG019) or Nipa (5C030, VEG016) is
always shown by a dashed line. The landside limits (Mean High Water line =
Coastal Shoreline (2AO1O) or Inland Shoreline (2H075)) is shown when known.

DO not show land tint insiclemangrove or nipa (5c030,VEG=016, 019) area
symbols.

If a clearing exists inside.of an azea feature, and the size of the clearing
is equal to or greater than the area (ARA) inclusion condition for the
surrounding area feature, i:heclearing is shown as a open space inside the
surrounding feature. If the area of the clearing is less than the area
(ARA) inclusion condition :or the surrounding feature, the clearing is
deleted and absorbed into the surrounding area feature

If two area features with the same feature code do not connect at any point,
and have a space between them of less than 2.5 mm at map/chart scale, delete
the open space that is less than 2.5 rmnwide between the features and
combine them into DZE area feattire.

If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
map/chart scale, delete that portion of the area feature that is not at
least 2..5mm wide, measured from pe!imeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a porti>~ of che area based on the above criteria will
reduce the ARA of the remaining portion of the area feature to below the
ioinimum ARA inclusion, do not delete the narrow portion of the feature that
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
:Ifthe deletion of a portian of the area based on the above criteria will
split two larger areas connected by a narrow strip into two separate areas,
either Of which would be below minimum ARA inclusion, do not delete the
narrow portion of the feature that is 1sss than 2.5 mm wide.

When LMC = 1, and ARA < 15,625 m square, show minimum size .15,625 m square.

Create separate ?olygons to support extraction of DMT >= 25 < 51 (Scattered
‘TreeCover) and DMT >= 51 (Dense Tree Cover) .

Symbolize as separate polygons those areas >= 25% and < 51% DMT (scattered
tree cover), and those areas >= 51% DMT (dense tree cover) .

TREES..,.5c030 (POENT)

BOG ...5DOI0 (AREA)

G-oolo

G-0012

G-0013

IL-’OO5O

Coincident similar area f~atures having matching coded attribution wili be
blended to form a single feature.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Feature will be generalized co provide a more aesthetic contoured feature
(i.e., smoothed).

Type sizes per area sizes at map/chart scale: Area features only.
06 point - < 77o mm sq. area and .S 14 mm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm SCI.area and S 28 mm width
09 point - < 5,192 mm. SC[.area and < 44 nunwidth
10 point - S 9,796 miiSC[.area and S 62 mm width
12 point - S 16,632 mm sq. area and S 84 mm width
14 point - S 24,960 mm sq. area and S104 mm width
16 point - > 24,960 mm sq. area
Where area measurements are inconsistent, the larger type size shall be used.
Where the full range of type sizes is not availabie ~or a particular label,
the closest available type size shall be used.
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o
FEAm: B=. ..5DO1O (-)

L-3505

L-3506

R-2316

R-3730

o
R-3732

R-3733

Label feature as per hierarchy for COPO
neacline corners reading left co right:
1. Positionalhierarchy:
a. northeast (preferredposition).
b. southeast (lSC alternate).
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate}
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

type placemenc parallel co soiich

(Hierarchyis based on type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail.)

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit labelingwithin that feature. When SCC = O
Drop Window.

Names placement shall be oriented to the longest axis of the feature reading
left to right and placed within the area outline and cencered. If longest
axis is perpendicular to che south neatline, che type shall be placed outside
of the area outline, preferred po$icion is norcheasc of che feature [Rule
L-3505), but may be placed at any position around the feature so as not to
ove-rprintany ocher feature type and reading left to right.

symbols and associated area patterns of underpassing features (excepc
drainage shorelines) are broken for all bridges, excepc footbridges. This
rule cioesnot apply to land tint on Combat Charts.

If a clearing exists inside of an area feature, and che size of che clearing
is equal to or greater than the area (ARA) inclusion condition for the
surrounding area feature, che clearing is shown as a open space inside the
surrounding feature. If the area of the clearing is less than the area
(ARA) inclusion condicion for ihe surrounding feature, the clearing is
deleted and absorbed into che surroundingarea feau.ire

If two area featureswith zhe same feature code do no: connecc ac any point,
and.have a space between them of less than 2.5 mm at map/charc scale, delete
the open space that is less than 2.5 mm wide between che feaccres and
combine them into one area feature.

If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
map/chart scale, delete that portion of che area feature that is not at
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter co perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criceria will
reduce the ABA of the remaining portion of che area feature to below the
minimum ARA inclusion,do noc delete che narrow portion of the feature chat
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criceria will
s~lit two larger areas connected by a narrow scrip into tttoseparate areas,
e~~her of which would > below minim~ Ah~ incl~sion,~o ao~ dele~e ~he
narrow portion of Che feature Lhac is less than 2.5 mm wide.

EUMXOCK ...5D020 (AREA)

G-0010

G-0012

R-2316

R-3730

o

Coincident similar area features having matching coded attribution will be
blended to form a single feature.

Area and line featureswill be generalized co detail conpacible with scale.

symbols and associated area patterns of underpassing features {excepc
drainage shorelines)are broken for all bridges, except footbridges. This
-ruledoes not apply co land tir?ton Combat Charts.

If a clearing exists inside of ax’!area feature, and the size of the Clearhg
is equal to or greater than the area (ARA) inclusion condicion for che
surrounding area feature, the clearing is shown as a open space inside che
surrounding feature. If che area of che clearing is less than che area
(ARA] inclusion condition for che surrounding feature, che clearing is
deleted and absorbed into che surroundingarea feature
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R-3732

R-3733

SWAMP .

G-0010

G-0012

G-0013

R-2316

R-3730

R-3732

R-3733

MARSH .

G-OO1O

G-0012

G-0013

R-2316

If two area features with the same feature code do not connect at am~ point,
and have a space between t’oemof less than 2.5 mm at map/chart scale, delete
the open space that is less than 2.5 mm wide between the features and
combine them into one area feature.

If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
map/chart scale, delete thst portion of the area feature that is not at
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
reduce the ARA of the remaining portion of the area feature tc below the
minimum ARA inclusion, do aot delete the narrow portion of the feature that
is less than 2 .5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a porcim of the area based on the above criteria will
split two larger areas connected by a narrow strip into two separate areas,
either of which would be balow minimum AR% inclusion, do not delete the
narrow portion of the feat.ne that is less than 2.5 mm wide.

..!5D030 (AREA)

Coincident similar area features having matching coded attribution will be
blended to form a single feature.

Area and line features will be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Feature ‘willbe generalized to provide a more aesthetic contou~ed feature
(i.e., smoothed).

Symbols and associated area patterns of underpassing features (except
drainage shorelines) are broken for all bridges, except footbridges. This
rule does not apply to lancitint on Combat Charts.

If a clearing exists inside of an area feature’,and the size of the clearing
is equal to or greater than the area (ARA) inclusion condicion for the
surrounding area feature, the clearing is shown as a open space inside the
surrounding feature. If the area of the clearing is less zhan the area
(ARA) inclusion condition fo: the surrounding feature, the clearing is
deleted and absorbed into the surrounding area feature

If two area feattireswith the same feature code do noc coni?eczat any point,
aridhave a space between them of less than 2.5 mm at map/chart scale, deleze
the open space thas is less than 2.5 mm wide between the fez:ures anc
combine them.into one area feature.

If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
map/chart scale, delete that portion of the area feature that.is not at
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above c~iteria will
:reducethe ARl+of the remaining portion of the area feature to ‘below the
minimum ARA inclusion, do not delete the narrow portion of the feature that
is less than 2.5 rmnwide.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
split two larger areas connected by a narrow strip into two separate areas,
either of which would be ~elow minimum ARA inclusion, do not delete the
narrow portion of the feature that is less tfi.an2.5 mm wide.

..5D040 (AREA)

Coincident similar area features having matching coded attribution will be
blended to form a single feature.

Area and line features wili be generalized to detail compatible with scale.

Feature will be generalized to provide a more aesthetic contoured fea.zure
(i.e., smoothed) .

Symbols and associated area pacterr.s of underpassing features (except
drainage shorelines) are kroken for all bridges, except footbridges. ThLs
rule does not apply to land tint on Combat Charts.
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o
FEATURE :

R-3730

R-3732

R-3733

If
is

MARSE... 5D040 (AREA)

a clearing exists inside
equal to or greater than..

of an area feature, and che size of &he clearing
the area (ARA) inclusion condition for the. . . . . .. .

surrounamg area .teature,the Clearing Is shown as a open space inside the
surrounding feature. If the area of the clearing is less than the area
(ARA) inclusion condition for the surrounding feature, the clearing is
deleted and absorbed into the surroundingarea feature

If two area features with the same feature code do noc connecc at any point,
and have a space beiween them of less than 2.5 sunac nap/charc scale, delete
the open space that is less than 2.5 mm wide between the features and
combine them into one area feature.

If a portion of an area feature has a minimum width of less than 2.5 mm at
map/chart scale, delete ~hai portion of the area feature chat is nor ac
least 2.5 mm wide, measured from perimeter to perimeter.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
reduce the ARA of the remaining portion of che area feature co below che
minimum ARA inclusion,do not delete the narrow portion of che feature chac
is less than 2.5 mm wide.
If the deletion of a portion of the area based on the above criteria will
split two larger areas conr!eccedby a narrow scrip into cwo separate areas,
either of which would be below minimum ARA inclusion, do noc delete the
narrow portion of the feature chat is less than 2.5 mm wide.

AD~STRATIVE BOUNDARY... 6AOO0 (LINE)

C-oool

D-1655

o G-0011

L-3630

L-4037

L-4707

L-4746

L-4879

R-2277

R-2358

O R-2359

A Boundary marker (9B030)will be aligned with the feature.

If the bounciarysymbol and the projection line have che same line weight, the
boundary symbol shall be shown in it’s entirety 0.25 mm inside the projection
line.

Feature muse retain all cartographicdetail (i.e., not zhinned or smoothed).

Label line feature above (preferred)and parallel to the line with a 0.5 mm
space between. Above means: readable from south or ease Projection
neatline.

If a boundary follows a road and the exact location is unknown, label
“APPROXEMATSBOUNDARY”.

If the atcribuce value is ACC 001 (Accurate)or EXS 001 (Definite),delete
the window and condense remainingwindows.

possession of islands and island groups shall be shown by placing the
country name in parentheses below the island name or island group name.
If all of ihe islands in an Island group belong to one counczy, the councry
name shall be placed under the island group na??eonly. If islands within
the same island group belong co different countries, the councry name
shall be placed under each island name, and noc under the island group
name. Islands administered jointly by cwo countries shall show “rich
country names, separated by a dash, e.g., (UK-US). Country names shall
be abbreviated in the manner approved by the Board of Geographic Names.
Qpe size for country names shall be 2/3 the size of the island name or
island group name, but shall not be less than 5 point.

If BST=OO1 (Definite),delete the BST label.

Internationalboundaries and ocher lines of separation,and their associated
labels, are shown in margin diagrams as well as in che body of zhe map or
chart.

If the limits of a lesser AdministrativeBoundary division is coincident
with that of a higher division, che symbol for che higher boundary division
shall be shown, in descending order - USE 23 (International),26 (?rima.ry/lst
Order), 30 (2nd Order), 31 [3rd Order), 16 (City).

Every third unit of citeboundary symbol shall be shown when a bountiaryis
coincidencewithin a Road. h’henthe boundary is Ia~ernacional,~he
International“wundary overprint shall be shown as a continuous bacd.
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mmuRIE! : ADI!4XNZSTRATIVEEOWND.WRY...6AOOO (LWE)

R-2360

R-2361

R-2362

R-2363

R-2365

R-2366

R-2469

R-2496

R-2497

R-2498

If a boundary follows an ellgeof a Road, Track, Trail or Railroad, everY
thirtiunit of the bountiary symbol shall be shown coincident with the feature.
W_nen the boundary is Inter~ational, the width of the Internatioi!al boundary
overprint shall be reduced to one-half of its normal i~idth.

If a boundam follows a Road and the exact location is unknown, the symbol
shall be shown in the centsr of the Road with every third unit of the
boundary symbol.

If a boundary follows a Shoreline (Coastal or Inland), eve~’ third unit of
the boundary symbol shall be shown where coincident with the Shoreline.

If a bounikry is coincident with z single-line or narrow double-line scream,
(i.e., width < 3 mm at map scale) only every third unit of the boundary
symbol shall be shown.

If a boundary crosses a body of Open Water (2HXXX) or (2A040) >= 20 MM width
and alignment is known, the complete bounds-~ symbol shall be shown. If the
boufidary alignment is unknown, the boundary symbol shall be shown in the Open
Water area at the points of entry. If the size of the Open Water Pezmits,
show complete usits of the boundary symbol.

Int~rnational boundary symbols sFM.11not b% shown crossing bocie$ of Open
Water (2HXXX) or (2A040) with width >= 20 mm at maP scaie. The symbol skall
terminate at points of entry into the Open Water area.

If a boundary location is known and occurs within a ctouble-line Stream the
complete boundary symbol shall be shown. If the boundary location is
unknown, the boundary symkol shall be centered in the Stream and labeled
“APPROXIMATE ‘1

Boundaries shown shall be included in legend.

In areas where there is nc defined boundary between two countries (BST=C04), o

cent,er NM3 and NM4 in the approximate area on their respective sides of che
label “NO DEFINED BOUNDARY” Pairs of labels may be repeated if necessary for
large areas, buc pairs shculd be positioned far enough apart so rhzz they DO
NOT imply a specific division line between the two countries.

Use a point of change (9Do15) for changes in status on an administrative
bounds-~ (6AOOO), -
armistice line (6A020), Cease-fire line (6A030), defacto boundau (6A060),
demilitarized zone (6A070), or zone of occupation (6A170), unless change
occurs at a symbolized boundary marker (9B030).

ARMISTICE ILUTE...6AD2O (LINE)

C-oool

D-2655

G-0011

LI-3630

L-4037

R-2359

R-2360

A Boundary marker [9B030)’will be aligned with the feature.

lf the boundary symbol anc(the projection line have the same line weight, the
boundary symbol shall be shown in it’s entirety 0.25 mm inside the projection
line.

Feature must retain all cartographic detail (i.e., not thir.nedor smoothed)

Label line feature above (preferred) and parallel to the line with a 0.5 mm
space between. Above means: readable from south or east Projection
neacline.

If a boundary follows a road and the exact location is unknown, label
“APPROXIMATE BOUNDARY”.

Every third unit of the boundary symbol shall be shown whe~ a boundary is
coinciden~ within a Road. When the boundary is International, the
International boundary overprint shall be shown as a continuous,band.

If a boundary follows an edge of a Road, Track, Trail or Railroad, every
third unit of the boundary symbol shall be shown coincident with the feature.
When the boundary is International, the width of the Incermational boundary o
overprint shall be reduced to one-h,alfof its normal width.
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t-)‘,
FEATURE : ARMISTICE LINE. ..6AO2O

R-2361

R-2362

R-2363

R-2365

R-2469

R-2496

R-2498

1: a boundary follows a Road
shall be shown in the center
boundary symbol.

(LINE)

and the exacc locacion is unknown, ihe symbol
o~ che Road with every third unit of che

If a boundary follows a Shoreline (Coastalor Inland), evezy third unit of
the boundary symbol shall be shown where coincidencewith the Shoreline.

If a boundary is coincidentwith a single-lineor narrow double-line screazn,
(i.e.,width < 3 mm at map scale] only every third unit of che boundary
symbol shall be shown.

If a boundary crosses a body of Open Water (2HXXX)or (2A040)>= 20 mm width
and alignment is known, the comple~e boundary symbol shall be shown. If the
boundary alignment is unknowa, the boundaq symbol shall be shown in che Open
Water area at che points of entry. If the size of the Oper.Water permits,
show complete units of the bounds.w symbol.

If a boundary location is known and occurs within a double-line Scream the
complete boundary symbol shall be shown. If che boundary location is
unknown, the bounds-~ symbol shall be cencered in the Stream and labeled
“APPROXIMATE❑

Boundaries shown shall be included in legend.

Use a Point of change [90015) for changes in status on an adminiscracive
bounds-~ (6AOOO),
armistice line (6A020),Cease-fire line (6A030),defacco boundary (6.4060),
demilitarized zone (6A070),or zone of occupation (6A170),unless change
occurs at a symbolizedboundary marker !9B030).

CE?LSE-PIRE LINE. ..6AO3O (LINE)

‘Ku C-oool

D-1655

G-0011

L-3630

L-4037

R-2359

R-2360

R-2361

R-2362

R-2363

O,.’

A Boundary marker (9B030}will be aligned with the feature.

lf the bounda~ mo~ and ~he ~~ojection line have the same line weight, che
boundazy symbol shall be shown in it’s entirety 0.25 mm inside the projection
line.

Feature must retain all cartographicdetail (i.e., noz chimed or smooched).

Label line feature abeve (preferred)and parallel co the line with a 0.5 mm
space between. Above means: readable from south or eas.cProjection
neatline.

If a boundary follows a road and che exact locacion is unknow~, label
“APPROXIMATEBOUNDARY”.

Every third unit of che boundary symbol shall be shown when a boundary is
coincident within a Road. When the boundary is International,the
Internationalboundary overprint shall be shown as a continuous band.

If a boundary follows an edge of a Road, Track, Trail or Railroad, every
third unit of the boundary symbol shall be shown coincident with che feazure.
When che bounds-ryis International,the width of the Internationalbouncia-ry
overprint shall be reduced to one-half of its normal width.

If a boundary follows a Road and che exact location is unknobm, the symbol
shall be shown in che center of che Road with every third unit of che
boundazy symbol.

lf a boundary follows a Shoreline (Coastalor Inland), every third unit of
che bounds.~ symbol shall be shown where coincidencewith che Shoreline.

If a boundary is coincidenceuich a single-lineor narrow double-line scream,
(i.e.,width < 3 mm at map scale) only every third unit of che bounda~
symbol shall be shown.
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FEATURE : CEASE-FIRE LINE... 6A030 (LINE)

RULES

R-2365

R-2469

R-2496

R-2498

If a boundary crosses a body of Open Water (2HXXX) or (2A040) >= 20 mm width
and alignment is known, the complete boundary symbol shall be shown. lf the
boundary alignment is unknown, the boundary symbol shzll be ‘shown in the Open
Water area at the points of entry. If the size of the Open Water permits,
show complete units of the boundary symbol.

If a boundary location is known and occurs within a double-line Stream che
complete boundary symbol shall be shown. If the boundary location is
unknown, che,boundary symkol shall be centered in the Stream and labeled
“APPROXIMATE “

Boundaries shown shall be included in legend.

Use a point of c~lanqe (911015)for chanqes in status on an administrative
bounds-~ (6AOOO), -
armistice line (6A020), Cease-fire line (6A030),
demilitarized zone (6A070),

defacto boundary (6A060),
or zone of occupation (6A170), unless change

occurs at a symbolized boundary marker (9B030).

INTERNATIONAL NARITXME BOUNDARY. ..6AO5O (LINE)

L-3803 Position type 3 nunaway f~om line on each side, reading left to right, or
bottom to top if line is vertical. Pcsition country names adjacent to each
other, and TXT label to the right of NM3 label.

R-2756 When the US-Russia International Maritime Boundary is shown on the mzp/chart,
a legend “See note” shall be shown next to the boundary, and the following
note shown in the margin c,ft;hemap/chart, or if necessary, in any open water
area:

NOTE
Maritime boundary provisionally applied
pending formal exchange of i.nsturments
of ratification.

DEFACTQ BOWND. /OTHER LINE OF SEPA~TION. ..6AO6O (LINE)

C-ooo’l

D-1655

G-0011

L-3630

11-4037

1.1-4707

R-2276

R-2277

R-2358

A Boundary marker (9B030) will be aligned with the feature.

If the boundary symbol and the projection line have the same line weight, the
bounda~ symbol shali be shown in it’s entirety 0.25 mm inside the projection.
line.

Feature must retain all ctirtographic detail (i.e., not thinned or smooched).

Label line feature above [preferred) and parallel to the line with a 0.5 mm
space between. Above means: readable from south or east Projection
neatline.

If a boundary follows a road and the exact location is unknown, label
“APPROXIMATE BOUNDA3Y”.

If the attribute value is ACC 001 (Accurate) or EXS 001 (Definite], delete
the window and condense remaining windows.

If a boundary is not recognized by the U.S. Department of State as an
official international boundary, but falls under the category of “Other Line
of Separation”, and the type of boundary is not portrayed by another
Subcategory 6A FACS featsre, the TXT attribute is used to Label the line i~.
accordance with Geonames/130undary guidance; e.~. “Admi~.istrative Line”,
“’ProvisionalAdministrative Line.”

International boundaries and other lines of separation, and their associate~
labels, are shown in margin diagrams as well as in the body of the map or
chart.

If the limits of a lesser’Administrative Boundary division is coincident
with t’natof a h+gher clivision, the symbol for the higher boundary division
shall be shown, in descending order - USE 23 (International), 26 (Primary/lst
Order}, 30 (2nd Order), 3“L (3rd Order) , 16 (city). e
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n
PEATWRB : DEFACTO BOUND.

R-2359

R-2360

R-2361

R-2362

R-2363

R-2365

R-2469

o,$ R-2496

R-2498

Svery third unit of
co~nci~ent within a

/OTHER LINB OF SEPARATION. ..6A060 (L=)

che bounds.~ sym’bolshall be shown when a boundary is
Road. When che boundary is International,the

Internationalboundav overprint shall be skown as a continuous band.

If a boundary follows an edge of a Road, Track, Trail or Railroa~, eve~
third unit of the boundary symbol shall be shown coincident “withthe feature.
When the boundary is International,the width of che International bounds.w
overprint shall be reduced to one-half of its no-rmalwidth.

If a boundary follows a Road and the exact location is unknown, che symbol
shall be shown in the center of the Road with every third unit of the
boundary symbol.

If a boundary follows a Shoreline (Coastalor Inland), every third unit of
the boundary symbol shall be shown where coincider!twith the Shoreline.

If a boundary is coincidentwith a single-line or narrow double-li~.estreanh
(i.e.,width a 3 mm at map scale) only every chi=d unit of the boundary
symbol shall be shown.

If a boundary crosses a body of Open Water (2HXXX)or (2A040)>= 20 mm width
and alignment is known, che complete bounds-w symbol shall be shown. -.79 ihe
boundazy alignment is unknown, che boundary symbol shall be shown in the Open
Water area at che points of entry. If che size of the Open ‘Waterpe-aics,
show complete units of the bounds.v symbol.

If a bouadazy location is known and occurs within a double-line Stream the
complete boundary symbol shall be shown. If the boundary location is
unknown, the boundary symbol shall be cencered in che Stream and labeled
●Approximate”

Boundaries shown shall be included in legend.

Use a Doint of chanae (9D015) for chanues in scacus on an administrative
bounds’iy(6AOOO), - “
armistice line (6A020),Cease-fire line (6A030),defacto boundary
demilitarized zone (6A070),or zone of occupation [6A170),unless
occurs at a symbolizedboundazy marker (93030).

DEMILITARIZED ZONE... 6A070 (e)

D-1655

G-0011

L-0050

L-3630

L-4037

O R-2358
.:

If the boundarv svmbol and che Droieccion line have che same line

{6A060),
change

weiuhc, the
boundary symboi shall be shown in ~t’s entirety 0.25 miiinside che pr~jeccion
line.

Feature must retain all cartographicdetail (i.e.,not chinned or smoothed).

Wpe sizes per area sizes at map/chart scale: ties features only.
06 point - S 770 mm Sq. area and S 14 mm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm sq. area and $ 28 mm width
09 point - S 5,192 mm sq. area and $ 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and S 62 mm width
12 point - S 16,632 mm sq. area and S 84 mm width
14 point - S 24,960 mm sq. area and S104 mm width
16 point - > 24,960 mm sq. area
%~ere area measurements are inconsistence,ihe larger type size shall be used.
Where the full range of type sizes is not available for a particular label,
the closest available type size shall be usec?.

Label line feature above (preferred)and parallel co the line with a 0.5 nun
space between. Above means: readable from south or east Projection
neatline.

If a bounc?azyfollows a road and the exact locacion is unknown, label
“APPROXIMATEBOiUNU3ARY0.

If the limits of a lesser Ad,mj.nistraciveBoundary division is coincident
with chat of a higher division, che symbol for che higher ‘boundarydivision
shall be shown, in descending order - USE 23 (Incernacional),26 (Primary/lst
Order}, 30 (2nd Order), 31 (3rd Order), 16 (City).
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mNruRE : DEMILITARIZED ZONE. ..6AO7O (AR=)

R-2359

R-236Q

R-2361

R-2362

R-2363

R-2365

R-2366

R-2496

R-2498

Every third unit of the bo’.mdary symbol shall be shown when a boundary is
coincident within a Road. When the boundary is International, the
International boundary overprint shall be shown as a continuous band.

If a boundary follows an e5ge of a Road, Track, Trail or Railroad, every
third unit of the boundary symbol shall be shown coincident with the feature.
When the boundary is International, the width of the International boundary
overprint shall be reduced to one-half of its normal width.

If a boundary follows a Road and the exact location is unknown, c;~esymbol
shall be shown in the center of the Road with every third unit of the
boundary symbol.

If a boundary follows a Shoreline (Coastal or inland), every thirtiunit of
the boundary symbol shall be shown where coincident with the Shoreline.

If a botindary is coincident with a single-line or narrow double-line stream,
(i.e., width < 3 mm at map scale) only every third unit of the boundary
symbol shall be shown.

If a boundary crosses a body of Open Water (2HXXX) or (2.E.040!>= 20 rmnwidth
and alignment is known, the complete boundary symbol shall be shown. lf the
boundary alignment is unknown, the boundary symbol shall be shown in the Open
Water area at the points cf eztry. If the size of the Open Water permits,
show complete units of the boundary symbol.

International boundary symbols shall not be shown crossing bodies of Open
Water (2HXXX) or (2A040) with width >= 20 mm at map scale. The symbol shall
terminate at ?oints of entry into the Open Water area.

Boundaries shown shall be included in legend.

Use a point of change (9DO15) for changes in status on an administrative
boundary (6AOOO),
armistice line (6A020), Cease-fire line (6A030)~ defacto boundary (6A060)I
demilitarized zone (6A070), or zone of occupation (6A170), unless change
occurs at a symbolized boundary marker (9B030).

1NTERNATIONAL DATE LIITE...6Al:O.O(LINE)

C-0001 A Boundary marker (9B030) will be aiigned with the feature.

G-0011 Feature must retain all cartographic detail (i.e., not thinned or smoothes) .

LI-4817 “INTERNATIONAL DATE LINE :MONDAY)” will be labeled on the west side, reading
left to right or bottom to top, with “(SUNDAY)” centered under MONDAY. Label
twice on each chart, with a 1 mm space between the type and date line.

R-2496 Boundaries shown shall be included i~ legend.

ZONE OF OCCUPATION. ..6A17O (AREA)

D-1655

G-0011

XJ-0050

If the boundary symbol and the projection line have the same line weight, the
boundary symbol shall be shown in it’s entirety 0.25 mm inside the projection
line.

Feature must retain all cartographic detail (i.e., not thinned or snoothe~)

Type sizes per arez sizes at map/charc scale: Ayes features onlY.
06 point - S 770 mm Sq. area and < 14 mm width
07 point - < 2,296 mm sq. area and S 28 mm width
09 point - < 5,192 mm sq. area and S 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and S 62 mm width
12 point - s 16,632 ~ sq. zrea,and S 84 m width
14 point - S 24,960 mm sq. area and S104 mm width
16 point - > 24,9601mm sq. area
Where area measurements are inconsistent, rhe larger type size shall be use<.

Where the full range of type sizes is not available for a particular label,
the closest avaiiable type size shall be used.
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o
FEATURE : ZONE OF OCCUPATION. ..6A170 (AREA)

O,,

L-3630

L-4037

R-2358

R-2359

R-2360

R-2361

R-2362

R-2363

R-2365

R-2366

R-2496

R-2498

Lsbel line feature above (preferred)and parallel to the line with a 0.5 mm
space between. Above means: readable from south or east Projection
neatline.

It a boundary follows a road and che exact Iocacion is unknown, label
“APPROXIMATEBOU’N~ARY”.

If the limits of a lesser AdministrativeBoundary division is coinci~ent
with cha: of a higher division, che synibolfor the h?gher boundav division
shall be shown, in descending order - USE 23 (international),26 (?rimary/lsc
Order), 30 (2nd Order), 31 (3rd Order), 16 (City).

Every third unit of the boundazy symbol shall be shown when a bounds.w is
coincident within a Road. when the boundazy is Izcernazional,che
Internationalboundary overprint shall be shown as a continuous band.

If a boundazy follows an ed~e of a Road, Track, Trail or Railroad, every
third unit of the boundazy symbol shall be shown coincidentwith che feature.
When the boundary is Incernacional,che width of the Incernacionalboundary
overprint shall be reduced to one-half of its normal width.

If a bounds.~ follows a Road and the exacc locacion is unknown, che symbol
shall be shown in che cencer of che Road with every ehird unit of zhe
bounda~ symbol.

If a bounda~ follows a Shoreline (Coastalor inland), evev third unit Of
che boundary symbol shall be shown where coincident with che Shorelize.

If a boundaxy is coincidencewith a single-lineor narrow double-line scream,
(i.e.,width < 3 mm ac map scale) only every third unit of che bounds.v
symbol shall be shown.

If a boundazy crosses a body of Open Water (2HXXXIor (2A0401>= 20 mm width
and alignment is known, che complece boundary symbol shall be shown. If the
boundary alignment is unknown, the boundary symbol shall be shown in che Open
Water area ac the points of entry. If che size of the Open Water permits,
show complete units of che boundary symbol.

Internationalboufida~ symbols shall noc be shown crossing bodies of Open
Water (2HXXX)or (2A040)with wid~h >= 20 nunat map scale. The symbol shall
terminate ac points of entry into che Open Water area.

Boundaries shown shall be included in legend.

Use a noinc of chanue (9D015) for changes in scacus on an administrative
bounds-w (6AOOO), -
armistice line (6A020),Cease-fire line (6A030),defacco boundary (6A060),
demilitarized zone (6A070).or zone of occupation (6A170),unless change
occurs at a symbolizedboundary marker (9BO~O).

DIRBCTION OF BUOYAGE INDICATOR. ..6CO35 (POINT)

L-3804 The note “GENERAL DIRECTION OF 9UOYAGE ON TEIS CHART* is generally shown,
reading horizontally, near the seem of the arrow, buc it may be omitted in
congested areas.

R-2757 The standard size “Direccionof Buoyage” symbol may be reduced in size co 75%
or 50% for use in congesced areas.

DREDGED CHANNEL /DREDGED AREA...6cO4O (AREA)

L-4702 Show HDP or HDH value in
the decimeter value as a

whole meters
subscripc to

if decimecer value is 0; otke-rwiseshow
the meter value.

o
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FEATURE : DREDGED CHANNEL /DRE:OGEDAREA. ..6cO4O (AREA)

L-4747

L-4748

R-2205

R-2222

R-2278

R-2800

R-2840

R-2986

V-1067

Type placement order of preference:
(1) Centered in area, parallel to longer of two axes, reading left to

right, or bottom to top if longer axis of the feature is vertical.
(2) Shifted ”sidewaysto avoid overprints.
(3) Placed outside area parallel and 1 nunaway from top boundary, reading

left to right, or parallel to and 1 mm away from left boundary, reading
bottom to top, if the major axis is vertical, centered with respect to the
major axis.

(4) Sh+fted sideways to avoid overprints.
(5) Shifted up to avoid overprints, to a maximum distance of 6 mm.

If space does not allow for the full legend to be shown, labels for Dredged
Channels (6C040) are condensed in the following order:
1. Delete “Dredged to” or “Maintained depth” labels first,
2. Delete DAT label and parentheses second,
3. Delete DAN label third.

Do not delete HDP label or the “m” fron any 6C040 feature.

If adjacent areas of this feature nave different depths (HDP), the common
boundary shall be shown with the lineweight reduced to half (0.2 mm chan~ed
too.l mm), dash lengths of 2.0 mm and dash spaces of 0.5 mm. Color remains
the same,

VDC is used to record the sounding datum to which a hydrographic depth (HDP),
drying height (HDH), or ?he high water datum to which a safe overhead
clearance (SOC) is referenced. If the hydrographic depth (HDP), drying
height (HDH), or safe overhead clearance (SOC) is unknown or not applicable,
VDC is not applicable. VDR is used to record the name of the vertical datum
when VDC is 023 (Other). VDR is not applicable “N}.”when VDC is any value
except 023.

Dredged channels/areas (6C040) shall be tinted in accordance with their
depths (HDP), following the guidance for generation of water tint provided in e
“PGrules for depth curves (2EO1O) and/or open water (2A040).

When the bounda~ of an areal symbol crosses or overprints the shoreline, the
boundary overprinting the shoreline or on land is deleted.

If ATN =001 (Marked), DAN shall be shown if one of the following c~nditions
occur:
(1) The aids to navigation (2C features) that mark the feature do not meet
the inclusion conditions for aids to navigation.
(2) The aids to navigation (2C features) that mark a feature are known to
exist, but the details, such as position, type of aid, etc, are not
sufficient to chart them zs aids zo navigation.
If 2C features are sho-wn,or information about aids to navigation is
completely lacking, omit the DAN label.

Symbol perimeter shall be broken where ship traffic enters and exits the
feature. Feature boundary is symbolized only on those edges where ship
‘trafficdoes not enter or exit the feature.

If DAT is unknown, omit DAT window.

DREDGED CHANNEL /DREDGED AREA. ..6cO4O (LINE)

L-4702 Show HDP or HDH value in whole meters if decimeter value is O; otherwise show
the decimeter value as a subscript to the meter value.

L-4743 If feature type is iinear, the label hierarchy is:
(1) Label shall be placed 1 mm above feature, centered.
(2) Top of label shall be placed 1 nunbelow feature, centered.
(3) Label may be displaced along the feature; use two labels if feature

length 150 mm or greater.
(4) Do not label across shoreline (2AO1O or 2H075).
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FEATURE : DREDGED CHANNEL /DREDGED AREA. ..6CO4O

o

0

L-4748

R-2209

R-2222

R-2278

R-2840

V-1067

RULES

(LINE)

If space does not allow for the full legend to be shown, labels for Dredged
Channels (6c040)are condensed in the followingorder:
1. Delete “Dredged to” or “Maintaineddepth= labels first,
2. Delete OAT label and parentheses second,
3. Delete DAN la’belthird.
~ not delete HDP la”belor the “m” fron any 6C040 feature.

If two line features of the seineFACS code meet end co end, and have
different depths (HDP),a shore line is shown cencered on the point of
intersection. It bisects the angle ac which the line features meet (i.e., if
the lines meet ar.180” angle the biseccing line is perpendicular CO zhe
meeting line features). The bisecting line is 0.1 mm Iineweight, length is
3.0 mm, and it is shown in the same color as the line features.

VDC is used co xecord the sounding datum to which a hydmgraphic depth (KDP),
drying height (HD3),or the high water damn to which a safe overhead
clearance (SOC) is referenced. If che hydrographicdepth (EDP),drying
height (HDH),or safe overhead clearance (SOC) is unknown or no: applicable,
VDC is not applicable. VDR is used CO record the name of the vertical datum
when VDC is 023 (Other). VDR is not applicable “NA” when VDC is any value
except 023.

Dredged channels/areas (6C040)shall be tinted in accordancewith their
depths (HDP), following the Guidance for generation of waiez tint provided in
PG rules for depth curves (2EOIO)and/or open water (2A040).

If ATN =001 (Marked),DAN shall be shown if one of the followingconditions
occur:
(1) The aids to navigation (2C Eeaccres) chac mark che feature do not meet
the inclusion conditions for aids to navigation.
{2) The aids to navigation (2C features) that mark a feature are known co
exist, but che details, such as position, type of aid, ezc, are fioc
sufficient to charc them as aids to navigation.
If 2C features are shown, or informationabout aids co navigation is
completely lacking, omit the DAN label.

If DAT is unknown, omit DAT window.

MARITIME LIXIT.. .6c090 (AREA)

L-4715 ~pe sizes for Maritime Limits and areas:
8 point - e 8 sq. cm.
10 point - >. 8 and < 12 sq. cm.
12 point - >= 12 and < 24 sq. cm.
14 point - >= 24 and < 130 sq. cm.
8 point - >= 100 sq. cm.

Qpe placement for areas >. 100 Sq. cm. to < 500 Sq. Cln.
Two labels are shown on approximatelyopposite sides of the area, preferably
top and bottom.

Wpe placement for areas >= 500 sq. cm.
Labels are placed at approximately250 mm. interval around the periiiecerof
the feature.

DO not place labels around sharp corners (interiorangle <1350), or along
chart neaclines. Place type 1 mm away and paraliel co area limit line,
reading left co right, or bottom co cop if limit line is vertical. ~pe is
placed on the INSIDE of the area.

L-4722 Priority for type placement: l-right center, 2-bottom cencer, 3-left center,
4-top center.
(A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B) FWcimum distance from symbol before choosing the next highest priority:

#l 4 mm measured to che West end
#2 4 mm measured to the North side (top)
#3 4 mm measured to the Ease end
94 4 mm measured co che South side [boccom)
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FEATURE z MARITIME LIMIT ...6c090 (AREA)

L-4750

b-4751

L-4753

R-2290

R-2800

R-2985

R-3703

Label for 0PS=O02 (Abandonsd) shall be “Disused”, in Upper/lower case italic
type, and enclosed in pare:~theses. It shall be centered under label for that
area.

Maritime Limit type “Unsurveyed Area” (6C090 MLT=O05) shall be labeled with
legends spaced every 50 mm along the boundary line, with type positioned 1 mm
away from the lifie. Labels should be on the inside of t’nearea reading from
right to left, o: bottom t> top if boundary is vertical. Do not plsce text
around sharp corners.

Type placement for areas < 100 sq. cm. Type shall be centered in area
reading from left to right.

If longer of two axes is.North-South +/- 20 degrees or East-West +/- 20
degrees, type is parallei to south neatline.

(a) If LEN < WID times two, type shall be placed on two approximately
equal lines without splitting words.

(b) If LEN >= WID times two, and major axis is East-West +/- 20 degrees,
type shall be placed on one line.

(c) If LEN >= WID times two, and major axis is North-South ~/- 20 degrees,
type shall be placed with each word on a separate line.

If longer of two axes is more than 20 degrees from either North-South or
East-West, and LEN < WID times two, type shall be parallel to south nee.cline
and on two approximately equal lines without splitting words

If longer of two axes is more than 2’0degrees from either North-South or
East-West, and LEN >= WID times two, type shall be placed parallel to the
major axis on one Iine.e to be placed inside area, place type outside area,
using Rule L-4722.

When MLT=OO1 (Other), HOC shall be 005 (Natural) if the limit is associated
with de~ths or other physical obstructions. HOC shall be 004 (Man-made) when
the limlt has no permanent physical obstructions.

When the boundary of an areal symbol crosses or overprints the shore:ine, the
boundary overprinting the shoreline or on land is deleted.

Minimum width for maritime limit symbols (6C090), other than pilot boarding
areas (MLT=019), shall be 4 mm at chart scale.

HOC and TXT attributes zre used when MLT=OO1 (Other). TXT shall be worded in
the form of a label that will appear on the symbol for MLT=OOI. PBV is used
when MLT.019 (Pilot Boarding Area) . COD and NAM are used when MLT=O18 (Oil
/Gas Field). OPS is used when MLT=O04 (Spoil Area), or when MLT=015 (Dumping
Ground for Hazardous Material). PRO is used when MLT=O15 (Dumping Ground for
Hazardous Material). If FRO is 019 (Other), a TXT label replaces the PRO
label, and is used to label the hazardous material being dumped.

MINE DANGER AREA. ..6c11O (AREA)

L-4715 Type sizes for Maritime Limits and areas:
8 point - < 8 sq. cm.
10 point - >= 8 and < 12 sq. cm.
12 point - >= 12 and < 24 sq. cm.
14 point - >= 24 and < 100 sq. cm.
8 point - >= 100 sq. cm.

Type placement for areas := 100 sq. cm. to < 500 sq. cm.
TWO labels are shown on approximatelyopposite sides of the area, preferably
top and bottom.

Type placement for areas := 5C0 sq. cm.
Labels are placed at apprcjximately250 mm. interval around the perimeter of
the feature.

Do not place labels arounc~sharp corners (interiorangle <1350), or along
chart n.eatli.nes. Place t>’pe1 mm away and parallel to area limit line,
reading left to right, or bottom to top if limit line is vertical. Type is
placed on the INSIDE of the area.
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FEATURE : MINE DANGER AEU3A...6C11O (AR=)

L-4722

L-4753

L-4756

0“

0-3413

R-2800

Priority for type placement: l-right center, 2-bottom center, 3-left Center.
.4-topcenter.
(A) Minimum distance
(B) Maximum distance

#l 4 mm measured
#2 4 mm measured
53 4 mm measured
%4 4 mm measured

from symbol - 1 mm.
from symbol before choosing the next highest priority:
co the West end
to the North side (top)
co the Ease end
to the South side (bottom)

Type placement for areas < 100 sq. cm. Type shall be centered in area
reading from left co right.

If longer of two axes is North-South +/- 20 degrees or Easi-Wes~ +1- 20
degrees, type is parallel co south neacli~e.

(a) If LEN < WID Cimes two, type shall be placed on two a?proximacely
equal lines without splittingwords.

(b) If LEN >= WID times two, and major axis is East-West +/- 20 degrees.
type shall be placed on one line.

(c) If LEN >. WID times two, and major axis is North-South +/- 20 degrees,
type shall be placed with each word on a separate line.

If longer of two axes is more than 20 degrees from either North-Souih or
East-West, and LEN < WID times CWO, type shall be parallel to south neacline
and on two approximatelyequal lines without splitting words

If longer of two axes is more than 20 degrees from either North-South Or
East-West, and LEN >= WID times two, type shall be placed parallel to the
major axis on one line.e to be placed inside area, place type outside area,
using Rule L-4722.

Open areas between adjacent Kine Danger Areas (6C11C) shall be shown as
‘MINESWEPTCHANNEL” (6C165,YTT=O08) if cartographicor ocher source material
confirms chat the area has been swept for mines. Type placemenc for the
MINESWEpT C~L labels shall be in the followingpriority:

-Place in the center of che mine swept area, parallel co centerline of
the mine swept area, reading from left to right, or fron bottom LO cop i~
vertical:

Shifted off of buc parallel to che centerline of che mine swept area to
avoid overprints with other symbols with the same color;

-If the mine swept area is too narrow to place type inside the area,
place type outside area parallel co the top bounds-v, and 1 mm away from che
boundary reading from left to right, or from bottom to top if vertical.

-Shifted along the bounds-ryto avoid overprints with other symbols of ihe
same color.

Shifted away from the boundary, to a maximum distance of 6 mm ac Aari
scale, to avoid overprintswith ocher symbols of che same color.

lf the mine swept area (6c165,WIT=O08) is also a ~yedwd channel
(6C040),the type Placement Of type for che channel symbol shall iake
precedence over type for the mine swept area.

If danger from mines is significant,based on ancillary data, caucions on
source charcs, or other available information,show mine danger area (6C110)
as maintained minefield (MAS=OO1)even if the field is no longer maintained.

When the bounds.~ of an areal symbol crosses or overprints che shoreline, che
boundaxy overprinting che shoreline or on land is deleted.
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mAwuRIE : MINE DANGER AREA... 6c11O (AREA)

R-2809 The following cautions shall be shown on charts showing Mine Danger Areas
(6c11O). If the minefieli is a maintained minefield (MAS=OO1), the following
caution is shown:

CAUTION
Mariners should stay out cf the area indicated because of
the presence of mines. See Annual NM 1 (36).

If the area is a former Mine Danger Area no longer maintained (MAS=O02), the
following caution is shown:

CAUTION
Mariners are warned not tc anchor, trawl, ground, or
conducz other bottom activities because of the residual
danger of mines on the bottom. See Annual NM 1 (36).

The cautions shown above may have to be modified to provide additional or
different information, based on ancillary sources such as Sailing .Directions
or cautions shown on source charts.

MINE DANGER AREA. ..6cI1O (POINT)

L-4722

0-3413

R-2809

Priority for type placemert: l-right center, 2-bottom center, 3-left center,
4-top center.
(A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B) Maximum distance from symbol before choosing the next highest priority:

#1 4 mm measured to the West efid
#2 ~ mm measured to the North side (top)
#3 4 mm measured to tk.eEast end
#4 4 mm measured to the South side (bottom)

If danger from mines is significant, based on ancillary data, cautions or!
source charcs, or other available information, show miae danger area (6C~~O)
as maintained minefield (PLP.S=OO1)even if the field is no longer maintained.

The following cautions shall be shown on charts showing Mine Danger Areas
(6C11G). If the minefielc, is a maintained minefield (MAS.001), the following
caution is shown:

,.

CIUUTION
Mariners should stzy out cf the area indicated because of
the presence of mines. See Annual NM 1 (36).

If the area is a former Mine Danger Area P.olonger maintained (MAS=O02), the
following caution is shown:

CAUTION
Mariners are warned not tc,anchor, traw~, ground, or
conduct other bottom activities because of the residual
danger of mines on the bottom. See Annual NM 1 (36).

The cautions shown above may have to be modified to provide additional or
different information, based on ancillary sources such as Sailing Directions
or cautions showz on source charts.

PROHIBITED AREA... 6C120 (AREA]
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PEATURE : PROHIBITED AREA.. .6c120 (m)

L-4715 ~pe sizes for Maritime Limits and areas:
8 point - < 8 sq. cm.
10 point - >= 8 and < 12 sq. cm.
12 point - >. 12 and < 24 sq. cm.
14 point - >. 24 and c LOO sq. cm.
8 point - >= 100 sq. cm.

Type placement for areas >= 100 sq. cm. to e 500 sq. cm.
No labels are shown on approximatelyopposite sides of the area, preferably
top and bottom.

Type placement for areas >= 500 sq. cm.
Labels are placed at approximately250 mm. inte-rvalaround the perimeter of
the feature.

DO not place labels around sharp corners (interiorangle <135”),or along
ch~-c neatlines. Place type 1 mm away and parallel co area limit line,
reading left to right, or beccom co cop if Iimis line is vertical. Type is
placed on che INSIDE of the area.

L-4722 Priority for type placement: l-right center, 2-boccom center, 3-left cencer,
4-top center.
(A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B) Maximum distance from symbol before choosing the next highest priority:

#1 4 mm measured to the West end
#2 4 mm measured to the North side (top)
#3 4 mm measured co the Ease end
#4 4 mm measured co the South side (bottom)

o L-4753 me placemenc for areas < 100 sq. cm. Vpe shall be cencered in area,,:,~
reading from left to right.

If longer of two axes is North-South +/- 20 degrees or East-West +/- 20
aegrees, type is parallel to south neatline.

(a) If LEN < WID times two, type shall be placed on cwo agproximateky
equal lines without splittingwords.

(b) if LEN >. WID times two, and major axis is Ease-West +/- 2C degrees,
type shall be placed on one line.

(c) If LEN >. WID times two, and major axis is North-South +/- 20 degrees,
type shall be placed with each word on a separate line.

If longer of two axes is more than 20 degrees from either North-South or
East-West, and LEN c WID times CWO, cy~e shall be parallel to south neatline
and on two approximately equal lines wlchout splitiingwords

If longer of two axes is more than 20 degrees from either North-South or
Ease-West, and LEN >. WID times cwo, iype shall be placed parallel to the
major axis on one line.e co be placed inside area, place type outside area,
using Rule L-4722.

R-2800 When the boundary of an areal symbol crosses or overprints che shoreline, the
boundary overprinting the shorelineor on land is deleted.

PROHIBITED AREA... 6c120 (POXI?T)

L-4722 Priority for Cype placement: I-right center, 2-bottom cencer, 3-left cencer,
4-top cencer.
(A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B) Maximum distance from symbol before choosing che next highest priority:

*1 4 mm measured co che West end
#2 4 mm measured to the North side (top)
#3 4 mm measured to the Sasc end
#4 4 mm measured co the South side (bottom)

RESTRICTED AREA... 6c150 (AREA)

O,,
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EWmJRE : RESTRICTED AREA. ..6c505O (AREA)

L-4715

L-4722

L-4753

L-4758

L-4826

Type sizes for Maritime Linits and areas:
8 point - < 8 Sq. CiC1.
10 point - >= 8 and < 12 sq. cm.
12 point - >= 12 and < 24 sq. cm.
14 point - >= 24 and < !.00sq. cm.
8 point - >= 100 sq. cm.

Type placement for areas >= 100 sq. cm. to < 500 sq. cm.
TWO labels are shown on approximately opposite sides of the area, preferably
top and bottom.

Type placement for a~eas >:= 500 sq. cm.
Labels are placed at appro:timately 250 mm. interval around the perimeter of
the feature.

DO not place labels around sharp corners (interior angle <1350), or along
chart neatlines. place type I mm away and parallel to area limit line,
reading left to right, or ;Jottom to top if limit line is vertical. ~pe is
placed on the INSIDE of the area.

Priority for type placemenc: l-right center, 2-bottom center, 3-left center,
4-top center.
[A) Minimum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B) Maximum distance from ~ymbol before choosing the next highest priority:

*1 4 mm measured to tha West end
#2 4 ,mmmeasured to tha North side (top)
#3 4 mm measured to ths East end
#4 4 mm measured to tha South side (bottom)

Type placement for areas < 100 sq. cm. Type shall be centered in area
reading from left to right.

If longer of two axes is North-South +/- 20 degrees or East-West +/- 20
degrees, type is parallel to south neatline.

(a) If LEN < OJIDtimes two, ty2e shall be placed on two ap~roximately
equal lines without spiitting words.

(b) If LEN >= WID times two, and major axis is East-West +/- 20 degrees,
type shall be placed on one line.

(c) If LEN >= WI12times two, and major axis is North-South +/- 20 degrees,
type shall be placed with each word on a separate line.

If longer of two axes is more than 20 degrees from either Eorth-South or
East-west, and LEN < WID times two, type shall be parallel to south neatline
and on two approximately equal lines without splitting words

If longer of two axes is more than 20 degrees from either North-South or
East-West, and LEN >= WID times two, type shall be placed parallel to the
major axis on one line.e tb be placed inside area, place type outside area,
using Rale L-4722.

Descriptive type for cables and pipelines (6C150, DTC=015) shall be parallel
to the direction of the pipe or cable, i.e., bznk to bznk, rather than
aligned with the body of water. Type may be shown on more than one line if
necessary.

Labeling of pipeline areas (6C150, DTC=013) :
lf width <10 ~, PRO label shall be placed in the center cjfthe area,
parallel to the major axis, reaing left to right, or ‘bOttOm to toP if ma)O1
axis is vertical. Type may be moved sideways to avoid overprints. If WID
>=10 mm, PRO label shall ke placed parallel to and 1 mm away from the
boundary, inside the area adjacent to pipeline portion of the symbol. Both
sides of the area shall be labeled. If line is > 150 mm it shall be labeled
every 100 mm.
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FEATURE : RESTRICTED AREA... 6c150 (AREA)

L-4862

R-2218

R-2800

R-2847

O
R-2937

R-3678

R-9034

Pipelines (1L160),pipeline areas (6C150,DTC.013), and cable and pipeline
areas (6c150,DT’c=O15)shall show a label for ihe following PRO values, using
the label shown below:

If PRO=O06, label “Cheme
If PRO=012, label ‘Gas-
If PRO=013, label “Gasoline”
If PRO.018, label “Oil”
If PRO=027, label “Water”

No PRO label is shown for PRO=OOO Unknown, PRO=019 Ocher, or PRO=035 Sewage.

If the boundary of an area showing alternating T shaped dashes and ocher
grap’hiccomponents joins with a similar line, for example, if a bounds.~
closes on itself, number of dashes or graphic components shown in a series
(usuallythree) shall be reduced so chat no more than four of any one kind of
symbol component are shown in a row.

Wnen the bounda~ of an areal symbol crosses or overprints che shoreli~e, the
boundazy overprinting the shoreline or on land is deleted.

Power cable areas (6C150,DTC=012, USE=053) shall have an eleccric flash
fPosicut#142) placed in che area to identify power cables. The posicuc
shall be positioned as fo:lows, depending on the size of the area: Length <=
40 mm ac charc scale - cencer one posicuc in che cencer of the area. Length
> 40 mm and width <. 40 mm at chart scale - place one posicuc every 30 ,mm zc
charc scale centered between the long sides of che features. Width > 40 mm
at charu scale - place one posicuc every 30 mm along each boundary line, 5 ~
to the inside of the line.

Charts shall have the followingcaucion notes shown in che margin if
pipelines (1L160),pipeline areas (6C150,0TC=013), or cable and pipeline
areas (6C150, DTC=O151 are shown on the chart, ad producis are chemicals
(PRO=O06),gas (PRO.012),gasoline {PRO=O13),or oil (PRO=O18): .

CAUTION
Mariners risk prosecution if Chey anchor or crawl near a pipeline
and so damage ic. (PRO) leaking from a damaged pipeline could
cause fire or loss of a vessel’s buoyancy.

The product name (PRO) is indicated in the cexc of che note. PRCIO06is show
in plural, i.e., “Chemicals.- See ??ocesand Cautions seccion of produce
specificationsfor color, Wpe size, type style, and ocher info.rmacion
regarding caution notes.

RAA is used when DTC=016 (Other) co describe the nature of che restriction
imposed on the area. It should be worded in the form of a label, co appear
on the symbol for DTC=016.

PRO is used when 0TC=013 (PipelineArea), or DTC=015 (Cables and PiPelines).
iJSEis used when DTC.012 fCableArea), or OTC.015 (Cablesand Pipelines).

RESTRICTED _.. .6Cl5O (LINE)

L-4743

L-4758

O,,,,,

If feature type is linear. che label hierarchy is:
(1) Label shall be placed 1 mm above feature, centered.
(2) TOP of label shall be placed 1 mm below feature, cencered.
(3) Label may be displaced along the feature;use two labels if feature

length 150 mm or greater.
(4) Do not label across shoreline (2AO1O or 2H075).

Descriptive type for cables and pipelines (6C150,DTC=015) shall be parallel
to the direction of the pipe or cable, i.e., bank co bank, rather than
aligned with the body of Water. Type may be show~ on more chzn one line if
necessa-~.
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FEATURE : RESTRICTED AREA... 6c150 (LINE)

L-4862

R-2219

R-2220

R-2937

R-9034

,Pipelines (IL160), pipeline areas (6C150, DTC=013), and cable and pipeline
areas (6C150, DTC=015) shall show a label for the following PRO values, using
the label shown below:

If PRO=O06, label “’Chem”
If PRO=012, label “Gas”
If PRO=013, label “Gasoline’”
If PRO=018, label “’Oil”
‘IfPRO=027, label “Water”

No PRO label is shown for PRO.000 Unknown, PRO=019 Other, or PRO=035 Sswage.

Cable areas (6C150,DTC=012) symbolized as line symbols shall be printed so
the centerline of the cable symbol (Posicut #56) follows the centerline of
the cable area. The linear symbol is created by adjacent and joined posicuts
repeated for the length of the centerline of the area.

The electric flash symbol (Posicut #142) shown on power cable areas (6C150,
DT=C012, USE=053] symbolize as line symbols shall be prinzed at 5iImm
intervals along the line symbol. The line symbol shall be broken for 1 mm on
‘eachside of the electric flas’n.

Charts shall have the following caution notes shown in the margin if
pipelines (1L160), pipeline areas (6C150, DTC=O13), or cable and pipeline
areas (6C150, DTC.015) are shown on the chart, antiproducts ar~ chemicals
(PRO=O06), gas (PRO=012), gasoline (PRO=013), or oil (PRo=018): .

CAUTION
Mariners risk prosecution if they anchor or trawl near a pipeline
and so damage it. (PRO) leaking from a damaged pipeline could
cause fire or loss of a vessel’s buoyancy.

The product name (PRO) is indicated in the text of the note. PROO06 is shown o
in plural, i.e., “Chemicals. ” See Notes and Cautions section of wroduct
spe~ifications for color, type size, type style, and other inform~tion
regarding caution notes.

PRO is used when DTC=013 (Pipeline Area), or DTC=015 (Cables and Pipelines).
‘USE is used when DTC=012 (Cable Area), or DTC=015 (Cables and Pipelines)

RESTRICTED AREA.. .6cI5O (POINT)

L-4722 Priority for type placemert: l-right center, 2-bottom center, 3-left center,
4-top center.
(A) Minimum distance
(B) Maximum distance

#~ 4 mm measured
#2 4 nunmeasured
#3 4 mm measured
#4 4 mm measured

from symbol - 1 mm.
from symbol before choosing the aext highest priority:
to the West end
to tk,eNorth side (top)
to tk.eEast end
to the South side (bottom)

R-3678 RAA is used when DTC=016 (Other) to describe the nature of the restriction
imposed on the area. It should be worded in the form of a label, to appear
on the symbol for DTc=016.

ROUTE ...6C165 (AREA)

L-47.47 Type placement order of preference:
(1) Centered in area, parallel to longer of two axes, reading left to

right, or bottom to top if longer axis of the feature is vertical.
(2) Shifted sideways tc,avoid overprints.
(3) Placed outside are;.parallel and 1 mm away from top boundary, reading

left to right, or parallel to and 1 mm away from left bounds-~, reading
bottom to top, if the majc,r axis is vertical, centered with respect to the
major axis.

(4) Shifted sideways tc)avoid overprints.
(5) Shifted up to avoic~overprints, to a maximum distance of 6 mm. o
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n,,
FEATURE: RO-.-.6C165 (-)

o

L-4770

R-2758

ROUTE .

D-7012

L-4702

L-4709

L-4769

L-4813

L-4880

R-2209

R-2222

Labeling areas based on width:
~pe Size: If Width 1s:
08 point <am
10 point >=8mm<18mm
12 point >=18rmn<30mrn
1.4point >= 30 mm

~pe is cencered in area and repeated every 10 cm.

If a rnineswepcarea (6C165,RTT.008)boundary overprintsa mine danger area
(6C110)boundaxy, do noc symbolize the overprintingmineswept area boundaxy.

..6c165 (LINE)

Break line symbol in water area for overprintingpoint symbol with ihe same
color. Leave space 0.5 mm on each side of the point symbol. DO not displace
either the line symbol or the point symbol. Point symbols may cwe.rprint
line symbols of a different color.

Show HDP or HDH value in whole meters if decimecer value is O; otherwise show
the decimeter value as a subscript to che meter value.

If attribute NAM is unknown, delete window and condense the remaining
windows.

ERR or BRS shall be printed above crack, 1 mm away from and paral~el co it.
~pe shall be read from left co right, or bottom to cop it track is vertical.
One attribute shall be shown for each straight line segment, ceniered on
that segment, but can be moved sideways co avoid conflicting with arrows or
ocher chart detail.

BRS is used on one-way tracks (EXS=022)to indicate che bearing steered by a
ship following the track in the direction indicated.

BRR is used on two-way cracks (EXS=023)with the bearing from seaward, i.e..,
when preceding from seaward toward land, or in the direction of buoyage,
followed by its reciprocalbearing, except as follows:

When a two way route (“&S=023)is of such length that reciprocalbearings are
shown at both extrmicies. i.e., a szraight line segment over 25 cm long, the
bearing quoted first shall be che bearing followedby a ship joining che
track ac chac extre~ity.

Descriptive Cerms, e.g., “Canal” shall be shown if ihe name is noc known. If
the descriptive word appears in che name, for example, ‘PANAMA CANAL”, the
descriptive type shall noc be shown, i.e., do noc show “Panama Canal Canal”.

To reduce cranslaciondifficulties,a “not equal to” sign, i.e., a slash (/)
overprinting an equal sign (=), or Posicuz #224, shall be used in the
Description of Reference Points (DRP) attribute to indicate amy two objects
in line. The DRP atcribuce should use this symbol ia place of che words “in
line”, e.g., “2 Bns +“ rather than “2 Bns in line”

If two line features of the same FACS code meet end co end, and have
different depths (HDP), a shore line is shown cencered on ihe point of
intersection. It bisects ihe angle at which the line features meet (i.e., if
the lines meet at 180° angle the bisecting line is perpendicularto the
meeting line features). ‘Thebisecting line is 0.1 mm lineweighz, length is
3.0 mm, and it is shown in the same color as the line features.

VDC is used to record the sounding datum to which a hydrographicdepth (HDP),
drying height (HDd),or che high water datum co which a safe overhead
clearance (SOC) is referenced. If the hydrographicdepth (iiD?),cluing
height (HDH}, or safe overhead clearance (SOC) is un’knownor not a?plicable~
VDC is not applicable. VDR is used co record the name of the vertical datum
when VDC is 023 (Other). VDR is not applicable “NA” when VDC is any “~alue
except 023.
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FEATWRE: RO~E ...6c165 (X.IIITE)

R-2820

R-2854

Tracks of value ODIY to lccal fishing boats or pleasure craft should not be
included on nautical charts except in the Bahama Islands, Nova
Scotia-Newfoundland, and Eermuda areas. This exception applies to all charts
of 1:300,000 scale and la~ger.

Two way tracks that are net marked by fixed objects (6C165, EXS=023, ATN=O02)
are represented by Zrrows pointing in opposite directions. Each pair of
arrows is separated ‘~ytwo c?ashes. No arrows are shown on two way tracks
that are marked by fixed objects (6C165, EXS=-23, ATN=OO1), except for those
showing depths (HDP).

If depth is known, HDP is placed between the arrowheads and the track line is
deleted between the arrow points, to avoid overprinting ND?.

One way tracks (6c165, EXS=022) are represented by a single arrow pointing
in the direction of traffic flow. If depth is known, the HDP is placed 2 mm
behind the point of che arrow and the track line is deleted from the arrow to
1 mm past the type.

Deep water tracks (6C155, RTT=O03) shall have a “DW” inserted before che
arrow, approximately 25mm in front of the arrowhead.

‘Representation of arrows on tracks:
(1) Zach segment of Tracks that has a different depth shall have one

arrows /H’DPset as described above centered approximately in the center of
the seg?nent.Type /arrows shall >e moved sideways along track to avoid being
placed around sharp corners (interior angle < 135°).

Additional arrows without type shall be spaced along Tracks at 100 mm
interval, or once for each straight line segment over 15 mm long, whichever
is less.

(2) Tracks without depths shall show arrows, or pairs of arrows, on two
way tracks, once every 100 mm along the track, or once for eachlstraight
line segment over 15 mm long, whichever is less.

SAFETY FAIRWAY...6C17O (AREA)

L-4747

L-4772

R-2986

Type placement order of preference:
(1) Centered in area, parallel to longer of two axes, reading left to

right, or bottom co top if longer axis of the feature is vertical.
(2) Shifted sideways tc avoid overprints.
(3):Placed outside area parallel and 1 mm away from top boundary, reading

left to right, or parallel to and 1 mm away from left boundary, reading
bottom to top, if the major axis is vertical, centered with :espect to the
major axis.

(4) Shifted sideways to avoid overprints.
(5) shifted Up to avoid overprints, to a maximum distance of 6 mm.

Type size for Safety Fairway (6C17C):
!&pe Size: If Width 1s:
08 point <8mm
10 point >= s mii< 10 mm
12 point >= 10 mm < 20 mm
14 point >= 20 mm

Symbol perimeter shall be broken where ship traffic enters aridexits :he
f>atwre-. Feature boundar{ is symbolized only on those edges where ship
traffic does not enter or exit the feature.

SAFETY FAIRWAY.. .6C17O (LINE)

L-4743 If feature type is linear, the label hierzrchy is:
(1) Label shall be placed 1 mm above feature, centered.
(2) Top of label shall be placed 1 mm below feature, centered.
(3) Label may be displaced along the feature; use two labels if feature

length 150 mm or greater.
(4) Do not label across shoreline !2AO1O or 2H075).

sWEPT =.. .6C177 (AREA)
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O,,
FEAm : SWEPT AREA. ..6c177

L-4702

L-4771

R-2222

O R-2822

R-2984

V-1067

Show HDP or HDH value in
che decimeter value as a

(AREA)

whole meters if decimeter valtieis 0; otherwise show
subscript to the meter value.

Wpe sizes for Swept Areas {6C177):
Type Size: If Width 1s:
8 point <= 8 mm
10 point > 8 mm<= 10 mm
12 point > 10 mm <= 18 mm
14 point > 18 mii

Large areas, 30 x 60 mm wide, with irregular shape, c 60% of a minimum
bounding rectangle covered by area, shall be labeled in several places so ic
is clear to the user what che depth of che area is.

Areas that are coo small to be labeled with 8 point type without overprinting
area limit lines shall be aggregated into larger adjoining areas swept co a
lesser depth than the small area. The larger adjoining area chosen shall be
the one with the closesc shallower depth value.

If the small area is shallower than the surrounding areas, the swept depth
label shall be placed outside the area with a Leading Line used to indicace
which area the depth value refers to.

VDC is used to record the sounding datum to which a hydrographicdepth (HDP),
drying height (HDH),or che high water datum to which a safe overhead
clearance (SOC) is referenced. If the hydrographicdepth (HDP),d~ing
height (HDH),or safe overhead clearance (SOC) iS UnknOwn or no~ applicable
VDC is not applicable. VDR is used to record :he name of the vertical ea:um
when VDC is 023 (Ocher). VDR is not applicable “NA” when VDC is any value
except 023.

If two area symbols of che same type share a common boundary, the common
boundary shall be shown with che lineweighireduced co 0.25 mm, dash lengths
reduced to 2.5 mm, and dash spaces reduced co 0.6 mm. Color remains the same.

If a swept area (6c177)falls on a chart, show this note in che margin or an
open water area. Do nor combine with ocher notes.

NOTE
The area tinted green has been swept in
(DAT) to a depth indicated thus: 40.

If multiple swept areas with different dates appear on the same charc, che
following note, showing che full range of dates, shall be used instead.

NOTE
Areas tinted in green have been swept in
(DAT)-(DAT)toa depth indicated thus: 40

place daCe of wire drag in the no~e. The 040’ in the notes above is an
example only, and a depth within the range of depths show on che feature
should be selected. The wire drzg underline, as shown on che feature symbol,
should also be placed under this number. Color is Green SPC-52813. Type for
the note is 12 and 10 point Swiss 742. Wpe for the swept depth number is 10
point Swiss 742 italic.

If DAT is unknown, omit DAT window.

WORK IN PROGRESS AREA.. .6c21O (AREA)

L-4706 If che accribute value is nor known, or the atcribuce value for none or noi
applicable,delete window and condense remaining windows.

O,’
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mAm ? WORK IN PROGRESS AREA... 6c210 WLEA)

L-4722

L-47’53

L-4774

R-2857

Priority for type placement: l-right center, 2-bottom center, 3-left center,
4-top center.
1A) Minimum distance frorcisymbol- 1 mm.
[B) Maximum distance from fsymbolbefore choosing the next highest priority:

#1 4 mm measured to the West end
#2 4 mm measured to the North side {top)
#3 4 mm measured to zhl~East end
#4 4 mm measured to the South side (bottom)

Type placement for areas < 100 sq. cm. Type shall be centered in area
reading from left to right.

If longer of two axes i:;North-SouCh +/- 20 degrees or East-West +/- 20
degrees, type is parallel “:csouth neatline.

(a) If LEN < WID times :WO, type shall be placed on two approximately
equal lines without split;ing words.

(b) If LEN >. WID times two, and major axis is East--West +/- 20 degrees,
type shall be placed on one line.

(c) If LEN >= WID times two, and major axis is North-South +/- 20 degrees,
type shall be placed with each word on a separate line.

If longer of two axes is more thzn 20 degrees from either North-South or
East-West, and LEN < WID times two, type shall be parallel to south neatline
and on two approximately equal lines without splitting words

If longer of two axes is more than 20 degrees from either North-South or
East-West, and LEN >= WID times two, type shall be placed parallel to the
major axis on one line.e to be placed inside area, place type outside area,
using Rule L-4722.

If two work in progress arsas (6C21O) are within 20 mm of each other and the
same COD (either both COD.001 or both COD=O02) , show only one legend with the
later DAT attribute centersd between the t“wofeatures.

If work in progress area (5C21O) is extending the shoreline seaward (WPC=OO1,
COD=OO1), the old shoreline is retained until the work is completed. Watez
tint is deleted from the area, but land tint is not extended into the area.
If it is a feature under construction (WPC=O02, COD=OO1), the coincident
shoreline is deleted, and land tint is extended into the area.

WORK IN PROGRESS AREA.. .6C21O (LINE)

11-4706

L-4774

R-2857

If the attribute value is not known, or the attribute value for none or not
applicable, delete window an? condense remai~ing windows.

If two work in progress areas (6C21O) are within 20 mm of each other and the
same COD (either both COD=OO1 or both COD=O02), show only or,e2.egencwith ch.e
later DAT attribute centered between the two features.

If work in progress area (6C21O) is extending the shoreline seaward (WPC=OO1,
COD=OO1), the ~ld shoreline is retained untiz the WOrk is completed. Water
tint is deleted from the area, but land tint is not extended into the area.
If it is a feature under construction (WPC=O02, COD=OO1), the coincident
shoreline is deleted, and land tint is extended into the area.

BOUNDARY MARKER.. .9B030 (POINT)

L-3505 Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to south
neatline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

northeast (preferred position) .
~: southeast (lst alternate).
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

2.
3.

(Hierarchy is based On type positioning so as co avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail.)

Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
This method of type placement shall be used for areal featuzes when
spzce does not permit labeling within that feature.
Drop Window.

When SCC = O
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n
FEM’URE : CONTROL POINT. ..9BO35

CONTROL POINT. ..9B035 (POINT)

( Ponm

L-0070

L-0071

L-4008

R-2374

The preferred position of elevation values for horizontal control points
(9B02S,CPA=O02) are as indicated below, in decending order of pre~erence:
Preferred: Boccom right side (southeast)corner of triangle symbol.
Second: Right side teast)ot triangle adjacen~ co and centered on dot
ceater point.
Third: Top left side (northwest)corner,
Fourth:

adjacent to triangle symbol.
Bottom left side (souchwesc)corner of criangel symbol.

When control points (90035,CPA.0061 and bench marks (9B035,CPA=OOI) have a
name or number to identify them (suchas Station 16, or STA 116), and an
elevazion value, che name or number and elevation are positioned in the
followingorder of precedence.
Preferred: Station name on top left side (northwest)corner of triangle
symbol, and elevatlon value on bottom right (southeast)corner, adjacent to
the apex of the triangle symbol.
Second: Stacked, name and value, centered on right side of triangle symbol.
Third: Same as second, except to the left side of triangle symbol.
Fourth: Station name is cencered to the left side on che dot of che
triangle symbol, with the elevation value centered on the same line as che
station name, but co the right side of the triangle symbol.

If NAM = unknown, omit NAM window.

Control Points shall not be shown < 75 m.mapart. In areas of high
concentrationof points, (more than one eve-~ 75 mm), the points-of the
higher order of preference will be shown no less than 75 mm nor more Ghan 225
mm apart. The order of preference is - 1) Crig stations, 2) bench marks, 3)
spot-heights.

o“i MAGNETIC DISTURBANCE

L-4705 Labeling areas,
(1) Centered

Iefc to right.
(2) Centered

of che feature,
(3) Centered

AREA... 9C040 (AREA)

in order of preference:
in area on one line in che area,

in area on one line in che area,
reading left to right, or bottom

type is horizor!cal,readi~g

oriented along che long axis
iO top if axis is vertical.

in area on two approximatelyecwal lines, wichouc splitcinu a
word , iYPe i.shorizon~al, reading-leftto r~gh~.

(4) Centered on two approximatelyequal lines without splitting a word,
QfPe is o=iented alon9 the long axis of the feature, reading Iefc co ~ighi,
or bottom to cop if axis is vertical.

(5) Use Rule L-4722 for type placement if che area is coo small to place
che type inside the area.

L-4722 Priority for type placmenc: l-right cencer, 2-bottom cencer, 3-left cenier,
4-top center.
(A)Min~mum distance from symbol - 1 mm.
(B) distance from symbol before choosing the next highesz priority:

#l 4 mm measured to the West end
82 4 mm measured co the North side (top)
%3 4 mm measured to the East end
#4 4 mm measured to the South side (bottom)

L-4737 Feature name /label shall be positioned parallel to lines of latitude and
readable Ie?t co right.

xIscmLANEous CULTURAL E’EATURE ...9D012 (ARRA)

o
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Fro-: MISCELLANEOUS CWLT’URAL FEATU~. ..9DOl2 (AREA)

L-3505 Label feature as per hiera:~chyfor topo type placement parailel to south
neatline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

northeast (preferred position) .
;: southeast (lst alternate).

northwest (2nd alternate)
~1 southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alt,arnate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based O:Xtype positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not permit labeling within thar feature. Wk:en SCC . 0
Drop Window.

L-3506 Names placement shall be oriented to the longest axis of the feature reading
left tc right and placed within the area outline and centered. If longest
axis is perpendicular to the south neatline, the type shall be placed outside
of the area outline, preferred position is northeast of the feature (Rule
L-3505), but may be placed at any position around the feature so as not to
overprint any other feature type and reading left to right.

MISCELLANEOUS CULTURAL FEATURE. ..9DO12 (LINE)

L-4260 Label shall be positioned above feazure, reading left to right (or to the
left of vertical feature, reading bottom to top) , at a 0.5 mm distance and
parallel to respective feature. Label shall preferably be positioned at the
midpoint of the line segment or symbol; however, it may be displaced
laterally along respective feature to avoid overprinting other symbols or
labels. If space wili not permit placing label parallel to feature, offset
the label in accordance with Rule L-4261 below and use a leader line to
identify its location along the feature. e

MXSCEZdLANEOUS CULTURAL FIimT’uRE...9DOl2 (POINT)

11-3505

POXNT

C-0016

L-3958

R-2173

R-217’S

Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to sotith
neatline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:
a. northeast (preferred position) .
b. southeast (lst alternate).

northwest (2nd alternate)
~: southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchy is based on rype positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscur:.ngdetail. )

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is G.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not pe~it laieling within that feature. When SCC = G
Drop Window.

OF CHANGE.. .9DO15 (POINT)

The feature shall be perpendicular to a road (1P030), interchange (1P020),
railroad track (INO1O), administrative boundary (L6AOOO), armistice line
(6A020), cease-fire line (6A030), defacto boundary (6A060), international
date, or river/stream (2H14G).

The Point of Change in ths number of Tracks shall be symbolized and laieled
<= 6.2 mm to the ?oint of Change on both sides.

Point of Change symbol (9D015) shall be added ‘where approximate alignment
begins and ends and placed on top of Road where labels would be placea,
perpendicular to Road symbolization with staff end of symbol just touching
the Road.

Add Point of Change (9D015) ticks at the beginning and end of Roads labeled
LTN >= 3.
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O,,
FEATURE : POINT OF CHANGE... 9D015 (POINT)

R-2176

R-2209

R-2357

R-2430

R-2498

LTN labels shall be positioned adjacenc co Point of Change (9D015) ticks on
road stretches >= 2.0 mm at map scale.

If two line features of the same FACS code meet end co end, and have
different depths (HDP), a short line is shown centered on che point of
intersection. It bisects the angle at which the line featuresmeet (i.e., if
the lines meet at 180°angle che bisecting line is perpendicularto che
meeting line features). The biseccing line is 0.1 mm lineweighc, lezgth is
3.0 mm, and it is shown in che same color as the line features.

‘Ihe“Point of Change* symbol shall be shown at 90 degrees on the north or
upper side of the boundary when there is a change in the status of a
boundary. The symbol shall not overprint a symbolizedbounds.? monumenz.

A limiting tick shall be shown at points indicatinga change in navi~abilicy
of a canal.

Use a ~oint of chanue (9DO15) for changes in status on an administrative
bounds-~ (6AOOO), -
armistice line (6A020),Cease-fire line (6A030),defacto boundary (6A060),
demilitarized zone (6A070),or zone of occupation (6A170),unless change
occurs at a symbolized boundary marker (9B0301.

VOID COLLECTION AREA... 9D020 (AREA)

G-0011

L-0050

o-

L-3505

L-3506

L-3968

0

Feature must retain all cartographicdetail (i.e.,not zhinned or smootheci).

Type sizes per area sizes ac map/chart scale: Area features only.
06 point - .S 770 mm sq. area and S 14 mm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm sq. area and S 28 mm width
09 point - S 5,192 mm sq. area and S 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and S 62 mm width
12 point - S 16,632 mm sq. area and S 84 mm width
14 point - S 24,960 mm Sq. area and S104 mm width
16 point - > 24,960 mm sq. area
Wher,earea measurements are inconsistent,the larger type size shall be used.
Where the full range of type sizes is not available for a particular label,
the closest available type size shall be used.

Label feature as per hierarchy for copo type placement parallel to south
neatline corners reading left co right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

no~~heast (preferredposi~ion).
~: southeast (Ist alternate).

northwest (2nd alternate)
~: southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alcernace)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchyis based on type positioning so as co avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail.)

2. Hinimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 nun.
3. ‘l?hismethod of type piacement shall be used for areal featureswhen

space does not permit la’belingwithin that feature. When SCC . 0
Drop Window.

Names placemenc shall be oriented co the longest axis of che feature ueading
left to right and placed within the area outline and centered. If longest
axis is perpendicular to che south neacline, the type shall be placed outside
of the area outline, preferred position is norcheasc of che feature (Rule
L-3505), but may be placed at any position around the feature so as not to
overprint any ocher feature type and reading left to right.

m area void of Contours or form lines due to lack o:, or poor quality souuce
data, shall be labeled “RELIEF DATA INCOMPLETE”. An area void of relief
which is greater ~han 75 mm x 75 mm at map scale shall carry the additional
note “Limits of Reliable Relief Information”repeated along the perimeter of
the contoured area.

IAX.ATION...9D040 (AREA)
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FEATURE : NAMED LOCATION.. .9D040 (AREA)

RULES

L-0050

L-0060

Type sizes per area sizes at map/chart scale: Area features only.
06 point - < 77’0mm Sq. area and S 14 mm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm sq. area and S 28 mm width
09 point - S 5,192 mm sq. area and S 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm Sq. area and S 62 mm width
12 point - S 16,632 mm sq. area and S 84 mm width
14 point - S 24,960 mm sq. area and S104 mm width
16 point - > 24,960 mm sq. zr$?a
Where area measurements are inconsistent, the larger type
Where the full range of type sizes is not available for a
the closest available type size shall be used.

size shall be used.
particular label,

Populated places are classified by complete up-co-date population figures,
and by administrative importance. When complete up-to-date population data
is not available, populated places are classified solely by administrative
importance.

First order of precedence:
Population classification for culturally developed areas:
>= 500,000 (PPL 001), first importance
14 point bold condensed, upper case

>= 100,000 and < 500,000 (PPL 002), second importance:
10 point bold condensed,upper case
>= 25,000 and < 100,000 (FPL 003), third importance
10 point bold condensed, upper and lower case
>= 5,000 and < 25,000 (PPL,004), fourth importance
10 point condensed, uPPer and lower case

< 5,000 (PF’L005), fifth importance:
8 point condensed, upper and lower case

Second order of precedence:
Population and Yelative importance classification for an area not as yet well
culturally developed: ●
>= 100,000 (PPL 001), first importance
14 point bold condensed, upper case

>= 50,000 and < 100,OOO (rIpL002), second importance
10 point bold condensed, upper case
>= 10,000 and < 50,000 (PEIL003), third importance
10 point bold condensed, upper and lower case
>= 2,000 and < 10,000 (PPI,004), fourth importance
10 point condensed, upper and lower case

< 2,000 (PPL 005), fifth importance
8 point condensed, upper and lower case

Third order of precede~ce:
The categories of administrative importance may vary from region to region
National capital (PPL 001), first importance
14 point bold condensed, cpper case
Province, state, or depar:.mentcapital (PPL 002) , second importance
10 point bold condensed, upper case

County seat or chartered city (PPL 003), third importance
10 point bold condensed, upper and lower case

Town (PPL 004), fourth importance
10 point condensed, upper and lower case

Village or settlement (PPL 005), fifth importance
8 point condensed, upper and lower case
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FEATURE : NAM3D =TION ...9D040 (AREA)

L-3S05

L-3506

L-3630

L-4827

o L-4896

L-0051

Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to south
neatline corners reading left co right:
1. Positionalhierarchy:
a. northeast (preferredposition).
b. southeast (Ist alternate).

northwest (2nd alternate)
~1 sottthwest(3rd alternate)
e. top-centered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchyis based on type positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring clecail.)

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for a~eal featureswhen

space does noc permit labelingwithin that feature.
Drop Window.

When SCC . 0

Names placement shall be oriented to-the longest axis of the feature reading
left to right and placed within the area outli~e and centered. If longest
axis is perpendicularto the south neacli~e, the type shall be placed OUiside
of che area outline, preferred position is northeast of the feature {Rule
L-3505), but may be placed at any position around the feature so as not co
overprint any other feature type and reading left to right.

Label line feature above (preferred)and parallel to the line with a 0.5 mm
space between. Above means: readable from south or east Projection
neatline.

Geographic names shall noc be placed along the axis of deepest waier in a
confined area, such as a channel, fairway, ccc.

The following non-FACS features shall be named if name is known:
Non-tidal basin (an artificiallyenclosed area within which water can

be ~aintained at a desired level to keep ships afloat while loading or
discharging cargo, etc.). Water level is maintained by locks (21030),or
sluice gates (21040),in IHO terminology,a “caisson”. Symbolize name as if
CSI=O06, i.e. in italic type.

b. Tidal basin or tidal harbor (an enclosure in which the tide freely
rises and falls, i.e., there is no lock or gate to regulate the water level.
Symbolize name as if CSI=O06, i.e., in italic type.

143CATION...9D040 (LINE)

Type sizes for single line features at map/charc scale.
06 point - S 80 mm Iengch
07 point - S 160 mm length
09 point - > 160 mm length

O!,
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F’EATURE : NAMED LOCATION. ..9DO4,0 (LI~)

L-0060

IJ-3630

L-4827

L-4896

NAMED

Populated places are classflLfiedby complete up-to-date population figures,
and by administrative impo::tance. When complete up-to-date population data
is not available, populated places are classified solely by administrative
importance.

First order of precedence:
Population classification Eor culturally developed areas:
>= 500,000 (PPL 001), first importance
14 point bold condensed, upper case

x= 100,000 and < 500,000 (PPL 002), second importance:
10 point bold condensed, “lppercase

>= 25,000 and < 100,000 (PPL 003), third importance
10 point bold condensed, tiPperand lower case

>= 5,000 and < 25,000 (PPL 004), fourth importance
10 point condensed, upper and lower case

.-.5,000 (PPL 005), fifth importance:
8 point condensed, upper and lower case

Second order of precedence:
Population and relative importanceclassification for an zrez noc zs yet well
culturally developed:
~= 100,000 (pm 001), first importance
IQ point bold condensed, upper case
>= 50,000 and < 100,000 (PPL 002) , second importance
10 point bold condensed, upper case
>= 10,000 and < 50,000 (PPL 003) , third importance
10 point bold condensed, upper and lower case

>= 2,000 and < 10,000 (PPL 004), fourth importance
10 point condensed, upper and lower case

< 2,000 (PPL 005), fifth importance
8 poiat condeased, ugper znd lower case

Third order of precedence:
The categories of administrative importance may vary from region to region
National capital (PPL 001), first importance
14 point bold condensed, upper case
Province, state, or department capital (PPL 002) , second imPortaTlce
10 point bold condensed, upper case

county seat or chartered city (PPL 003), third importance
10 point bold condensed, uppsr and lower case

Town (PPL 004), fourth im~)ortance
10 point condensed, upper and lower case
fiillageor settlement (PPIJ 00’5), fifth importance
B point condensed, upper and lower case

Label line feature above preferred) and parallel to the line with a 0.5 mm
space between. Above means: readable from south or east Projection
neatline.

Geographic names shall not be placed along the axis of deepest water in a
confined area, such as a channel, fairway, etc.

The following non-FACS features shall be named if name is known:
a. Non-tidal basin (an artificially enclosed area within which water can

be maintained at a desireci level to keep ships afloat while loading ox
discharging cargo, etc.) . Water level is maintained by locks (21030), or’
sluice gates (21040), in :[EOterminoloml a “caisson”. Symbolize name as if
CSI=O06, i.e. in italic type.

b. Tidal basin or tidal harbor (an enclosure in which the tide freely
rises and falls, i.e., there is no lock or gate to regulate the water level.
Symbolize name as if CSI=O06, i.e., in italic type.

LOCATION... 9D040 (POINT)
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n
PEATUR.E : NAMED LOCATION.. .9D040 (POINT)

O,,

L-0060

L-3505

L-4827

poou~ated places are classified by complete up-to-date population figures..
and m administrative importance. When complete up-co-date population data
is noc available, populated places are classified solely by administrative
importance.

First order of precedence:
Population classification for culturallydeveloped areas:
>= 500,000 (PPL 001), first imp=~ance
14 point bold condensed, Upper case

>= 100,000 and < 500,000 (PPL 002), second importance:
10 point bold condensed, upper case
>. 25,000 and c 100,000 (PPL 003), third importance
10 point bold condensed, upper and lcwer case
>= 5,000 and < 25,000 (PPL 004), fourth importance
10 point condensed, upper and lower case
< 5,000 (PPL 005), fifth importance:
8 point condensed, uPPer and Iowez case

Second order of precedence:
Population and relative importanceclassificationfor an area noc as yec well
culturally developed:
>= 100,000 (PPL 001), first imPOIXaIXe
14 point bold condensed, upper case
>= 50,000 and < 100,000 (PPL 002), second importance
10 point bold condensed, upper case
>= 10,000 and < 50,000 (PPL 003), third importance
10 point bold condensed uppe= and l~~er case
>= 2,000 and < 10,000 (PPL 004), fourth importance
10 point condensed, upper and lower case

< 2,000 (PPL 005), fifth importance
8 point condensed, upper and lower case

Third order of precedence:
The categories of administrativeimportancemay vary from region to region
National capital (PPL 001), first Importance
14 point bold condensed, upper case
Province, siate, or department capital (PPL 002), second importance
10 point bold condensed, upper case

county seat or chartered city (PPL 003), third iwortance
10 point bold condensed, upper and lower case

‘FOWTI(PPL 004), fourth importance
10 point condensed, upper and lower case

Village or settlement (PPL 005), fifth importance
8 point condensed, upper and lower case

Label feature as per hierarchy for COPO type placemenc parallel co south
~eacline corners reading left to right:
1. Positionalhierarchy:

northeast (preferredposition).
~: southeast (lst alternate).
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-cencered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchyis based on type ~osicioning so as co avoid overprinting
ocher type or obscuring detail.)

2. Minimum space between ty?e placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placemenc shall be used for areal featureswhen

space does not permit labelingwithin that feature. When SCC . 0
Drop Window.

Geographic names shall not be placed along the axis of deepest water in a
confined area, such as a channel, fairway, etc.

o
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FEATURE : NAMED LOCATION. ..9D040 (POINT)

L-4896 The followingnon-F.LCSfeatures shall be named if name is known:
a. Non-tidzl basin (an artificiallyenclosed area within which water can

be maintained at a desired level to keep ships afloat while loa&ing or
discharging cargo, etc.) . Water level is maintained by locks (21030), or
sluice gates (21040), in IHO te.nninology, a “caisson”. Symbolize name as if
CSI=O06, i.e. in italic type.

b. Tidal basin or tidal harbor (an enclosure in which the tide freely
rises and fails, i.e., there is no lock or gate to regulate the water level.
Symbolize name as if CSI.006, i.e., in italic type.

TEXT DESCRIPTION...9DO45 (AREA)

L-O’050

L-3505

‘l?fpesizes per area sizes at map/chart scale: Area features only.
06 point - ~ 770 mm sq. area and S 14 mm width
07 point - S 2,296 mm sq. area and S 28 mm width
09 point - .S 5,192 mm sq. area and S 44 mm width
10 point - S 9,796 mm sq. area and “S 62 mm width
12 point - S 16,632 runsq. area and S 84 mm width
14 point - S 24,960 m sq. area and S104 mm width
16 point - > 24,960 mm sq. area
Where area measurements are inconsistent, the larger type size shall be used.
Where the full range of type sizes is not available for a particular latiel,
the closest available type size shall be used.

Label feature as per hierarchy for topo type placement parallel to south.
neatline corners reading left to right:
1. Positional hierarchy:

no~theast (preferred position) .
southeast (lst alternate) .
northwest (2nd alternate)
southwest (3rd alternate)
top-centered (4th alternate)
bottom-centered (5tk alternate)
(Hierarchyis based orIripe positioning so as to avoid overprinting
other type or obscuring detail.)

2. Minimum space between type placement and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal feacares when

space does not permit lakeling within that fezture. When SCC . 0
Drop Window.

TEXT DESCRIPTION. ..9DO45 (LINE)

L-0051

k4260

L-4261

WPe sizes for sin91e lize features at map/chart scale.
06 point - S 80 mm length
07 point - S 160 mm length
09 point - > 160 mm length

Label shall be positioned above feature, reading left to right (or to the
‘leftof vertical feature, reading bottom to top), at a 0.5 mm distance and
parallel to respective feature. Label shall preferably be positioned at the
midpoint of the line segment or symbol; however, it may be displaced
laterally along respective feature to avoid overprinting other symbols or
labels. If space will noc permit placing label parallel to feature, offset
:thelabel in accordance with Rule L-4261 below and use a leader line to
identify its location along the feature.

Feature name, label, data information holder, and/or symbol shall be
positioned, reading left to right, parallel to the tan~ent of the cemter of
the southern neatline of the map sheet.

TEXT DESCRIPTION.. .9D045 (POINT)
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FEATURE: -T

o

DESCRIPTION. ..9D045 POINT)

L-3505 Label feature as per hierarchy for coqo type placement parallel LO south
neatline corners reading Iefc to right:
1. Positionalhierarchy:
a. northeast (preferredposition).
b. southeast (lSC alternate).
c. northwest (2nd alternate)
d. southwest (3rd alternate)
e. top-cencered (4th alternate)
f. bottom-centered (5th alternate)

(Hierarchyis based on type positioning so as to avoid overpricing
other type or obscuring detail.)

2. Y!nimum space between type placemenc and feature symbol is 0.5 mm.
3. This method of type placement shall be used for areal features when

space does not pe-mit labelingwithin chat feature.
Drop Window.

When SCC ❑ O

L-4899 Miscellaneous labels occasionallymay be found in association with marine
navigationalaids (2c). If a cexc label is shown on hydrographic source
material, it should be considered significant for navigation. Zxamples are:

-A fog detection light, ~abe~ “Fg Det Lc”
-A floodlit structure near navigablewater, label “(Illiminaced)”
-A daytime light, if character (COL) of light in the day is differenz from

che characcer shown at night. Show daytime character, followed by ‘Day” in
parentheses, for example:
(F 37m IlklDay)

-Unwatched light, with no standby or emergency arrangements, label
include m~~~~~-A temporary light or buoy, label “(cemp)’. If seasonal,

for example: “(Apr-Ott)”
.,

-A fog light, if light is only shown in fog, or the light duri~g fog is
different from the characcer (COL) shown ac other times, show character in
fog, followed @ “(in fog)”, in parentheses. For example: F1 5s (in fog)

-A privately maintained light or buoy, label “(priv)”
-RACONS occasionallywill show a morse code idencificacion,or an

operating frequency, for example, “Racon (Z)”, ‘Racon (2) (10 cm)‘, “Racon
(Z) (3 & 10 cm)- A RACON responding on a fixed frequencyoutside ike marine
band is labeled with an “F” In front of the label “RACONO

O,:
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APPENDIX B

COMBAT CHART STYLE SHEET (EAST-WEST)

10. SCOPE

10.1 -. This Appendix is a graphic illustration of the
design, composition, and location of the margin data of charts oriented
with their long dimension in an east-west direction. This Appendix is a
mandatory part of the specification. The information contained herein
is intended for compliance.

20. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

20.1 Government documents.

20.1.1 mec~ns. steals ~ ~. This section is
not applicable to this Appendix.

20.1.2

Defense Mapping Agency Technical Manual 8358.1, Datums,
Ellipsoids, Grids, and Grid Reference Systems

Copies of the above technical manual are available to Department
of Defense users, from the Defense Mapping Agency Combat Support Center,
6001 MacArthur Boulevard, Bethesda, MD 20816-5001. All other request
should be directed to the National Technical Information Center, Cameron

n
Station, Alexandria, VA. 22315-6145

20.2 Non-government publications. This section is not applicable
to this Appendix.

30. COMBAT CHART STYLE SHEET

30.1 Stvle sheet. See next page for style sheet information.

30.2 Order of ~recedence. In the event of a conflict between type
styles/sizes illustrated on this style sheet and the type styles/sizes
specifications shown in red, the specifications in red shall take
precedence.

30.3 This style sheet is folded to the size of this
document. See 5.2 for folding requirements of Combat Charts.

o
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APPENDIX c

COMBAT CHART STYLE SHEET (NORTH-SOUTH)

10. SCOPE

O,,:

10.1 m. This Appendix is a graphic illustration of the
design, composition, and location of the margin data of charts oriented
with their long dimension in a north-south direction. This Appendix is
a mandatory part of the specification. The information contained herein
is intended for compliance.

20. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

20.1.1 ~. ‘3~ . This section is

not applicable to this Appendix.

20.1.2

Defense Mapping Agency Technical Manual 8358.1, Datums,
Ellipsoids, Grids, and Grid Reference Systems

Copies of the above technical manual are available to Department
of Defense users, from the Defense Mapping Agency Combat Support Center,
6001 MacArthur Boulevard, Bethesda, MD 20816-5001. All other request
should be directed to the National Technical Information Center, Cameron
Station, Alexandria, VA. 22315-6145

20.2 ~
. .D~ . This section is not applicable

to this Appendix.

30. COMBAT CHART STYLE SHEET

30.~ WU=alE=. See next page for style sheet information.

30.2 ~. In the event of a conflict between type
styles/sizes illustrated on this style sheet and the type styles/sizes
specifications shown in red, the specifications in red shall take
precedence.

30.3 . This style sheet is folded to the size of this
document. See 5.2 for folding requirements of Combat Charts.

30.4 . The following items were printed incorrectly
on this style sheet: The label “COMBAT CHART NORTH-SOUTH STYLE SHEET”
in the lower right corner should have been printed in red. This note is
not shown on Combat Charts, and only identifies this style sheet. The
heights note should be centered between the publication note and the
limited distribution note. Gray tint should be
number in the upper left corner, the coordinate
upper right comer, and to the symbol legend.

added to the chart
conversion note in the

o
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